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Summary
Information systems are being used for more and more applications, are
becoming more complicated and expensive, while at the same time affecting
large parts of our society. It is therefore important that information systems are
developed in an effective and efficient way. To achieve this, numerous methods
for information systems development have been described. Such a method
typically consists of descriptions of the activities to be performed, the products
to be delivered, and the tools to be used. Commercial methods, being released
by large software houses and consultancy firms, are usually made up of several
volumes, confiscating entire book shelves. Methods can be considered as a
standardisation of the IS engineering process, in order to enable the efficient
and effective performance of that process.

A problem with these methods is, that they hardly take into account the
situation in which an information system is developed. Each situation is, in
principle, different. A situation affects the way of working and the product types
to be delivered. On the one hand, a method should accomplish standardisation,
on the other hand should it be flexible, to match the situation at hand. In this
dissertation, this requirement is called controlled flexibility.

Controlled flexibility is achieved by constructing methods. For each situation,
for instance a project or an organisation, a different method is built. This
method completely takes into account the circumstances (situation factors)
applicable in that situation. We call such a method a situational method.

This dissertation describes the basic concepts of Situational Method
Engineering, the research discipline focused on construction of situational
methods. A core theme of this discipline is the Situational Method Engineering
process, in which several steps are recognized. A first step is characterisation
of the situation: by using situation factors and -possibly- performance
indicators, the project situation is being described. This description can serve as
input for the selection step, in which the required method building blocks are
being selected. These building blocks are called method fragments, and are
stored in a Method Base. The selected method fragments are combined in the
assembly step, which results in a situational method. This method is applied in a
project; experiences with the method can be stored in the Method Base, to
improve application in future projects. The process does not necessarily take
place in one shot before the project; parts can also be added or corrected during
the project, as not all required information may be available beforehand.

Method fragments are subdivided into two main categories: conceptual method
fragments and technical method fragments. A conceptual method fragments is
either a product fragment, or a process fragment. A product fragment describes
a product of the information systems engineering process. A process fragment
describes the activities of that process. Technical method fragments describe the



automated tools (CASE tools) supporting the information systems engineering
process, and are subdivided into three categories: tool fragment, repository
fragment and process manager fragment. A tool fragment describes part of the
CASE tool functionality. A repository fragment describes part of a data base. A
process manager fragment guides the CASE tool user through part of the
method, thereby connecting process fragments, product fragments and tool
fragments.

Besides method fragments, the Method Base contains several other concepts.
Actor and actor role are used to model the so-called human aspect of methods,
i.e. the persons in methods and their roles and functions. Association is used to
model relationships between product fragments. Product fragments play a
product role in these relationships. Process fragments play a process role while
manipulating product fragments. In addition to this, the Method Base contains
the rule concept, to specify constraints on method fragments.

Between method fragments and other concepts a number of relationships and
properties is defined, with which method fragments can be characterised and
selected. Properties can have a fixed value domain, but can also have a value
from a value set that is not stable. From the former type, the so-called stable
properties, value domains are given in this dissertation.

The definition of the method fragments and additional concepts constitutes,
together with their relationship types, property types and property values types,
the conceptual design of the Method Base. The Method Base is the top level of
a hierarchy consisting of three abstraction levels: the Method Engineering level,
the information systems engineering method (ISEM) level, and the information
systems engineering level. The latter level deals with the processes, products
and tools of individual projects, and has not been considered in this work. On
the ISEM level two systems are defined in which method fragments are
anchored. Anchoring means that a method fragment is described in terms of
well-defined basic concepts and -ideally- relationships between those concepts.
In this way, semantics can be assigned to method fragments. In this research, an
ontology for product fragments and a process classification system for method
fragments are defined to achieve this. It is important to know that these
anchoring systems do not pretend to embody the ultimate truth. They are
extendible and can be, if necessary, replaced by other systems (which assign
then a different meaning to method fragments). The ontology proposed by us,
the Methodology Data Model, consists of basic concepts of information systems
development product, which are related with each other through a number of
associations. The process classification system consists of definitions of a
number of basic steps, product types and state types, enabling definition of
goals.

To enable method fragment representation, a language has been defined. This
language, called MEL (Method Engineering Language) has evolved from a



number of existing graphical method modelling languages, extended with a
textual component taking into account the specific properties of method
fragments. In addition to this, MEL consists of a number of operations to
administrate method fragments in the Method Base, to select them, and to
combine and assemble them.

To enable the combination of method fragments, heuristics and formalised
method assembly rules have been defined. Given a situation and expected
success of a project, the heuristics help in choosing suitable method fragments.
The assembly rules are then used to combine method fragments in such a way,
that a high quality situational method is made. Besides the suitability
requirement, other criteria play a role: completeness, consistency, efficiency,
soundness and applicability. We have grouped the method assembly rules by
these criteria.

Because Situational Method Engineering is a complex and error-prone process,
automated support (CAME, Computer Aided Method Engineering) is required.
In this research a prototype has been developed offering this support. The
prototype, called Decamerone, consists of the Method Base implementation, a
number of editors to specify and manipulate method fragments in -graphical and
textual- MEL, and a CASE tool generator. The support tool is developed as an
extension of the customisable CASE environment Maestro II.





Samenvatting
Informatiesystemen worden voor steeds meer toepassingen gebruikt, worden
steeds ingewikkelder en duurder, en krijgen steeds meer invloed op onze
maatschappij. Het is daarom van belang dat de -projectmatige- ontwikkeling
van informatiesystemen op een effectieve en efficiente wijze geschiedt.

Teneinde dit te bereiken, is in het verleden een groot aantal methoden voor
informatiesysteemontwikkeling beschreven. Zo’n methode bestaat gewoonlijk
uit omschrijvingen van de uit te voeren aktiviteiten, de op te leveren produkten
en eventueel de te gebruiken hulpmiddelen. Commerciële methoden, zoals
uitgebracht en verkocht door grote softwarehuizen en adviesbureau’s, beslaan
vaak verscheidene delen, die niet zelden een hele boekenplank in beslag nemen.
Methoden kunnen worden gezien als een standaardisatie van het
informatiesysteemontwikkelingsproces, om dat proces efficiënter en effectiever
te laten verlopen.

Probleem met deze methoden is, dat zij weinig rekening houden met de
specifieke situatie waarin een informatiesysteem wordt ontwikkeld. Elke
situatie is in principe anders, en heeft invloed op de te gebruiken werkwijze en
de op te leveren produkten. Enerzijds dient een methode dus standaardisatie te
bewerkstelligen, anderzijds dient zij dusdanig flexibel te zijn dat zij nauw
aansluit bij de onderhavige informatiesysteemontwikkelingssituatie. Deze eis
wordt in het proefschrift beheerste flexibiliteit genoemd.

Beheerste flexibiliteit wordt bereikt door methoden te construeren. Voor elke
situatie, bijvoorbeeld een project of een organisatie, wordt een andere methode
gebouwd, een methode die volledig rekening houdt met de omstandigheden
(situatiefactoren) die in die situatie gelden. Een methode die op een dergelijke
wijze wordt geconstrueerd hebben we een situationele methode genoemd.

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de basisconcepten van Situational Method
Engineering, de onderzoeksdiscipline die zich bezighoudt met de constructie
van situationele methoden. Centraal hierin staat het Situational Method
Engineering proces, waarin verschillende stappen worden onderkend. Een
eerste stap is karakterisatie van de situatie: met behulp van situatiefactoren en
eventueel prestatie-indicatoren wordt de projectsituatie beschreven. Deze
beschrijving kan als invoer dienen voor de selectie-stap, waarin de voor het
onderhavige project benodigde methodebouwstenen worden geselecteerd. Deze
bouwstenen worden methodefragmenten genoemd, en zijn opgeslagen in een
databank. Zo’n databank noemen we een Method Base. De geselecteerde
methodefragmenten worden samengesteld in de assemblage-stap, welke
resulteert in een al of niet complete situationele methode. Die methode wordt in
het project toegepast; ervaringen met de methode kunnen vervolgens worden
opgeslagen in de Method Base, om zo de selectie bij toekomstige projecten te



verbeteren. Het proces hoeft niet noodzakelijkerwijs in zijn geheel vóór een
project te worden uitgevoerd; delen kunnen ook nog tijdens een project plaats
hebben, omdat vaak niet alle noodzakelijke informatie vooraf beschikbaar is.

Methodefragmenten zijn onderverdeeld in twee hoofdcategorieën: conceptuele
methodefragmenten en technische methodefragmenten. Een conceptueel
fragment is ofwel een produktfragment, ofwel een procesfragment. Een pro-
duktfragment beschrijft een produkt van het informatiesysteemontwikkelings-
proces. Een procesfragment beschrijft de aktiviteiten van het proces. Technische
methodefragmenten beschrijven de geautomatiseerde hulpmiddelen (CASE
tools) die het informatiesysteem-ontwikkelingsproces ondersteunen, en zijn
onderverdeeld in drie categorieën: tool fragment, repository fragment en
process manager fragment. Een tool fragment beschrijft een deel van de
functionaliteit van een CASE tool. Een repository fragment beschrijft een deel
van een database. Een process manager fragment voert de CASE tool gebruiker
door een deel van de methode, waarbij het procesfragmenten,
produktfragmenten en toolfragmenten met elkaar in verbinding brengt.

Naast methodefragmenten bezit de Method Base nog een aantal andere
concepten. Actor en actor rol worden gebruikt om de zogenaamde “menselijke
structuur” van methoden te modelleren, d.w.z. de personen in methoden en hun
rollen en functies daarin. Associatie wordt gebruikt om relaties tussen
produktfragmenten te modelleren. Produktfragmenten spelen een bepaalde
produkt rol in dergelijke relaties. Procesfragmenten spelen een proces rol bij
het manipuleren van produktfragmenten. Verder bezit de Method Base nog het
concept regel, waarmee beperkingen op methodefragmenten kunnen worden
gespecificeerd.

Tussen methodefragmenten en overige concepten is een aantal relaties en
eigenschappen gedefinieerd, met behulp waarvan methodefragmenten kunnen
worden gekarakteriseerd en geselecteerd. Eigenschappen kunnen een vast
waardendomein bezitten, maar kunnen ook een waarde hebben die niet uit een
vastomlijnde verzameling is gekozen. Van de leden van de eerste groep, de
zogenaamde stabiele eigenschappen, zijn alle waardendomeinen gegeven.

De definitie van de methodefragmenten en overige concepten, samen met hun
relatietypen, hun eigenschaptypen en de waardendomeinen van eigenschappen,
vormt het conceptuele ontwerp van de Method Base. De Method Base is het
bovenste niveau van een hiërarchie bestaande uit drie abstractieniveau’s: het
Method Engineering niveau, het methodeniveau en het projectniveau. Het
projectniveau gaat in op de processen, produkten en hulpmiddelen van
individuele projecten, en is niet behandeld in dit proefschrift. Op het
methodeniveau zijn twee systemen gedefinieerd waarin methodefragmenten zijn
verankerd. Verankering wil zeggen dat een methodefragment is beschreven in
termen van gedefinieerde basisconcepten en -idealiter- de relaties tussen die
concepten. Op deze wijze kan semantiek worden toegekend aan



methodefragmenten. In dit onderzoek zijn een ontologie voor
produktfragmenten en een procesclassificatiesysteem voor methodefragmenten
gedefinieerd om dit te bereiken. Een belangrijk uitgangspunt hierbij is, dat deze
verankeringssystemen niet pretenderen de ultieme waarheid te belichamen. Ze
zijn uitbreidbraar en kunnen, als dat nodig is, worden vervangen door andere
systemen, die dan echter wel een andere betekenis aan de methodefragmenten
toekennen. De door ons voorgestelde ontologie, het Methodology Data Model,
bestaat uit 39 basisconcepten van informatiesysteemontwikkelingsprodukten die
door een aantal associaties met elkaar gerelateerd zijn. Het
procesclassificatiesysteem bestaat uit definities van een aantal basisstappen, een
aantal produkttypen en een aantal toestandstypen, met behulp waarvan doelen
kunnen worden gedefinieerd.

Om methodefragmenten te kunnen representeren, is in het onderzoek een taal
gedefinieerd. Deze taal, genaamd MEL (Method Engineering Language), is
voortgekomen uit een aantal reeds bestaande grafische methode-
modelleringstalen, uitgebreid met een tekstuele component die rekening houdt
met de eigenschappen van methodefragmenten. Daarnaast bevat MEL een
aantal operaties om methodefragmenten te administreren in de Method Base, te
selecteren, en te combineren en assembleren.

Teneinde methodefragmenten te kunnen combineren is een aantal heuristieken
en geformaliseerde methode-assemblage regels opgesteld. De heuristieken zijn
een hulpmiddel om, gegeven een situatie en het beoogde succes van een project,
de juiste methodefragmenten te kiezen. De assemblageregels worden
vervolgens gebruikt om de methodefragmenten op een zodanige wijze te
combineren, dat een kwalitatief goede situationele methode ontstaat. Hierbij
speelt, naast de geschiktheidseis, een aantal criteria een rol: compleetheid,
consistentie, efficiency, juistheid en toepasbaarheid. In het proefschrift zijn de
methode-assemblage regels op grond van deze criteria geordend.

Omdat constructie van situationele methoden een complex en foutgevoelig
proces is, is geautomatiseerde ondersteuning (CAME, Computer Aided Method
Engineering) onvermijdelijk. In het in het proefschrift beschreven onderzoek is
een prototype ontwikkeld dat deze ondersteuning biedt. Het prototype,
Decamerone geheten, bestaat uit een Method Base, een aantal editors om
methodefragmenten in -grafisch en tekstueel- MEL mee te specificeren en te
manipuleren, en een CASE tool generator. Het hulpmiddel is ontwikkeld als
uitbreiding van de aanpasbare CASE omgeving Maestro II.
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1 Introduction

Information systems are used to support a task, thereby processing all kinds of
data in order to produce information. Some examples of information systems
are diagnosis systems to support the efficient performance of oil drillings,
systems to control the process of a chemical factory, systems to design and
manufacture cars, and automated teller machines. Information systems consist
of an automated part and a set of procedures representing a manual aspect; in
this work, we will consider both parts. Moreover, the automated part consists of
hardware and software. We will concentrate on the latter.

Automated information systems are gaining more and more importance in our
present-day society. Application types increase rapidly, affecting virtually all
areas and members of that society. At the same time, complexity of information
systems grows, not only due to the increased number of applications, but also to
the higher requirements imposed on them in terms of usability, integration,
efficiency, flexibility, and accessibility.

This work concerns the development of information systems. Information
systems development is performed in projects. In this work, information
systems development and associated project management is called information
systems engineering. Traditionally, information systems engineering has been
rather problematic. Development projects are difficult to manage, are usually
running out of time and money, and yield products that are hardly accepted by
their users. In the past four decades, many solutions have been devised to
overcome these problems. All proposals boil down to standardisation of the
information systems engineering process. Standardisation, whether it applies to
car manufacturing processes or house building projects, has proven to be a key
factor in obtaining manageable processes and projects. Therefore, methods to
prescribe information systems engineering processes have been developed. This
research addresses these methods.

In the past two decades numerous methods have been proposed. Among the first
were Structured Analysis / Structured Design (SA/SD) [DeMarco 79],
Yourdon’s Structured Analysis [Yourdon 79], and Jackson’s Structured
Development (JSD) [Jackson 83]. In general, these methods only focused on
some stages of systems engineering and tended to neglect the project
management process. Also, the methods were largely focused on the
development of traditional administrative information systems. In the mid-
eighties, methods covering larger parts of the systems development process
appeared, including project management. Among these methods were
Information Engineering [Martin 84], Merise [Tardieu 86], SSADM
[Longworth 92], and SDM [Turner 86]. Methods to cover other application



domains than the traditional administrative information systems were proposed.
For instance, for knowledge base systems development, KADS [Tansley 93;
Schreiber 93] was one of the first of such methods, whereas in [Hatley 87] and
[Ward 85] approaches for real time systems development were proposed.
Computer Aided Systems Engineering (CASE) tools [Case 86; McClure 86]
were issued to support information systems development methods.

In the last years, new paradigms and application domains have emerged. Object-
orientation, originating from object-oriented programming languages like
Smalltalk and C++, is one of the most successful new paradigms, resulting in an
enormous amount of object-oriented methods such as the Object Modelling
Technique (OMT) [Rumbaugh 91], Object-Oriented Design with Applications
[Booch 91], and Object-Oriented Analysis and Design [Coad 91ab]. New
application domains include Business Process Redesign, Workflow
management, and Multi-media.

The tendency of application area diversification and growing complexity
impose high demands on information systems engineering methods. Methods
should support standardisation, to deal with the complexity, yet they should be
at the time flexible enough to anticipate on new application types. Methods
have been proposed and are being proposed to cover new application domains.
However, defining a thorough and comprehensive method is a time-consuming
process, and often methods are already outdated at the moment they are issued.
Moreover, methods can never apply completely to a particular information
systems engineering project, for each project is different, and methods are,
almost by definition, rigid and standardised. There is no method that fits all
situations.

This work deals with this apparent paradox. First of all, however, we elaborate
in this chapter on the various developments that organisations face, causing an
increase of information system application areas. We focus on the process of
information systems engineering, and show how this process is standardised in
methods. Section 1.2 presents the objectives of this research, whereas section
1.3 presents the approach we have followed. Section 1.4 outlines the structure
of the dissertation.

1.1 Sketch of the problem domain

1.1.1 Information systems

Information systems serve a host of purposes. Traditionally automated
information systems, running on large mainframe computers, supported



administrative functions, like pay-roll administration and order inventory
administration. Scientific information systems were used for number crunching,
to support, for instance, nuclear physics and space aviation programs. In the
course of time, however, the applications of automated information systems
have diversified. Information systems are now being used, for instance, to
support network interaction, such as World Wide Web browsers or
videoconferencing tools. Information systems provide essential information for
running a company, or guide the flow of documents. Information systems also
become more and more integrated, offering combined functionality like group
decision support, or multimedia tools.

Definition 1.1

An information system is a cohesive set of  procedures and components,
possibly automated, to provide in the information need of a specific task
or group of tasks, executed in one or several organisations.

The term organisation has to be interpreted in a very wide sense: it ranges from
single persons, projects, businesses, to complete societies. In this dissertation,
we will mainly concentrate on automated information systems.

In the last years it is recognised that information technology is not only to be
used to support existing organisation functions, like pay-roll administration or
inventory control. It also provides new opportunities for organisational redesign.
This information technology driven business process redesign (BPR) often
offers considerable competitive advantages for a company [Davenport 90;
Hammer 90]. Information systems become in this view an integral part of the
organisation, instead of mere supporting tools.

The number of physical architectures of information systems has also changed
considerably. Traditionally, the functionality and data of an information system
was centralised on one computer, which was accessed by a number of “dumb”
terminals. The advent of the personal computer caused information systems
running stand-alone on one “intelligent” terminal, whereas in the last years the
client-server architecture, in which functionality and data is split up between
client terminal and server computer, is gaining importance. Currently it is
expected, that the architecture in which information systems will be distributed
in a computer network among several work stations will gain ground in the near
future. The other architectures will, however, still remain, which contributes, in
addition to the widened scope and the larger number of application areas, to the
larger complexity and diversity of information systems engineering.



1.1.2 Information systems engineering

The construction of information systems is usually depicted by the term
“development” . To stress that we consider this process as being controlled by
means of methods and tools, the term IS engineering instead of development is
used. Moreover, most information systems evolve from other – automated or
manual – information systems, which is another reason not to employ the term
development, which has a connotation of designing and implementing “from
scratch”. Information systems adaptation [Euromethod 94] or information
systems change are alternatives for the term engineering, but are less well
known and often have a different connotation.

Definition 1.2

Information systems engineering is the set of all development and project
management activities related to the consistent and effective design,
installation and modification of an information system.

Aspects of information systems engineering

The increased number of possible application areas, the widened scope of
information systems, and the increased number of architectures have
implications for the entire process of information systems engineering. Wijers
divides this process into five “ways” [Wijers 91]:

• The way of working, which encompasses the activities to adapt an
information system;

• The way of modelling, describing the products to be delivered;

• The way of controlling, addressing the management process to control
information systems engineering;

• The way of supporting, which are the tools to be used;

• The way of thinking, representing the philosophy adopted for the
information systems engineering process.

The framework of Wijers was originally conceived as a model to describe and
compare methods and approaches, and not to characterise a particular
information systems engineering process, which is an instance of a method or
approach. However, it can also be used for the information systems engineering
process.



Stages of information systems engineering

Information systems have a life cycle, divided into stages. These stages mainly
serve as a means to control the information systems engineering process, and
are therefore an aspect of the way of controlling. Stages can be chosen on the
basis of scope, decreasing level of abstraction, or increasing level of detail.

Scope can be – a combination of – planning, to assess and plan the entire
information technology need of an organisation; analysis, to analyse
requirements and roughly design one information system; construction, to
design, implement and test one information system; installation, to introduce
the information system in the host organisation; maintenance, to keep it
available to its users. This work concerns all stages of the IS life cycle.

A typical rather coarse-grained breakdown addressing the analytical aspects of
information systems engineering includes information systems planning,
business area analysis, systems design, and construction and maintenance.

An example of a breakdown in which decreasing level of abstraction is chosen
is: business modelling, functional design, technical design, and implementation.
An example of a breakdown that addresses increasing level of detail is: global
analysis, detailed analysis, global design, detailed design.

Strategies for information systems engineering

No implication exists that, once one has completed one stage, it is not possible
to return to that stage from a subsequent stage if circumstances so require [Olle
91]. There are, in other words, different possible strategies to go through the
stages. One of these strategies is linear development, in which stages are gone
through only once, others are iterative development, or spiral model based
development [Boehm 88a]. Also, stages can be interwoven, which is for
instance the case in a prototyping approach, in which analysis and design are
highly integrated. Not only stage partitioning and development strategy are
variable, but also the starting point of the process, which can be the current
situation or the desired situation, the way in which requirements are captured
(analytical or experimental), the validation strategy, and the scope of the process
(see [Hoef 95a] and chapters three and six of this work). These parameter
values are entirely dependent on the situation of an information systems
engineering project.

Standardisation of information systems engineering

There is a trend towards standardisation of the information systems engineering
process. This is due to the widely acknowledged believe that the ISE process



should be improved, which requires measurements. Measurements cannot be
performed without standardisation. The ISO 9001 series and the ISO 9000-3
guide for its application in software development [ISO 91], based on the ISO-
9000 series for Total System Quality [Juran 74; Deming 86], provides general
guidelines for such standardisation, whereas the Capability Maturity Model
[Humphrey 89] offers a five staged framework by which software development
organisations can be assessed, standardised, and improved. A number of other
of such Software Process Improvement frameworks exist, notably
BOOTSTRAP [Kuvaja 94], and SPICE [SPICE 96].

Deliverables of information systems engineering

The process of information systems engineering incorporates the products to be
delivered. Development products encompass descriptive and prescriptive
models, in graphical, textual or tabular form. Management products include
plans, reports and files, through which the engineering process is controlled.
Products can be internally oriented, in which case they are only used by people
directly involved in the engineering process, but can also be delivered to the
customer. The products constitute the basis for all decisions in the process, and
are therefore of eminently importance [Euromethod 94]. In this dissertation, we
adopt a result-centred paradigm, in which the products play the key-role and in
which the processes are considered “product-producers”.

Support tools for information systems engineering

We also consider the support tools as part of the information systems
engineering process. Tools include so-called Upper-CASE tools, used in the
analysis and design stages, Lower-CASE tools, to generate code and database
structures, development environments, supporting 3GL, 4GL and 5GL
languages, Database Management Systems, Project Management tools,
Documentation tools, and Configuration Management tools.

Organisation of information systems engineering

The actors and roles involved also belong to the information systems
engineering process. The project manager, the information analyst, the
functional designer, and the informant are examples of human roles in the
information systems engineering process. Actors are instances of such roles.
The temporary organisation supporting the information systems engineering
process, including the products, tools, actors and other resources, is called an IS
project. Such an IS project has an adapted information system as goal. We
consider an approach to be a way to perform an IS project.



1.1.3 Information systems engineering methods

As was already discussed in the introduction to this chapter, IS engineering
methods have been proposed to enable standardisation of the IS engineering
process, which should lead to better communication between client and IS
supplier, more efficient development, and the possibility to measure the IS
engineering process.

Definition 1.3

An Information Systems Engineering Method (ISEM) is an integrated
collection of procedures, techniques, product descriptions, and tools, for
effective, efficient, and consistent support of the IS engineering process.

An ISEM should be integrated, i.e. should cover the entire IS life-cycle and
should encompass all aspects of the IS engineering process. In this work the
terms ISEM and method are used interchangeably. Note that many, mostly
Anglo-Saxon, authors (e.g., [Olle 91], [Kumar 92]) use the term methodology
instead of method.

ISEM’s usually follow a stage breakdown, which is inspired by a method’s
focus and staging philosophy. Most ISEM’s considered in this work focus on
analysis and design, but ways to choose subsequent stages can differ. Methods
have an underlying paradigm, sometimes called “Weltanschauung” [Olle 91] or
“Way of thinking” [Wijers 91].

Support tools, included in the definition of ISEM, are part of environments of
several components. In the repository various kinds of systems engineering
data are stored, managed by a repository manager and accessed by a repository
interface. Tool services provide generic functionality like documentation
facilities, whereas tools provide specific functionality like dedicated diagram
editors. The tool interface enables integration of tools with the repository
manager and the process manager, which supports passive or active guidance
through the method process. The user interface provides access to all
components, enabling presentation integration. A communication component
takes care of the data interchange between all other components.

The functionality categorisation described above was originally deducted from
functionality of CASE environments like Maestro II, ADW, IEF, or SDW
[Kusters 92], but can also be employed for other types of tools, such as project
management tools and configuration management tools, be it in a reduced
form. We therefore classify tool components into three categories, which we
consider as basic support environment components: repository, tool, and
process manager.



• The repository represents the static or data aspect of support environments,
i.e. the storage container of project data.

• A tool represents the functional aspect of support environments, such as
diagram editors, documentation facilities, consistency checkers and
repository access functionality. The user interface to these functions is
considered included in them.

• A process manager represents the dynamic aspect of support environments,
defining state transitions and various kinds of other relationships between
data and functions.

This categorisation corresponds with the well-known information system
aspect partitioning in data, function and behaviour.

The ISEM life cycle

Practice shows that, similar to information systems, ISEM’s have a life cycle,
which can be represented in a spiral model (see Fig. 1). The first stage towards
a method is an approach of an individual or a group of individuals which
turned out to be suitable for a particular project. Often, these approaches are
born out of necessity, simply because no suitable method was available. In
innovative projects, this is more a rule than an exception. For instance, until
the advent of object-oriented methods, engineers were forced to modify and
extend traditional analysis and design methods in order to fit them to concepts
and approach of object-oriented programming languages.

These ad-hoc approaches turn into best practices once they are documented and
disseminated throughout an organisation. Best practices are usually not
completely or formally documented, and tend to give directions only for a
particular part or aspect of the information systems engineering process.

De facto methods are completely described in –paper or electronic– manuals,
but their use is still limited to one organisation. They are usually also highly
subject to changes.

Once the de-facto method is sold or published in a reasonable amount of
copies, it turns into a “de jure” method, such as Information Engineering
[Martin 90], Method/1 [Andersen 93], or Navigator [Ernst & Young 95].
However, with the advent of new application domains, situations, technologies,
etc.,  de-jure methods are once again being experienced as rigid and not to the
point. Once again, systems engineers tend to deviate from them (adding steps,
modifying product descriptions, etc.), resulting, again, in an ad-hoc approach.
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Fig. 1. The ISEM life cycle

An analogy can be made between the ISEM life cycle and organisational
maturity frameworks such as the Capability Maturity Model (CMM)
[Humphrey 89; Paulk 93]. In the CMM, five maturity levels are distinguished:
initial, in which capability is characteristic of individuals, not organisations or
methods, repeatable, in which project planning is stable and earlier success can
be repeated, defined, in which project teams tailor a method to their own
project-specific method, managed, in which ISE projects are quantifiable and
predictable, and optimising, which can be summarised as continuously
improving.

The ad-hoc approach is used in the initial stage, best practices are being used in
the repeatable stage, and de facto and de jure methods are positioned at the
defined level. However, tailoring a defined method to the project at hand is a
complicated activity, which requires a lot of skills and experience in order not to
endanger the internal consistency of the method, the cycle time of the IS project,
or the suitability of the method. Humphrey notes that:

“Software Engineering, however, is not a routine activity that can be
structured and regimented like a repetitive manufacturing or clerical
procedure. We are dealing with an intellectual process that must
dynamically adjust to the creative needs of the professionals and
their tasks. A trade-off is thus required between the individual need
for flexibility and the organizational need for standards and
consistency. Some of the factors to be considered are:



1.  Since software projects have differences, their software
engineering processes must have differences as well.

2.  In the absence of a universal software engineering process,
organizations and projects must define processes that meet their
own unique needs.

3.  The process used for a given project must consider the
experience level of the members, current product status and the
available tools and facilities.” ([Humphrey 90], p. 247)

A 3-year study by Ernst & Young into the practice of IS projects showed, that
large part of the 35% wasted effort in IS projects is due to:

“(...) the use of a standard development methodology.
Methodologies tended to treat every project as if it was the same,
whereas in practice, every instance of a project is, to some degree,
different. By treating every project the same, methodologies drove
project planners to create work plans that contained work that was
unnecessary, or not value-added, for a particular project.” (from
[Parkinson 96], p. 45)

Similarly, practice shows that ISEMs “are no recipes” and “are not magic and
do not operate in a vacuum” (see [Purba 95], p. 101). Kumar and Welke [Kumar
92] as well as the CRIS (Comparative Review of IS Design Methodologies)
Task Group of IFIP WG8.1 (see, for instance [Olle 83] or [Olle 91]) conclude
the same.

From the above we conclude that:

• IS engineers are, in particular in innovative situations, not or only partly
using a method. This is confirmed by research into the use of methods and
CASE tools [Kusters 92; Palvia 93]. Not using a method is in contrast with
the effort to standardise the information systems engineering process.

• If IS engineers are using a method, they treat it as a cookbook, without
actually considering the specific situation in which the method is applied.
Each situation is different, and requires different methods.

• The ISEM life cycle has to be as short as possible, to be as flexible as
possible while performing a standardised process. This “golden mean”
between flexibility and standardisation is called controlled flexibility
[Harmsen 94a].

• The only way to achieve this is to view methods as dynamic systems rather
than a row of paper  textbooks with a set of CASE tools. In order to



efficiently change or construct a method, re-usable parts of existing methods,
called method fragments [Harmsen 94a], should be made available. These
method fragments, anchored in a system that renders meaning to them,
should be accompanied by guide-lines how to manipulate and combine them.
Due to the complexity of configuring methods, consistency rules should be
electronically available, guiding the “method engineer” [Slooten 93] in
configuring a method .

A system enabling the use of situation-specific ISEM’s (in the sense of
definition 1.3) can be considered a situational Computer Aided Systems
Engineering environment [Harmsen 95c]. Such an environment is the
implementation of a situational method, configured in a process called
Situational Method Engineering [Harmsen 94a].

1.2 Research question and research objective

This work establishes Situational Method Engineering as a separate research
area within the IS methodology field. It focuses on the concepts, representation,
manipulation and tool support of situational methods and their construction. We
address the following research question:

Research question

Which theory underpins Situational Method Engineering and which
languages and instruments are required to support it?

This research questions has led to three research objectives. As is explained in
section 1.1, re-usable parts of methods have to be identified, formalised, made
available in an electronic manner. The first objective of our research is
therefore:

Construct a theory of method fragments.

Moreover, these method fragments have to be described in a language with
sufficient expressive power and formality, including operators to manipulate
them. A second objective is:

Provide a language for representation and manipulation of method
fragments.

Finally, method fragments have to be assembled, using formalised guidelines
how to combine them:

Provide a procedure for Situational Method Engineering.



Each of these research questions also addresses the computerised support that
is required.

1.3 Research approach

Research approaches follow a certain strategy [Churchman 71]. The choice of a
research strategy is based on the nature of the research problem, and on the
status of the theory development in the research field. Situational Method
Engineering was, when the work on this dissertation started, a research field at
the beginning of its existence [Brinkkemper 92]. It consisted of a number of
ideas, generated by needs from practice, which amalgamated in the paper by
Kumar and Welke [Kumar 92]. The research field was therefore of a very ill-
structured nature without much theory development. The latter became a first
priority and main underlying thought of the research presented in this
dissertation.

Before that, however, the research field had to be explored, due to its
immaturity. A number of interesting research questions came up, some of which
were addressed in the work of van Slooten [Slooten 95], some of which are
addressed in this work, and some of which have not been addressed yet.

To develop the theory concerning Situational Method Engineering, we
conducted the following approach, which can be considered a so-called Lockean
inquiry system [Churchman 71]. In general, three stages of theory development
are distinguished [Galliers 91]: theory building, theory testing, and theory
expanding.

To build the theory, two approaches were adopted subsequently. First of all, a
meta-modelling approach [Brinkkemper 90] was used to gain insight into the
structure of existing information systems engineering methods. A number of
traditional methods [Kooij 94] have been analysed by making method product
models and method process models, both using graphical modelling techniques,
such as Entity Relationship Diagrams and Task Structure Diagrams, and in
formal modelling languages, like Z [Kloos 94] and Object Z [Saeki 94;
Harmsen 96]. Meta-modelling results found in [Verhoef 91] and [Bulthuis 94]
were employed as well. These exercises also resulted in requirements for
method engineering languages, and eventually in the language MEL. The
ontology we use to anchor product fragments in a common terminology is also
obtained using a meta-modelling approach.

The second pillar of our theory building approach is formalisation. Although
meta models in the traditional sense, such as found in [Brinkkemper 90; Wijers
91; Heym 93; Hofstede 93; Verhoef 93], are already quite explicit compared to



the often vague descriptions in method manuals, they are mainly meant for
method representation. In our work, we need to be able to manipulate method
fragments, which requires a further formalisation, in particular with respect to
the constraints of relationships between method fragments. These constraints
are deduced from general method quality requirements, as can be found in
several method handbooks [DeMarco 79; Yourdon 89; Martin 90] and literature
on method assessment [Law 88; Olle 91].

The theory is tested by designing and implementing a CAME (Computer Aided
Method Engineering) tool, which encompasses the theory we have developed
with respect to method fragments, method assembly, and the Method
Engineering Language. The CAME tool [Kloos 94; Harmsen 95c; Nijholt 96] is
developed as an application in the meta-CASE environment Maestro II.

Finally, the theory is extended in a second cycle of theory building and testing.
This approach can be compared with the “Spiral model” for IS engineering
proposed in [Boehm 88a], in which parts of the information system are
gradually developed in increments, refining and enhancing the system until a
complete IS is yielded. The Spiral Model is particularly suitable for unclear and
ill-structured problem domains, such as Situational Method Engineering.

Fig. 2 depicts the research approach: First, the problem domain was explored by
using meta-modelling techniques. Methods were analysed and fragmented,
yielding the needs and requirements for a Method Engineering language for
representing and manipulating method components, a Method Base for storing
method components, and Method Assembly rules for configuring method
components. The existing IS methodology literature has been extensively used
in this analysis. A solution was designed by defining the key concepts of
Situational Method Engineering, by comparing method representation
languages, and by formalising the method components, which resulted in a
design of a preliminary Method Engineering language and a Method Base. To
investigate the validity of the chosen solution regarding formal representation of
method fragments, a Method Base Management System [Kloos 94; Harmsen
95c] was designed and implemented. The results with this MBMS were input to
the theory extension stage, in which the Method Base, the Method Engineering
language and Method Assembly rules were established and subsequently
formalised. The Method Engineering language is implemented in an interpreter,
and the Method Base along with additional tools are available in a prototype.

The theory can be gradually refined in a third, fourth, or fifth cycle, involving
for instance empirical research to test it. Some of this empirical research can be
found in [Slooten 95; Slooten 96], as well as in [Klooster 96].
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Fig. 2. The iterative research approach

1.4 Structure of the dissertation

The dissertation has the following structure. In chapter two an overview of
Situational Method Engineering is presented. The important notions of the
research field, including a definition of the field itself, are defined. A short
history of situational IS development is described within the context of a
“Situational Method Spectrum”. Moreover, the generic process of method
configuration is presented, along with the important issues associated to each of
the steps of this process. A type/instance hierarchy puts method fragments in
perspective with IS engineering methods and IS engineering projects. To
illustrate the theory, a case study concerning an IS engineering project is used
throughout the dissertation. Chapter two contains the description of this case.

Chapter three constitutes the formal foundation upon which most theory
described in the remainder of the dissertation is based. This chapter addresses
the issue of structuring methodological knowledge in such a way, that it can be



re-used for configuration of situational methods. A classification of method
fragments is presented. Properties method fragments can have, as well as their
relationships and constraints, are described as well. The formally defined
structure of method fragments, properties, and relationships is the conceptual
design of a Method Base, a data base for storage of method fragments.

Whereas chapter three focuses on the structure of the Method Base and the
types of method fragment that should be covered, chapter four addresses the
way in which semantics of method fragments should be described. In order to
select and assemble method fragments in a sensible way, one should have a
notion of their meaning. This notion should be as unambiguous as possible.
This chapter proposes two so-called “anchoring systems”, in terms of which
method fragments can be defined. The elements of these anchoring systems are
supposed to be unambiguously defined.
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Fig. 3. Structure of the dissertation

Chapter five presents the Method Engineering Language (MEL), which is based
on a number of requirements for Method Engineering languages that are
described as well. The Method Engineering Language caters for a uniform and



formal representation of all types of method fragment. It also offers operations
for administration of method fragments in the Method Base, selection of
method fragments from the Method Base, and manipulation and assembly of the
selected method fragments in order to configure a situational method.

Chapter six deals with the actual process of selecting suitable method fragments
and configuring them into a situational method. Based on an assessment of both
the situation of a project and the required success, a number of aspects that
should be covered by a situational method can be identified. A procedure to
obtain this so-called situation-dependent method quality is presented, including
a number of heuristics. Besides the requirement that situational methods should
be situational, they should also be internally consistent and complete. To meet
these internally oriented (situation-independent) quality requirements, a large
number of formalised rules is described.

Chapter seven addresses computerised support for Situational Method
Engineering, represented by the tool prototype “Decamerone”. This chapter
discusses requirements for both customisable CASE environments, needed for
flexible IS engineering, and Computer Aided Method Engineering (CAME)
environments, which provide additional functionality for support of the method
configuration process. The extent to which the CAME environment
Decamerone, implemented in the adaptable CASE environment Maestro II,
meets this requirements is discussed. The description of the Decamerone
implementation concludes this chapter.

In chapter eight a summary of the research results is presented and conclusions
are drawn. A vision on the ideal support tool for IS engineering is given,
bearing in mind the direction IS engineering is headed for. Finally, a set of
suggestions for further research is given.

In appendix A, a glossary with important terms used in this dissertation is given.
Appendix B presents a list with symbols used in the formalisations throughout
the work. Appendix C contains some additional information regarding the
project case. The approach that is followed in the project, as well as some
examples of deliverables, are shown.



2 Situational Method Engineering

The ad-hoc approach of full flexibility is, similar to the corresponding
Capability Maturity Model level, is characterised by a situation in which
project management figures are difficult to measure, few guidelines for project
management and IS modelling procedures are available, and project resources
such as people and money are allocated on an ad-hoc basis. Moreover, there is
no uniform terminology available among IS projects and sometimes not even
among individual project team members. There is little guidance; project
managers and team members are relying on their experience and capabilities,
which makes project success to a large extent dependent on the people that
make up a project. Systems engineering data are not centrally stored, but
distributed over people’s workstations or, which is even worse, heads.

As we have described in chapter one, as an answer to this situation of chaos, IS
engineering methods have been proposed to achieve standardisation. Such
methods are uniformly and rigidly defined, prescribing the approach to an IS
project in full detail. All projects within an organisation comply to this
standardisation, making comparison between them feasible. Systems
engineering data are stored in a central repository, the structure of which
allows no further modifications.

However, the rigidity of standardisation prevents to flexibly anticipate to new
developments or new situations, something which can be achieved by
following the flexible approach.

As flexibility is now widely recognised as being one of the key factors to gain
competitive advantage, complete standardisation turns out to be not a satisfying
answer to ad-hoc IS engineering. Controlled Flexibility [Harmsen 94a]
advocates the combination of the advantages of both flexibility and
standardisation. Instead of standardisation, this principle stresses harmonisation
by offering uniform method building blocks, which can be configured and
manipulated with the help of formally defined guidelines. In this manner, both
uniformity as a prerequisite for measuring and flexibility as a prerequisite for
quick anticipation are preserved. Controlled Flexibility also advocates flexible
resource allocation, but in combination with guidelines reflecting the experience
with earlier projects. The approach to IS engineering is guiding, instead of
prescribing. The systems engineering data are stored in a central repository,
which is integrated with a data base to capture and provide methodological
knowledge and experience. Situational Method Engineering is a means to obtain
Controlled Flexibility.

This chapter introduces Situational Method Engineering. It starts, in section 2.1,
with a description of a case, which will be used throughout this work. In section



2.2, the key concepts of Situational Method Engineering are being defined.
Situational methods fit in a methodological tradition of information systems
engineering, which started in the seventies with the advent of structured
programming, structured design and structured analysis. Section 2.3 addresses
this historical perspective in which the research field is placed. Situational
methods have to be produced, involving a Situational Method Engineering
process containing several steps and resources. Situational Method Engineering
is by no means a “one size-fits all” approach, but can be implemented in various
ways. By looking more closely to the steps and resources, we identify in section
2.4 a number of issues. An example of such an issue is: Are situational methods
constructed like conventional houses, or should they be regarded as pre-fab
buildings decorated with some situation-specific elements?

2.1 The IPCI Development Environment project

IPCI (Industrial Process Control Information systems) is a large, world-wide
operating, company developing information systems for real-time applications,
such as chemical process control systems. The company develops both
hardware and software, and has development branches all over the world. IPCI
encounters a lot of problems due to increasing demands of customers regarding
flexibility, timeliness, functionality, correctness, and reliability. Some of these
problems are: relatively long cycle times compared to the competitors,
unreliable systems, and inefficient development due to failing communication
among individual development team members and branches.

In the past, the management board of IPCI has tried to overcome these problems
by introducing CASE tools, without the expected success. Problems with the
CASE tools were, among other things: lack of integration, lack of
communication, lack of training and installation in the organisation, and lack of
the right functionality to efficiently develop R/T information systems. In the
mean time, systems are still developed using third generation programming
environments, assembler, and PLC code. Employees have become very cynical
and sceptical regarding new introductions of tools.
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Fig. 4. Proposed architecture of IDE

Because the problems are now threatening the existence of IPCI, management
has decided, after a feasibility study, to seriously attempt to introduce a
comprehensive and sophisticated systems development environment. The
environment, called IDE (IPCI Development Environment), should involve a
central repository storing both project data (such as specifications, plans and
designs) and “system components”, which are reference models of  real-time
IS’s for various applications. The first functionality facilitates communication
on the short term (in projects), the latter functionality enables communication
on the longer term (re-use). The repository for system components is called
Component Base and is located at the IPCI head office. The project repositories
are located at the branches. The repositories are associated with centrally
located functionality for storing, accessing, and retrieving data. To manage and
adapt the system components base, a new “Component Base Administrator”
function is created. Each developer will receive a workstation with functionality
to access that central functionality, and to use it to generate real-time systems.
The architecture of IDE is depicted in Fig. 4.

After a call for tender, IPCI decides that the offer of ABC Management
Consultants provides the best solution against the lowest costs, and hires this
consultancy/IS development firm to manage and perform the project. Part of the



project to develop IDE, the IDE project, is the question whether IDE can be, for
a large part, bought, or should be completely developed.

A project manager and a methodologist of ABC start with the creation of a
situational method, which is in fact a more detailed version of the offer ABC
proposed to IPCI. The method is built using the ABC Method Base, consisting
of parts of several ISEMs.

An assessment of the project environment shows, that management
commitment for the IDE project is very high. Moreover, its strategic importance
is high, whereas resistance from within the organisation is quite substantial. The
formality of the primary process of IPCI is high, because development of real-
time information systems is subject to strict rules. The stability is less high, due
to the fact that characteristics of real-time systems can change over time, which
has its impact on the development process. Using these, and other
characteristics, a situational method is formed.

The management board requires SSADM version 4 (see, e.g., [Longworth 92])
as basis for the situational method. Because ABC expects, after an assessment, a
lot from object-oriented analysis and design in this project, the Object
Modelling Technique (OMT) method [Rumbaugh 93] is used as well. The plan
is, to attempt to buy a package instead of building IDE from scratch. Because
neither SSADMv4 nor OMT provides the steps and products concerning
package selection and implementation, the SSADM/OMT combination is
extended with the relevant parts from Navigator 1.5 [Ernst & Young 91].

A project team is formed with the following roles: a project manager from
ABC, a methodologist from ABC, a systems development tools consultant from
ABC, six information analysts / programmers from ABC experienced in
developing client/server applications, four future users, which are experienced
IPCI software developers, and a technical support engineer from IPCI.

The early stages of the method (requirements engineering, conceptual design)
are supported by the adaptable CASE environment MetaEdit+ [Kelly 96], the
technical design and implementation stages are supported by a Smalltalk
environment, which is also used during the prototyping sessions of the first
stages. Project management is supported by an integrated project planning and
tracking tool.

2.2 Definition of the main concepts

Controlled Flexibility is the main driving force of Situational Method
Engineering, being a sub-area of the more general IS engineering research area
Method Engineering. The latter term goes back to Maynard, who introduced



Methods Engineering as the research area in mechanical engineering addressing
the definition of methods for industrial engineering [Maynard 39].

Definition 2.1

Method Engineering is the systematic analysis, comparison, and
construction of Information Systems Engineering Methods.

Method Engineering approaches therefore do not necessarily take into account
the project or situation in which a method will be applied. Research aimed at
comparison and construction of – adaptable – CASE tools (e.g., [Wijers 91a;
Sorenson 92; Marttiin 93; Marttiin 96; Kelly 96]), comparison of IS
development methods (e.g., [Olle 82; Olle 83; Law 88; Olle 91; Hong 93;
Iivari 94]), CASE tool interoperability (e.g., [Steele 93; Brinkkemper 93;
Bosua 95]), and development of new IS engineering methods are part of
Method Engineering as well.

To enable the definition of the notion of situational method, we first define
what we consider as a situation.

Definition 2.2

A situation is the combination of circumstances at a given moment,
possibly in a given organisation.

The term organisation in this definition has to be interpreted in its widest
sense. Examples of organisations are software houses, IS departments, and
individual projects. Examples of situations are application areas such as real-
time IS’s and multi-media systems, but also permanent and temporary
organisations.

In the IDE case, the situation is the combination of: the obvious need for a
development environment, the resistance from the employees, the
multinational characteristics of IPCI, the fact that SSADM is required, and
many other factors.

Having defined IS engineering method and situation, we can define situational
method.

Definition 2.3

A situational method is an IS engineering method tailored and tuned to a
particular situation.



Situational methods are engineered in a formal and computer-assisted manner,
out of standardised and proven building blocks stored in an electronic data
base. These building blocks are called method fragments.

Definition 2.4

A method fragment is a description of an IS engineering method, or any
coherent part thereof.

The notion of coherence should be interpreted while considering a method as a
connected graph (sometimes even a tree) of products or processes. A method
fragment is coherent if and only if it can be represented by a connected sub-
graph of that graph. Whether or not the graph is connected is determined by the
method engineer, possibly with the help of method assembly rules (see chapter
six).

Each method fragment in the Method Base is unique, even if there is another
method fragment stored with the same name. Only if all properties of two
method fragments are the same, they are equal.

Example 2.1

Fig. 5 shows method fragments as connected sub-graphs of a product tree
and a process tree of part of OMT, one of the “source methods” of the
IDE project. The arrows depict precedence relationships between
processes, the lines represent contents relationships. In the figure, some
method fragments are encircled by a dashed line. For instance, the entire
process (such as method fragment A) or set of products is a method
fragment. A composite method fragment without contents is called
method outline, such as method fragment B in Fig. 5. Method fragments
can also be modelling techniques (method fragment D) or concepts
thereof (method fragment C). An example of a non-coherent part of OMT
is the combination of Design Algorithms and Construct System Design, which
is not a connected sub-graph. A method fragment is therefore really a
fragment, such as a book fragment.
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Fig. 5. A process tree and a product tree with method fragments

Other examples of method fragments are: the specification of a Data Flow
Diagram, the description of a Requirements Analysis phase, the specification of an
Object Class Diagram editor, and the specification of a data modelling process
enactment tool. Examples of concepts are: Process in Data Flow Diagrams, Point
of Time in Gantt Charts, and Transition in State Transition Diagrams. Method
fragments are specified using a semi-formal or formal meta-modelling
language, such as Task Structure Diagrams [Wijers 91], (G)OPRR [Smolander
91; Tolvanen 93], Telos [Mylopoulos 90], Object Z [Saeki 94], or PSM-LISA/D
[Hofstede 93; Verhoef 95].

Example 2.2

The example method fragment depicted in Fig. 6, taken from Navigator
1.5 [Ernst&Young 91], is represented in the Method Engineering
Language, MEL (see [Harmsen 96] and chapter five).

PROCESS Evaluate Vendor Proposals:



  # © Ernst & Young #
  ID NAV/A.2.3.2;
  SOURCE Navigator;
  REQUIRED {Request for Proposal, Vendor Proposals} ;
  REQUIRED OPTIONAL {Package Evaluation Strategy, Package Evaluation
Criteria};
  PART OF Package Selection;
  (
  - Screen Vendor Proposals;
  - Perform Detailed Evaluation of Vendor Proposals;
  - Conduct Formal Review;
  - Obtain Management Approval of Vendor Finalists
  )
  DELIVERABLES Proposal Evaluations.

Fig. 6. Method fragment (process description) represented in MEL

The method fragment depicted above describes a process, part of another
process (Package Selection), requiring method fragments (for instance, Vendor
Proposals) and producing a method fragment (Proposal Evaluations).

Using the definitions above, we define Situational Method Engineering.

Definition 2.5

Situational Method Engineering is the sub-area of Method Engineering
directed towards the controlled, formal and computer-assisted
construction of situational methods out of method fragments.

A well-known synonym for Situational Method Engineering is Methodology
Engineering, which is used in [Kumar 92] and [Heym 93]. Van Slooten uses the
term Situated Method Engineering instead [Slooten 95].

2.3 The Situational Method Spectrum

In the introduction to this work we discussed the development towards
standardised IS engineering methods. Despite various attempts regarding the
“unified” or universal method, it is concluded that there is no method which is
best in all situations [Malouin 83; Humphrey 90; Olle 91; Vessey 94; Purba 95;
Parkinson 96]. To anticipate to this problem, various approaches have been
proposed, which are positioned in the so-called “Situational Method Spectrum”
[Harmsen 94a]. These approaches vary from information systems engineering



using a rigid standard method  to a full use of Situational Method Engineering
concepts:

• Use of “rigid” methods. A rigid method is a standard ISEM that inherently
leaves no room for situational adaptation. Rigid methods adopt certain
standards, based on one philosophy and suitable for one type of project.
They consist of a fixed set of techniques, modelling procedures, and CASE
tools. They provide no concrete guide-lines for adapting the ISEM to other
project types. Older versions of methods like Information Engineering
[Martin 90], SSADM, SDM [Turner 86] and Merise [Tardieu 86; Quang 91]
belong to this class.

• Selection from rigid methods. The second approach is the selection of one of
the rigid methods, based on the project situation. After the choice of the
most suitable ISEM for the situation at hand, the method will be used
without adaptations. Generally, method selection involves a lot of additional
purchase and training costs [Kumar 92]. Moreover, it is still unlikely that
the selected method meets all requirements of the project at hand. In the
IDE project, for instance, a choice could have been made for either
SSADMv4, OMT, or Navigator 1.5. None of these methods completely
meets the requirements: SSADMv4 because of the lack of object-oriented
modelling principles and package selection, OMT because of the lack of
package selection and because of the IPCI management requirement, and
Navigator 1.5 because of the latter reason and the lack of object-oriented
modelling.

• Toolkit/Multiview approach. Another way to incorporate flexibility into
information systems development is the strategy employed by the “Toolkit”
[Benyon 87] or “MultiView” [Wood-Harper 85] approaches, which boils
down to the inclusion of several methods, each addressing a specific aspect
of the object system, into one method. It is dependent on the situation
whether one of these “sub-methods” will be employed in the project
approach. Dependent on the situation, a number of tools or sub-methods,
that are to be employed in the project, are selected. This approach provides,
however, no concrete suggestions for factors that determine the selection of
these tools, nor does it provide a theoretical foundation for choosing the set
of tools in the toolkit, and the set of aspects of the object system that are to
be considered [Kumar 92]. Furthermore, the compatibility of the
incorporated sub-methods is problematic in this approach [Zaal 92]. In the
IDE project, parts of three methods are chosen, which are tuned to prevent
incompatibilities. This tuning is not part of the Toolkit/Multiview approach.

• Paths within one method. The fourth approach is the use of a method that
enables to choose between several paths within the method. Well-known
examples are the choice between classic and rapid application development,
the inclusion of paths that support the development of specialised systems



(e.g. knowledge-based systems, object-oriented systems, distributed
systems), and paths that address specific aspects (e.g. package selection,
reverse engineering and prototyping). Other examples are found in [Hares
92] and [Veld 90]. More recently, there is a trend visible towards the
inclusion of more paths, such as package selection, knowledge based
systems development, and object-oriented development. An often used
metaphor is the "Software Factory", in which the assembly lines are the
various development paths. To support this kind of approach, methods are
becoming electronically available, for instance Navigator 3.0 [Ernst&Young
95], the Moret on-line method environment [Spikker 94], and Architect
[JamesMartin 95].

• Selection and tuning of a method outline. A further elaboration of this
principle is the possibility not only to choose between different approaches,
but also to tune a selected approach to the situation at hand. This involves
the selection of a global method process model and data model called
method outline, which will be further refined and adapted by the project
manager. To do this efficiently, the method should be electronically
available, and should be supported by method adaptation tools. Examples of
these approaches, are the tuning of a development model [Vlasblom 94],
basic scenario [Swart 94], or preference-line [Swede 92]. Process managers
like Navigator and Architect also provide functionality to select and tune a
method outline.

• Modular method construction. The most radical solution, given the
prerequisites mentioned before, is the modular construction of situational
methods out of method fragments. The fragments are available in one
format, and are stored in a Method Base. They are assembled using rules
that should guide the method engineer in constructing an effective, efficient,
complete and consistent situational method. In the IDE project, fragments of
SSADMv4, OMT and Navigator are available in a data base, from which
they are taken to be assembled in a suitable method.

Modular method construction, being the most complicated and general case of
Situational Method Engineering, marks the main objective of our research.
Selection and tuning of a method outline is a special case of modular method
construction, because method outlines are also method fragments. The other
four approaches are also special cases; however, without any adaptation
possibilities.



2.4 Steps and issues in Situational Method Engineering

The generic process of configuring a situational method is depicted in Fig. 7.
Starting point is a given, dynamic and evolving project environment, being part
of a larger organisational setting. The project environment includes the existing
information infrastructure, the users, the organisational culture of both the
supplier organisation and the customer organisation.
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Fig. 7. The process of Situational Method Engineering

Project or contingency factors, such as application characteristics, external
factors, technical factors, and the available development expertise, are



determined forming a project characterisation. It is important to note the
dynamics of the project environment, necessitating occasional adaptation of the
characterisation and thus of the entire situational method. Fig. 7 should
therefore be interpreted with care; the process is not linear.

This characterisation is input to the process of selecting suitable method
fragments from the Method Base and assembling them into a situational
method. The method fragments in the Method Base are inserted and updated
by a methods administration function, after they have been selected and
represented. As this process involves human operations the resulting method
requires validation with respect to the project environment. Method fragments
are described in terms of an ontology (or more generally: in terms of an
anchoring system, see chapter four), constraining the relationships they can be
involved in.

The method is applied in the project, where it may turn out that method
refinement or adaptation is required. This may be due to the changing project
environment or to the clarification of the project characterisation, i.e. project
contingencies that were not clear before can now be rated. To facilitate
information systems development knowledge accumulation, experience with
respect to the situational method should be kept, and is therefore, after
evaluation, stored in the Method Base.

The steps and data dependencies depicted in Fig. 7 are subject to a number of
issues, which will be discussed below.

2.4.1 Situation characterisation

Situations are characterised using a set of factors called contingencies or
contingency factors [Slooten 93; Lemmen 94b; Swede 94; Slooten 95], project
factors [Harmsen 94a], or situation factors [Harmsen 95a]. By assigning values
to these factors a project manager or method engineer should be able to
sufficiently determine the situation.

In [Olle 91] situation factors are classified into three groups: life cycle,
contextual factors, associated with the enterprise and its information
requirements, and technical factors, which concern the design process
alternatives. This partitioning is elaborated in [Slooten 93], where four
categories of situation factors are distinguished: domain characteristics,
regarding the contents of the system, external factors such as laws and norms,
technical factors, associated with the target and development platform, and
development expertise of the people involved in the project.

Offenbeek, using a risk-driven approach, relates situation factors to five types of
risks: functional uncertainty, conflict potential, technical uncertainty, resistance



potential, and uncertainty regarding the material prerequisites, such as resources
[Offenbeek 94]. Her classification stresses the human and organisational factor
of IS engineering. Van Swede introduces five dimensions of contingency and
development variables in the “Consistent Development” Model [Swede 94]:
results, environment, system development, human resources and project
management. These dimensions are harmonised by a sixth dimension “tuning /
decision making”. Van Swede empirically investigated the impact of factors
belonging to each of the dimensions on project success.

Euromethod [Euromethod 94] uses results of, among others, [Davis 82] and
[McFarlan 82] to distinguish situation factors with respect to complexity and
uncertainty of the information system, the computer system, de project tasks,
the project structure, the project members and the project technology. A number
of factors from these 12 classes are associated with project risks.

Various issues are involved in project characterisation:

• Situation factors. A large number of situation factors has been investigated
by van de Hoef [Hoef 95a]. Empirical research shows that project managers
consider most of these factors to be important [Swart 94]. It is however not
sensible to include all factors in a project characterisation, because this
would make the project characterisation process too complex. To yield a
consistent project characterisation, dependencies between situation factors
have to be taken into account [Harmsen 93; Schoonhoven 93; Euromethod
94; Lemmen 94b]. Furthermore, conflicts could arise between stakeholders
in the project about the value and weight of certain factors, requiring a
negotiation process to get a project characterisation all stakeholders agree on
[Kumar 92]. Finally, a project characterisation involving many situation
factors will be too complex for selecting suitable method fragments from
the Method Base. Having taken into account these observations, a limited
number of main situation factors (table 2.1) is proposed in [Hoef 95a], based
on several situation factor classifications proposed in literature.

• Aspects. Situation factors are related to all kinds of aspects of the
situational method, addressing project management, development activities
and products, and CASE tool support. A collection of these aspects, such as
configuration management, quality control, user participation, and strategies
for analysis, design and validation, is found in, among others, [Vlasblom
94], [Hoef 95a] and [Lubbers 95]. In chapter three, such aspects will be
introduced, which will be used in the method assembly process (chapter
six).

• Characterisation approach. The approaches in [Kumar 92; Slooten 93]
directly relate the situation factors to aspects of the situational method.
Success-driven approaches (see [Lubbers 95; Harmsen 95a]) indirectly
derive the relevant aspects of the situational method from the situation, by



anticipating on the risk (or uncertainty) and success of the project,
respectively. Situation factors determine the risk or success associated with
the project, after which specific choices for aspects of the situational method
are made.

A discussion of several situation factor classifications and project
characterisation approaches is found in [Hoef 95a]. The different approaches
include guidelines that (directly or indirectly) relate factors to certain aspects of
the situational method.

Environment - management commitment

- importance of the information system

- impact of the information system

- amount of resistance and conflict

- scarcity of available resources

- stability and formality of the environment

- knowledge and experience of the users

Project organisation - skill of the project team

- size of the project team

- quality of information planning

- interfaces with other projects and systems

- dependency on other projects and parties

Project - clarity and stability of project goal

- quality of the specifications

- size of the project

- complexity of the project

- novelty of the project

Constraints - (contractual) agreement with the customer

- project goal

- established standards

- technical restrictions

Fig. 8. Situation factors (after [Hoef 95a])



2.4.2 Method fragments selection

The selection of method fragments from the Method Base is induced by the
characterisation of the project at hand. Guidelines and rules are needed to
support the method engineer in performing this process.

A technique to support the process of project characterisation and selection of
method fragments is discussed in [Kumar 84], and further elaborated in [Kumar
92]. A so-called IS Development Personal Value Questionnaire (ISD-PVQ) is
proposed to determine the values of the relevant situation factors. The ISD-PVQ
is designed in such a way, that the resulting value profiles, determining part of
the project characterisation, can be directly related to the relevant aspects of the
information system. These aspects are in turn related to representation frames
(product fragments) and process frames (process fragments), resulting in a
situation-specific selection of method fragments.

Selection of method fragments
Route maps
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Project Characterisation

domain
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external
factors

technical
factors

development
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Fig. 9. Project characterisation and method fragments selection (after [Slooten 93])

On the basis of the four categories of contingencies, van Slooten and
Brinkkemper outline an approach in which the method engineer determines
aspects, levels, constraints and development strategy. Aspects emphasise the
way of looking at an information system, such as process oriented or data-
oriented. Levels consist of the object systems level and the computer based
systems level. Constraints are organisational and practical constraints as well as
the presence of skill. Development strategies include linear and iterative
development. Aspects, levels, constraints and development strategy are related
to a set of route maps (method outlines) and method fragments in the Method



Base, which can then be selected for inclusion in the situational method (Fig.
9).

Several issues concerning the selection of method fragments are elaborated
below:

• Order of method engineering steps. Project characterisation and fragment
selection can be ordered in two ways. One option is to first completely
characterise the project, after which the selection of method fragments based
on the selection can take place. Another possibility is to first select the
method fragments, and then characterise the project. Selected fragments and
project characterisation are matched, after which some adaptation of the set
of selected method fragments is needed. The latter approach is more
practical, due to the complexity of building a complete characterisation of
the project before determining a project approach based on this
characterisation [Schoonhoven 93; Slooten 95]

• Uni-Method versus Multi-Method Involvement. Based on the number of
methods from which fragments can be selected, a distinction is made
between Uni-Method Involvement (UMI) and Multi-Method Involvement
(MMI) [Harmsen 93]. In the UMI-approach, fragments from only one
method can be selected, whereas in MMI, fragments from more than one
method can be chosen. The latter approach is more complicated, but enables
a better matching between the project situation and the situational method,
because the availability of more methods increases the number of possible
project situation to be covered. Commercial electronic handbooks, such as
Andersen Consulting's Foundation-Method/1 [Andersen 95] or Ernst &
Young's Navigator [Ernst&Young 95], are all UMI-based.

• Product-oriented versus Process-oriented selection. The selection of
method fragments can have at least two starting points: the products to be
delivered, or the processes to be carried out. As method products and
processes are interrelated, the selection of an instance of one type implies
the selection of instances of the other type. It depends on the situation
whether the selection is product- or process-oriented, although, in practice,
the selection will be neither completely product- nor completely process-
oriented.

• Degree of tool guidance. A high degree of tool guidance means that the
Method Engineering support tool plays an active and “triggering” role in the
Situational Method Engineering process. The method engineer provides a
set of situation factor values, after which the tool suggests a set of
appropriate fragments to be assembled into a situational method by the tool.
The method engineer plays only a verifying and validating role. When the
degree of tool guidance is low, the initiative is completely with the human,
whereas the tool plays only its role as a means to store, select and assemble



fragments. The method engineer picks the fragments from the Method Base,
he assembles them, after which he can, if he wishes, ask the tool to verify
and validate the products he produced. Note that in the IDE project, the
choice for the selected method fragments is partly based on the situation
assessment, and partly based on personal taste and experience of the team
members. Other methods meeting the needs of the situation could have been
used as well.

• Target domain vs. project domain. Because development activities are
managed by project management activities, the required project domain
fragments usually follow from the selected target domain fragments
[Harmsen 95b].

• Top-down versus bottom up. A method can be constructed using a method
outline (top-down) or by building it block-by-block (bottom-up). If a
situational method is constructed top-down, first a method outline is
selected, after which a number of method fragments is chosen. The choice
of a specific method outline restricts the number of possible method
fragments that can be inserted in the situational method.

2.4.3 Method assembly

During method fragments selection method fragments corresponding with the
project characterisation are selected from the Method Base, after which they are
assembled into a situational method. There are several issues related to both the
general approach to method assembly and the actual combining of method
fragments, which are presented below.

Before method fragments are actually combined into a situational method, a
general strategy for method assembly is chosen. The choice of strategy is
dependent on the situation, and involves issues similar to the ones for method
fragments selection:

• Order of method engineering steps. Fragment selection and method
assembly can be ordered in various ways. All method fragments that are
necessary to cover the situation can be selected, after which they are
assembled into a (complete) situational method. Another option is to start
assembling the situational method from a provisional set of method
fragments, and stepwise add (select and assemble) new fragments to the
situational method.

• Global order of method assembly steps. The steps within the method
assembly procedure can also be ordered in various ways. One possibility is
to start with determining the main phasing of the method, and another
possibility is to start with adding tools to parts of the method. Several other



strategies occur, including an ad hoc strategy in which no specific order of
method assembly steps is prescribed.

• Product-oriented versus process-oriented assembly. Method assembly
may focus on the products to be delivered, or on the processes to be carried
out. As product fragments may have different types of properties and
relationships than process fragments, the method engineer has to look at
both the product-side and process-side of the situational method. The
orientation determines the starting point of method assembly.

• Target domain versus project domain. Similar to the selection of method
fragments, the assembly of the situational method can have two starting
points: the target domain or the project domain part of the situational
method. As IS development activities (target domain) are managed by
project management activities (project domain), the assembly of fragments
from one domain will affect the assembly of fragments from the other
domain. For instance, the order in which milestone documents have to be
reviewed by project management (project domain) should correspond with
the order in which these documents are produced (target domain).

• Top-down versus bottom-up. A method can be constructed top-down,
using a method outline, or bottom-up, building it block-by-block. Using a
method outline simplifies the method assembly process, because it
determines the main steps, products and tools of the method, and restricts
the number of provisionally unattached method fragments and their possible
positions in the situational method.

To perform method assembly in a consistent and sensible manner, guidelines
should be provided that assist the method engineer in constructing a situational
method bearing in mind the principle of controlled flexibility. This implies that
the situational method should meet a number of quality requirements. Not only
should the method fit the situation (suitability); also requirements that are not
dependent on the situation, such as consistency, efficiency and robustness, have
to be met. Associated with these requirements are assembly rules. An example
of an assembly rule could be, for instance, that each stage of the method should
be concluded with a review step. As method assembly is a complex process,
quality enforcing rules preferably should be formalised, enabling computerised
support by the CAME tool. Guidelines for method assembly should incorporate
the quality requirements and associated rules, to guarantee the consistency and
effectiveness of the situational method that is configured using a meta-method
containing these guidelines. Chapter six focuses on such a meta-method.

In some approaches method assembly is performed on the basis of the concepts
of individual modelling techniques. In [Wen-Yin 92] and [Saeki 93] concepts
are used to integrate products from several methods. In [Euromethod 94] logical



components (i.e. concepts) are identified in method profiles (product fragments)
to facilitate comparison and transformation between products of different
methods (so-called method bridging). Such approaches implies the use of a
thesaurus or ontology to overcome terminology problems. In this dissertation
the use of an ontology is considered an issue in Methods Administration (see
section 2.4.5).

2.4.4 Project performance

The actual use of a situational method is indicated by the term project
performance [Slooten 93]. Project performance consists of both development
activities and project management.

With respect to development, not much difference exists with respect to the use
of conventional methods, except for the higher degree of flexibility. Due to the
possible unfamiliarity with the situational method, IS engineers require more
training before an IS project.

Meijer concluded in his research regarding the relationship between Situational
Method Engineering and project management [Meijer 95] that the method
configuration process should be integrated in the IS life cycle. That is to say, the
method configuration process is part of project management. This implies that
not only before, but also during a project, the method can be adapted – it
evolves during the project. This is in accordance with project management
approaches where before each stage a detailed plan is created, based on the
results and evaluations of earlier stages. Due to this dynamic nature, a
situational method should be available in an integrated, electronic manner.
Electronic handbooks [Heym 93] or situational CASE environments [Harmsen
95c] address this issue, as do commercial process managers such as Ernst &
Young’s Navigator [Ernst & Young 95], James Martin & Co.’s Architect
[JamesMartin 94], and SHL/Transform [SHL 96]. These process managers
acknowledge the required integration between method configuration and project
management, in that they also provide links with project management tools.
Such tools are an additional instrument to adapt a situational method during a
project.

2.4.5 Methods Administration and the Method Base

The Method Base is, together with the Methods Administration function,
intended to capture and provide methodological knowledge.



Methodological knowledge regarding IS engineering can be considered at three
levels: the Method Engineering level, the IS engineering methods level, and the
IS engineering level.

Method Engineer ing Level

IS Engineer ing Method Level

IS Engineering Level

Fig. 10.Method Engineering hierarchy

• The Method Engineering level describes classes of ISEM concepts, that is
to say, concepts which can be found in any IS engineering method. Examples
of such classes are products, processes, tools and actors.

• The ISEM level describes instances of concepts at the Method Engineering
level. For example, a description of the Data Flow Diagram notation, an
object modelling procedure, a description of a Requirements Specification
stage, an Information Analyst function, a specification of an Object Diagram
editor, or the repository structure associated with this editor all belong to this
level.

• The Information Systems Engineering level addresses the actual models,
reports, steps, tools, etc. used in an IS project. These are instances of ISEM
concepts. For example, the procedure to construct a Class Hierarchy diagram
of “Hardware Component” and the diagram itself are both instances of such
types.

Because of the type/instance relationships between the three levels, they can be
placed into a hierarchy called Method Engineering hierarchy. This hierarchy is
depicted in Fig. 10. The Method Engineering hierarchy is similar to the
hierarchy consisting of meta-modelling technique, modelling technique and



system to be modelled in the superpositioning of model triangles described in
[Brinkkemper 90], the class hierarchy of ConceptBase [Jarke 92], and the
classification in Representation level, Method level and Project level described
in [Heym 93].

As Situational Method Engineering does not primarily consider the “real world”
(the system to be modelled) itself (only models of it and descriptions of those
models), it is not included in the hierarchy. Note that the elements of the ISE
level are abstractions of the real world. Meta-modelling [Brinkkemper 90;
Leppänen 94] is located at the ISEM level, while the Method Engineering level
addresses meta-meta models.

A Method Base is structured using the concepts of the Method Engineering
level and stores concepts of the ISEM level. A CASE tool repository, on the
other hand, is structured using the concepts of the ISEM level, and stores
concepts of the IS Engineering level. It is important to notice the difference
between these three levels throughout the remainder of this work.

Assembly of method fragments from different nature or origin involves all
kinds of integrity and consistency problems. An ontology containing the
underlying concepts and relationships of products and processes from IS
engineering methods can be used to reduce syntactical and semantic differences
between fragments from multiple methods. An ontology is a specialisation of an
anchoring system for the ISEM level. It is, for instance, not obvious whether the
method fragment labelled “Logical Design”, prescribed by SSADM, is
comparable with the fragment with the same name from an arbitrary other
method. Nor is it clear whether this fragment can be combined with the method
fragment “Object Model” prescribed by OMT. Higher level method fragments
consist of smaller elements, eventually being mapped onto components of the
anchoring system, by which the method fragments can be compared.

A Method Base should support the three views or aspects of a project, identified
in chapter one:

• The conceptual aspect, comprising the processes and product structures in a
project, both actual development (target domain) and project management
(project domain).

• The technical aspect, which consists of the support tools used in a project.

• The human aspect, comprising the actors or actor types in a project as well as
the allocation of actors to processes, products, and tools.

The Method Engineering hierarchy and the three perspectives can be considered
dimensions of a Method Base comparison framework. A further distinction,
which is the third dimension of this framework, is made with respect to
paradigm or orientation of the Method Base: product-oriented, process-oriented,
object-oriented, or decision-oriented. This last dimension plays an important



role in comparison of Method Engineering languages (see chapter five).





3 A theory of method fragments

The method configuration process requires that its building blocks, the method
fragments, are electronically available. This availability can be obtained by
providing a Method Base, which stores method fragments using a conceptual
model containing all types of method fragment, their relationships, properties
and constraints. A Method Base structures the method fragments and thus
captures knowledge about IS engineering methods. This knowledge should be
formalised, to prevent unambiguities and to provide a formal specification of
the Method Base and accompanying tools. Because the Method Base is a
structured, limitative collection of unambiguously defined concepts of the
Method Engineering level (see section 2.4.5), it can also be interpreted as an
ontology (see [Mars 95]) for this level.

Method fragments should be able to describe every aspect of a method. For
instance, methods consists of processes and products, and for these two aspects
different types of method fragment should be defined. Methods also consist of
tools supporting the processes and storage of products. Methods are used by
people in various roles, with capabilities and skills. A method fragment has
relationships with other method fragments: for instance, processes precede each
other, products consist of other products, tools support processes, processes
produce and require products, tools invoke each other. Additionally, a method
fragment has other properties, such as: the representation form of a product, the
purpose and exact meaning of a model description, the project goal a process
supports, or the focus of a tool.

All these facts need to be recorded, so that they can be used when the method
fragments are selected and assembled into a new situational method.
Meaningful selection requires a thorough characterisation of method fragments,
in order enable selection on certain properties applying to a specific situation.
The subsequent assembly of method fragments is a matching process in which
method fragments are compared on the basis of their properties. Therefore a
large number of relevant property types should be defined in order to be able to
discriminate. Moreover, comparison and classification requires comparable
method fragments, and consistent relations. Therefore, in addition to the
distinction of several method fragment types, relationships and other properties,
formal rules or constraints are required to maintain comparability and
consistency. Some of these rules apply to the entire situational method; some of
them address individual method fragments or relationships between them.

This chapter presents the various types of method fragment, the properties they
can have, and the relationships they are involved in, all in the context of a
Method Base. Moreover, additional Method Base classes, related to method



fragments, are introduced. These concern aspects that are not part of a method
(such as an actor), but are relevant to record. For property types and relationship
types, a number of constraints are formulated.

First, in section 3.1 a review of approaches towards capturing and providing
fragments of IS engineering methods is presented. Section 3.2 introduces and
defines the various method fragment types and additional Method Base object
classes. Section 3.3 addresses the properties method fragments have, whereas
section 3.4 presents relationship types. Section 3.5 gives a formal definition of
the Method Base. Section 3.6 shortly puts this chapter in retrospect.

A short note on terminology: In this dissertation, the word concept is used in
various meanings. Unless otherwise stated, such as in chapter four, the word is
to be interpreted in a sense common in IS methodology literature, i.e. a
component of a modelling technique. The word object is used in a very neutral
sense, i.e. a thing or an entity, without any connotation with the so-called
“Object-Oriented” paradigm.

3.1 Capturing, storing and using methodological knowledge for IS engineering

Existing approaches for capturing and providing methodological knowledge in
IS engineering can be classified into two categories: those that are intended to
be used for information system maintenance, stressing description of the
underlying reasons for decisions that are made during the IS engineering
process, and those that are to be used for (Situational) Method Engineering
purposes. Both approaches, however, contribute to the same goal, which is
capturing methodological knowledge.  In the following sections we review both
types of approach, and motivate their suitability for Situational Method
Engineering.

3.1.1 Capturing design rationale

Below, some of the important approaches towards capturing design rationale are
described.

Potts

In [Potts 89] a generic data model to capture design rationale is proposed. The
model consists of the concepts Step, modifying an  Artefact and raising an Issue,
which reviews an artefact. A Position contributes to a Step and responds to an
Issue. The Argument concept cites an artefact, and supports or objects to a
position. The design rationale is captured by arguments, issues, and positions,



and the relationships between them. The model of Potts has influenced many
other design rationale capturing models, notably the NATURE meta model
[Rolland 94] and the DOT model [Jarke 90] used in the ITHACA and DAIDA
projects. The model of Potts addresses the conceptual aspect of the ISEM level
and ISE level, and is decision-oriented.

PHI

The PHI model [McCall 89] is based on IBIS [Rittel 70]. Its basic concepts are
Issue, Answer, and Argument. An issue describes the problem to be solved or the
question to be answered. An issue is created in several different ways: by serving
another issue, which enables decomposition, or by being raised by answers or
arguments. Decomposition of answers and arguments is possible. PHI models are
tree-like structures, with an issue as the root. They also address the conceptual
aspect of the ISEM and ISE levels, from a decision-oriented perspective.

gIBIS

The gIBIS model [Conklin 88], also based on IBIS, uses similar concepts: Issue,
Position, Argument, and “Other”. Issues can be raised in several ways: by
generalisation or specialisation, by replacing an issue, or by suggesting by an
issue, position or argument. “Other” is introduced to enable storage of design
rationale that cannot be captured by the other three concepts. gIBIS is supported
by a hypertext tool, but does not address the technical aspect.

MACS

In the MACS model [Desclaux 92] an information system is considered from
different viewpoints, called worlds, of which the reasoning world is of importance
to capture design rationale. The concepts in the reasoning world are Problem,
Solution, and Decision. A problem reflects the difficulties and questions that arise
during the process. A problem can be split into smaller problems, to enable
abstraction. A problem can also be generated by a decision, and may have several
solutions. A decision qualifies whether solutions are to be accepted or rejected. A
decision can be justified in two different ways: based on internal, inherent
properties of the object the decision refers to (local justification), and based on
previous decisions (contextual justification).



3.1.2 Method Engineering approaches

The following sub-sections describe approaches that are intended to be used for
constructing new methods or tools.

NATURE

In [Moreno 94] and [Plihon 96] a decision-oriented approach toward
constructing method process models is described, based on an extension of the
requirements engineering guidance meta-model of the NATURE project
[Rolland 94]. This model, which we call “Ways of working definition”, relies
on the object-oriented viewpoint that every requirements engineering process is
to be considered as an evolution of objects.  Five basic concepts are
distinguished in this meta-model: Situation, to describe the relevant view of a
decision, Decision, which is an intention of object evolution, Action, which is
used to implement object evolution, Argument, to support or object to a
decision, and Object, representing a product element of the requirements
engineering process. An associative concept is Context, which is a tuple
<situation, decision>, enabling to record more precisely in which situation
which decisions are made. The meta-model recognises three types of object
evolution: expansion, transformation, and mutation, which leads to a
tripartitioning of decisions and relationships between objects.

ConceptBase

ConceptBase [Jarke 92; Jarke 93] is part of the DAIDA (Development
Assistance for Integrated Database Applications) CASE environment. Core of
this environment is the specification language Telos, which supports
stratification of the knowledge base in metalevels. Each metalevel defines the
sublanguage for describing objects of the level immediately below, thus
enabling definition of domain-specific concepts in ConceptBase. Three levels
are of particular importance: the metaclass level, which defines the basic
structure for development processes, the class level, which describes the
development environment at hand, and the instances level, which consists of a
concrete development project within the environment. ConceptBase is therefore
used both to store information required by the ISE process and to define and
maintain that process, as well as to co-ordinate tool invocation and usage.
DAIDA’s process model, capturing the relationships between objects in the
knowledge base, is called DOT (decision-object-tool), which represents states
of a development process by documenting relevant properties of results
achieved in that state as objects. State transitions are represented by
documenting and justifying the decisions leading to the results; decisions can
address refinement within a level, mapping between levels, versioning to



change previous decisions, or reconfiguring to group existing system
components. ConceptBase addresses all three levels of the ME hierarchy, from
all perspectives. It can be classified both as object-oriented and decision-
oriented.

Method Base

The Method Base system [Wen-yin 92] was conceived for storing complete ISE
methods. A method can be selected dependent on the application domain, and
can subsequently be used in a project. The system addresses the lowest two
levels of the Method Engineering hierarchy. The underlying data model consists
of two parts: a product part and an activity part. The product part consists of the
concepts State, Event, Process, Data, Entity, and Association. The activity part
consists of the concepts Activity and Activity-relationship. The latter concept
allows for flexible definition of relationships between ISE activities, such as
precedence, concurrence, and prerequisite. The Method Base system addresses
the conceptual and technical aspect of the ISEM level and the ISE level, and is
object-oriented.

PCTE

PCTE (Portable Common Tool Environment), described in [Wakeman 93],
started as an ESPRIT project and is accepted as a standard of the ECMA
(European Computer Manufacturers’ Association). PCTE is a hosting structure
designed to be the basis for the construction of modern Software Engineering
Environments. PCTE provides a set of basic mechanisms, subdivided into the
following categories: Object Management System, Schema Management,
Process Execution, Monitoring, Process Communication, Notification,
Concurrency and Integrity Control, Distribution, Replication, Security, and
Accounting. These mechanisms provide a complete interface on which  tools
execute. The core of PCTE is the Object Management System (OMS), being the
interface to the object base for storage of conceptual information and tools
concerning the IS engineering process. The concepts of this object base are:
object, link, attribute, contents, and link attribute. Each of these concepts are
elaborated in concepts related to the conceptual, technical, and human aspect of
a method. PCTE addresses all three levels of the Method Engineering hierarchy,
in a product-oriented way.

MERET

In [Heym 93] the MERET (Methodology Representation Tool) model is
presented, which aims at supporting situation-specific customisation and
construction of methods. MERET is a very comprehensive model, partitioned



into an ISE process part, a technique part, and a result part. The main concepts
are the following. The root concept of the models is the so-called MERET
object, which can be a Structure object or an Application object, the latter
describing the rules, constraints and experiences of the former. Application
objects are partitioned into Notes and (first order predicate logic) Rules on the
one hand, and Integrity and Experience on the other hand. Structure objects are
partitioned into Methods and Techniques. A Method is related to a Milestone
and a Method process, the latter being a specialisation of the concept Process,
which can be a Stage or an Activity. A technique is related to a Technique
Process (also a specialisation of Process) and a Resource, the latter being used
in Activities. A Resource can be a Financial resource, Infrastructure, or a Tool.
A Milestone is the responsibility of an Actor, which, in a certain Involvement,
plays a part in a Process. A Method yields a Result, which is described by a
Metamodel object. This can be a Meta Attribute, a Meta Entity Type, or a Meta
Association. Activities follow a certain Activity sequence, which is a Process
sequence. A Process sequence can be a Sequence, an Iteration, or a Multiple
execution, the latter two with or without a Condition. MERET focuses on the
Method Engineering level and the ISEM level of the Method Engineering
hierarchy, using the conceptual and human aspect in a product-oriented way.

Task packages

Hidding et al. propose task packages as building blocks to be used for
configuring large method processes [Hidding 93]. A task package, a term at the
Method Engineering level, is defined as a set of activities that generate one or
more deliverables that are of value to a client. A task package is characterised
by sixteen key attributes, such as Schematic, which graphically depicts the task
package’s subprocesses, Inputs, which lists the prerequisite products for the task
package, Deliverables, specifying the produced products, Techniques, which
lists generic approaches that can or must be used, Business needs, reflecting the
major business requirements or issues addressed, Value Added, identifying
specific benefits obtained by executing the process, Competence and
experience, which summarises skills and type of knowledge of the people who
will execute the process, Estimating factors, for estimating costs, Objectives,
and Tools. Task packages address, in a process-oriented way, the conceptual,
technical, and human aspect of the ME level and ISEM level.

3.1.3 Concluding remarks on existing approaches

The approaches described above are used for capturing methodological
knowledge (Potts, PHI, MACS, gIBIS) focusing on decisions, capturing



methodological knowledge for building ISE process models focusing on
decisions and processes (“Ways of working definition”), capturing and storing
general methodological knowledge intended at transferring development
experience (DAIDA/Conceptbase), providing a common interface and
repository standards for CASE tools (PCTE), storing complete ISE methods for
domain-dependent method selection and navigation (Method Base), and storing
parts of ISE methods for situation-dependent method customisation and
construction (Task Packages and MERET).

Taking into consideration one of the research questions of this dissertation,
addressing storage of method building blocks for situational method
engineering, the approaches turn out to be:

• Too general and complicated. This is the case for ConceptBase, which is a
general-purpose knowledge base and therefore too flexible for our purposes.
The overhead required for defining a Method Base aiming at situational
method engineering, which is related to the complexity of DAIDA, would be
too large. The same holds for PCTE, which incorporates far more functions
than required, while at the same time neglecting functions essential for
Situational Method Engineering.

• Too limited. This is the case for the Potts model PHI, MACS, gIBIS, and
“Ways of Working definition”, which, while focusing on decisions and/or
processes, do not allow for storing the structure of products and tools and
their relationships with actors. The same, though to a lesser extent, holds for
Task Packages. The Method Base of Saeki et al. is much less limited, but
does not address actors and tools. It focuses on techniques and their concepts
and modelling procedures, rather than on all types of products and activities.
The CASE tool repository standard PCTE [Wakeman 93] only focuses on
technical aspects rather than conceptual ones, and is therefore also not
suitable.

• Too inflexible. This is the case for MERET, which, although addressing all
methodological aspects, forces to employ concepts of which instances need
not to be present in methods.

The above considerations have led to the decision of designing and building a
Method Base ourselves, which is described in the next sections.

3.2 Method Base classes

The Method Base covers the three aspects of an ISEM identified in chapter one:
the conceptual aspect, the technical aspect and the human aspect. The Method
Base structure resides at the top (Method Engineering) level of the Method
Engineering hierarchy. Instances of Method Base object classes are descriptions



of techniques, steps, tools, people, product descriptions. These instances belong
to the ISEM level of this hierarchy. The Method Base does not provide storage
of ISE level objects. Instead, a repository and CASE tool process manager are
generated from the situational method. This topic will be further elaborated in
chapter seven.

Throughout this chapter and the next chapters, a formalisation based on first
order predicate calculus [Gray 84; Nolt 88], extended with functions and some
operators, is used. This formalism has proven its benefits in formalising
knowledge [Genesereth 87], and, more specifically, method knowledge
[Brinkkemper 90; Wijers 91; Jarke 94; Verhoef 95]. The formalisation employs
the following concepts:

• Set, which represents a Method Base class, the available property types, the
available property type values, the relationship types in the Method Base, a
Method Base property type, or the value types of a property type.

• Predicate, which represents a relationship between Method Base classes.

• Function, which represents the assignment of properties to Method Base
classes. Functions are used for the sake of readability of axioms, corollaries
and theorems.

• Axiom, which is a proposition that is accepted as true without proof
expressing a constraint with respect to the relationship types and property
types in the Method Base.

• Corollary, which also represents a constraint on relationship types and
property types, but which is a proposition deduced with little proof from one
or more axioms.

• Theorem, which is an important proposition concerning the contents of the
Method Base deduced from axioms, corollaries and other theorems.

• The usual logical quantifiers and operators.

• The comparison operators <, =,

• The set operators ∈ , ⊂ , ∪  and ∩.

• The ordering operators !  and ! , which are defined for certain sets.

Note that formality and unambiguity can only be achieved to a certain extent.
The definitions of the various concepts in the Method Base are still in  natural
language, which could introduce ambiguities. This is a general modelling
problem, appearing in virtually every science other than mathematics.

In the subsequent sub-sections definitions of the classes, property types and
relationship types of the Method Base are given.



3.2.1 Method fragment types

The key class of the Method Base is the method fragment (see definition 2.4). A
method fragment can encompass products, processes, and tools. This is in
contrast with notions such as process chunk [Rolland 94] and task package
[Hidding 93], which are parts of ISE process specifications, Viewpoint
[Nuseibeh 93; Finkelstein 93], which focuses on ISE product specifications, or
Tool Fragment [IPSYS 95], which is a CASE tool diagram editor.

Methods address conceptual aspects and technical aspects. This distinction is
reflected in the definition of conceptual method fragments, being the class of
product specifications and processes. Technical method fragments address the
tools supporting the processes and products.

Conceptual method fragments are typically to be found in method manuals and
books, such as a description of a Package Selection stage or a description of
the components and structure of a Data Flow Diagram.

Definition 3.1

A Conceptual Method Fragment is a non-executable method fragment
which is described as complete as possible, without taking into account
the actor or actor type that will possibly use it.

Conceptual method fragments are non-interpreted, objective descriptions. This
is in contrast to views on methods, such as the programmer’s view or the project
manager’s view, and also to technical descriptions, which introduce non-
conceptual elements.

Definition 3.2

A Technical Method Fragment is a method fragment implemented as a
IS engineering support tool or part thereof.

A tool is a CASE tool or project management tool. Examples of tool parts are
repository structures, consistency checkers, generators, diagram editors and
process managers.

M is the set of method fragments. C is the set of conceptual method fragments.
T is the set of technical method fragments. M = C ∪  T.



The conceptual aspect of a method consists of a process model and a set of
product descriptions. The process model describes the steps and activities
prescribed by the method. The product descriptions prescribe contents of the
products that are delivered by these steps and activities. The distinction is
reflected in the difference between Process Fragment, and Product Fragment,
respectively.

Definition 3.3

A Process Fragment is a description of an activity to be carried out
within a method.

Examples of process fragments are: Physical Design, Develop Request for
Proposal, and Identify object classes. No separate classes are distinguished for
various process fragment types, such as those describing the actual IS
engineering process, or target domain activities [Euromethod 94], and process
fragments describing process management (project domain) activities.
Properties like granularity layer, scope, process type and focus enable this
distinction.

Definition 3.4

A Product Fragment is a specification of a product delivered and/or
required within a method.

P is the set of process fragments. R is the set of product fragments. C = P ∪  R.

Examples of product fragments are: the description of a Requirements
specification report,  the specification of the contents of a time schedule, the
specification of the Class Hierarchy concepts, and the specification of the Data
store concept in the DFD product fragment. As in the case of process fragments,
there are no separate classes for different types of product fragment, such as
target domain and project domain product fragments, concepts and models, and
specifications of formal and non-formal products. Again, such distinctions are
represented by properties

Example 3.1

Fig. 11 depicts an example representing a description of a global Object
Diagram. Note that there are several product fragments depicted in this
figure: Global Object Diagram, Class, Abstract Class, Concrete Class, and
Attribute. The example is represented in a Concept Structure Diagram,



which belongs to the graphical component of MEL. Diamonds represent
relationships, ellipses depict product fragment property types with their
values. Dotted ellipses represent property types of product fragment
instances.
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Fig. 11.Example of a product fragment

Due to the heterogeneous nature of a method’s technical aspect, a further
subdivision of technical method fragments is required. Process manager
fragments are the technical representation of method processes, a repository
fragment is the technical representation of a product, whereas tool fragments are
used to transfer information between repository, process manager, and the users
of the CASE environment.  The tripartitioning of technical method fragments
follows from the CASE tool architecture discussed in chapter one, in which the
repository represents the data aspect, the tool the functional aspect, and the
process manager the behavioural aspect of a support environment.

Definition 3.5

A Process Manager Fragment is an executable part of a support tool
process manager, or a link to a process manager part.

Process Manager fragments guide the tool user through the information systems
engineering process. Such a fragment typically consists of a number of nodes
representing the process fragments and a number of references, possibly



implemented as so-called hyperlinks, connecting the nodes. Usually
deliverables are also represented by a node.

Definition 3.6

A Repository Fragment is a support tool repository structure or part
thereof.

Repository fragments describe the structure of the database in which product
and process information is stored. An example of such a fragment is a database
description for storing DFD’s, which includes internal representations of processes,
stores, agents and flows, indices, access paths, and so forth. Repository
fragments can be viewed as product fragments extended with technical
information.

The highest granularity product fragments and repository fragments are called
concepts. Concepts, which are still terms in a method, play an important part in
the definition of product fragments, as they can be mapped to ontology
concepts. Moreover they are used in the repository generation process.

Definition 3.7

CN, the set of concepts in the Method Base, is defined as follows:

CN = {r ∈  R  ∪  Y| layer(r) = Concept}.

Concepts form the foundation of the Method Base and have no components:

∀ ∈ ¬c c CN c c1 2 1 2, [ , )]contents( (3.1)

Definition 3.8

A Tool Fragment is a technical method fragment for entering,
transferring or checking information regarding the IS.

Tool fragments are executable pieces of code, or references to such executables.
Examples of tool fragments are: a DFD editor, a word processor, a code
generator, or a consistency check tool.

PM is the set of process manager fragments. Y is the set of repository fragments.
E is the set of tool fragments. T = PM ∪  Y ∪  E.



Using the method fragment types, one is able to describe individual products,
processes and parts of support environments. To capture the entire conceptual
aspect, which includes associations between product fragments and constraints,
but also to capture the human aspect (which is not considered a “fragment” of a
method due to the different structure of people as compared with concepts like
products and processes), more concepts are needed. These concepts are
introduced in the next sub-section.

3.2.2 Additional Method Base classes

Besides method fragments in the strict sense (of definition 2.4), several other
concepts are needed to enable storage of the entire conceptual, technical and
human aspect of a method. These concepts are also classes in the Method Base.
They encompass associations and product roles, to denote any relationship
between product fragments; rules, to denote constraints; process roles, to denote
ways in which processes manipulate products; actors and actor roles,
representing the human aspect. These classes are called additional (with respect
to the classes denoting method fragment types) Method Base classes.

O = A ∪  S ∪  L ∪  B ∪  H ∪  K is the set of additional Method Base classes,
where

• A is the set of associations,

• S is the set of rules,

• L is the set of product roles,

• B is the set of process roles,

• H is the set of actors, and

• K is the set of actor roles.

These classes are defined below.

Product fragment instances have several relationships with each other, varying
from simple precedence relationships in a table of contents to complex
associations in models and diagrams. To represent these relationships, the class
Association is introduced. Because associations play an important role in
representing the conceptual aspect of product fragments, the class is
distinguished separately, and not as a relationship between product fragments.
In particular the representation of modelling techniques, such as shown in Fig.



11,  requires associations. Product fragment instances can be involved in several
ways, which is reflected by the class Product Role.

Definition 3.9

An Association is a relationship between product fragment instances.

Examples of associations are: the input association between a DFD Data flow
and a DFD Process, and the description association between an Object Diagram
Class and an Object Diagram Attribute (see Fig. 11).

Instances of method fragments and associations are subject to a number of
constraints and rules. Diagrams, for instance, should obey rules like
connectivity, while the execution order of process manager fragments can also
be restricted by rules. To facilitate the specification of such constraints, the Rule
class is introduced.

Definition 3.10

A Rule is a specification of a limitation concerning an instance of a
method fragment.

Examples of rules are: a decomposition diagram should have a tree-like
structure, diagrams should be connected and traversable, activities should
contain no infinite loops or deadlock situations, and an association has
cardinality (1,1; 1,m).

Instances of product fragments can be involved in more than one association,
which requires the distinction of a class reflecting the function or role the
product fragment plays.

Definition 3.11

A Product Role is the role a product fragment instance plays in an
association.

Examples of product roles are: has (description) and is (description of), for the
description association mentioned above.

Processes can manipulate products in several ways, called process roles.
Process roles include production, update and usage of process fragments.
Compared with representing each manipulation separately as a relationship (see,



e.g., [Heym 93a; Harmsen 94a]), this solution is more flexible, as it allows for
the representation of an unlimited number of manipulation types.

Definition 3.12

A Process Role represents the respect in which a process fragment
manipulates a product fragment.

The main class of the human aspect of a method is Actor, in other sources called
agent or human role. Two interpretations of this object exist: the type of person,
or the person itself. Some authors, for instance Heym, even make a difference
between Actor and Actor Type [Heym 93a]. Because the class belongs to the
Method Engineering level, which consists of abstract types, we have chosen to
employ the first interpretation. Actor instances are in this view actual persons in
the organisation in which the Method Base is being used, and can be assigned to
processes,  products, and tools on the ISE level.

Definition 3.13

An Actor is a function involved in an IS engineering project.

Examples of actors are:  Project Sponsor, End User, Project Manager, Analyst,
Functional Designer, System Tester, and Database Administrator (see, e.g.,
[Brinkkemper 90; Olle 91). The definition of the Method Base presupposes that
interaction between actors takes place by means of documents, i.e. product
fragment instances. An actor can manipulate a document in several ways, called
Actor Roles.

Definition 3.14

An Actor Role is the type of function an actor has with respect to
manipulating and receiving product fragment instances.

Actors can play different roles within one project. Examples of  actor roles are:
reviewing, creating, analysing, and programming. Capabilities of actor instances
also depend on these roles, and should be matched with the process fragments
that are to be performed. There is no one-to-one correspondence between actor
roles and process fragments, because an actor can also play a passive role, such
as a client receiving a Functional Specification. Moreover, actor roles are defined
in more general terms than process fragments, and reflect interaction between



actors and exchange of documents. They are similar to functions of speech acts,
such as informing of an assertive speech act, requesting of a directive speech
act, promising of a commissive speech act, invalidating of a declarative speech
act, and apologising of an expressive speech act [Ballmer 80].

Method fragments have, besides the partitionings already mentioned, all sorts of
properties. They include the domains method fragments are intended for, their
representation form, the elementary concepts they are anchored in, and the goals
they ought to reach, but also the relationships with instances of other Method
Base instances. As these properties are not captured yet, a number of additional
property types is needed. The non-structural property types are introduced in the
next section. The possible relationships are described in section 3.4.

3.3 Property types of method fragments.

A method fragment is characterised by its relationships with Method Base
objects (other method fragments and instances of “additional” classes) and by
other properties. As was indicated before, these properties are required for the
meaningful selection, comparison and assembly of method fragments.
Relationship types are dealt with in the next section, below we will focus on
property types.

We distinguish between variable properties, describing the project or the
application domain, and intrinsic properties. Intrinsic properties always have a
defined value. They are used to characterise, classify and select Method Base
objects. Variable properties characterise instances of object instances, i.e. of
artefacts, processes and persons in an actual ISE project. They have undefined
values until instantiation (at the ISE level) of the Method Base object (at the
ISEM level). Values of variable property types have to be assigned during an
ISE project, for instance in dialogue boxes associated with diagram editors.
Properties, whether intrinsic or variable, always have a defined value type.

Among the intrinsic property types, a distinction is made between property
types with a stable set of value types and those with a set of value types that is
still unsettled and extendible. The first class of property types are particularly
important, as value type stability of a property type enables the definition of
assembly rules and the semantically meaningful comparison of method
fragments. Of the unstable property types, only examples of domains can be
given.

The stable intrinsic property types are further subdivided into a group properties
that characterise the method fragment itself, and into a group properties stating
the extent to which the property contributes to a specific aspect of the –



situational – method. This aspect is called scenario aspect, and will be used in
the method assembly procedure presented in chapter six.

Stable intrinsic Unstable
intrinsic

Variable
(examples)

Fragment Aspects Scenario Aspects

Layer Modelling aspect Identification Instance name

Goal Modelling scope Definition Creation Date

Focus  Project Goal Application Domain Costs

Maturity level Approach Orientation Paradigm Version

Experience Record Validation Type Source Comments

Process Type Degree of user participation Experience Update history

CMM level Degree of user responsibility Training Start Data

Root Installation type Option End Date

Level of detail Iteration type Purpose

Temporal state Degree of reuse

Abstraction level Development Type

Representation Analysis starting point

Symbol Management aspect

Fig. 12.Summary of all property types

The table depicted in Fig. 12 summarises all property types. The stable intrinsic
property types are presented in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2; the unstable properties
are dealt with in section 3.3.3. Note that each of the property types deserves a
separate theory; to keep this work concise and focused, we have decided to refer
as much as possible to existing work on each property type.

We only describe intrinsic properties and their corresponding value types. Since
variable property types are assigned at the ISE level of the Method Engineering
hierarchy, they cannot be defined beforehand. Moreover, they do not play a role
in selecting a method fragment. Some variable property types are: name, the
name of an instance of a Method Base class, cost, which represents the tariff of
an actor instance, and Start date and End date, which are variable property types
of product fragment instances denoting various planning attributes.



3.3.1 Fragment aspects

Property types describing fragment aspects are partitioned into four groups:

• General property types, that is to say, property types used to describe all
types of method fragment.

• Property types to describe process fragments and process manager
fragments.

• Property types to describe product fragments and, possibly, repository
fragments.

• Property types to describe Method Base object classes that are not method
fragments.

General property types

A method, from the process perspective, usually consists of stages, which are
further partitioned into activities and individual steps. A similar decomposition
can be made of product fragments, with the entire system in the top of the
“tree”, subsequently decomposed into milestone deliverables, model, model
components, and concepts. Decomposition levels are relative notions,
unsuitable for comparing method fragments originating from different methods.

For this reason, the absolute notion granularity layer is introduced. This
property type employs, independent of any existing method decomposition, the
system-theoretical concepts subsystem and aspect system [Checkland 81] to
classify method fragments. All methods have a fixed amount of granularity
layers, each having its own characteristics. In this manner, fragments from
different methods can be compared by their granularity layers. Within each
granularity layer it is possible to extend in decomposition levels (sub-levels)
[Kooij 94]. Each method fragment is assigned a granularity layer independently
of other method fragments and the method it originates from.

A method fragment can reside on one of five possible granularity layers:

• Method, which addresses the entire information system.

• Stage, which addresses an abstraction level as an aspect system of the
information system.

• Model, which addresses a perspective [Olle 91] of the information system.
Such a perspective is an aspect system of an abstraction level.

• Diagram, addressing the representation of an aspect of an abstraction level,
which is a subsystem of a Model layer method fragment. For instance, the



Object Diagram and the Class Hierarchy both address the data perspective, but
in another representation.

• Concept, which addresses the concepts and associations of the method
fragments on the Diagram layer, as well as the manipulations defined on
them. Concepts are subsystems of Diagram layer method fragments.

Example 3.2

Fig. 5 shows the OMT product tree of which each of the decomposition
levels corresponds (by coincidence) with each of the five granularity
layers. For instance, Analysis Model resides at the Stage layer, whereas
State Diagram is a Diagram layer product fragment.

The motivation for this classification, which is based on the document-model-
technique classification of Wijers [Wijers 91], can be found in [Harmsen 94b].
Research into fragmentation of methods [Kooij 94] shows that ISEMs can be
projected on this classification.

Definition 3.15

The (granularity) Layer of a method fragment is the subsystem, aspect
system, or a combination of subsystem and aspect system of the
information system it addresses.

This property type is formalised as follows:

function layer: M → GRAN_LAYER, where GRAN_LAYER = {Method,
Stage, Model, Diagram, Concept},

There is a !  relation defined such that: Method!  Stage!  Model!  Diagram!

Concept. A !  relation is defined as follows: a !  b ⇔ a, b ∈  GRAN_LAYER ∧  a
!  b ∧  a ≠ b.

Proposition 3.1

(GRAN_LAYER, ! ) is totally ordered.

This division in granularity layers enables to distinguish between various sorts
of processes and products in the systems engineering process. We do not



introduce separate concepts like milestone deliverable or diagram, due to their
similarity in structure and naming arbitrariness. However, if a distinction is
required, this is possible.

A second important property of a method fragment is the goal or purpose it
addresses. In order to enable comparison between goal semantics, they have to
be represented in the same classification, which is presented in chapter four.

Definition 3.16

The Goal of a method fragment is a set of tuples (<Action>, <State>,
<Result>) that completely describe the objectives of a method fragment
and its contents.

An action is a verb is taken from a set of basic actions relevant for IS
engineering. A state has a state type, taken from a standardised set of abstraction
levels, states, and detail levels which correspond to the sets of value types of the
corresponding property types (see definitions 3.23 through 3.25). A result is
taken from a standardised set of result types relevant for IS engineering. Only
the basic action is required in a goal; the other two elements are optional. Goals
have sub-goals, corresponding to sub-sets, and can thus be ordered into goal
hierarchies. In chapter four, a process classification system with basic actions
and result types in IS engineering methods is presented.

Example 3.3

The goal of the Requirements Specification stage in the IDE project is:

{(Interpret, provisional, Product Requirements), (Review, provisional, Product
Requirements), (Verify, provisional, Product Requirements), (Determine,
complete, Product Requirements), (Derive, global, Functions Specification),
(Derive, global, Data Specification), (Determine, provisional, Behaviour
Specification), (Determine, detailed, Data Specification), (Specialise, Data
Specification), (Produce, provisional, User interface Specification), (Produce,
provisional, Prototype), (Install, provisional, Prototype), (Confirm, Product
Goals), (Arrange, complete, Product Requirements)}

The goals of the sub-processes of Requirements Specification are subsets of the
goal of Requirements Specification, as is the union of all the goals of the
Requirements Specification sub-processes. For instance, the goal of Develop
required data model is {(Interpret, provisional, Product Requirements), (Review,
provisional, Product Requirements), (Verify, provisional, Product Requirements),



(Derive, global, Data Specification)}, which is a subset of the goal described in
example 3.3.

This property type is described by the following function:

function goal: M → FRAG_GOAL, where FRAG_GOAL = ℘ ({(a, s, r) | a ∈  AC, m
∈  ST, r ∈  RT}).

The sets AC (basic actions), ST (state types), and RT (result types), are defined
in chapter four.

Method fragments, except those on the Concept layer, should have a goal.
Concept layer method fragments often have such a high granularity, that no goal
can be determined. Moreover, Concept layer method fragments play a
supporting role, in that they constitute the elementary building blocks of all
other method fragments. They are not required to have a goal themselves:

∀ m∈ M∃ v∈ FRAG_GOAL[layer(m)!Diagram→goal(m)=v ∧  ¬ (v=∅ )] (3.2)

To enable a partitioning between method fragments related to actual
development and those related to project management, the classification in
target domain and project domain [Euromethod 94] is used.  The property
describing to which of the two domains a method fragment belongs is called
its focus.

Definition 3.17

The Focus of a method fragment is the indication whether the method
fragment addresses IS engineering or management thereof .

This property type is formalised using the following function:

function focus: M → FOCUS_TYPE, where FOCUS_TYPE = {Project domain,
Target domain}.

As all artefacts, method fragments have a life cycle in which they appear, are
being used, and disappear. The stage in this life cycle indicates the relative
maturity of a method fragment, and thus of the available expertise to use it,
the training costs, risks, etc. The stage at which a method fragment resides in
this cycle is called its maturity level.



Definition 3.18

The Maturity level of a method fragment is its age in terms of a product
life cycle.

This property indicates whether a method fragment is state-of-the-art, and also
roughly indicating the number of times a method fragment has been applied.
The following levels are distinguished: Immature, Innovative, Mature,
Commonly-used and Outdated. Method fragments can be considered as
products having a product life cycle, which is why the levels correspond to the
well-known product life cycle stages introduction, growth, maturity, saturation,
and decline (see, e.g., [Markin 82]). The property type is formalised as follows:

function maturity level:  M →  MATURITY_CYCLE, where MATURITY_CYCLE =
{Immature, Innovative, Mature, Commonly-used, Outdated}.

A relation !  is defined such that Immature!  Innovative!  Mature!
Commonly-used!  Outdated.

Proposition 3.2

(MATURITY_CYCLE, ! ) is totally ordered.

The maturity property type should not be confused with the capability maturity
property type (see definition 3.36), which reflects the maximum Capability
Maturity Model level of a process fragment.

As indicated in section 3.1, many approaches exist towards capturing design
rationale, one more sophisticated than the other. As capturing design
rationale, i.e. learning from project experience, is not within the focus of our
research, our solution is rather simple compared to those approaches. After
project execution, each method fragment can be evaluated and compared
with a set of performance indicators. The negative or positive contribution
of a method fragment to a performance indicator can be assessed by using
questionnaires and scoring algorithms such as described in, for instance,
[Kuvaja 94].

Definition 3.19

The Experience Record is a tuple (performance indicator, contribution)
indicating the contribution of a method fragment instance to project
success or failure [Harmsen 95a]



Contribution is measured on a scale of -1 and +1, indicating negative and
positive contribution, respectively. This is the simplest possible value domain
allowing to represent the intention of this property type. Experience records
provide a triggering mechanism for Method Base evolution, storage of project
histories, and adaptation of situation-dependent method assembly heuristics (see
section 6.3). The property type is formalised as follows:

function experience record: M → RECORD_TYPE, where

RECORD_TYPE = ℘ (p, s), with s ∈  {-1, +1}, and

p ∈  PERFORMANCE_INDICATOR = {Time, Money, Organisation
management, Information management, Quality control, Customer
relationship, Uncertainty management, Complexity control,
Specification-compliant installation, Functionality, Reliability,
Usability, Efficiency, Maintainability, Portability, Correctness of
information, Completeness of information, Timeliness of information,
Accuracy of information, Verifiability of information, Business process
improvement, System acceptance, Organisational fit}, the set of
performance indicators [Harmsen 95a].

Example 3.4

The experience record of the Navigator process fragment Package
Selection before the IDE project was: {(Time, +1), (Information
Management, +1), (Business Process Improvement, -1), (System
Acceptance, -1), (Organisational Fit, -1)}. After evaluation of its
performance during the IDE project, the experience record becomes:
{(Time, +1), (Money, +1), (Information Management, +1), (Business
Process Improvement, -1), (Organisational Fit, -1)}.

Apparently, it turned out that package selection contributes to spending
less money, and that it no longer obstructs system acceptance.

Process property types

To enable a rough distinction between various process types to decide whether a
process fragment can be decomposed or not, should produce something, or
represents a decision, the classification of step categories [Olle 91] is used.



Definition 3.20

The Process type of a process fragment is the step category to which it
belongs.

According to the step category classification, most actual IS engineering process
fragments are abstraction and form conversion steps, whereas project
management process fragments are for a large part decisions, review steps, and
checking steps. Decisions cannot be decomposed but should be related to a
choice, whereas abstraction and form conversion steps always should produce
or update an artefact. The property type is formalised as follows:

function process type: P → PROCESS_TYPE, where PROCESS_TYPE =
{abstraction step, form conversion step, decision, review step, checking
step}.

Note that several process classifications are being used throughout this work,
each with a different purpose. The table depicted in Fig. 13 summarises the
various process classifications and their purpose.

Classification Purpose

Process roles defining product fragment manipulation types

Actor roles defining interaction types

Basic actions in goals defining purpose of a method fragment in relation to the
products it manipulates

Process types determining whether a process fragment should produce
something or not

Fig. 13.Process classifications and their purposes

Concept layer process fragments are only constituents of Diagram layer process
fragments, and can never control other process fragments. Since a decision
controls other process fragments, it can never be at the Concept layer:

∀ ∈ = →p P p p[ ) )process type( Decision layer(  Diagram]! (3.3)

Situational methods can be employed to enable achievement of a certain
maturity level or ISO 9001 certification. The Capability Maturity Model
(CMM) [Humphrey 90; Paulk 93] is partitioned into five levels that reflect the



maturity of an ISE organisation (see chapter one). Each level can be
characterised by a number of processes, both of a long-term organisational
nature and of an IS engineering methodical nature. Processes, on the other hand,
can be classified according to the level of the CMM to which they belong. As
was concluded in [Paulk 94], maturity comprises much more than the
requirements for ISO 9001 certification; therefore, a property type reflecting the
maturity level a method fragment addresses suffices.

Definition 3.21

The Capability Maturity Level of a process fragment is the minimum level of
the Capability Maturity Model to which the process fragment can be
assigned.

The CMM level property type is formally defined by the following function:

function capability maturity level: P → CMM_LEVELS, where CMM_LEVELS =
{Initial, Repeatable, Defined, Managed, Optimising}.

Because processes can belong to several maturity levels, this property only
focuses on the minimum level, assuming that if a process is present at a specific
maturity level, it is also present at higher levels. The property enables the
method engineer wanting to achieve a certain CM level, given the prerequisite
that his ISE organisation meets all requirements of that level, to select the
necessary process fragments. For instance, the process fragment Measure
software process performance belongs to level 4 and 5, and has therefore a
capability maturity level of 4. Note that there exist very few process fragments
at the initial level, which is without any method at all.

Due to the triviality of Concept layer process fragments (see also axioms 3.1
through 3.3),  process fragments having a CM level are not to be found at the
Concept layer (axiom 3.4), and therefore all process fragments with a CM level
have a goal (corollary 3.1):

∀ p∈ P∀ v∈ CMM_LEVELS[capability maturity level(p)=v →
layer(p) !Diagram

  (3.4)

Corollary 3.1

∀ p∈ P∀ v1∈ CMM_LEVELS ∃ v2∈ FRAG_GOAL

[capability maturity level(p)=v1 → goal(p)=v2 ∧  ¬ (v2=∅ )]

Proof



Let p be from P, v1 from CMM_LEVELS, and suppose capability maturity
level(p) = v1.

According to axiom 3.4: layer(  Diagramp)! . According to axiom 3.2, there is a
v2 such that goal( = )p v v) (= ∧ ¬ ∅2 2 QED

Product property types

The Root of a product fragment describes its semantics in terms of elementary,
unambiguously defined  concepts and relationships. It expresses the anchoring
of a product fragment or a repository fragment in an ontology.

Definition 3.22

The Root of a product fragment or repository fragment is a set of ontology
concepts and associations addressed by the product fragment or the
repository fragment representing its semantics in terms of elementary
product building blocks.

This property type is, for the moment, formalised by the following function:

function root: R ∪  Y  → ONTOLOGY_SET, where ONTOLOGY_SET = ℘ (CNO) ∪
℘ (AO) ∪  ℘ (CNO × AO × CNO)

The sets CNO of ontology concepts and AO of ontology associations are defined
in chapter four, in which the Methodology Data Model (MDM) ontology is
presented.

Example 3.5

The root of a Data model product fragment is, in terms of the MDM, the
set: {Object class, Association, Attribute, Rule, Role, Performance, Involvement,
Description, Constraint, (Role, Performance, Object Class), (Role, Involvement,
Association), (Attribute, Description, Object Class), (Rule, Constraint,
Association)}.

The property types addressed in definitions 3.23 through 3.25 concern the states
an instance of a product fragment can be in. Several distinctions can be made
[DeMarco 79; Olle 91]:

• A product fragment instance can be global or more detailed, which concerns
the level of detail required.



• A product fragment instance or process fragment instance can relate to the
current or to a future state of the system it describes. Related to this is the
classification in descriptive and prescriptive models (see, for instance,
[Churchman 71]).

• A product fragment instance can be abstract or concrete. Although a model is
always an abstraction of the real world, this abstraction exists in different
degrees. Some models, indicated by the term logical models or essential
models [Yourdon 89] abstract from time and place, whereas others  take also
technical issues into account.

Between the first two classifications there exists a strong relation to the point of
time in the IS engineering process at which a product fragment instance is
produced. All three classifications are reflected by a separate property type,
addressed in the following definitions.

This level of detail property type indicates whether a product fragment instance
is in a global or detailed state. Most products are developed in an iterative way,
starting with a global sketch, and ending with a completely specified product.

Definition 3.23

The Level of detail of a product fragment is the state in terms of number
of components it consists of.

The following function formally defines this property type:

function level of detail: R → DETAIL_TYPE, where DETAIL_TYPE = {Global,
Detailed, Provisional, Complete}

A relation !  is defined on DETAIL_TYPE such that Global!  Detailed, and
Provisional!  Complete

Proposition 3.3

(DETAIL_TYPE, ! ) is partially ordered.

The increased level of detail is reflected in the size of a product fragment: a
fragment describing a global instance is smaller (in terms of components and
their interrelationships) than a product fragment describing a more detailed
instance. For instance, a description of a global, sketchy Object Model only
consists of the concepts Object class and Object and the Instantiation



association between the two, whereas a detailed version might also consist of
Attribute, Association, as well as the Inheritance association. The level of detail
is considered to be the same as the level of completeness, which
distinguishes between provisional and complete states.

Definition 3.24

The Temporal state of a product fragment is the situation of the Information
System that is considered by the instance of the product fragment.

This property indicates whether a product fragment instance relates to a current
or future situation. Often, fragments having a different temporal state do not
differ considerably; only their instances do. For instance, an Object Model-
current situation generally is addressed by the same concepts as an Object
Model-future situation. The property type is formalised as follows:

function temporal state: R → STATE_TYPE, where STATE_TYPE = {Current,
Future},

A relation !  is defined on STATE_TYPE such that Current!  Future.

The abstraction level property indicates whether a product fragment instance
addresses logical aspects, which abstract from notions such as time, place, and
implementation, or technical aspects as well.

Definition 3.25

The Abstraction level of a product fragment is the state of its instance in
terms of degree of abstraction.

The property type is formalised as follows:

function abstraction level: R → ABSTRACTION_LEVEL_TYPE, where
ABSTRACTION_LEVEL_TYPE = {Logical, Technical}.

A relation !  is defined on ABSTRACTION_LEVEL_TYPE such that Logical!
Technical.

Proposition 3.4



(STATE_TYPE, ! ) and (ABSTRACTION_LEVEL_TYPE, ! ) are both partially
ordered.

Definitions 3.26 and 3.27 address the representation and notation of product
fragments. A product fragment is always represented in some form, for instance
a diagram, text, a matrix, or a table. It can also be represented in more than one
form. Concepts, and sometimes also product fragments of lower granularity, are,
when represented in a diagram, often associated with a symbol. As opposed to
work on meta-CASE (see, e.g., [Sorenson 88; Smolander 92; Kelly 96]), the
graphical representation of concepts is not in the scope of this work, which is
the reason why we have chosen to employ a less sophisticated solution
regarding this issue.

Definition 3.26

The Representation of a product fragment is the form in which the product
fragment instance is denoted.

The property type is formalised as follows:

function representation: R → REPRESENTATION_TYPE, where
REPRESENTATION_TYPE = {Structured text, Unstructured text, Table,
Matrix, Unstructured graphics, Diagram, Symbol }.

For instance, the representation of the product fragment user role / function matrix
is Matrix. The representation of the product fragment State is Symbol.

Definition 3.27

The Symbol of a product fragment is the graphical representation of that
product fragment in the product fragment in which it is contained.

Note that a product fragment can be represented by a symbol (in another
product fragment) while at the same time being represented by a diagram or
another representation form. This is, for instance the case with a Data Flow
Diagram, which is clearly a Diagram but which can be represented by a single
rounded rectangle in the Process Model product fragment

A symbol contains a tuple of coordinates, its shape, its scale, the position and
alignment of its label, which represents the name of the product fragment, and
the positions of the points through which it can be connected with other



symbols. For example, a symbol for an Object is: <((0,0), (20,0), (20,10), (0,10),
(0,0)), 1.0, ((10,5), centre), {(10,0), (20,5), (10,10), (0,5)}>, which is a rectangle on
full scale with a centred label and connection points at the middle of each of the
four edges. The property type is formalised as follows:

function symbol: R → SYMBOL_TYPE, where SYMBOL_TYPE = <SHAPE, R,
LABEL, CONNECTIONS>, and

SHAPE = (((x1, y1), (x2, y2), ... , (xn, xn)), where xi ∈  N, yi ∈  N, i  ≥ 2.

LABEL = ((x, y), p), where x ∈  N, y ∈  N, p ∈  {left, right, centre}.

CONNECTIONS = ℘ ((x, y)), where x ∈  N, y ∈  N.

If a product fragment is represented by a symbol, then the Symbol property type
should be defined:

∀ r∈ R∃ v∈ SYMBOL_TYPE [representation(r) = Symbol →
symbol(r) = v] (3.5)

3.3.2 Scenario Aspects

Definitions 3.28 through 3.40 all play an important role in method assembly, as
they bridge the gap between aspects a situational method should cover and the
actual method fragments (see chapter six). In general, scenario aspects apply to
lower granularity method fragments, such as found at the Method layer, Stage
layer and Model layer. The scenario aspects are subdivided into general IS
modelling aspects, aspects related to the users of the IS, aspects related to
engineering strategies, and aspects related to IS engineering management. As
indicated before, a scenario aspect property describes to which extent a method
fragment contributes to a certain aspect of the – situational – method. If a
method fragment does not contribute to a scenario aspect in particular, the
corresponding property type has no value.

The scenario aspects were mainly found by investigating literature on IS
methodology [Olle 91; Avison 92; Lemmen 94ab] and by delving into manuals
of IS development methods, notably Information Engineering [Martin 90],
KADS [Tansley 93], Method/1 [Andersen 92], Merise [Tardieu 86], Navigator
[Ernst & Young 95], SDM [Turner 87], and SSADM [Longworth 92].
Euromethod [Euromethod 94], which has already considered a number of
important methods and properties of their components, proved to be an
important source as well.

General scenario aspects



The first two scenario aspect property types relate to a classification of target
domain method fragments, using a modelling framework. This framework is
based on the frameworks presented in [Essink 86; Sowa 92; Swede 93]. The
framework identifies modelling scopes on the one hand, and modelling aspects
on the other hand.

Definition 3.28

The Modelling Aspect of a method fragment is the aspect or group of
aspects of the information system the method fragment covers.

Definition 3.29

The Modelling Scope of a method fragment is the extent to which the method
fragment considers the entire information system, the system and its
environment, or only a sub-system.

These property types are described by the following functions:

function modelling aspect: M → ℘ MODELLING_ASPECT, where
MODELLING_ASPECT = {Goals and requirements aspect, Data aspect,
Process aspect, Behaviour aspect, Interaction aspect, Allocation
aspect}.

function modelling scope: M →℘ MODELLING_SCOPE, where
MODELLING_SCOPE = {Organisation scope, Information System scope,
Computer System scope}.

The modelling aspect and modelling scope property types are only defined for
target domain method fragments (axioms 3.6 and 3.7). If two technical method
fragments share at least one goal, they should also share at least one modelling
aspect (axiom 3.8).

∀ m ∈  M ∀ v ∈℘ MODELLING_ASPECT[modelling aspect(m) = v → (3.6)
focus(m) = Target domain]

∀ m ∈  M ∀ v ∈℘ MODELLING_SCOPE[modelling scope(m) = v → (3.7)
focus(m) = Target domain]
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IS engineering projects have various purposes, affecting the choice of required
method fragments in the situational method [Swart 94; Lubbers 95].
Modification of an existing IS, for instance, calls for different method fragments
than development from scratch. To enable distinction between project purposes,
the property type Project Goal is introduced.

Definition 3.30

The Project Goal of a method fragment is the purpose of an IS engineering
project to which a method fragment contributes.

The following project goals are distinguished [Swart  94; Harmsen 95a; Hoef
95a; Lubbers 95]:

• Knowledge acquisition: no IS engineering in the strict sense, but only a
preparation thereof;

• Adaptation, implying that an information system is re-engineered, or that
functionality of the information system is modified or extended;

• Custom development: a new information system is developed “from
scratch”;

• Packaged system selection and adaptation: a complete software package is
selected and adapted according to the needs of the situation.

The project goal property type is formalised as follows:

function project goal: M → PROJECT_GOAL, where PROJECT_GOAL =
{Knowledge acquisition, Adaptation, Custom, Packaged system selection}.

The approach taken as a starting point for the information systems engineering
process, determines to a large extent the impact of an information system on the
organisation [Hoef 95a]. Therefore a distinction should be made between an
organisation-centred approach, such as BPR [Hammer 90] and “soft systems”
approaches [Checkland 81], and an approach that takes the resulting product as
the starting point. To enable selection of method fragments contributing to a
specific approach, the property type Approach Orientation is introduced.



Definition 3.31

The Approach Orientation of a method fragment is the extent to which the
method fragment contributes to an approach in which the organisation is
taken as a starting point or to an approach which considers the
information system as an isolated product.

This property type is described by the following function:

function approach orientation: M → ORIENTATION_TYPE, where
ORIENTATION_TYPE = {Organisation approach, Product approach}.

If a method fragment contributes to an organisation-oriented approach, it should
address the Organisation modelling scope:

∀ m ∈  M [approach orientation(m) = Organisation approach → (3.9)
Organisation scope ∈  modelling scope(m)]

User-related scenario aspects

Definitions 3.32 through 3.34 relate to acceptance of the information system by
its end-users. In order to check whether the descriptions, specifications and
executable programs created by the IS engineer comply to the perception of
end-users and informants, validation should take place. The validation
strategy is the way the delivered products are evaluated and reviewed by the
user organisation. Several strategies exist [Lemmen 94b]:

• Immediate acceptance, without any validation.

• Definition of norms and test cases, by means of which assessment takes
place whether the chosen solutions meet the requirements.

• Prototyping, which is used to show the end-user or informant the alternatives
for a solution or to compare alternatives with requirements.

• Validation by usage, in which the system is tested by actually using it.

Definition 3.32

The Validation Type of a method fragment is the type of validation
strategy the method fragment contributes to.



For the sake of simplicity and relevance [Harmsen 95a], only two types of
validation strategy are distinguished: no validation at all, and validation (by
applying test cases, prototypes, or by usage). The property type is therefore
described by the following function:

function validation type:  M → VALIDATION_TYPE, where VALIDATION_TYPE =
{No validation, Validation}.

User-satisfaction is achieved by involving future end-users in the IS project.
The following types of user-involvement or user participation exist [Essink 93]:

• No participation,

• Consultation: users are consulted by developers before design decisions are
made.

• Representation, consensus: users actively take part in the development
process; responsibility for chosen solutions is with one user, or with the
entire user organisation.

• End-user computing: users develop large parts of the information system
themselves.

To enable selection of method fragments stressing to a certain extent the
importance of user participation, the property type Degree of user participation
is introduced.

Definition 3.33

The Degree of user participation of a method fragment is the extent to which
the method fragment supports the user-involvement with respect to
analysis and design of the information system.

Again for the sake of simplicity [Harmsen 95a], two relevant degrees of user
participation are distinguished: low degree of user participation, which
includes no participation and consultation, and high degree of user
participation, covering the other types of user-involvement. The property
type is formalised as follows:

function degree of user participation: M  → PARTICIPATION_TYPE, where
PARTICIPATION_TYPE = {Few user participation, Much user participation}.

If there is few user participation, a method fragment can never contribute
positively to system acceptance:



∀ m∈ M[degree of user participation(m)=Few user participation →
¬ ((System acceptance, +1)∈  experience record(m))]

(3.10)

A higher extent of user-involvement, which is used in projects in which IS
acceptance is of eminent importance [Euromethod 94], is user responsibility for
parts of the IS engineering process. Several types of user responsibility are
identified:

• No responsibility for the users; the development organisation is responsible
for the entire process, or a combination of:

• User-responsibility for designing specifications, user-responsibility for
testing, and user-responsibility for installation.

Definition 3.34

The Degree of user responsibility of a method fragment is the extent to
which the method fragment contributes to user responsibility for
designing specifications, testing or installation, or a combination thereof.

The property type is formally defined by the following function:

function degree of user responsibility: M → ℘ RESPONSIBILITY_TYPE, where
RESPONSIBILITY_TYPE = {User-responsibility for design, User-responsibility
for testing, User-responsibility for installation}.

A method fragment must contribute to user participation in order to contribute
to user responsibility (axiom 3.11). As knowledge acquisition does not contain
development activities, method fragments supporting that project goal cannot
support user responsibility (axiom 3.12).

∀ m∈ M∀ v∈℘ RESPONSIBILITY_TYPE[degree of user
responsibility(m)=v ∧  ¬ (v=∅ ) → degree of user participation =
Much user participation]

(3.11)

∀ m∈ M∀ v∈℘ RESPONSIBILITY_TYPE[project goal =
Knowledge acquisition → ¬ (responsibility type(m)=v)] (3.12)



Scenario aspects related to IS engineering strategies

One of the IS engineering stages is installation, in which the information system
is introduced in the organisation. Installation turns out to be one of the main
critical success factors in IS engineering [Swart 94], as it determines to a large
extent the acceptance of the information system. Several installation strategies
are distinguished [Euromethod 94]:

• One shot installation: the entire system functionality is installed in one time.

• Installation in parts: a preliminary system will be installed first, which is
subsequently extended with sub-systems.

• Evolutionary installation: the system will be periodically updated by new
versions. A priori, the functionality increase and the number of versions is
unknown.

Definition 3.35

The Installation Type of a method fragment is the extent to which the
method fragment supports either one-shot installation, installation in
parts, or evolutionary installation.

This property type is generally only relevant for method outlines, and is
formalised as follows:

function installation type: M → INSTALLATION_TYPE, where
INSTALLATION_TYPE = {One-shot, In parts, Evolutionary}.

For the same reason as with user responsibility, method fragments supporting
knowledge acquisition do not support any installation type:

∀ m∈ M∀ v∈℘ INSTALLATION_TYPE[project goal(m) =
Knowledge acquisition → ¬ (installation type(m)=v)] (3.13)

Another property related to method outlines is the iteration strategy being
pursued. Iteration is associated with the complete IS engineering process.
Abstracting from several variations, such as the Fountain Model or the Spiral
Model [Boehm 88a], two main types of iteration strategy are distinguished
[Euromethod 94; Lemmen 94b]:

• Linear development, by following a waterfall process model.



• Incremental development: the IS is developed in gradually refined iteration
cycles.

Definition 3.36

The Iteration Type of a method fragment is the extent to which the method
fragment contributes to a linear or iterative development strategy.

This property type is described by the following function:

function iteration type: M → ITERATION_TYPE, where ITERATION_TYPE =
{Linear, Incremental}.

Again, method fragments supporting knowledge acquisition do not support any
iteration type:

∀ m∈ M∀ v∈℘ ITERATION_TYPE[project goal(m)=
Knowledge acquisition → ¬ (iteration type(m)=v)] (3.14)

Reuse of (parts of) existing specifications or programs is, besides the use of
incremental development, time box management, joint application development
etc. [Boehm 88b; Basili 90; August 91; Martin 91], one way to speed up the IS
engineering process [Biggerstaff 89].

Definition 3.37

The Degree of reuse of a method fragment is the extent to which the method
fragment contributes to the reuse of existing specifications or programs.

The following degrees of reuse are distinguished:

• Some or much re-use, such as the application of reference models, or the use
of parts of earlier made specifications or systems.

• No re-use at all.

The property type is formalised as follows:

function degree of reuse: M → REUSE_TYPE, where REUSE_TYPE = {No reuse,
Reuse}.



Method fragments supporting knowledge acquisition do not support any degree
of reuse:

∀ m∈ M∀ v∈℘ REUSE_TYPE[project goal(m)=
Knowledge acquisition → ¬ (degree of reuse(m)=v)] (3.15)

In general, the development of an information system can take place in two
ways [Euromethod 94]: analytical and experimental. In the latter type,
experiments, such as simulation and prototyping, are used to explore the
problem domain and to generate solutions. The analytical way proposes a top-
down structured analysis as the starting point for the design (see, e.g., [DeMarco
79; Yourdon 89]) to reduce complexity.

Definition 3.38

The Development Type of a method fragment is the extent to which the
method fragment supports an analytical or experimental way of IS
development.

The property type is formally defined in the following way:

function development type: M → DEVELOPMENT_TYPE, where
DEVELOPMENT_TYPE = {Analytical development, Experimental
development}.

Method fragments supporting knowledge acquisition do not support any
development type:

∀ m∈ M∀ v∈℘ DEVELOPMENT_TYPE[project goal(m)=
Knowledge acquisition → ¬ (development type(m)=v)] (3.16)

Also related to engineering strategies is the situation that is taken as a starting
point for development. A deductive approach takes the current situation as the
starting point, whereas inductive development focuses on the new, future
situation. This is reflected  in the property type Analysis starting point.

Definition 3.39



The Analysis starting point of a method fragment describes whether the
method fragment considers the current or the future situation as the
starting point for analysis.

The property type is defined by the following function:

function analysis starting point: M → STARTING_POINT, where
STARTING_POINT = {Current situation, Future situation}.

Notice that there exists no correlation with the Temporal State property type,
because a starting point is described and not the state of a product fragment
instance.

Project management scenario aspect

For method fragments focusing on the project domain, an additional property
type management aspect is defined. The management aspect is, similar to the
modelling aspect addressing target domain method fragments, a collection of
one or more views from which project management can be looked upon. It is an
adaptation and elaboration of the project management framework developed in
[Meijer 95], using the classifications of [Wijnen 88] and [Haas 90].

Definition 3.40

The Management Aspect of a project domain method fragment is the project
management aspect or collection thereof to which the method fragment
contributes.

The following management aspects are distinguished:

• Time management, being the set of activities focused on keeping the project
on schedule.

• Budget control, focusing on financial aspects of project management.

• Information management, which is the set of activities managing the –
intermediate – results of the project. A distinction is made between
documentation management and software configuration management

• Quality control, which contains activities to define quality requirements,
quality procedures, and a quality system. We distinguish between quality
control by performing inspections, and quality control by performing audits.



• Project organisation management, containing all activities aiming at better
co-ordination and communication within the project.

• Risk management, which are all activities aimed at identifying, defining,
analysing, and reducing risks during the entire project.

• Procurement and contract management, which are all activities associated
with tendering, the project contract and the customer-supplier relationship.

• Methodological support and training, addressing definition of method usage
guidelines, solving method application problems, assisting method users, and
identifying training requirements.

The property type is formally defined by the following function:

function management aspect: M → ℘ MANAGEMENT_ASPECT, where
MANAGEMENT_ASPECT = {Time management, Budget control,
Documentation management, Software configuration management, Quality
inspections, Audits, Project organisation, Risk management, Procurement,
Methodological support}.

If a method fragment focuses on the project domain, it should addresses a
management aspect:

∀ m ∈  M ∃ v ∈  MANAGEMENT_ASPECT[focus(m) =
Project domain → v ∈  management aspect(m)] (3.17)

3.3.3 Unstable property types

As noticed before, property types with an unstable and possibly extendible set
of value types are fairly complicated to employ in Situational Method
Engineering. Due to the uncertainty regarding value types, there is hardly any
basis for formal comparison and selection of method fragments, and thus for
method assembly and the rules associated with it as well. However, these
property types play an important role in informally characterising and
comparing method fragments, because they are often much more intuitive than
rather abstract notions such as  layer and root.

First of all, each method fragment should be uniquely identifiable by a Methods
Administrator or a Method Engineer. From a theoretical point of view, a method
fragment is uniquely identified by its stable property types, the relationships it
has with other method fragments, and it components. From a pragmatic point of



view, however, there should be an additional identifying label, which is the
Identification property.

Definition 3.41

The Identification of a method fragment is a unique name or sequence of
digits and letters by which the method fragment can be identified

Identification is a property type solely introduced for the convenience of the
Method Base user, as each of the method fragments in the Method Base is
unique. An example of an identification is NAVA.3 or Package Selection of the
corresponding Navigator process fragment.  The following function is defined
for this property type:

function identification: M → TEXT.

Another property type for human convenience is Definition, which characterises
a method fragment in a short text.

Definition 3.42

The Definition of a method fragment is a text which informally characterises
the method fragment.

The property type is formalised as follows:

function definition: M → TEXT

An example of a definition (of a Request for Proposal) is the following line (see
[Ernst & Young 91]):

The Request for Proposal (RFP) is a formal statement of the business area
requirements. It is used to solicit vendor proposals for meeting these
requirements.

Sometimes, method fragments are of particular use for a special application
domain. Many ISEM’s are in fact developed to serve only a limited number of
application domains, such as methods for real-time systems development (see,
e.g., [Ward 85; Hatley 87]), or methods for Knowledge Based systems such as
KADS [Schreiber 93]. To quickly identify the particular application domain of a
method fragment, a property type is introduced.



Definition 3.43

The Application Domain of a method fragment represents the domain in
which the method fragment is to be applied or for which the method
fragment is particularly suited.

Application domains to be distinguished can include: Legacy systems,
Workflow management systems, Client/server systems, Knowledge base
management systems, Management information systems, Executive information
systems, and Real/time information systems. The property type is described by
the following function:

function application domain: M → ℘ TEXT

A rather intangible characteristic of a method is its underlying paradigm or
“Way of thinking” [Wijers 91]. Although being acknowledged as an important
success factor in Method Engineering [Kumar 92; Harmsen 94a], not much
research regarding this issue has been performed. This is the reason why we
have chosen to characterise a method fragment’s paradigm with a simple label
representing one of the existing paradigms.

Definition 3.44

The Paradigm of a method fragment represents the philosophy the fragment
adopts.

Paradigms to be distinguished include: Data-oriented, Function-oriented,
Decision-oriented, Event-oriented, and Object-oriented. This property type is
described as follows:

function paradigm: M → TEXT

The property type Source, which is related to Paradigm, reflects the method
from which a method fragment is taken. This is an important selection criterion
to reduce the  number of originating methods in a situational methods, thus
reducing the number of possible inconsistencies due to different paradigms,
ways of modelling, etc.

Definition 3.45



The Source of a method fragment is the name of the IS engineering method
from which the method fragment originates.

Methods include SSADM, Merise, KADS, IEM, Navigator, Method/1, SDM,
Yourdon, SA/SD, OOD, OMT, OOA/OOD, and NIAM. For instance, the source
of product fragment Global Object Diagram (example 3.1)  is OMT. The property
type is formally described as follows:

function source: M → TEXT

There exist two product fragments having the same source, that share the same
part of an ontology:

∃ m1,m2∈ M[source(m1)=source(m2)→¬ (root(m1)∩root(m2)=∅ )] (3.18)

Method fragments are not of equal complexity, i.e. some are harder to apply
then others. For instance, Entity Relationship Diagramming is fairly
straightforward, requiring relatively few training or experience to produce
correct diagrams. More expressive techniques require more training. This is
expressed by the property types Experience and Training.

Definition 3.46

The Experience of a method fragment is the amount of experience needed
by a project member to perform or apply a method fragment.

Experience levels are, for instance, Little, Average, Much, and Very much. The
relative complexity of a method fragment is very difficult to measure, which is
the reason why experience  is classified unstable.

Definition 3.47

The Training of a process fragment is the amount of time required to train a
project member in performing that process fragment.

Assuming an average project member, this property type gives, in addition to
experience, an indication of the complexity and costs of a process fragment.
This property type is generally only important for process fragments at the



Model and Diagram granularity layer, such as procedures to create Object
Models, data models, and so forth. The two property types are described by
the following functions:

function experience:  M → TEXT

function training: P → TIME

Decisions have outcomes, and process fragments in general can be the outcome
of a decision. The connection between decision and succeeding process
fragment is modelled by the Choice relationship. However, as we have chosen
not to admit properties of relationships, there is no other way of indicating the
options that are associated to a choice than assigning these options to the
decision and its succeeding process fragments.

Definition 3.48

The Option of a process fragment is either a set consisting of the various
outcomes of a decision, or the outcome of a decision which has led to the
process fragment.

In the first case the process fragment should be a decision. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between each of the options of a decision and the option of
each of the succeeding process fragments. This will be further elaborated in
example 3.8. The option property type is formally described as follows:

function option: P  →℘ TEXT,

Technical method fragments, in particular tools, can have many functions within
a (situational) CASE environment and thus within an IS project. A tool can be
used for drawing diagrams, verifying models, version control of documents,
validation by simulation, etc. To distinguish between the various types of tool,
the property type Purpose is introduced.

Definition 3.49

The Purpose of a technical method fragment is its function within an IS
project.

A technical method fragment can have several purposes. This property type is
formalised using the following function:



function purpose: T → ℘ TEXT

Purposes can be: Editing, Programming, Verification & Validation,
Configuration Management, Metrics & Measurement, and Project Management
[Fuggetta 93]. For instance, the purpose of ADW’s Analysis Workstation is Editing
and Verification & Validation.

3.4 Relationships of method fragments

Dependencies between method fragments, and between method fragments and
the additional Method Base classes, are represented by relationships. These
relationships are subject to a number of rules governing the possible
combinations of method fragments. In the first sub-section, the relationship
types only applicable to method fragments are defined. In the second sub-
section, the possible relationships between method fragments and additional
classes are treated.

3.4.1 Relationships between method fragments

Because method fragments are mutually dependent, a number of relationships
between them exist. In the following definitions, the relationship types that play
a role are presented.

Contents

As conceptual method fragments predominantly consist of other conceptual
method fragments, the contents relationship is of eminent importance.

Definition 3.50

Contents is the relationship between Process Fragments or between Product
Fragments which reflects that a process fragment consists of another
process fragment, or that a product fragment consists of another product
fragment.

A process or product fragment consists of 0 or more process or product
fragments, and is part of at most one process or product fragment. The latter
constraint is a consequence of the view that a method fragment should be



considered in its context, i.e. that a method fragment in another context (being
part of another method fragment) is by definition unique.

Example 3.6

The process fragment Evaluate vendor proposals (example 2.2) consists,
among others, of Perform Detailed Evaluation of Vendor Proposals and
Conduct Formal Review. The product fragment labelled Event (example 2.1)
seems to be part of both Event Flow Diagram, and State Diagram. The label
addresses, however, different product fragments.

There are two types of contents relationships: non-transitive and transitive,
represented by the following predicates:

predicate contents over (R × R) ∪  (P × P)

predicate contents* over ( ) ( )R R P P× ∪ ×  as
contents* (a, b) ≡ contents(a, b) ∨

∃  c ∈  C[contents(a, c) ∧  contents*(c, b)]

The contents relationship is non-transitive (axiom 3.19). The contents of a
conceptual method fragment belong to an equal or higher granularity layer than
their parent fragment, and do not precede or succeed their parent fragment
(axioms 3.20 and 3.21). If two conceptual method fragments are components of
the same conceptual method fragment, their granularity layers are equal (axiom
3.22).

∀ c1,c2,c3∈ C[¬ (contents(c1,c2)∧ contents(c2,c3)→contents(c1,c3))] (3.19)

∀ c1,c2∈ C[contents(c1,c2)→layer(c1) !  layer(c2)] (3.20)

∀ c1,c2∈ C[contents(c1,c2)→¬ (precedence(c1,c2)∨ precedence(c2,c1))](3.21)

∀ c,c1,c2∈ C[contents(c,c1)∧ contents(c,c2)→layer(c1)=layer(c2)] (3.22)

The goal and root of a method fragment’s contents is a subset of its parent’s
goal and root, respectively (axioms 3.23 and 3.24). A conceptual method



fragment at the Method granularity layer is not a component of another
conceptual method fragment (axiom 3.25).

∀ ∈ → ⊆c c C c c c c1 2 1 2 2 1, [ , ) ) )]contents( goal( goal( (3.23)

∀ ∈ → ⊆c c C c c c c1 2 1 2 2 1, [ , ) ) )]contents( root( root( (3.24)

∀ ∈ → ¬ =c c C c c c1 2 1 2 2, [contents( , ) (layer( ) Method)] (3.25)

The axioms stated above lead to the corollary that the Method granularity layer
consists of only one decomposition level. This implies that the decomposition
of a Method layer method fragment resides on a different granularity layer.

Corollary 3.2

The Method granularity layer consists of only one level, i.e.

∀ c1,c2∈ C[contents(c1,c2)∧ layer(c1)=Method→¬ (layer(c2)=Method)]

Proof

Let c c1 2,  be from C and suppose contents( layer( Methodc c c1 2 1, ) )∧ = ,
then axiom 3.25 implies ¬ =( )layer( Method)c2 . QED

Although we have implicitly stated that contents* is a transitive relationship, we
prove this property in the next theorem.

Theorem 3.1

contents* is transitive, i.e.

∀ ∈ ∧ →c c c C c c c c c c1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 3, , [ ( , ) ( , ) ( , )]contents contents contents* * *

Proof

Let c1, c2, c3 be from C, and suppose contents*(c1, c2) and contents*(c2,
c3).

Then, according to the definition of contents*,

contents(c1, c2) ∨  ∃ c ∈  C[contents(c1, c) ∧  contents*(c, c2)], and

contents(c2, c3) ∨  ∃  c ∈  C[contents(c2, c) ∧  contents*(c, c3)].



Four cases can be distinguished, of which two are fundamentally
different:

1. Suppose contents(c1, c2). Then there exists, due to the assumption
contents*(c2, c3),

a c, namely c2, such that

contents(c1, c) ∧  contents*(c, c3), and therefore

contents(c1, c3) ∨  ∃  c ∈  C[contents(c1, c) ∧  contents*(c, c3)],

which is, by definition, equivalent to contents*(c1, c3), and therefore

∀ ∈ ∧ →c c c C c c c c c c1 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 3, , [ ( , ) ( , ) ( , )]contents contents contents* * *

2. Suppose ∃  c ∈  C[contents(c1, c) ∧  contents*(c, c2)] (assumption 1), and
suppose contents*(c2, c3) (assumption 2)

We prove by induction: ∃  c’ ∈  C[contents(c1, c’) ∧  contents*(c’, c3)]

Proof:

Let c” be from C. Suppose contents(c”, c2) ∧  contents*(c2, c3) (assumption
3)

(I)  There is a c’, namely c2, such that contents(c”, c’) ∧  contents*(c’,
c3).

(II)  According to assumption 1, there exists a ci ∈  C be such that
contents*(c1, ci) and contents*(ci, c”).

Assume contents(ci+1, ci) (assumption 4), and assume ∃  c’ ∈
C[contents(ci, c’) ∧  contents*(c’, c3)] (assumption 5).

To prove: ∃  c+ ∈  C[contents(ci+1, c+) ∧  contents*(c+, c3)].

Proof: There is such a c+, namely ci, because, due to assumptions 4
and 5, the following holds:

contents(ci+1, ci) ∧  ∃  c’ ∈  C[contents(ci, c’) ∧  contents*(c’, c3)], and
according to the definition of contents*:

contents(ci+1, ci) ∧  contents*(ci, c3)] QED

The contents-relationships constitute a decomposition tree of a method’s
process model. This decomposition tree can be used to test whether two process
fragments belong to the same method; if they do, then they should be in the
same decomposition.

Theorem 3.2



If contents*(p1, p2), with p1, p2 ∈  P, then there exists a tree η = (Ph, Uh),

where p1 ∈  Ph, p2 ∈  Ph, Ph = {p | contents*(p1, p)} and Uh = {(u1, u2) | u1

∈  Ph ∧  u2 ∈  Ph ∧  u1 ≠ u2 ∧  contents(u1, u2)}.

Proof

Let p1, p2 from P. Suppose contents*(p1, p2). To prove the theorem, it is
sufficient to prove that there exists a connected graph (Ph, Uh) without
cycles.

Due to the assumption and the definition of contents*, contents(p1, p2) ∨  ∃
p ∈  P[contents(p1, p) ∧  contents*(p, p2)]

According to the definition of Uh, for each pair (u1, u2), a chain defined by
contents(u1, u2) exists. Therefore, (Ph, Uh) is connected. QED

These theorems enable us to define an equivalence relation expressing that two
process fragments are in the same decomposition tree.

Definition 3.51

The decomposition equivalence relation ~η is defined as follows:

p1 ~η p2 ⇔ p1 ∈  Ph ∧  p2 ∈  Ph ∧   η = (Ph, Uh)

Theorem 3.3

~η is an equivalence relation.

Proof

It is obvious that ~η is both reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

If two process fragments in the Method Base are decomposition-equivalent,
they originate from the same method (axiom 3.26). Each process tree has
exactly one root, i.e. the process fragment that contains all other process
fragments in the tree (axiom 3.27).

∀ ∈ → =p p P p p p p1 2 1 2 1 2, [ ~ ) )]η source( source( (3.26)

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∧ ¬p p P p P p p p p1 3 2 2 1 3 2, ! [ ( , ) , )]h
*contents contents( (3.27)



Usually, the number of process trees is equal to the number of different methods
in the Method Base. This is an indication for both the versatility and the
complexity of the Method Base. According to axiom 3.27, the number of
process trees in the Method Base can be given by the number of process tree
roots:

η contents( contents(= ¬∃ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∧{ | [ , ) , )]p q P t P q p p t

Similar to process fragments, product fragments can be ordered in a
decomposition tree, which is expressed in theorem 3.4.

Theorem 3.4

If contents*(r1, r2), with r1, r2 ∈  R, then there exist a tree θ = (R, Ur),
where Ur = {(u1, u2) | u1 ∈  R ∧  u2 ∈  R ∧  contents(u1, u2)}

Proof

Similar to the proof of theorem 3.2.

Precedence

A dominant relationship in a method’s process model is precedence [Wijers 91;
Heym 93b], implying two tasks preceding each other. Products precede each
other if their specification changes, such as in the case of a global and a more
detailed version.

Definition 3.52

Precedence is either:

• The relationship between Process Fragments reflecting the fact that
they precede each other, or

• The relationship between Product Fragments expressing ordering with
respect to different product versions.

A process fragment precedes 0 or more process fragments, and is preceded by 0
or more process fragments. Perform Detailed Evaluation of Vendor Proposals
precedes Conduct Formal Review in example 2.2. A product fragment precedes
0 or more product fragments, and is preceded by 0 or more product
fragments. A product fragment cannot precede itself. If it precedes other
product fragments, it is likely to be in an provisional or global state.



Example 3.7

The process fragment Perform Detailed Evaluation of Vendor Proposals precedes
Conduct Formal Review in example 2.2. The product fragment Provisional
Data Flow Diagram precedes Data Flow Diagram.

There are two types of precedence relationships: non-transitive, and transitive,
represented by the following predicates:

predicate precedence over (R × R) ∪  (P × P)

predicate precedence* over ( ) ( )R R P P× ∪ ×  as
precedence* (a, b) ≡ precedence(a, b) ∨  ∃ c ∈  C[precedence(a, c) ∧
precedence*(c, b)]

The precedence relationship is reflexive, anti-symmetric and non-transitive
(axioms 3.28, 3.29, 3.30). Preceding process fragments are always part of
another process fragment (axiom 3.31).

∀ ∈c C c c[ ,precedence( )] (3.28)

∀ ∈ ∧ →c c C c c c c c c1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2, [ , ,precedence( ) precedence( ) = ] (3.29)

∀ ∈ ¬ ∧ →c c c C c c c c
c c

1 2 3 1 2 2 3

1 3

, , [ ( , ) , )
, ))]

precedence( precedence(
precedence( (3.30)

∀ c1,c2∈ C∃ c∈ C[precedence(c1,c2) → contents(c,c1) ∧
contents(c,c2)]

(3.31)

The successor of a product fragment is either in a further temporal state, or on a
less abstract level, or on a higher level of detail (axiom 3.32). The
characteristic that detailed product fragments are “larger” than less detailed
product fragments is reflected by the fact, that the root of a global or
provisional product fragment is a subset of the root of the corresponding
detailed or complete product fragment (axiom 3.33).



∀ r1,r2∈ R[precedence(r1,r2)→(temporal state(r1) !
temporal state(r2))∨
(abstraction level(r1) !  abstraction level(r2)) ∨

(level of detail(r1) !  level of detail(r2))]

(3.32)

∀ r1,r2∈ R[level of detail!  level of detail(r2)∧ precedence(r1,r2)→
root(r1)⊆  root(r2)]

(3.33)

These axioms imply that two or more succeeding method fragments are in the
same granularity layer. Complete sequences of method fragments therefore are
in the same granularity layer as well, which is an important criterion to check
method consistency.

Corollary 3.3

The granularity layer of two succeeding conceptual method fragments
should be the same, i.e.
∀ ∈ → =c c C c c c c1 2 1 2 1 2, [ , ) ) )]precedence( layer( layer(

Proof

Let c1, c2 be from C, and suppose precedence(c1, c2). Then, according to
axiom 3.31, ∃ ∈ ∧c C c c c c[ , ) ( , )]contents( contents1 2 , which implies,
according to axiom 3.22, layer( ) layer( )c c1 2= QED

Because the Method granularity layer is the layer of lowest granularity and
consists of only one decomposition level, no method fragment sequences are
possible in this layer:

Corollary 3.4

There exist no precedence relationships on the Method granularity layer,
i.e. ∀ c1,c2∈ C[precedence(c1,c2) → ¬ (layer(c1)=Method) ∧
¬ (layer(c2)=Method)]

Proof

Let c c1 2,  be from C and suppose precedence(c c1 2, ) , then axiom 3.31
implies ∃ ∈ ∧c C c c c cs contents( contents[ , ) ( , )]1 2 , and therefore, according
to axiom 3.25: ¬ = ∧ ¬ =(layer( ) (layer( )c c1 2Method) Method) QED



Theorem 3.5

Precedence* is transitive, i.e.

∀ c1,c2,c3∈ C[precedence’(c1,c2)∧ precedence’(c2,c3)→precedence’(c1,c3)]

Proof

Similar to proof of theorem 3.1.

To extend the number of constraints and consistency rules, we prove that all
axioms defined for the non-transitive forms of contents and precedence, and not
applicable to the non-transitivity property, are also defined for contents* and
precedence*.

Theorem 3.6

All axioms not expressing non-transitivity concerning contents and
precedence also apply to contents* and precedence*.

Proof

We prove this theorem by proving one of the axioms for precedence*. The
proofs for the other axioms are similar.

To prove: ∀ ∈ → =c c M c c c c1 2 1 2 1 2, [ , ) ) )]precedence ( layer( layer(*

Proof:

Let c1, c2 be from M, and suppose precedence*(c1, c2). By definition, this
implies

precedence( precedence( precedence*c c c M c c c c1 2 3 1 3 3 2, ) [ , ) ( , )]∨ ∃ ∈ ∧ .

We distinguish two cases:

(1)precedence(c1,c2) implies, according to corollary 3.3,

layer(c1) = layer(c2).

(2) ∃ ∈ ∧c M c c c c3 1 3 3 2[ , ) ( , )]precedence( precedence* .

We prove by induction: ∃ c3∈ M[precedence(c1,c3)∧
precedence’(c3,c3)→

layer(c1)=layer(c2)]

Proof:

Let c1, c2, c3 be from M. Suppose
precedence( precedence*c c c c1 3 3 2, ) ( , )∧



(I)  layer(c3) = layer(c1), due to precedence(c1, c3) and corollary
3.3

(II)  Suppose ci ∈  M, precedence*(c3, ci), precedence*(ci, c2).

Assume layer(ci) = layer(c1) ∧  precedence(ci, ci+1)

To prove: layer(ci+1) = layer(c1)

Proof:

Due to the assumption: precedence(ci, ci+1).

According to corollary 3.3: layer(ci) = layer(ci+1).

According to the assumption: layer(ci) = layer(c1), resulting
in

layer(ci+1) = layer(c1).

Combination of (I) and (II) and of (1) and (2) concludes the proof. QED

Obviously, theorem 3.6 does not hold for axioms 3.19 and 3.30.

If two process fragments transitively precede each other, then all contents of the
first process fragment precede all contents of the second process fragment:

∀ ∈ ∧

∧ →

p p p p P p p p p
p p p p

1 2 3 4 1 2 1 3

2 4 3 4

, , , [ ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )]

precedence contents
contents precedence

* *

* * (3.34)

The set of process fragments in a Method Base is partially ordered with respect
to the precedence* relationship. This property is important to solve a number
of consistency problems in situational methods, including infinite loops.

Theorem 3.7

(P, precedence*) is partially ordered.

Proof

Due to axioms 3.28 and 3.29 and theorem 3.5, precedence* is both reflexive
and anti-symmetric. Due to theorem 3.6, precedence* is transitive. QED



Two process fragments can be performed in parallel if they do not precede each
other, which is expressed by the derived predicate concurrence.

predicate concurrence over P × P as

concurrence (p1,p2) ≡ ¬ (precedes*(p1,p2) ∨  precedes*(p2,p1))

A process fragment may not require a product fragment produced by a
concurrent process fragment:

∀ ∈ ∈ → ¬ ∧p p P r R p p p r
p r

1 2 1 2 1

2

, , [ , ) ( , )
, ,

concurrence( prerequisite(
manipulation( production))] (3.35)

Choice

The decision, considered a type of process fragment, is a third important
element of process models [Bots 89; Plihon 96]. Related to a decision is the
choice that has to be made between several succeeding process fragments.

Definition 3.53

Choice is the relationship between Process Fragments reflecting the fact
that one process fragment conditionally precedes the other process
fragment.

Example 3.8

Consider the following excerpt from a representation of the IDE project
process model:



Package
Select ion

Package se lected?

Logical  System
Specif icat ion

Package
Instal lat ion

yes no

Fig. 14.Example of a choice

For instance, the process fragment Package selected? is a decision leading
to two choices: yes and no. These choices, called options, are represented
by the choice relationship with Package Selection, having the yes-option,
and with Logical System Specification, having the no-option. Decisions do
not carry out anything, which is why Package Selected should be preceded
by an activity that does the package selection.

A process fragment has 0 or more choice process fragments, whereas a process
fragment is choice of exactly one process fragment. The relationship is
formalised using the following predicate:

predicate choice over P × P

A decision has at least one choice (axiom 3.36). Each of the options of a
decision corresponds with a process fragment characterised by the same option
(axiom 3.37). All options of a decision are unique (axiom 3.38). The definition
of the option property implies that decisions do not directly precede each other
(axiom 3.39). The process fragments related to the options of a decision are all
different (axiom 3.40).

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ = →p P p P p p p1 2 1 1 2[ ) , )]process type( Decision choice( (3.36)



∀ ∈ → =p p P p p p pi i i
i

, [ , ) ( )) )]choice( option( option(" (3.37)

∀ p,pi,pj∈ P[choice(p,pi)∧ choice(p,pj) ∧  option(pi)=option(pj) →
pi = pj]

(3.38)

∀ p1, p2∈ P[precedence(p1,p2) → ¬ (process type(p1)=Decision ∧
process type(p2)=Decision)]

(3.39)

∀ ∈ ∧ → ¬ =d p p P d p d p p p, , [ , ) , ) ( )]1 2 1 2 1 2choice( choice( (3.40)

Prerequisite

Processes and products in a method do not exist independently, but require each
other. Products are produced by processes (see definition 3.59), and processes
need products in order to perform their job.  In fact, the IS engineering process
can be seen as a chain of product transformations in which processes require
products to convert them into new products, eventually resulting in a new or
adapted information system.

Example 3.9

In the IDE project, the Requirements Specification stage needs at least 3
products: the Business System Options, the Functional Model, and the Object
Model.

The fact that processes need products to perform is modelled by the prerequisite
relationship.

Definition 3.54

Prerequisite is the relationship between a Process Fragment and a Product
Fragment expressing the fact that a process fragment instance requires a
product fragment instance for its execution.



A process fragment requires 0 or more product fragments, a product fragment is
required by 0 or more process fragments. A product fragment can also be
required optionally; in that case, the product is not strictly needed by the
process concerned. These relationships are formally defined by the following
predicates:

predicate prerequisite over P × R

predicate optional_prerequisite over P × R

The granularity layers of a process fragment and the product fragments it
requires should not differ more than one:

∀ p∈ P,r∈ R[prerequisite(p,r)→(layer(p) ! layer(r) ∧  ¬∃ g∈
GRAN_LAYER(layer(p) ! g! layer(r))∨ (layer(r) !  layer(p) ∧¬∃ g
∈ GRAN_LAYER(layer(r) ! g! layer(p))]

(3.41)

Support

The main relationship between conceptual and technical method fragments is
the support the latter provides to the conceptual method fragment.

Example 3.10

The repository of MetaEdit+ supports the products and processes in the early
stages of the IDE project, as do the MetaEdit+ diagram editors (Object
Diagram editor, Matrix editor, Data Flow Diagram editor, etc.).

Definition 3.55

Support is the relationship between a Conceptual Method Fragment and a
Technical Method Fragment that reflects the involvement of a technical
method fragment in the production or storage of a product fragment, or in
the execution of a process fragment.

A technical method fragment supports one or more conceptual method
fragments, whereas the latter is supported by 0 or more technical method
fragments. The number of support relationships and their quality determine
the degree of method companionship [Brinkkemper 94] of a (situational)
method.



The support relationship is formally described as follows:

predicate support over C × T

A technical method fragment should have at least the same goals as the
conceptual method fragment that it supports (axiom 3.42). A product
fragment’s ontology concepts and associations, i.e. its root, is a subset of the
root of its supporting repository fragment (axiom 3.43).

∀ ∈ ∈ → ⊆c C t T c t c t, [support( , ) goal( ) goal( )] (3.42)

∀ ∈ ∈ → ⊆r R y Y r y r y, [support( , ) root( ) root( )] (3.43)

Invocation

To pass execution, a technical method fragment invokes another technical
method fragment. Invocation is the main relationship of technical method
fragments.

Definition 3.56

Invocation is either:

• The relationship between Process Manager Fragments reflecting the
ability of a process manager fragment to start the enactment of another
process manager fragment, or

• The relationship between a Process Manager Fragment and a Tool
Fragment reflecting the ability of a process manager fragment to start
tool fragment enactment, or

• The relationship between a Process Manager Fragment and a Tool
Fragment reflecting the ability of a process manager fragment to start
tool fragment enactment.

Invocation between process manager fragments usually takes places through
hypertext links or menu items, which can be defined between any kind of
process manager fragment.

Example 3.11

The process manager fragment Design Algorithms is invoked by Construct



Object Design (example 2.1) when the information analyst wants to
perform this activity. Construct Object Design is invoked again when Design
Algorithms is finished. Within Design Algorithms a word processor can be
invoked. A DFD editor invokes another -instance of- a DFD editor when the
information analyst wants to decompose a process.

Invocation can be both transitive and non-transitive. These relationships are
formally described by the following predicates:

predicate invocation over (PM ∪  E) × (PM ∪  E)

predicate invocation* over (PM ∪ E) × (PM ∪  E) as
invocation* (a, b) ≡ invocation(a, b) ∨  ∃  c ∈  PM ∪  E[invocation(a, c) 
∧  invocation*(c, b)]

If two process manager fragments invoke each other, than the corresponding
process fragments should have, in some way, a relationship:

∀ t1,t2∈ PM, p1,p2∈ P[invocation(t1,t2) ∧  support(p1,t1) ∧
support(p2,t2) → contents*(p1,p2) ∨  contents*(p2,p1) ∨
precedence*(p1,p2) ∨  precedence*(p2,p1)]

(3.44)

Integration

Repository integration is an issue of particular attention and importance, both
with respect to modelling transparency [Brinkkemper 93] and method
companionship [Brinkkemper 94]. In the Method Base, two repository
fragments are considered integrated if they can be identified in a data model
encompassing at least both. This repository data model should of course
meet data base schema requirements like integrity and consistency.

 

 Definition 3.57

Integration is the relationship between Repository Fragments indicating
that two repository fragments belong to the same repository data model.

 

Example 3.12



The repository fragments associated with an Object Model editor and a
DFD editor, respectively, are integrated if there exists a consistent data
model describing a repository in which concepts defined by both Object
Model editor and DFD editor can be recorded.

A repository fragment is integrated with 0 or more other repository fragments.
The relationship is formally described by the following predicate:

predicate integration over Y × Y

Usage

The usage relationship reflects the fact that a tool, such as a generator or a
diagram editor, requires a storage medium to perform its job. For instance, a
generator needs to access data to perform some kind of transformation, while a
diagram editor needs to retrieve and store the concepts of the diagram being
edited.

 

 Definition 3.58

Usage is the relationship between a Tool Fragment and a Repository
Fragment indicating that the tool fragment uses a repository part described
by the repository fragment for storage and retrieval of  IS models and
concepts defined and/or used by the tool fragment.

A tool fragment uses 0 or more repository fragments, whereas a repository
fragment is used by one or more tool fragments. The relationship is formalised
by the following predicate:

predicate usage over E × Y

A repository fragment should address at least the same modelling aspect as the
tool fragment it is used by:

∀ e∈ E, y∈ Y[usage(e,y) → modelling aspect(y) ⊆
modelling aspect(e)] (3.45)

Example 3.13



The Object Diagram editor, a component of MetaEdit+, uses the MetaEdit+
repository. Part of this repository addresses classes, objects, attributes, and
their relationships. It is this part that Object Diagram editor uses.

3.4.2 Relationships with other Method Base classes

Dependencies also exist between method fragments and the additional classes
identified in sub-section 3.2.2. Among these relationships are the relationships
actors have with method fragments, and the association relationships between
product fragments. A very important relationship in this category is
manipulation, which is a more expressive form of the input/output relationship
between process fragments and product fragments.

Manipulation

Besides the prerequisite relationship, a process fragment can also manipulate a
product fragment in various roles, such as the mere use, the production,
update, or even removal of the product fragment.

Definition 3.59

Manipulation is the relationship between a Process Fragment,  a Product
Fragment and a Process Role indicating that a process fragment
manipulates a product fragment in a certain role.

A process fragment manipulates 0 or more product fragments in a certain role,
whereas a product fragment is manipulated by one or more process fragments.

Example 3.14

Object Model is produced by Create Object Model, and updated by Refine
Object Model.

The manipulation relationship is formally defined by the following predicate:

predicate manipulation over P × R × B



Decisions do not update or produce product fragments (axiom 3.46). The
granularity layers of a process fragment and the product fragments it requires
should not differ more than one (axiom 3.47). If a product fragment is updated
or used by a process fragment, then it is required by that process fragment
(axiom 3.48).

∀ ∈ ∈ = →
¬ ∨

p P r R p
p r p r

, [ )
, , , ,

process type( Decision
(manipulation( production) manipulation( update))] (3.46)

∀ p∈ P,r∈ R,b∈ B[manipulation(p,r,b)→(layer(p) ! layer(r) ∧  ¬∃
g∈ GRAN_LAYER(layer(p) ! g! layer(r)) ∨  (layer(r) !  layer(p) ∧
¬∃ g∈ GRAN_LAYER(layer(r) ! g! layer(p))]

(3.47)

∀ p∈ P,r∈ R[manipulation(p,r,Usage) ∨  manipulation(p,r,Usage) 
→  prerequisite(p,r)]

(3.48)

If a tool fragment is invoked by a process manager fragment, then the supported
process fragment should manipulate the product fragment supported by the tool
fragment (axiom 3.49). The root of the repository fragment used by the tool
fragment supporting the process fragment that manipulates a certain product
fragment, is a superset of the supporting repository fragment of that product
fragment (axiom 3.50).

∀ t∈ PM,e∈ E,r∈ R,p∈ P∃ b∈ B[invocation(t,e) ∧  support(r,e) ∧
support(p,t) → manipulation(p,b,r)]

(3.49)

∀ y1,y2∈ Y,e∈ E, p∈ P,b∈ B,r∈ R[usage(e,y1) ∧  support(p,e) ∧
manipulation(p,r,b) ∧  support(r,y2) → root(y2) ⊆  root(y1)]

(3.50)

Involvement

The relationship between product fragments and associations, extended with
roles, is called involvement.

Definition 3.60

Involvement is the relationship between a Product Fragment, an Association,
and a Product Role reflecting the fact that an instance of the product



fragment is involved in an association in a certain role.

A product fragment is involved in 0 or more associations in different roles,
whereas an association and a product role always participate in an
involvement.

Example 3.15

Class and Attribute are involved in the Description relationship (see example
3.1), with roles has and is, respectively.

The involvement relationship is formalised using the following predicate:

predicate involvement over A × R × L

Each association should involve at least two product fragments (axiom 3.51). If
two repository fragments are integrated, the corresponding conceptual product
fragments or their components should be associated (axiom 3.52).

∀ a∈ A∃ r1,r2∈ R,l1,l2∈ L[involvement(a,r1,l1) ∧
involvement(a,r2,l2)

(3.51)

∀ y1,y2∈ Y,c1,c2∈ C∃ c1’,c2’∈ C[integration(y1,y2) ∧  support(c1,y1) 
∧  support(c2,y2) → (contents*(c1,c1’) ∧  contents*(c2,c2’) ∧
associated(c1’,c2’)) ∨  associated(c1,c2)]

(3.52)

The predicate associated holds if two product fragments are, via one or more
associations, directly or indirectly associated with each other.

predicate associated over R × R as
associated (r1, r2) ≡ ∃  a1 ∈  A, l1, l2 ∈  L [involvement(r1, a1, l1) ∨
involvement (r2, a1, l2)] ∨  ∃  a2 ∈  A, r3 ∈  R, l3, l4 ∈  L [involvement(r1,
a2, l3) ∧  involvement(r3, a2, l4) ∧  associated(r3, r2)]

Two associated product fragments should not differ more than one granularity
layer (axiom 3.53). Product fragments on the Method granularity layer are not
associated (axiom 3.54)



∀ r1,r2∈ R [associated(r1,r2)→(layer(r1) ! layer(r2) ∧  ¬∃ g∈
GRAN_LAYER(layer(r1) ! g! layer(r2)) ∨  (layer(r2) !  layer(r1) ∧
¬∃ g∈ GRAN_LAYER(layer(r2) ! g! layer(r1))]

(3.53)

∀ r1,r2∈ R[associated(r1,r2) → ¬ (layer(r1) = Method ∨
layer(r2) = Method)]

(3.54)

Constraint

To express rules about method fragments and associations, such as cardinality
rules, the relationship constraint is introduced.

Definition 3.61

Constraint is the relationship between a Method Fragment or an
Association and a Rule expressing the requirement a rule imposes on the
method fragment or association.

Example 3.16

The structure of the product fragment Class Hierarchy is constrained by the
rule that such a diagram should be a strict tree.

A method fragment or association is constrained by 0 or more rules, a rule
constrains one or more method fragments or associations. The relationship is
formalised as follows:

predicate constraint over M × S

Responsibility

Liability issues in projects, which can be solved by assigning each method
fragment exactly one actor, its “owner”. This is reflected by the Responsibility
relationship.

Definition 3.62

Responsibility is the relationship between an Actor and a Method
Fragment indicating which actor is responsible for which method
fragment.



An actor can be responsible for 0 or more method fragments, whereas a method
fragment has exactly one actor directly responsible for it.

Example 3.17

Only the Project Manager is directly responsible for the Request for Proposal. A
future IDE user is responsible for Business System Options and
Requirements Specification Report.

An actor can also be indirectly responsible for a method fragment. Direct and
indirect responsibility are formally described by the following predicates:

predicate direct_responsibility over H × M

predicate indirect_responsibility over H × M  as
indirect_responsibility(h, m) ≡ ∃  n ∈  M [direct_responsibility(h, n) ∧
(contents*(n, m) ∨  invocation*(n, m))]

A related predicate is supervision, which reflects the functional hierarchy of
actors:

predicate supervision over H × H as
supervision(h1, h2) ≡ ∃ m∈ M[indirect_responsibility(h1, m) ∧

direct_responsibility(h2, m) ∧  h1 ≠ h2].

There is at most one actor responsible for each method fragment (axiom 3.55).
If an actor is directly responsible for a conceptual method fragment, then it is
indirectly responsible for its contents (axiom 3.56).

∀ h1,h2∈ H,m∈ M[direct_responsibility(h1,m) ∧
direct_responsibility(h2,m) → h1 = h2]

(3.55)

∀ h∈ H,c1,c2∈ C[direct_responsibility(h1,c) → contents*(c1,c2) ∧
indirect_responsibility(h2,c)]

(3.56)

Capability



As not all actors are able to work with a specific technical method fragment,
this capability should be recorded.

Definition 3.63

Capability is the relationship between an Actor and a Technical Method
Fragment expressing  the ability to work with a technical method
fragment.

Note that it is often difficult to determine capability, due to our interpretation of
the Actor object. If the Method Base operates in a real-life organisation, this
object can model (groups of) actual persons, which makes capability
determination of actors much easier.

An actor is capable to work with 0 or more technical method fragments,
whereas a technical method fragment can be executed by one or more actors.

Example 3.18

The Project Manager is capable to work with a project scheduling tool, whereas
a Programmer is not.

Capability is formalised using the following predicate:

predicate capability over H × T

Execution

Process fragments are executed by actors, which can have different roles.

Definition 3.64

Execution is the relationship between an Actor, an Actor Role, and a Process
Fragment describing who is executing which process, in which role.

An actor can execute one or more process fragments, in one or more roles. A
process fragment is executed by one or more actors, also in one or more roles.

Example 3.19



An Information Analyst can be involved in executing Create project schedule as
a developer, and in Perform requirements analysis as a reviewer.

This relationship is formally described by the following relationship:

predicate execution over H × K × P

Skill

In order to be able to execute a process fragment in a certain role, an actor
should have the skill to do so.

Definition 3.65

Skill is the relationship between an Actor, an Actor Role, and a Process
Fragment which reflects the capability of an actor to execute a process
fragment in a certain role.

Skill is similar to Capability, but concerns process fragments and is more
specific. An actor has skills in executing 0 or more process fragments, in one
or more roles. A process fragment can be executed by one or more skilled
actors, in one or more roles. An actor has skills only in a particular role.

Example 3.20

The analyst/programmer has the skill to create an Object Model, but not to
review it.

The skill relationship is formally expressed using the following predicate:

predicate skill over H × K × P

If an actor has the capability to work with a technical method fragment, it also
should have to skill to perform the process fragment supported by that technical
method fragment in a certain role (axiom 3.57). An actor should have the skill
to execute a process fragment (axiom 3.58).



∀ h ∈ H,t∈ T,p∈ P∃ k∈ K[capability(h,t) ∧  support(p,t) →
skill(h,k,p)]

(3.57)

∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ →h H k K p P h k p h k p, , [execution( , , ) skill( , , )] (3.58)

Destination

Product fragments are not only produced (by the actor of their producing
process), but are also intended to be received by an actor.

Definition 3.66

Destination is the relationship between an Actor, an Actor Role, and a
Product Fragment to indicate to whom a product fragment is addressed.

Example 3.21

The Requirements Specification Report is addressed to an Informant in its role
as a reviewer, who can also receive a Test Suite Description as a client.

An actor can receive 0 or more product fragments, each of them in one or more
roles. A product fragment can be sent to one or more actors, each of them in one
or more roles. The relationship is formalised as follows:

predicate destination over H × K × R

The destination of a product fragment is the same as the destination of its
contents:

∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∧ →h H k K r r R r r h k r
h k r

, , , [contents ( , ) destination( , , )
destination( , , )]

*
1 2 1 2 1

2

(3.59)

3.5 Definition of the Method Base

For complete and sufficient recording of methodological information, the
Method Base is formalised as a tuple X consisting of sets representing method
fragments, additional Method Base concepts, and property value types. A set of



functions defines the property types of Method Base concepts. To record
information about predicate validity, the valid predicates are considered
elements of a set contained in X. The closed world assumption is used, implying
that if a predicate is not element of the set, the predicate concerned is not valid
(and vice versa). Moreover, a function is defined assigning property types to
value types.

Definition 3.67

The Method Base is a tuple X = (M, O, J, I, ) with

M and O defined in section 3.2;

J = {N, R, TEXT, TIME, DATE, GRAN_LAYER, FRAG_GOAL,
FOCUS_TYPE, MATURITY_CYCLE, RECORD_TYPE, PROCESS_TYPE,
CMM_LEVELS, ONTOLOGY_SET, DETAIL_TYPE, STATE_TYPE,
ABSTRACTION_LEVEL_TYPE, REPRESENTATION_TYPE, SHAPE,
LABEL, CONNECTIONS, SYMBOL_TYPE, MODELLING_ASPECT,
MODELLING_SCOPE, PROJECT_GOAL, ORIENTATION_TYPE,
VALIDATION_TYPE, PARTICIPATION_TYPE, RESPONSIBILITY_TYPE,
INSTALLATION_TYPE, ITERATION_TYPE, REUSE_TYPE,
STARTING_POINT, DEVELOPMENT_TYPE, MANAGEMENT_ASPECT},
the set of property value types, which are defined in section 3.3;

I = {layer, goal, focus, maturity level, process type, capability maturity
level, root, level of detail, temporal state, abstraction level,
representation, symbol, modelling aspect, modelling scope, project
goal, approach orientation, validation type, degree of user
participation, degree of user responsibility, installation type,
iteration type, degree of reuse, analysis starting point, development
type, management aspect, experience record, identification,
definition, application domain, paradigm, source, experience,
training, option, purpose}, the set of intrinsic property types of
method fragments, which refer to names of the functions defined in
section 3.3;

, the set of instances of predicates describing relationships between the
elements of M, O, and I.

A meta-function type, defined for all functions, yields the range of each
function.

Definition 3.68



type: I → J

3.6 Concluding remarks on the Method Base

The Method Base presented in this chapter is able to store method process and
product descriptions, as well as descriptions of support tools and the actors that
are involved in the manipulation of processes, products and tools. A number of
relationship types between the various classes of the Method Base is defined.
Processes and products have components: they consist of other processes and
products, respectively. Processes are – partially – ordered. Products are ordered
if they address different versions. Processes can be executed in parallel, and can
depend on a decision. Products have associations with each other. Processes
require products, and they manipulate them in certain roles, such as usage,
update or production. Processes are executed by skilled actors, who can play
several roles. Products are addressed to actors, who can, again, play several
roles. Actors should be capable to use support tools, which have a generic
architecture consisting of process managers, repositories, and tools. Process
managers and tools invoke each other. Tools use repositories for storage of
models.

Property types, required for definition, selection, comparison and assembly of
method fragments, are divided into property types with fixed or stable value
domains and property types with value domains that are still unestablished. The
first category is particularly suited to define method fragments unambiguously.
Important property types are:

• layer, defining absolute granularity, to compare method fragments originating
from different decompositions;

• goal, expressing the purpose of a method fragment in terms of ISEM
processes and product types;

• root, expressing the semantics of a product fragment in terms of ISEM
concepts and relationships.

Property types are not only used for characterisation of method fragments, but
can also indicate the extent to which a method fragment contributes to a specific
aspect of a situational method. Examples of such aspects are: the installation
strategy, the degree of user participation, or the extent to which existing
specifications are used in the IS engineering process. These so-called scenario
aspects are important for selection of method fragments.



Method fragments need to be meaningfully configured, thereby obeying a
number of rules. These rules are characteristics of relationship types and
property types.

Although we do not wish to introduce overloaded terminology, the Method Base
can be considered an ontology for the Method Engineering level, as it contains
the basic concepts of this level, i.e. the classes of constructs found in IS
engineering methods. These concepts are structured and, as far as possible
unambiguously defined. The issue of ontologies for the IS engineering method
level is dealt with in the next chapter.



4 Defining semantics of method fragments

For a part, the axioms introduced in chapter three consider the classes of
constructs found in IS engineering methods as abstract sets, without specifying
the semantics of the constructs. The semantics of the predicates defined for
these sets, such as contents, precedence, invocation, etc., enables to provide a
number of rules regarding the relationships between the classes. These rules are
therefore of a structural nature, because they do not involve the meaning of
individual classes, but only the meaning of the way they are structured. For this
reason, the Method Base can be interpreted as an ontology for the Method
Engineering level of the hierarchy introduced in sub-section 2.4.5, capturing
semantics of the classes of IS method constructs.

To enable the definition of the IS method constructs themselves, i.e. concepts at
the ISEM level, we have introduced – stable – property types, used for
characterising individual products, processes and tool components. These
property types permit us to define an additional set of rules, capturing aspects of
method fragment instances. Among these aspects are: the modelling scope a
method process supports, the granularity of an IS model, or the representation of
that model.

As the completeness of the union of aspects is not provable, these property
types are not sufficient for an integral definition of method fragment instance
semantics. To alleviate this problem, a system should be chosen in terms of
which products, processes and tool components can be unambiguously defined,
or, as we shall call it, semantically anchored. Only in this manner, one can truly
compare and assemble method fragments based on the semantics of their
instances.

In this chapter we present two ways to anchor method fragments such that the
semantics of their instances is defined as unambiguous as possible. We claim
that it is, given the still immature state of IS engineering methodology, not
possible to impose one such anchoring system. This is in sharp contrast with
many approaches in the IS engineering methodology field stating that anchoring
systems should be standardised. Instead, stakeholders (methods administrators,
method engineers, project managers, IS engineers) have to agree upon one or
more anchoring systems, which constitute from then on the semantic basis of
the situational methods they produce and use.

Standardisation is therefore not feasible for the ISEM level of the Method
Engineering hierarchy (see chapter two). But, the generic – abstract – classes
and relationships found in any method (for instance: products, processes, tools,
the precedence relationship, the manipulation relationship) do universally apply.
For the Method Engineering level (in fact a meta-level with respect to the ISEM



level), standardisation is thus feasible and even required. This is why the focus
of this work is on the Method Engineering level, and much less on the “lower”
levels of the Method Engineering hierarchy.

This chapter is organised as follows. In section 4.1, method fragments are
placed in a semiotic framework, to put notions such as syntax and semantics in
a broader perspective. Section 4.2 introduces the notion of anchoring system. A
number of anchoring systems found in the IS methodology literature are shortly
being discussed, and the issue of universality of anchoring system is treated.
Section 4.3 and 4.4 are dedicated to two anchoring systems, which we have
chosen to use in our theory. The first system to be discussed is an ontology
called Methodology Data Model, containing the basic concepts of IS
development products. The second system focuses on basic actions in IS
engineering methods. The chapter is concluded with some additional remarks
concerning semantics of method fragments.

4.1 Method fragments from the semiotic perspective

Method fragments, being in their assembled form a means to facilitate
communication among project members, can be examined in a semiotic
framework, often referred to as the semiotic ladder [Stamper 88]. The following
layers, in order of “height” at the semiotic ladder, are of relevance for method
fragments:

• The social layer, reflecting rather intangible notions such as culture,
expectations, beliefs, but also laws, contracts, and rules associated with a
method fragment.

• The pragmatic layer, in which the intention of a method fragment is located

• The semantic layer, reflecting the meaning and interpretation of a method
fragment.

• The syntactic layer, in which the language that describes the representation
and notation of the method fragment is defined.

• The empirical layer, reflecting the pattern and structure of a method
fragment.

• The physical layer, reflecting the physical appearance of a method fragment.

The first and last layer are usually indicated by the terms social world and
physical world, respectively.

To elucidate the semiotic framework in the context of method fragments,
consider the example depicted in Fig. 15.



PROCESS Create Object Model:
  LAYER Model;
  DESCRIPTION This activity  starts with refining the Object Model made in stage 1 /

Additional object classes are found by identifying objects and object classes, of which
candidates can usually be found by identifying nouns in the Requirement Catalogue
entries / The identified classes are placed in a Data Dictionary, in which they are
described / After that, associations between classes are identified, usually by looking at
the verbs and verb phrases in the Requirements Catalogue entries / Then, associations
are refined and attributes are identified / Object classes are organised into a Class
Hierarchy using the inheritance mechanism / Finally the object classes are grouped into
modules;

  (
  - Refine Object Model;
  - {Identify objects | Identify object classes};
  - Describe object classes;
  - Put described object classes in Data Dictionary;
  - Identify associations;
  - {Refine associations | Identify attributes | Create Class Hierarchy}
  - Group object classes
  ).

Fig. 15.Example of a process fragment

The (page of) this book in which this method fragment appears is at the physical
layer. The actual textual pattern, consisting of letters (bold-face or not) and
punctuation marks, is at the empirical layer. The syntax of the representation
language used, including symbols like PROCESS, LAYER, and DESCRIPTION, is at
the syntactical layer. The meaning of the symbols, such as “the granularity layer
of Create Object Model is Model”, resides at the semantic layer. The intention
of this meaning, for instance that the description property is used as an
additional characterisation for the Methods Administrator, is at the pragmatic
layer. The object-oriented philosophy of this process fragment resides at the
social layer.

In an ideal situation, the Methods Administrator or Method Engineer should be
able to –formally– capture all six layers of the semiotic ladder. For the lower
three “rungs” (physical appearance, empirics, syntax), this imposes no problem.
Physical appearance is trivial, and empirics and syntax can be easily formalised.
For semantics, pragmatics, and “social world”, the case is different. In this
chapter, we will concentrate on capturing semantics of method fragments.



4.2 Anchoring systems for Situational Method Engineering

4.2.1 Anchoring method fragments

Description of semantics of method fragments is one of the major problems in
Situational Method Engineering. To alleviate semantic problems, method
fragments are described in terms that are defined as complete and unambiguous
as possible. Assembly should also be based on the semantics, and ideally
pragmatics, of each method fragment involved, rather than on abstract or
concrete syntax. One way to achieve this, is to characterise method fragments
with as many properties as possible. The problem with this approach is,
however, that there are few relationships defined between properties. Moreover,
semantics of property value types are in most cases of a rather coarse
granularity, which makes them less suitable to provide method fragment
semantics. And third, completeness of a description in terms of individually
defined properties is hard to prove.

Method fragments should be anchored, i.e. described in terms of
unambiguously defined concepts and, possibly, associations of an anchoring
system Γ.

The anchoring function α: M → ℘ Γ, the interpretation function, maps method
fragments in M on a subset of the anchoring system. Because mappings need to
be unambiguous, α is a bijection. In principle, the anchoring system prescribes
the set of possible method fragments, and is therefore limitative.

Definition 4.1

An Anchoring System of method fragments is a limitative set of well-
defined atomic primitives.

Together with the anchoring function, an anchoring system provides a
description of method fragment semantics. Two types of anchoring system are
used in this work. An ontology, in the sense of which it is being used in the
knowledge-based systems field (see, for instance, [Alberts 93; Gruber 93; Mars
94]), is considered an anchoring system with concepts and relationships
between those concepts. An ontology for method fragments is an anchoring
system ∆ = <Θ, Ψ, ϕ>  where Θ is a set of unambiguously defined concepts of
IS engineering methods, Ψ a set of associations, and ϕ: Θ × Ψ → Θ a function
relating elements of Θ with elements of Θ through an association that is an
element of Ψ. An ontology may be an abstraction of other ontologies; in this



interpretation, the Method Base itself is also an ontology, but for the ME level
instead of the ISEM level. Note that we, in contrast to other authors but in
accordance with [Mars 95], reserve the term ontology for a structured system, to
be as clear as possible and to prevent overloaded terminology. This is the reason
why we have introduced the more general term anchoring system, which also
includes non-structured systems.

The second type of anchoring system we propose is a process classification
system The main research fields in which – general – processes have been
classified are speech acts theory [Searle 69; Searle 79] and one of its
applications, communicative action theory [Habermas 81; Janson 93]. These
approaches stress, however, communication, for instance communication
between users and developers. Processes identified apply to any engineering
process, be it, for instance industrial engineering, mechanical engineering, or
information systems engineering.  In order to capture the specific semantics of
IS engineering, these processes should be considered in their context, i.e. the
results they achieve. This requires, besides a process classification, also a
classification of results, often the products delivered by the processes.

Anchoring systems formally capture the semantics of method fragments as
much as possible. They prescribe the possible relationships between the
elementary building blocks of method fragments, and they provide a uniform
definition of these building blocks. It is important to notice that there always
remains a non-formalisable part in the anchoring system: the definition of the
concepts in natural language. It is also important to point out that there are
several ways to capture method fragment semantics; sub-section 0 will deal
with this issue.

4.2.2 Review of existing information systems engineering ontologies

No relevant research regarding IS engineering process classification is known to
us, except the approach using communicative action theory presented in [Janson
93], which can be regarded as a first attempt. Some sources have initiated some
discussion regarding the processes that play a role in IS engineering, notably
[Olle 91] and [Song 95]. In contrast to process anchoring systems, product
anchoring systems are, in the form of IS engineering method ontologies, widely
available. Some of the best known academic approaches are reviewed in this
sub-section.

MADIS

One of the few frameworks originally aimed at method assembly is MADIS
[Essink 88], used in the approach of Lemmen and Punter [Punter 96]. MADIS



distinguishes four abstraction levels and nine aspects. Each of the cells in the
framework forms a modelling area. The abstraction levels are: Object system
modelling, addressing the role of the information system in the organisation;
Conceptual IS modelling, concerning the IS architecture; and Data system and
Implementation modelling, considering the logical and physical implementation
respectively. The aspects are: entity structure, functional structure, process
structure, behaviour structure, goal structure, process control structure,
environment interaction, allocation, and realisation considerations. The
allocation aspect considers the allocation of processes to people, equipment
(hardware and software) and location. It is claimed [Punter 96] that by mapping
both situation and method components onto MADIS and investigating
intersections, a situational method can be constructed. However, no
relationships are defined between the different modelling areas. MADIS has
evolved into an educational framework, instead of an ontology supporting
method assembly.

Van Swede’s framework

In [Swede 93] a framework is introduced that has evolved from the MADIS
framework, which is being used mainly for classification of techniques.
Separate perspectives are recognised for modelling the business (Business
perspective) and the role of the information system in the business (Information
supply perspective). Furthermore, a Functionality perspective is distinguished,
which, unlike the Conceptual IS level of the MADIS framework, does not
completely abstract from implementation details (depending on the type of
user). The fourth perspective recognised is the Implementation perspective
focusing on both the logical and physical implementation. The framework
considers nine basic aspects and two additional aspects, objects and knowledge,
for addressing object-orientation and knowledge-base components. The
allocation aspect of the MADIS framework is split into organisation, technical
structure and distribution, considering the allocation to people, equipment and
location respectively, and the goal structure and realisation considerations are
merged into goals and constraints. Furthermore, a communication aspect is
introduced, involving man-man, man-machine, and machine-machine
communication. This framework has proven its use in classification of method
fragments.

The CRIS framework

The CRIS framework [Olle 91] consists of method components and their
relationships used in the information systems planning stage, the business
analysis stage, and the systems design stage. The framework is very much
focused on traditional IS development, considering only the data, process, and



behaviour perspectives. Components are further classified in methodology
dependent components and prescribable components. Methodology dependent
components have a finite set of instances, which are prescribed by a particular
method. An example of such a component is Relationship Class, which can
only be unary, binary, or n-ary. The instances of prescribable components, such
as Entity type or Entity type name, are created by the information systems
engineer. Furthermore, cross-reference components are distinguished, which are
components relating to other components. An example of a cross-reference
component is Entity type in Relationship. The CRIS framework is particular
suited for comparison and assessment of conventional IS development methods,
such as SA/SD, Yourdon, and parts of Information Engineering. Methods
addressing, for instance, object-orientation, project management, or business
process redesign are less suitable for mapping onto this reference model.

The ISA framework

Sowa and Zachman [Sowa 92] developed the Information Systems Architecture
(ISA) framework consisting of five rows and six columns. Each row  represents
a different role or perspective and a different set of constraints. The columns
correspond to the English question words what, the data, how, the processes,
where, the network, who, the people, when, the time, and why, the motivation.
The columns could be called, in the terminology of the CRIS framework,
perspectives, but Sowa and Zachman use this term for their rows. Rows are
classified into a planner perspective, an owner perspective, a designer
perspective, a builder perspective, and a sub-contractor perspective. The ISA
framework is an extension of an earlier framework proposed in [Zachman 87],
which only addressed the data, process and network aspects. Each of the 15
cells in the latter framework comprise basic entities and relationships, such as
Business Rule, Business Entity, and Business Rule regulates Business Entity  in
the planner/data cell. Relationships can also cross column borders, such as the
action relationship between Business Rule and Business Event  in the process
column. These so-called generic meta-models are row-symmetric, i.e. concepts
and relationships are mapped between rows on a one-to-one basis. For instance,
the concept Business Rule in the planner perspective corresponds to the
concepts Object Rule and System Rule in the owner and designer perspectives,
respectively. This earlier version, enhanced with cell contents, is considered an
anchoring system, whereas the “empty” framework of Sowa and Zachman is
merely a classification framework.

AMADEUS

The AMADEUS project has addressed the problem of multi-method IS
engineering (the “Toolkit” approach, see chapter two) by trying to provide a



unified representation model [AMADEUS 87]. This unified model can be
considered as a product ontology, as its aim is to provide the basic building
blocks in which all methods can be described. Along with the unified model,
rules are given  to map unified model components to and from method-specific
constructs. The components of the unified model are based on an analysis of the
following methods: BSP, Merise, NIAM, SA/SD, ISAC, SADT, HOS, SDL,
JSD, SSADM and Information Engineering. The unified model consists of
object types, relationship types and functions, at three different levels: the “Real
World”, the “Conceptual World”, and the “Implementation World”. Object types
denote the concepts of the methods, relationship types represent the associations
between those concepts as well as the relationships between concepts and their
properties. Functions are concerned with relationship type primitives whose
existence is contingent on the evaluation of an expression. Nine object type
primitives were identified: Event, Process, Attribute, Pipeline, Entity, External
entity, Data store, Resource, and Relationship. Some of the 21 identified
relationships are: Create, between an external entity, data store, or process and a
pipeline, or between a process and an attribute, Describes, between a process,
pipeline or resource and a “Text”, and Entity identifier, between an attribute and
an entity. The functions identified are: Selection, Iteration, Transition, and
Synchronisation. AMADEUS acknowledges the problems related to mapping
unified model primitives to method-specific components, such as described in
the beginning of this section, but has no proper solutions for them. The unified
model is among the first ontologies for IS engineering, and is considered an
important source for later initiatives like AD/Cycle, PCTE and EML.

EML

The European Modelling Language (EML) [ASSET 94] is the result of the
ASSET Esprit project, and is intended to provide a default standard method
specification language for co-operative IS projects within the European market.
EML consists of a Concepts Model, which contains elementary IS engineering
concepts, their attributes, and their relationships. ASSET distinguishes several
views, borrowed from the then current version of Euromethod. These views
roughly correspond with combinations of perspective (process or product) and
modelling scope (business, information system, computer system). The
investigated version of EML addresses the business process view and business
information view, but in a very elaborated manner. Eighteen elementary
concepts are identified, among which are Business Event, Business Perspective,
External, Scope, Success Factor, and Trigger. Between these concepts, –
objectified– associations are defined, such as Interaction between Success
Factors, Impact of Perspective on Process, and Business Thread Step. Subtypes,
such as Conflict (from Interaction between Success Factors), and External
Event (from Business Event) are derived from elementary concepts and



associations, yielding a total number of concepts of 58. Besides concepts, a
number of work products have been defined, which refer to the Concepts
Model.

Meta Model Hierarchy

An approach aiming at a formal comparison of techniques without the use of a
framework or ontology is the Meta Model Hierarchy-framework (MMH
framework, see [Oei 95]), providing an approach for comparison, integration,
and evolution of method fragments (in particular modelling techniques) on the
basis of a basic set of transformations. These transformations are related to three
characteristics of modelling techniques: Expressiveness, being a measure stating
to which degree a given technique is capable of describing any number and
kinds of domains, Liberality, which is a measure stating the degree of freedom
one has when modelling one and the same thing, and Genericity, which is a
measure stating to which degree a given technique is generally applicable, or
specifically tailored for a particular task. The transformations are:
Specialisation, to reduce the genericity of modelling techniques, Restriction, to
reduce the liberality, and Degeneration, to reduce expressiveness.  Method
fragments can be related to each other in a Meta Model Hierarchy, with a
smallest upper bound at the top. The method fragments in the hierarchy are
formed by the three types of transformation from this top method fragment,
which could be considered an ontology.

Concluding remarks

All the frameworks discussed can be used as an anchoring system for method
fragments. Some have a low granularity, such as MADIS and van Swede’s
framework, some are very fine-grained, such as EML. Some strive for
minimality, offering only very few concepts (the Unified Model) or only the
mechanisms to relate basic concepts (the Meta Model Hierarchy framework). In
general, minimality offers full flexibility and liberality, but less semantics than
restrictive anchoring systems pretending to be complete. Also, minimality
imposes some practical problems; anchoring systems with very few concepts
are difficult to refer to by real-life methods. Relationships between the many
terms in a method and the few concepts in the anchoring system are hard to
find. On the other hand, in approaches offering only semantic transformations
between concepts, a meaningful root has to be found.

We do not employ one of these anchoring systems for the following reasons.
The approaches are all aimed at capturing semantics of products. No anchoring
system has been found identifying the basic processes in IS engineering.
Moreover, the anchoring systems discussed, with the exception of the MMH
framework, seem to have been defined very pragmatically. The decisions



leading to the design of all systems other than the unified model and EML, are
not reproducible. This complicates their extendibility [Gruber 93]. The unified
model offers only very few concepts, which are deduced from rather old-
fashioned methods. EML is, as it is admitted in [ASSET 94], highly dependent
on its designers, and therefore also not very suitable for our purposes.

4.2.3 On the universality of ISEM anchoring systems

The question arises whether it is possible to define method fragments in a
purely objective manner, i.e. can semantics of method fragments be objectively
described?

In general, existing approaches towards ontologies claim to describe method
fragments semantics in a universal way. Approaches such as EML, CRIS, ISA
and MADIS claim to be applicable in a very large number of situations. They
claim completeness, and therefore suitability, with respect to a large part of the
IS engineering domain. What is, however, suitability? The fact that a number of
different IS engineering ontologies exists, most of which are used successfully,
proves that there are several suitable ontologies. No one is clearly superior.
Consider, for instance, the following product fragment:

PRODUCT Extended Data Flow Diagram:
  SOURCE OMT;
  LAYER Diagram;
  (
  - Process;
  - Data Flow;
  - Control Flow;
  - Data Store;
  - Actor
  ).

Fig. 16.Example of a product fragment

Processes have input and output Data Flows, and trigger each other by Control
Flows. Data Stores and Actors also have input and output Data Flows.
Processes are decomposable in other Processes, Data Stores, and Actors. All
components have names.

Dependent on the anchoring system used, this product fragment can be
interpreted in different ways. For instance, in terms of the CRIS framework,
Data Flow Diagram is anchored in the following way:

α(Process) = {Business Activity, Business Activity Name, Business Activity uses Name}



α(Data Flow) = {Flow}

α(Control Flow) = {Business Event, Business Event Name, Business Event uses Name}

α(Data Store) = {Information/Material Set, Set Name, Information/Material Set uses
Name}

α(Actor) = {Organization unit, External Unit}

α(Data Flow Diagram) = α(Process) ∪  α(Data Flow) ∪  α(Control Flow) ∪  α(Data
Store) ∪  α(Actor) ∪  {Business Activity consists of Business Activity,
Activity involves Flow, Activity uses Set, Flow involves
Information/Material Set, Flow of Set in Activity, Activity Trigger}

However, in terms of the Unified Model, Data Flow Diagram is anchored in as
follows:

α(Process) = {Function/process}

α(Data Flow) = {Data Flow}

α(Control Flow) = {Event}

α(Data Store) = {Data Store}

α(Actor) = ∅

α(Data Flow Diagram) = α(Process) ∪  α(Data Flow) ∪  α(Control Flow) ∪  α(Data
Store) ∪  α(Actor) ∪  {Function/Process generates Data Flow,
Function/Process receives Data Flow, Event triggers Function/Process,
Function/Process produces Event}

And for the European Modelling Language, the anchoring function for Data
Flow Diagram is defined as follows:

α(Process) = {Business Process}

α(Data Flow) = {Information Flow or Message, Resource Input, Resource Output}

α(Control Flow) = {Trigger}

α(Data Store) = {Maintained Data Store, Non-maintained Data Store}

α(Actor) = {External}

α(Data Flow Diagram) = α(Process) ∪  α(Data Flow) ∪  α(Control Flow) ∪  α(Data
Store) ∪  α(Actor) ∪  {Business Process Decomposition, Business Process
Invocation, Dependency}

All three anchoring systems and functions are, within their context and
according to their designers and users, valid. Therefore it seems that one
anchoring system can be chosen, or a new anchoring system can be constructed.
But is it possible that the chosen or constructed ontology suits all situations?



This depends on the philosophical position one holds. In general, there are three
relevant philosophical positions regarding this issue [Falkenberg 96]:

• Objectivistic, believing that one reality, independent of any observer and
interpreter, exists; reality and perceived reality are the same.

• Constructivistic, also believing in one reality, but taking into consideration
that each human being –mentally– perceives and conceives reality
differently; reality and perceived reality are therefore not the same.

• Mentalistic, believing that there is no one reality, because reality is conceived
and perceived solely by the senses of human beings; reality is completely
dependent on the observer, and talking about reality makes no sense.

Most ontologies and reference frameworks are proposed by objectivists,
believing that the reality of IS engineering can be captured into one model. We
have already indicated that the number of existing ISE ontologies shows, that
the objectivistic position is not  defendable. On the other hand, there is an
obvious need to be able to communicate IS engineering concepts. That is to say,
there is a need to assume one reality, the representation of which can be
discussed among a group of people who have agreed upon that reality. This is in
contrast with the mentalist’s view, and in accordance with the constructivistic
position: each person or group of persons (be it an IT department, a “school”, a
software house, or other groups) “constructs” its own –representation of–
reality.

To summarise: Method fragments can never be described in a truly objective
manner. As Information Systems Engineering Methods and their semantics are
interpreted and experienced differently by different human beings, there exists
no such thing as “The” meaning of a method fragment. Formalisation of “The”
meaning is therefore meaningless. However, the reasoning above shows that
“A” meaning can be agreed upon. Method fragments can be anchored in a
system of which the meaning is defined. As long as method fragment users
acknowledge such a system by employing it in their interpretation, semantics of
method fragments can thus be described and defined. The assumption that there
does not exist one universal system in which method fragments are anchored to
obtain semantics, implies that several of such anchoring systems exist, in
various degrees of richness, ambition level, purpose and orientation. As noted
before an anchoring system only reflects the –personal– view of its creator, or
group of creators. Dependent on the size of the group, it can be widely
acknowledged as being valid or required, such as in some standardisation
efforts. Practice shows (cf., for instance, the IBM AD/Cycle disaster) that this
is, at least in the IS engineering methodology domain, rarely the case. In this
research, we have chosen to employ two anchoring systems: an ontology for
product fragments, and a process classification in terms of which goals of any
type of method fragment can be expressed.



4.3 The Methodology Data Model: A target domain product fragment ontology

An example of a product ontology is the Methodology Data Model (see, e.g.,
[Harmsen 94c]), or MDM. The MDM such as presented in this section is
intended to be used as an ontology for the development aspects (i.e. target
domain aspects) of IS engineering methods. In other work (see [Meijer 95]), the
MDM is extended with project management concepts.

4.3.1 Construction of the Methodology Data Model

In [Uschold 95] an approach towards constructing an ontology is proposed
consisting of the following steps:

• Identify the purpose of the ontology,

• Build the ontology,

• Evaluate the ontology, and

• Document the ontology

As the purpose of the ontology has been identified in previous sections, we
concentrate here on the process of building the ontology. Evaluation and
documentation are not described. According to Uschold, building an ontology
consists of three steps: capturing, coding, and –if possible – integrating
ontologies that already exist in the domain.

Capturing the MDM consisted of the following activities:

• Analysis of the problem domain, i.e. IS engineering methods. In [Kooij 94],
four general-purpose IS engineering methods are fragmented and analysed.
[Goor 92] and [Bulthuis 94] focus on analysis and comparison of object-
oriented IS engineering methods. These results were used both to examine
the structure of IS engineering methods, as well as their contents, such as
descriptions of Technical Design Reports, Data Models, etc. After the
analysis of how existing methods model information systems and the IS
engineering process, the process itself was investigated. More specifically,
the products delivered by the ISE process were examined, analysed and
described  [Harmsen 94d], along with the actions that manipulate these
products, and the states in which products can be.



• Identification of the concepts that should be modelled by an IS engineering
method, as well as the relationships between these concepts. A system-
theoretical approach has been followed, considering an information system
(the key concept) as a system with input and output, a structure, and an
environment. Note, once again, that the extracted concepts reflect our view
on information systems, which is one perception among the many
perceptions around. The MDM is built with the following philosophy:

IS engineering methods model (information) systems, which function in an
organisational unit. These systems serve a specific purpose or goal, and are
often modelled due to a perceived problem, expressed by an interest group. A
goal can be described by critical success factors. Goals and problems define
the requirements for a system. Goals are positively influenced by
opportunities, and negatively influenced by threats. Systems have costs and
benefits. Problems have solutions, which have strengths and weaknesses.
Systems interact with their environment, or external entities. Systems are
possibly partitioned into nodes, which are connected by channels. Nodes
reside at a specific location.

Systems consists of functions and objects. Functions are performed by activities.
Objects are abstracted into object classes. Object classes are grouped into
business areas. Objects and object classes play roles in associations.
Associations and activities are subject to a number of rules. Objects and
object classes have attributes, defined by attribute types. Activities are
influenced by decisions, and can be started by an event. Activities are
executed by actors, possibly with the help of dialogue. Dialogues consist of
fields. Activities and object classes are in a specific state, changed by
transitions. Conditions specify decisions or transitions. Activities and
associations are subject to rules. Between activities, data flows are
exchanged, possibly governed by communication protocols. Activities use
data sets as information resource.

The advantage of using this strict system-theoretical approach is its
reproducibility. Related to this is maintainability and extendibility: possibly
incorrect or missing concepts and relationships due to a new operational
definition of the domain can be easily located and repaired.

• Definition of the concepts, products, actions, and states by texts that are as
precise and unambiguous as possible. The products are defined in terms of
their purpose. Concepts definitions usually contain an independent part,
assumed to be unambiguously defined, and a number of references to
relationships. This turned out to be a more sensible approach then trying to
define each concept separately, which still yielded, due to the limitations of
natural language, ambiguous definitions. Actions have been defined in terms
of the purpose they have and the role they play in achieving that purpose.
States are defined by plain texts.



• Identification of terms to refer to the concepts and relationships of the MDM.
On the one hand, terms are formed by the product types found in goals
identified in the IS engineering process (see section 4.4). On the other hand,
terms are instances of product and repository fragments such as found in the
methods analysed. In the case of the MDM, the relationship between terms
and concepts is constituted by the root property type.

Coding, the explicit representation of the ontology, has been performed in terms
of natural language (for the definitions of concepts and associations) and set
theory (for the relationships between concepts). This simple but expressive
formalism was preferred to specialised AI and knowledge representation
languages such as Prolog, the KL-ONE family and Ontolingua (see [Speel 95]),
due to its compatibility with the formalisations used elsewhere in this work. A
natural language definition of the concepts and associations can, for a relatively
broad ontology such as the MDM, not be avoided. We expect that for very
limited areas of the IS methodology field the proportion of natural language
definitions can be reduced, by employing mathematical formalisms such as
category theory.

Integration of existing ontologies in the ISEM field has not been performed,
due to the problem that a basis for integration is lacking. For instance, to
compare the notion of Business Entity of the ISA framework with the Entity of
the “unified model”, one should have an understanding of a concept capturing
the meaning of both Business Entity and Entity. This understanding is achieved
by using an ontology, resulting in a circular argument. However, the existing
ontologies, bearing in mind their respective purposes and limitations, did give
us a clue about which concepts and relationships are likely to be included in the
product ontology. In this respect, they functioned as an instrument for our
ontology building process.

4.3.2 Definition of the Methodology Data Model

The MDM consists of concepts, associations, and relationships between
concepts and associations. The following definition therefore addresses a set of
concepts, a set of associations, and a function relating elements of the two sets.

Definition 4.2

The Methodology Data Model is defined as a structure ∆MDM = 〈CNO, AO, 
Φ〉, with

• CNO,  the set of MDM concepts,

• AO, the set of MDM associations, and



• Φ: CNO × AO → CNO, a function mapping MDM concepts and MDM
associations on MDM concepts.

Definition 4.3

CNO = {Activity, Actor, Association, Attribute, Attribute Type, Benefit,
Business Area, Channel, Communication Protocol, Condition, Cost,
Critical Success Factor, Data Flow, Data Collection, Decision, Dialogue,
Event, External Entity, Field, Function, Goal, Group, Location, Node,
Object, Object Class, Opportunity, Organisational Unit, Problem,
Requirement, Role, Rule, Solution, State, Strength, System, Threat,
Transition, Weakness}, where

• Activity is a step to perform a function in an information system.

• Actor is a person or machine performing an activity.

• Association is a relation between object classes in specific roles.

• Attribute is a quality of an object class.

• Attribute type is the set of which the values of an attribute are
elements.

• Benefit is the advantage resulting from a system.

• Business Area is a group of similar object classes or organisational
units.

• Channel is a physical transportation medium between nodes for data
flows.

• Communication Protocol is the description of how data flows are
exchanged between nodes.

• Condition is the dependency upon which a transition can fire or a
decision can be taken.

• Cost is the amount of money required for a system.

• Critical Success Factor is a factor in the organisational unit affecting
the success of a system.

• Data Flow is a possibly volatile set of objects, to be exchanged or
transformed by nodes or activities.

• Data Set is a stable, aggregated collection of data described by objects
or object classes and used by a data flow.

• Decision is an action with more than one possible outcome by which
the flow of control or the flow of data within a system is influenced.



• Dialogue is the interaction between a system and an actor.

• Event is a significant occurrence inside or outside the system,
influencing the behaviour of activities.

• External Entity is an entity outside the system.

• Field is a part of the dialogue requiring an actor to interact with the
system.

• Function is a specific occupation within a system.

• Goal is the purpose towards which a system is directed.

• Group is a collection of actors possibly influencing the development
of the system.

• Location is the geographical site of a network node or an
organisational unit.

• Node is a terminal in a system.

• Object is a material or abstract thing within a system with one or more
properties, which can have a state and a behaviour represented by an
activity.

• Object Class is an abstracted category of objects.

• Opportunity is a circumstance or chance that is favourable to reaching
one or more of the system’s goals.

• Organisational Unit is the environment in which the system functions.

• Problem is a matter in the organisational unit that presents difficulty.

• Requirement is a characteristic of the system that is imposed by a goal
or a  problem.

• Role is the part an object or object class plays in an association

• Rule is a constraint restricting the possible populations of an
association or the behaviour of an activity.

• Solution is a system that possibly solves a problem.

• State is the mode of being or condition of an activity or an object
class.

• Strength is a quality that distinguishes a system in a positive way.

• System is a structure aiming at a certain goal, containing one or more
interrelated functions and objects, and interacting with one or more
external parties.



• Threat, is a circumstance or chance that is not favourable to reaching
one or more of the system’s goals.

• Transition is a trigger, caused by the end of the execution of an
activity, an event, or the fulfilment of a condition, resulting in a state
change or the start of the execution of an activity.

• Weakness is a characteristic that distinguishes a system in a potentially
negative way.

Note, again, that the Methodology Data Model addresses the ISEM level instead
of the ME level. A lexical correspondence between terms of the MDM and the
Method Base does therefore not imply semantic correspondence.

Definition 4.4

AO = {Abstraction, Aggregation, Alternative, Balance, Base, Capability,
Change, Choice, Component, Connection, Constraint, Consumer,
Contents, Dependence, Description, Effect, Employment, Expression,
ExternalOutput, Imposition, Input, Interaction, Involvement,
Manipulation, Message, Output, Performance, Place, Price, Producer,
Product, Request, Resource, Responsibility, Screen, Site, Specialisation,
Support, TransitionTrigger, Trigger, Usage}, where

• Abstraction is the categorisation of objects into an object class.

• Aggregation is a set of objects united in a data set.

• Alternative is a candidate solution for a problem that is not chosen.

• Balance is the trade-off between benefit and cost.

• Base is the motivation for accepting or rejecting a certain solution.

• Capability is the ability of an actor to perform an activity or a
function.

• Change is the effect of a transition.

• Choice is the solution for a problem.

• Component is the relationship between an instance and an aggregation
of instances.

• Connection is the association of a node with a channel.

• Constraint is the restriction a rule imposes to an association.

• Consumer, is an actor having a data flow as input.



• Contents is the description of a data set by object classes.

• Dependence is the contingency of one concept instance on another.

• Description is the characterisation of a concept instance by another
concept instance.

• Effect is the influence of one concept instance on another.

• Employment is the state of an actor working in an organisation.

• Expression is the communication by a group.

• ExternalOutput is the data flow originating from an external entity.

• Imposition is the unconditional demand of a goal upon a requirement.

• Input is the destination data set of a data flow.

• Interaction is the communication with an external entity.

• Involvement is the inclusion of a concept instance in an association.

• Manipulation is the way in which an activity describes the behaviour
of an object.

• • • • Message is the data flow directed towards an external entity.

• Output is the source data set of a data flow.

• Performance is the way in which a concept instance functions.

• Place is the geographical spot of an organisation indicated by a
location.

• Price is the cost associated with a system.

• Producer, is an actor having a data flow as output.

• Product is the data flow transformed by an activity.

• Request is the question of a system to perform a function.

• Resource is the input data flow of an activity.

• Responsibility is the liability of an actor for a concept instance.

• Screen is the representation of a state within a dialogue.

• Site is the location of a node.

• Specialisation is the definition of an object class based on another
object class.

• Support is the way in which a system sustains the performance of an
activity.



• TransitionTrigger is the execution of a transition by an event.

• Trigger is the initiation of an activity by an event.

• Usage is the employment of one concept instance by another.

Definition 4.5

Φ: CNO × AO → CNO, the partial function mapping MDM concepts and
MDM associations on MDM concepts, is defined as follows:

Φ(Activity, Capability) = Actor Φ(Activity, Component) = Activity

Φ(Activity, Effect) = Transition Φ(Activity, Manipulation) = Object

Φ(Activity, Performance) = Function Φ(Activity, Trigger) = Transition

Φ(Actor, Capability) = Function Φ(Actor, Component) = Group

Φ(Actor, Consumer) = Data Flow Φ(Actor, Employment) = Organisation

Φ(Actor, Performance) = Activity Φ(Actor, Producer) = Data Flow

Φ(Attribute Type, Description) = Attribute Φ(Attribute, Description) = Object Class

Φ(Benefit, Balance) = Cost Φ(Benefit, Effect) = System

Φ(Channel, Connection) = Node Φ(Channel, Usage) = Data Flow

Φ(Communication Protocol, Description) =
Data Flow

Φ(Condition, Trigger) = Transition

Φ(Cost, Price) = System Φ(Data Flow, Description) = Function

Φ(Data Flow, ExternalOutput) = External Entity Φ(Data Flow, Input) = Data Set

Φ(Data Flow, Message) = External Entity Φ(Data Flow, Output) = Data Set

Φ(Data Flow, Product) = Activity Φ(Data Flow, Resource) = Activity

Φ(Decision, Effect) = Condition Φ(Dialogue, Description) = Activity

Φ(Event, TransitionTrigger) = Transition Φ(Event, Trigger) = Activity

Φ(External Entity, Interaction) = Activity Φ(Field, Component) = Dialogue

Φ(Function, Component) = Organisational Unit Φ(Function, Request) = System

Φ(Function, Responsibility) = Actor Φ(Goal, Dependence) = Critical Success
Factor

Φ(Goal, Expression) = Group Φ(Goal, Imposition) = Requirement

Φ(Location, Place) = Organisational Unit Φ(Location, Site) = Node

Φ(Object Class, Abstraction) = Object Φ(Object Class, Aggregation) = Data Set

Φ(Object Class, Component) = Business Area Φ(Object Class, Description) = Data Flow



Φ(Object Class, Involvement) = Association Φ(Object Class, Specialisation) = Object
Class

Φ(Object, Aggregation) = Data Set Φ(Object, Description) = Data Flow

Φ(Opportunity, Base) = Goal Φ(Organisational Unit, Component) =
Business Area

Φ(Organisational Unit, Component) =
Organisational Unit

Φ(Problem, Expression) = Group

Φ(Role, Involvement) = Association Φ(Role, Performance) = Object Class

Φ(Rule, Component) = Activity Φ(Rule, Constraint) = Association

Φ(Solution, Alternative) = Problem Φ(State, Description) = Activity

Φ(State, Screen) = Dialogue Φ(Strength, Base) = Solution

Φ(System, Choice) = Problem Φ(System, Effect) = Requirement

Φ(System, Support) = Activity Φ(Threat, Base) = Goal

Φ(Transition, Change) = State Φ(Transition, Description) = Activity

Φ(Transition, Effect) = Decision Φ(Weakness, Base) = Solution

Φ describes a semantic network of MDM concepts and associations. Due to the
complexity of this network, we have chosen not to use a graphical notation,
which would result in an incomprehensible figure. For the sake of compatibility
with the Method Base formalisation, the function Φ corresponds with the
predicate definition involvement such that

Φ(c1, a) = c2 ≡ involvement(a, c1, is) ∧  involvement(a, c2, has).

4.3.3 Usage of the Methodology Data Model in Methods Administration

One of the ontology building steps described in [Uschold 95] is relating terms to
concepts. A semantic lexicon is a list of these relationships. Such a semantic
lexicon is built by the Methods Administration function. A small building
procedure is given below. Suppose a method M, consisting, for the sake of
simplicity, exclusively of conceptual method fragments is, to be inserted in the
Method Base.

1. First, M is fragmented into product fragments (P) and product fragments (R),
and into the five granularity layers, yielding Rmethod, Rstage, Rmodel, Rdiagram,
CN, and Pmethod, Pstage, Pmodel, Pdiagram, Pconcept

2. The terms and relationships of CN, components of Rdiagram, are then mapped
onto the MDM. Dependent on the semantic relationships between the



Concept layer and the MDM, different actions are undertaken. These actions
largely depend on the Methods Administrator, and are not formalisable for
the following reason: To compare method terms with ontological concepts,
another ontology ∆ (a “super ontology”, not an ontology for the Method
Engineering level) would be required. This would result in both mapping the
MDM on ∆and CN on ∆. But how should such a super ontology be defined?
At some point of time, human interference is unavoidable. The mapping
process, proposed in [Harmsen 95c], could be the following.

 Suppose a term t from CN should be mapped onto the MDM. For the sake of
clarity, we employ a – pseudo-formal – function perception assigning to each
t its general, commonly-agreed perception. We suppose that for the “domain
of perceptions” an = operator be defined. Furthermore, an = operator is
defined for the set of terms from CN.

 Four types of semantic relationships are distinguished (cf. [Batini 86]):

• Identical: an MDM concept c exists that is perceived, conceived and
represented exactly the same as t. For instance, the concept
“Transition” found in OMT is identical to the corresponding MDM
concept:

 TransitionOMT = TransitionMDM

• Equivalent: an MDM concept c exists that is perceived the same as t.
By considering it synonymous, t can be mapped on c. For instance,
the concept “Process” of OMT is a synonym of “Activity”:

 perception(ProcessOMT) = perception(ActivityMDM)

• Compatible: with respect to t, no identical or equivalent MDM
concept exists. However, an MDM concept or group of MDM
concepts exists with a perception that is not contradictory to t’s
perception. By using the meta model transformations [Oei 95]
specialisation / generalisation, restriction / liberalisation, and
degeneration / enrichment, t can be mapped onto compatible MDM
concepts. For instance, OMT’s “Object Class” is a enrichment of the
MDM concept “Object Class”, i.e. their respective perceptions are
not contradictory:

 ¬(perception(Object ClassOMT) ≠ perception(Object ClassMDM))

• Incompatible: no identical, equivalent, or compatible MDM concept
exists. No mapping will be performed.

The latter type of semantic relationship can be obviated by:

• extending the MDM in such a way that the product fragment can be
expressed in terms of basic concepts,



• allowing product fragments without a semantic anchoring in the MDM, or

• considering the product fragment to be administrated illegal.

Due to the assumption of a limitative ontology, the third option is chosen. A
product fragment that cannot be mapped, will not be administrated and inserted
into the Method Base. However, the Methods Administrator should involve and
reconsider this decision in a future MDM extension.

4.4 A goal-oriented process classification anchoring system

Whereas the MDM only addresses product fragments and repository fragments,
because it defines the semantics in terms of structure, the anchoring system
described in this section can be used to define any type of method fragment,
because it employs the general notion of goal.

4.4.1 Construction of the process classification system

As indicated before, goals consist of three components: basic actions, result
types (also called product types), and the states a result type can be in (also
called measures). A basic action is a class of actions in IS engineering each
having the same effect. A result type is a class of products in IS engineering
each having the same purpose. A state is a qualifier of a product type, to
indicate temporal state, level of detail, or level of abstraction.

Elicitation of actions

Basic actions have been identified by investigating the steps of the IS
engineering methods mentioned in section 4.1.3. Each step has been
characterised by one or more words in the description of the step. The set of
words (mere labels, actually) thus obtained has been analysed on the occurrence
of homonyms and synonyms, yielding a reduced set of 40 labels representing
actions. Finally, these actions have been categorised into six categories, based
on generic design process action types.

Action types

In [Jones 63] the design process is characterised by the generic steps analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation. In [Cross 89] the design process is partitioned into six
stages: clarifying objectives, establishing functions, setting requirements,
generating alternatives, evaluating alternatives, and improving details. These
partitionings hold for any –product– design process, but only for the design



process. Archer has widened the scope, and issued an extensive checklist for
product designers, consisting of 229 design activities and their relationships
[Archer 65]. These activities do not only include analysis and design, but also
planning. The actual production and use is not considered by these authors. IS
engineering methods, however, are not considered “complete” without taking
into account the implementation, use, and evolution of the information system
[Sølvberg 93; Avison 95]. It is therefore that we have extended the activity
classification analysis - synthesis - evaluation with planning (in accordance
with Archer), implementation and evolution (in accordance with Sølvberg,
Avison and Fitzgerald). We consider these activities as being generic, that is to
say, they are not bound to one specific stage in the IS lifecycle. Analysis of
methods shows, that each non-trivial activity (for instance, at the Model
granularity layer or lower) can consist of steps of each of the six types.

Classification of actions

In the following, we explain the choices we have made with respect to the
classifications of the various actions. Each of the six types can be associated
with a specific purpose. Each purpose involves a number of actions, each of
which contributes, in a specific role, to the achievement of that purpose.
Actions are mostly represented as transitive verbs, i.e. they are associated with
an object: a resource, a product, a person, etc.

In planning, objects have to be designated. They are then procured, and/or they
are provided. Subsequently objects are prepared, and thereafter distributed and
assigned, or allocated, and arranged into some order. Planning eventually leads
to performing objects.

Analysis involves discovering objects to analyse. These objects are then either
separated into categories or eliminated from further consideration. Analysis
objects are decomposed into smaller objects. From analysis objects, other
objects can be derived. Sometimes, objects have to be estimated, and mostly
have to be interpreted. Therefore, objects have to be agreed upon, after which
they can be recorded.

In synthesis, objects have to be assembled. Before that, they have to be
determined. They are specified, and subsequently produced. Objects are then
further developed, sometimes by specialising or generalising them.

Evaluation involves reviewing and verifying objects. To make sure objects
reflect the things they ought to model, they are validated. To actually try
objects, they are tested. If an error had been discovered, objects are corrected.
Objects are approved, after which they are confirmed.



Implementing objects involves their transformation (from logical objects into
implementable ones) and subsequent editing. Objects usually have to be
adapted, after which they can be installed.

Evolution involves deploying and subsequent using objects, which have to be
operated. During evolution, objects have to be maintained, which involves
relatively minor adjustments due to faulty operation. Objects have to be revised
when circumstances change.

Classification of result types

Basic actions can be used on their own, but provide more semantic information
when they are specified in combination with the object they manipulate. This
object is a result type of an IS engineering method. A useful result type
classification is Euromethod’s Deliverable Model [Euromethod 94]. In
Euromethod, deliverables are classified into target domain deliverables, project
domain deliverables and delivery plans. Target domain deliverables are
partitioned into requirements statements, specifications, and operational items.
Project domain deliverables are partitioned into plans and reports. Delivery
plans are not considered by us, as they belong to the Method Engineering level
instead of the ISEM level.

Another useful result classification is given by Vlasblom and Rijsenbrij, who
distinguish results into IS design products, IS building products, organisational
design products, and installation and migration products [Vlasblom 91; Rij-
senbrij 92]. Most result types mentioned in the classification of Vlasblom and
Rijsenbrij, in an adapted form, have been categorised by us in the less specific
and therefore generally applicable Euromethod classification framework.

Classification of states

A further distinction of result types, and therefore of goals as well, can be made
by considering the states result types can be in. States correspond with the
possible states of product fragments, that is to say, a distinction is made between
temporal states, abstraction levels, and levels of detail. For this, we refer to
definitions 3.23 - 3.25.

4.4.2 Description of the goal-oriented process classification system

Below we give a definition of the Process Classification System (PCS) by
defining the notion of goal. The PCS is then defined as the set of all possible
goals.



Definition 4.6

An IS engineering goal is either:

• a tuple (a, s, r)

• a tuple (a, r), or

• a basic action a, where

a ∈  AC, the set of basic actions,

m ∈  ST, the set of state types

p ∈  RT, the set of result types.

Definition 4.7

The Process Classification System (PCS) is the set of all possible goals:

PCS = AC × ST × RT ∪  AC × RT ∪  AC.

The 40 actions used in the goals, categorised into the six types mentioned
before, are defined in definition 4.8.

Definition 4.8

AC = PA ∪  AA ∪  SA ∪  EA ∪  IA ∪  VA, where

PA, the set of planning actions, = {Allocate, Arrange, Designate, Perform,
Prepare, Procure, Provide}, with

• Allocate, is the act of distributing according to a plan.

• Arrange, is the act of putting into a specific order of relation.

• Designate, is the act of characterising.

• Perform, is the act of beginning and carrying through to
completion.

• Prepare, is the act of making ready beforehand for a specific
purpose.

• Procure, is the act of obtaining or acquiring.

• Provide, is the act of furnishing or supplying.

AA, the set of analysis actions, = {Agree, Decompose, Derive, Discover,
Eliminate, Estimate, Interpret, Record, Separate}, with



• Agree, is the act of coming into or being in accord.

• Decompose, is the act of separating into components.

• Derive, is the act of arriving at by reasoning.

• Discover, is the act obtaining knowledge of.

• Eliminate, is the act of leaving out or omitting from consideration.

• Estimate, is the act of calculating approximately.

• Interpret, is the act of explaining the meaning of.

• Record, is the act of setting down for preservation.

• Separate, is the act of setting or keeping apart.

SA, the set of synthesis actions, = {Assemble, Determine, Develop,
Generalise, Produce, Specialise, Specify}, with

• Assemble, is the act of fitting together the parts of.

• Determine, is the act of establishing definitely.

• Develop, is the act of adding detail and fullness to.

• Generalise, is the act of reducing particular instances to a general
form.

• Produce, is the act of bringing forth.

• Specialise, is the act of particularising.

• Specify, is the act of stating explicitly or in detail.

EA, the set of evaluation actions, = {Approve, Confirm, Correct, Review,
Test, Validate, Verify}, with

• Approve, is the act of consenting to officially or formally.

• Correct, is the act of removing the errors or mistakes from.

• Confirm, is the act of making formally valid or binding.

• Review, is the act of subjecting to a formal inspection.

• Test, is the act of trying.

• Validate, is the act of establishing the soundness of.

• Verify, is the act of testing the accuracy of.

IA, the set of implementation actions, = {Adapt, Edit, Install, Transform},
with



• Adapt, is the act of making suitable to or fit for a specific use or
situation.

• Edit, is the act of modifying or adapting so as to make suitable or
acceptable.

• Install, is the act of adjusting for use.

• Transform, is the act of converting the form of something.

VA, the set of evolution actions, = {Adjust, Deploy, Maintain, Operate,
Revise, Use}, with

• Adjust, is the act of changing so as to match or fit.

• Deploy, is the act or putting into use or action.

• Maintain, is the act of keeping in a good condition of good repair
or efficiency.

• Operate, is the act of controlling the functioning of.

• Revise, is the act of reconsidering and changing or modifying.

• Use, is the act of employing.

Definition 4.9 sums up a list of result types, without further defining each type.
In this special case, the mere names should give sufficient information about the
semantics and pragmatics of the result types. For exact definitions, the reader is
referred to [Vlasblom 91], [Euromethod 94], and [Harmsen 94d].

Definition 4.9

RT = QP ∪  SP ∪  OP ∪  PP ∪  RP, where

QP, the set of requirement statements, = {Product Requirements, Product
Goals, Product Problems, Organisational Requirements,
Organisational Goals, Organisational Problems, Vendor
Requirements, Request for Proposal},

SP, the set of specifications, = {Functions Specification, Data
Specification, Behaviour Specification, External interface
Specification, Technical infrastructure Specification, User
interface Specification, Organisation Specification,
Administrative Organisation Specification, User Manual,
Maintenance Manual, Production Manual},

OP, the set of operational items, = {Module, Program, Tested Program,
Information System, Tested Information System, Trained user,



Database, Test Database, Prototype},

PP, the set of plans, = {Project Plan, Information Plan, Training Plan,
Installation Plan, Migration Plan, Quality Plan, Audit Plan, Risk
management Plan, Offer, Contract},

RP, the set of reports, = {Evaluation Report, Progress Report, Test
Report, Audit Report, Inspection Report, Product Selection
Report, Training Course}.

Definition 4.10

ST = DETAIL_TYPE ∪  STATE_TYPE ∪  ABSTRACTION_LEVEL_TYPE.

For a definition of DETAIL_TYPE, STATE_TYPE and
ABSTRACTION_LEVEL_TYPE, we refer to definitions 3.23 through 3.25.

4.4.3 Usage of the process classification system in Methods Administration

We suppose that the first step of the Methods Administration procedure has
already been taken, else see sub-section 0. One difference with an ontology is,
that process classifications can be used to indicate the goal of any method
fragment type. The mapping of method fragments to goals is also a rather
informal procedure, relying on the intuition and experience of the Methods
Administrator for the same reasons as indicated in sub-section 0.

The use of the process classification framework in method fragment anchoring
is described by returning to the Create Object Model example presented in the
beginning of this chapter. OMT’s Object Model, which is produced by this
process, is intended to model data. Data models are in various states subject to
various actions. The provisional data model is reviewed, interpreted, and
specialised in the sub-activity Refine object model. New data are discovered and
recorded in the activities Identify objects and Identify object classes. Data are
designated in Describe object classes, and recorded in Put described object classes
in Data Dictionary. Data are further developed and arranged in the last five
activities. The goal of Create Object Model is therefore:
{(Review, provisional, Data Specification), (Interpret, provisional, Data Specification),
(Specialise, provisional, Data Specification), (Discover, complete, Data Specification),
(Designate, complete, Data Specification), (Record, complete, Data Specification), (Develop,
complete, Data Specification), (Arrange, complete, Data Specification)}



4.5 Concluding remarks on defining method fragment semantics

In this chapter, we have tried to clarify that it does not really matter which
semantic anchoring system for the ISEM level is chosen, as long as it suits its
purpose. What matters is, that some system is chosen. Important is also, that
there exists agreement among the “user community” of the anchoring system
about the validity of the system, and that the system is, once chosen, used in a
consistent and disciplined way. We stress however, that no universal anchoring
system, be it an ontology or something else, can be identified in the field of IS
engineering methodology. In this chapter, we have motivated from the
constructivist’s point of view why no universal anchoring system can exist.
Some other reasons could be:

• The relative immaturity of the IS engineering methodology field. It is hardly
to expect from a research field of only 30 years old, that it should come up
with a universally valid and commonly-agreed ontology, where it took other
research fields sometimes centuries to arrive at this.

• Related to the first reason are the fast developments, reflected in the
continuous arrival of new paradigms, by which the field is characterised.
Sometimes, these paradigms are considered mere hypes, but often, once
“dehyped”, useful concepts remain. Examples of paradigms that provided
new concepts are the object-oriented paradigm, the event-oriented paradigm,
and the business-oriented paradigm. In some way, an anchoring system
should support these concepts, which is also the reason why extendibility is
such an important requirement.

• Thirdly, IS engineering is not an exact science. Many concepts relate to
psychological or sociological matters, and should be brought together with
the more technical concepts. Some aspects of methods are quite fuzzy, in
particular those that address the human perspective, and are hard to capture
in a system of unambiguously defined concepts. Dependent on the view one
has on a method (for instance, the “soft systems” sociotechnical view, the
technical view, the psychological view), one can come up with a different
anchoring system.

Notwithstanding these problems, anchoring method fragments in concept
systems provides the key advantage of method fragments and their relationships
being unambiguously defined. This is a major requirement in method assembly,
as it is the only way to select and combine method fragments in a meaningful
way. As will be shown in chapter six, several assembly rules use the root and
goal of method fragments to decide, for instance, whether they can be combined
or not. This decision would not be possible on the basis of the names of the
fragments (which are in fact mere labels) or even other properties, which have
no explicit relationships with each other.



5 MEL - A Language for Method Engineering

Whereas chapter three focused on the conceptual issues and chapter four on
semantic ones, this chapter is mainly concerned with the external representation
of methods and their components. A clear and unambiguous representation of
method fragments is important in order to:

• facilitate communication among the various relevant stakeholders in an IS
project (the method engineer, the project manager, the IS engineers, etc.),

• present the methodological knowledge of the Method Base,

• provide a basis for deciding which method fragments are to be used in a
situational method,

• provide a basis for manipulation of method fragments, which are assembled
into a situational method.

Besides representation, manipulation of method fragments is required to
assemble a situational method. Ideally, a representation language for method
fragments should also provide manipulation operations, such as for updating the
Method Base, retrieving method fragments from the Method Base, and
composing method fragments. A language which supports both representation
and manipulation of method fragments is called a Method Engineering
language [Harmsen 96].

Definition 5.1

A Method Engineering language is a modelling language to:

• represent IS engineering methods and fragments thereof, and

• enable the assembly of information systems engineering methods by
offering constructs to manipulate method fragments

Method Engineering languages that are only able to represent method fragments
are called meta-modelling languages (see, for instance, [Joosten 93; Sorenson
94]), or method representation languages [Harmsen 96]. Brinkkemper has
shown that every conceptual modelling language is suitable to serve as a meta-
modelling language [Brinkkemper 90], and therefore suitable to represent
method fragments. Various meta-modelling applications of languages originally
intended for other domains, such as LOTOS in software process modelling
[Saeki 91], show the validity of this claim. However, the expressive power
regarding Method Engineering of the various conceptual modelling languages



differ considerably, turning some modelling languages more suitable for method
specification and manipulation than others. Moreover, Method Engineering
projects have different goals and objectives, which, again, makes it hard to
choose a language superior in all cases.

In contrast to languages supporting method representation, very few languages
exist that support selection and manipulation of method fragments as well. It is
therefore that we were only able to compare eight mature method representation
languages. As is the case with IS engineering modelling techniques, it turns out
from this comparison that there exists no “silver bullet”: languages have their
particular strong points and weak points, which should be related to the specific
purpose intended with a language.

In this chapter, MEL (Method Engineering Language) is presented as a language
for both representation, administration, selection, and manipulation of
conceptual method fragments, repository fragments, and process manager
fragments. MEL is one of the few languages that support a considerable portion
of the Situational Method Engineering process: administration of the Method
Base (updating method fragments), selection of method fragments from the
Method Base by specifying the conditions the required method fragments
should meet, and assembly of method fragments, for instance the coupling of
product descriptions and the ordering of processes.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 describes the requirements for
Method Engineering languages with respect to expressive power of method
fragment representation. Section 5.2 presents an account of several mature
Method Engineering languages and assesses them against the requirements.
These languages are partitioned into the categories product-oriented, process-
oriented, decision-oriented, and object-oriented. Section 5.3 addresses the part
of MEL focusing on method fragment representation. Section 5.4 presents the
MEL operations for methods administration, method fragments selection, and
method assembly. Section 5.5 puts this chapter into retrospect by providing
some additional remarks.

5.1 Requirements for method representation languages

According to Oei and Falkenberg, a conceptual modelling language should have
the expressive power to model the application domain in an effective manner,
and should be practical to apply with respect to convenience, efficiency, and
learnability [Oei 94]. In our case, the application domain is representation of
method fragments, which implies the following requirements (see [Harmsen
96]):

• Support of representation of both method processes and method products.
The functional and behavioural contents of each activity need to be



represented. The components and structure of products need to be specified.
Also, support for hierarchical decomposition of both process descriptions
and product descriptions to enable specification of contents should be
provided. For instance, OMT’s Object Design activity, a process description,
consists of activities like Optimise access paths, Adjust structures, and Design
attribute details. OMT’s Object Model, a product description, consists of
concepts such as Object and Class, their properties, and relationships between
them. The Method Engineering language should provide notations and
means to represent these activities and products.

• Support of representation of both operational (engineering, target domain)
and project management (project domain) aspects of methods. These aspects
should be distinguishable, and relationships between them have to be
identifiable. For instance, a Plan Object modelling activity is related to the
Object modelling activity, its sub-activities, and its products, although it
addresses a different aspect of the method.

• Support of representation of the conceptual and the technical (i.e., tools) side
of methods. As with the difference between engineering and project
management, conceptual aspects and technical aspects are related, but should
also be distinguishable. A conceptual description of Data Flow Diagrams, for
instance, only contains the concepts Process, Data flow, Data Store, and so
forth. Properties are name and definition. An implementation of DFD’s, for
instance a diagram editor or part of a CASE tool repository, needs additional
concepts and properties, such as specifications of the symbols with which
concepts are represented (bubble, arrow, rectangle), access paths to internal
storage, etc.

• The ability to formally express constraints and rules concerning method
fragments. The mere representation of process fragments and product
fragments does not suffice. Relationships among method fragments are
subject to constraints, and method fragments themselves behave according to
rules. For instance, a rule is: each data flow in a DFD should be specified by
an Entity Relationship Diagram. Such rules cannot be expressed by simple
cardinality constraints, but are important for the effective application of
method fragments. In particular for effective tool support, rules should be
formally expressed.

• Support of modularisation of method fragments. Effective re-use of method
fragments demands for a modularisation mechanism in the language. Method
fragments are essentially black boxes, which are to be selected and
assembled based on their external specification; internal details should be
encapsulated as much as possible. Related to this is the need for effective
characterisation of method fragments. A language should supply the means
to valuate properties in such a way, that each method fragment is uniquely
identifiable. For instance, a Data Flow Diagram can be characterised by a



goal (such as: “Process modelling”), a maturity level, a description of the
capabilities needed to apply the technique, a set of application domain
descriptions, and so forth. A method engineer does not necessarily need to
know which concepts and relationships play a role in DFD, but can select by
investigating its properties.

• Support for representation of agents and roles in the systems engineering
process. In order to assign responsibilities and duties to people involved in
systems engineering, it is necessary to provide mechanisms for representing
so-called agents and the roles they play. An agent is considered an actual
person, such as Haruhiko Suzuki, which play roles like project manager,
analyst, programmer, and so forth.

• Distinction between ISE level and ISEM level, and support of both of them.
As already indicated in chapter two, the ISE level consists of the actual
systems engineering processes, such as Create Component Base object model,
and products, for instance Component Base object model. The ISEM level
addresses the method to be used on the instance level. Method fragments,
such as Create object model, belong to this level. The distinction is important,
as developers generally only deal with the ISE level, which is where the
actual job is done. The ISEM level is influenced by the ISE level, because
experience gained in the engineering process has to be captured by the
method fragments.

• Support of non-determinism. Actual systems engineering generally does not
take place according to strict sequences of processes. Usually, several non-
deterministic activities happen, for instance in joint application development
or prototyping, for which no strict sequencing can be provided. Non-
determinism is also used  to handle exceptional or unforeseen cases, such as
excessively running out of time.

• Support of parallel processes. Systems engineering is teamwork, which is
reflected in the parallel nature of many method processes. A Method
Engineering language should be able to support this parallelism, both on the
ISEM level, for instance the parallel execution of object modelling and process
modelling activities, and on the ISE level, e.g., the parallel execution of object
modelling activities Model hardware components and Model software
components.

• Support for recording design rationale. As was already noted before, the ISE
level often forces to make changes on the ISEM level. Project experience
should be accumulated in the method fragments, which are relatively
dynamic notions. One of the main mechanisms to benefit from experiences
made earlier, is to record design or decision rationale. This implies that not
only the decisions are described, but also the reasons why decisions have
been made, including their pro and con arguments, motivations, etc. Design



rationale can be viewed both on the ISE level, for instance the pro and con’s
of introducing an additional object class Controller Component in the IDE
Component Base, and on the ISEM level, for instance the reasons why State
Transition Diagrams have been chosen in the IDE project.

• Support for defining views. A method comprises everything needed for
performing systems engineering, be it for a general case or for a specific
case, resulting in a huge amount of activity descriptions, product
descriptions, tools, etc. However, each agent in the systems engineering
process requires only a relatively small portion of the method: its view on the
method. For instance, a project manager has a different view, consisting of
project management activities, products and tools, than a programmer. The
definition of views reduces complexity for a single agents, and increases
learnability.

• Unambiguity, implying that a Method Engineering language should be
thoroughly defined, preferably in a formal, mathematical manner, to avoid
multiple interpretations and to be able to enact the method.

• Suitability, meaning that the language should be learnable, efficient, and
convenient for the method engineer. The language should contain concepts
and constructs which respond to the method engineer’s intuition and which
are close to the Method Engineering domain. The products and processes are
to be modelled in an efficient way.

5.2 Review of Method Engineering languages

5.2.1 Classification of Method Engineering languages

For representation and manipulation of method fragments several approaches
have been proposed. We classify these approaches into four categories
[Harmsen 96; Berg 96]:

• Product-oriented method modelling languages, emphasising the specification
of the deliverable structure.

• Process-oriented method modelling languages, which emphasise
specification and enactment of software process models.

• Decision-oriented modelling languages, which focus on capturing design
decisions and knowledge about the ISE process.



• Object-oriented modelling languages, which treat method components as
coherent objects, consisting of specifications of products, processes and
decisions.

Due to the fact that only very few dedicated method manipulation languages
exist, we have only reviewed method representation languages. A very detailed
treatment of 23 Method Engineering languages can be found in [Berg 96], of
which the conclusions, grouped by the classification described above, are
described next.

Product-oriented languages

Most product-oriented languages are either based on the ER model or the Object
Role Model (ORM). For instance, in [Brinkkemper 90] and [Wijers 91], Concept
Structures from NIAM are used to model methods. In [Harmsen 94a], an ERD
derivation is used, as is the case in [Olle 91] and most method manuals. Another,
well-elaborated, representative of the ORM meta-modelling school is PSM
(Predicator Set Model) [Hofstede 93], which is a product oriented language
focused on method modelling. PSM is very expressive, as it offers, besides
concepts such as entity type and fact type, the concepts power type (to denote sets
of instantiations), sequence type (to denote sequences), and schema type (to group
entity types, fact types, etc. in a product fragment). Moreover a distinction is made
between specialisation (subtyping) and generalisation (creation of new object
types by uniting existing object types). PSM is used in conjunction with Task
Structures (for representing processes), LISA-D (for representing constraints), and
Hydra (for representing processes and for relating processes with products).

Joosten proposes to use functional programming languages, such as Miranda, to
model methods [Joosten 96] in a product-oriented way. A functional program
consists of definitions, which can safely be interpreted as mathematical equations,
and often as functions. An object in a functional programming language has a type
and a value. Types can be user-defined, for instance by using lists and tuples
Functional programming language have the advantage of a high abstraction level,
and can be executed. A disadvantage of this abstraction level is that it is hard to
represent details.

Process-oriented languages

Regarding process-oriented languages, much research has been undertaken in
the area of Software Process Modelling [Tully 89; Perry 90; Dowson 91;
Armenise 93]. This is mostly directed towards description of the later stages of
IS development, and also towards enactment of the process model. There exists
a host of Software Process Modelling approaches, and only some representative
instances of them are considered below



Saeki, Kaneko, and Sakamoto applied the language LOTOS, intended for formal
specification of distributed systems, to method process modelling [Saeki 91].
LOTOS is particularly suited to model concurrency, nondeterminism,
synchronous interaction, and interruption. The approach distinguishes between
the functional aspect and the structural aspect of a software process. The
functional aspect addresses the tasks and products, whereas the structural aspect
focuses on the resources, such as people and tools. The tasks and resources are
defined independently in LOTOS, and only the interface between them is
predetermined. The products are defined using data structures, which is the
weak point of this approach.

The functional language HFSP [Katayama 89], based on attribute grammars, is
used as a method process modelling language in [Song 93], allowing, as does
LOTOS, in particular for the description of concurrence and non-determinism.
Specifications in these formal languages are very precise; at the same time
though they lack overview and tend to get very massive.

The MASP description language (MASP/DL) is part of ALF, which is a
framework for building process-centred software engineering environments by
using software process model fragments [Oquendo 91]. The textual language
MASP/DL consists of an object model, a set of operator types for the object
model, a set of enactment rules, and a set of ordering constraints. These constructs
are used to achieve a set of characteristics. A method is considered a collection of
fragments, with each fragment modelled as a MASP. A MASP can be
decomposed. Process sequences are not modelled explicitly, but by means of path
expressions.

DesignNet [Liu 89] is a graphical language very similar to Petri nets, augmented
with and/or graphs. There are four possible place types: for activities, for
resources, for products and for status reports. The graphical representation of
these types differ from one another. Places of the same type can be connected by
and-operators, representing abstraction, and or-operator, denoting choice.
DesignNet turns out to be well-suited for keeping track of product versions and
execution history, be it in a somewhat clumsy way, due to the size of Petri nets.

FUNSOFT nets [Deiters 90] are sophisticated high level Petri nets adapted for
software process modelling. Channels are represented by places, instances by
transitions. Predicates can be attached to an instance specifying the conditions
of the activation of that instance. Jobs are attached to an instance, such that if an
instance occurs, the attached jobs will be performed. Instances can be
decomposed, and references can be made to channels defined elsewhere.
FUNSOFT is particularly good at modelling non-determinism and concurrence.

The textual language SPELL [Conradi 92] is a language for software process
modelling based on a combination of an object oriented data model and
PROLOG. SPELL is part of the process modelling environment EPOS. Basic



concept is predicate. A specification in SPELL splits instance level from type
level. Within each level a separation is made between attributes,  which are
actions to be done or constraints to be checked, and procedures.

Decision-oriented languages

A prominent representative of the decision-oriented languages is the “Ways of
working” technique [Plihon 96] associated with the NATURE meta model (see
also chapter three). This technique represents decomposed contexts in a tree. A
context is an objectified relationship between a decision and a situation. A
situation is part of a product, being the goal of the method, upon which it makes
sense to make a decision. A decision reflects a choice. There are three kinds of
context: executive based context, choice based context, and plan based context.
An executive based context is the low-level transformation of the product.
Choice-based contexts are partitioned into several other contexts, along with –
positive and negative – arguments, out of which a choice can be made. A plan
based context decomposes into several contexts. As Berg shows, ways of working
trees tend to get very large [Berg 96]. They hardly take into account the product
structure, while stressing decisions and action decompositions.

Other decision-oriented languages also relate to databases capturing design
rationale (see chapter three). Potts introduces in his work on capturing design
rationale a very simple notation linking the concepts of his model (artefact, step,
issue, position, and argument). Due to the fact that each concept is noted with the
same symbol, and that even for the most trivial decisions many concepts are
involved, real-life method models very quickly become very huge.

Object-oriented languages

The Viewpoints approach [Finkelstein 92], though related to process modelling,
considers the IS development  process as a collection of Viewpoints, related to
the agents in the process. Such a Viewpoint is an instance of a template,
consisting of a notation description (Style) and a procedure (Work Plan) of a
technique. A situational method is considered as a collection of these templates.

Other method object modelling languages include Telos [Mylopoulos 90],
which is an object oriented language aimed at representing information system
knowledge, and stressing the modelling of temporal knowledge, rules, and
constraints. Object-Z [Duke 91; Saeki 94] uses schemata to specify method
products, which consists of operation schemata, constraints, and attributes.
Operations defined in the operation schema are considered references to method
processes, which are applied to the method product defined by the overall
schema. Inheritance and encapsulation mechanisms allow for compact and
elegant method product specifications, as well as method assembly. The latter is



achieved by creating a new Object Z schema, the contents of which is defined
by using multiple inheritance from the integrated product specifications. The
order of processes is implicit, and depends on the order of products. Process
representation is less well supported by Object-Z.

OPRR [Welke 88; Smolander 93] can be considered both as a product-oriented
and as an object-oriented technique. It is an extension of ER modelling, and
uses objects, properties, roles and relationships, for specification of method
products and CASE tool diagram editors [Smolander 91]. An extension of
OPRR, called GOPRR [Marttiin 94; Kelly 96], also includes the graph concept,
which is used to model composite objects, such as diagrams. (G)OPRR does not
deal with process representation, nor does it offer operations for method
selection or assembly.

5.2.2 Comparison of eight Method Engineering languages

Of each of the four categories, a representative textual and a graphical language
have been taken and assessed. In [Berg 96] the motivations behind the choice of
these eight languages are explained on the basis of an evaluation of 23 Method
Engineering languages. As the comparison was based on rather informal
criteria, we have verified it with a formal comparison, using formal models of
each of the languages and an abstract “super language” which was as expressive
as possible. The results of this investigation did not significantly deviate from
the initial comparison, which is one reason why we did not include the formal
comparison in this section (the other reason is lack of space). The interested
reader is referred to [Berg 96].

In Fig. 17 the eight languages are characterised on the basis of the following
aspects:

• Basis, which is the underlying – mathematical – formalism or modelling
language.

• Scope, which denotes the range of applications for which the language is
being used. Some languages are general-purpose, whereas others are more
specific.

• Paradigm, addressing the philosophy or “way of thinking” a Method
Engineering language adopts. This indicates the starting-point from which
specifications in the language are being created and also gives an
impression, which method aspect is considered important by the designers
of the language.

• Explicitness, which indicates whether method fragments are completely
described, or part of the method fragment specification should be derived.
For instance, an activity sequence can be derived from pre- and post-



conditions associated with process fragments, but can also be explicitly
specified.
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Fig. 17.Characteristics of Method Engineering Languages

• Focus, indicating which part or aspect of a method specification is
particularly emphasised by the language. Possible aspects are: products,
processes, decisions, tools, or actors.

• Relative size, which gives an indication of the average size of a method
specification in a language. Sometimes this property gives an indication of



the expressive power of a language: languages with less expressive power
(less concepts) usually yield, according to the Principle of Conservation of
Information [Oei 94], larger specifications.
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Fig. 18.Comparison of PSM, Lisa-D, FUNSOFT, and HFSP

Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 depict a comparison of the languages by assessing the extent
to which each language meets the requirements stated in section 5.1. The



comparison outcomes result from a subjective comparison performed by a
group of persons, a case study that was performed for each modelling language,
and a formal comparison of the semantics of the modelling languages. The
details of these three approaches can be found in [Berg 96].

PSM turn out have a high expressive power, in particular with respect to
modelling modelling techniques (i.e. product fragments at the Diagram layer).
Specific constructs, such as power type and schema type, facilitate elegant
meta-modelling. Due to the richness of the language, it is relatively hard to
learn. This holds even more for the combination of LISA-D, being the textual
representation of PSM with some additional constructs to denote constraints,
and Hydra, which is a very rich variant of Task Structure Diagrams (see [Bots
89; Wijers 91], and section 5.3). For an unambiguous and expressive
representation of the higher granularity method fragments, these languages are
very suitable. As a consequence, diagrams tend to get quite complicated.

FUNSOFT also suffers from this problem: the resulting nets are very large and
complex. On the other hand, FUNSOFT is particularly suited for non-
deterministic process modelling. Although based on a different paradigm and
represented differently, HFSP has practically the same characteristics as
FUNSOFT. Both languages are less suitable for modelling products. HFSP only
supports record-like product descriptions, FUNSOFT only refers to products.

The “Ways of Working” technique is, compared to the four languages
mentioned above, quite simple. It uses three abstract method-related constructs:
basic action, decomposition, and choice. From these constructs, trees are built.
Product descriptions are not supported. Moreover, products are supposed to
have a 1:1 relationship with processes, which is not always the case. The
technique proposed by Potts to enhance his data model for capturing design
rationale suffers from having too few generic concepts (only artefact and step)
and too many specific concepts (issue, position, argument) too be a suitable
general-purpose meta-modelling language. Moreover, there is no diversity in
graphical symbols, yielding very complicated and large specifications. Both
decision-oriented languages are relatively easy to learn.

GOPRR is well-suited for modelling modelling techniques, containing the
concepts that are of importance in diagrams, schema’s, matrices, etc. The
language is quite simple, which makes it relatively easy to learn. GOPRR
currently does not support process representation; an extension, GOPRR-p (see
[Koskinen 96]), should fill this gap. Object-Z does support process
representation, but, due to its object-oriented roots, only dependent on and in
combination with a product description. Object-Z does not provide
methodology-related concepts; they should be interpreted as such. In our



assessment, we have used the Object-Z interpretation defined in [Saeki 94].
Object-Z has a high expressive power, but is relatively difficult to learn.
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Fig. 19.Comparison of WOW, Potts, GOPRR, and Object-Z

All languages can, to different extents, support both the development and the
project management perspective, but none of them offers special constructs to
distinguish or relate the two. All languages can model both conceptual and
technical aspects of a method. Potts, GOPRR, and PSM are not able to express
formal rules, although the latter two do offer the possibility of specifying



graphical constraints. The investigated Method Engineering languages do not
provide explicit support for actors or roles. In Object-Z, actors and roles can be
represented by object classes.  Similarly, none of the languages enables to define
views. Only in Object-Z, the difference between types and instances is handled
well. All other languages can of course represent both types and instances, but
not their relationships. Non-determinism of operation sequence is supported in
Object-Z, FUNSOFT and HFSP. Parallelism is supported by all languages
facilitating representation for process fragments, except the Potts technique.
Ways of working, Potts, and FUNSOFT are particularly suited for recording
design rationale. None of the other languages provides explicit support for this,
although in Object-Z object class schemata serving that purpose can be defined.
Modularisation is a weak point of HFSP and is not all supported by Potts; all
other languages have modularisation mechanisms: PSM and Hydra/LISA-D by
schema types and process decomposition, Object-Z by class schema’s and their
instances, GOPRR by graphs, and FUNSOFT and Ways of Working by process
decomposition. All languages are unambiguously defined by their authors,
leaving no room for misinterpretations; most languages are defined in a formal
specification.

5.3 MEL as a method representation language

MEL, the Method Engineering Language, was designed having the purposes of
method modelling on different levels of hierarchical decomposition, method
fragment selection, and method assembly in mind. Existing approaches for
method modelling, notably GOPRR, PSM and Hydra (see section 5.2), are
enhanced with selection and manipulation constructs for configuration of
situational methods. MEL can also be used in other Method Engineering areas,
such as meta-CASE tools, method comparison, and CASE tool integration (see
[Bosua 95]).

MEL consists of a static, representational part, and a part containing operations
to administrate, query, and manipulate method fragments. The latter part is
presented in section 5.4. MEL is both a textual and a graphical language. The
language contains a comprehensive set of textual constructs, and a more limited
set of graphical representations. The graphical representation can be used if
overview or “picturability” [Venable 93] is required, whereas the textual
representation provides all the details.

5.3.1 Preliminaries

In addition to X, the Method Base (see chapter three), the existence of two
tuples of sets is assumed: the method universe X+, containing method fragments,



actors, actor roles, product roles, process roles, associations, property value
types and property types from any available method, whether stored in the
Method Base or not, and defined as

X+ = (M+, O+, +), with M+ ⊇  M, O+ ⊇  O, and +
 ⊇  

and a situational method defined as

Xs = (Ms, Os, s), with Ms ⊆  M, Os ⊆ O, and s ⊆  .

Moreover, an additional predicate characterisation is defined, to denote
intrinsic properties. This predicate indicates that a property with a certain value
characterises a method fragment.

Definition 5.1

predicate characterisation over M × I ×{type(i) | i ∈  I ∧  type(i) ∈  J} as

characterisation (m, p, v) ≡ p(m) = v.

Notational convention 5.1

Let  ∈  be a predicate such as defined in chapter three. ∈  + is
denoted by +; ∈  s is denoted by s

Notational convention 5.2

For each l ∈  L, a ∈  A, there is a predicate pl defined such that
pl(r, a) ⇔ involvement(a, r, l)  (r ∈  R)

By default, semantics of specifications and operations is denoted by post-
conditions. If necessary (in section 5.4), a distinction is made between pre- and
post-conditions.

5.3.2 Defining a method fragment in MEL

A MEL specification starts with a header, which denotes the perspective and
identifier of the method fragment, association or property.



Representation of a method fragment identifier

Definition 5.2

A specification header is a term t defined as follows: t = p m, with

• p ∈  {PRODUCT, PROCESS, ASSOCIATION}, and

• (m ∈  R+ ⇔ p = PRODUCT) ∧  (m ∈  P+ ⇔ p = PROCESS) ∧  
(m ∈  A+ ⇔ p = ASSOCIATION).

Product
Decomposable

Product

Process Decomposable
Process

Associat ion

Fig. 20.Graphical representation of product fragments and process fragments

Example 5.1

The following terms are examples of specification headers. Notice that, by
convention, MEL keywords are typed boldface sans-serif, and that
comments within the MEL specification can be placed anywhere, and are,
by convention, contained within #’s.

PRODUCT Data flow Diagram:

PROCESS Construct Data flow Diagram:

ASSOCIATION Input flow:  # the flow between Process and Data Store #

Graphical convention 5.1

The symbols depicted in Fig. 20 are used in MEL for denoting product
fragments, process fragments and associations.



Derivation

For deriving conceptual method fragments from similar, more general
conceptual method fragments, MEL provides the derivation construct, denoted
by IS_A. The derived method fragment inherits all properties, contents, rules,
etc. of this method fragment, unless elsewhere otherwise specified. Multiple
inheritance, i.e. a method fragment derived from several method fragments, is
allowed as well.

Definition 5.3

Let m1, m2 ∈  C+. m1 is a derivation of m2, denoted  m1 IS_A m2, if and only
if

1. (m1 ∈  R+ ∧  m2 ∈  R+) ∨  (m1 ∈  P+ ∧  m2 ∈  P+), and

2. ∀ ∈ + [ (m2) → (m1)].

In MEL, the derivation construct is placed directly after the header of a
conceptual method fragment, which makes specification of the derived fragment
(m1) obsolete. The possibility to derive conceptual method fragments makes
specifications more efficient, maintainable, and elegant.

Example 5.2

The following conceptual method fragments are derived fragments. The
product fragment Global Data flow diagram is a Data flow diagram with a
specified level of detail. The process fragment Requirements Analysis is a
Stage, which has some generic activities like initiation and review, extended
with stage-specific activities not shown here. The product OMT Data Flow
Diagram is a Diagram, with some generic features, and an OMT product,
which also has some generic properties.

PRODUCT Global Data flow diagram:
IS_A Data flow diagram.

PROCESS Requirements Analysis:
IS_A Stage.

PRODUCT OMT Data Flow Diagram:
IS_A Diagram;
IS_A Object Modelling Technique product.

Graphical convention 5.2



The derivation construct is graphically represented such as depicted in
Fig. 21.
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Fig. 21.Graphical representation of specialisation

Specialisation

The IS_A keyword is also used to denote specialisation of an polymorphic
product fragment. Intuitively, abstract method fragments are empty templates or
greatest common divisors for often occurring method product structures, such as
lists, matrices, reports, tables, etc. As opposed to substantial product fragments,
polymorphic product fragments contain variables: references to components
that are not part of the method universe, which are instantiated by using IS_A.

Definition 5.4

V is the set of MEL variables.

Definition 5.5

The generic contents predicate is defined as follows:

predicate contentsg over P × P ∪  R × R ∪  R × V.

Definition 5.6



r ∈  R+ is called abstract if and only if ∃ v ∈  V [contentsg(r, v)]

The variables of a polymorphic product fragment are declared directly after the
product fragment identifier.

Definition 5.7

Let r1, r2 ∈  R+, c1, .., cn ∈  R+, n ∈  N. r1 is a specialisation of r2, denoted
r1 IS_A r2 (c1, .., cn), if and only if

1. r1 is derived from r2, i.e. r1 IS_A r2, and

2. for each ci (1 ≤ i ≤ n) there is a corresponding variable vi ∈  V such that
contentsg(r2, vi).

Example 5.3

A List is a product at the Diagram layer which has only one component,
Item.

PRODUCT List(Item):
# Polymorphic, abstract product fragment, representing a “template” #
LAYER Diagram;
(
  - Item
).

The polymorphic product fragment List is specialised into a Problems List
and a Stakeholders list.

PRODUCT Problems list:
IS_A List(Problem).

PRODUCT Stakeholders list:
IS_A List(Stakeholder).

Specialisations have no graphical notation in MEL.

Rules

To enable the specification of constraints on method fragment instances (at the
ISEM level), the RULE keyword is introduced. This keyword should be followed
by the identifier of the rule, a colon, and a MEL formula.



Definition 5.8
MR, the set of MEL formulas, is inductively defined as follows.
• pl(r, a) ∈  MR, with: pl a predicate corresponding with a product role l

∈  L such as introduced in notational convention 5.2, r ∈  R, and a ∈  A.
• fi(r) ℜ  v ∈  MR, with: fi a function corresponding with a property type i 

∈  I such as introduced in section 3.3, r ∈  R, v ∈  type(i), and ℜ  an
operator defined on type(i).

• ¬ϕ  ∈  MR, if ϕ ∈  MR
• ϕ  ∨  ψ ∈  MR, ϕ ∧  ψ ∈  MR, ϕ → ψ ∈  MR, if ϕ, ψ ∈  MR
• ∀ xj ∈  S[ϕ] ∈  MR, ∀ xj ∈  S[ϕ] ∈  MR (j ∈  N), if ϕ ∈  MR and S ⊆  R.
• All unbound logical variables in a ϕ ∈  MR are supposed to be bound

by the ∀  quantifier.

As MEL is intended as a Method Base access and manipulation language
supported by computerised tools such as translators and compilers, it is not
feasible to employ the usual mathematical notation in formulas. Therefore,
MEL provides an alternative notation.

Syntactical convention 5.1

The following notation for mathematical symbols is employed in MEL:

• forall, denoting ∀ ,

• exists, denoting ∃ ,

• not, denoting ¬ ,

• and, denoting ∧ ,

• or, denoting ∨ ,

• implies, denoting →,

• in, denoting ∈ ,

• union, denoting ∪ ,

• intersection, denoting ∩.

Definition 5.8 enables us to define the MEL RULE construct.

Definition 5.9

A MEL rule is a term RULE l : ϕ, with



• l ∈  TEXT, and

• ϕ  ∈  MR.

l is a label which enables reference to rules.

Example 5.4

The instances of the product fragment Data Flow, a concept found in Data
Flow Diagramming, are bound by the rule that a flow leaving a data store
should always lead to a process. Similar rules can be defined for flows
and terminators, and for arriving flows.

PRODUCT Data Flow:
  ASSOCIATED WITH {(Storeflow, flows_from), (Storeflow,flows_to), (Processflow,

flows_from), (Processflow, flows_to), (Terminatorflow, flows_from), (Terminatorflow,
flows_to);

 (
  RULE Storerule:
    forall f in Data Flow, forall s in (Data Store , exists p in Process [(flows_from(f,

Storeflow) and source_of(s, Storeflow)) implies (flows_to(f, Processflow) and
destination_of(p,Processflow))]

  ).

There is no graphical notation for rules provided in MEL.

5.3.3 Characterisation of method fragments in MEL

The characterisation of a method fragment or association is described by
instances of the predicates introduced in chapter three. In MEL these predicates
are divided into two groups:

• Contents, which are the components of a conceptual method fragment,
described by instances of the predicate contents.

• Properties, which are in their turn partitioned into

• Structural intrinsic properties, describing non-contents relationships
with other Method Base concepts, such as manipulation, prerequisite
and support;

• Non-structural intrinsic properties, which characterise, in addition to
the contents and the structural properties, instances of conceptual
method fragments, associations and properties. Examples of such



properties, which belong to the ISEM level (see also chapter three),
are: definition, cardinality and level of detail. There is no distinction
between stable and non-stable property types.

• Variable properties, which describe instances of instances of
conceptual method fragments, associations and properties, i.e.
properties on the ISE level. Examples of such properties are:
creation date, actual costs and version number.

Properties

The set of intrinsic properties is fixed, and can therefore not be extended.
Meaningful description and comparison of method fragments requires a stable
reference framework. On the one hand, this reference framework is formed by
the intrinsic properties and their types, on the other hand by the anchoring
system, which is also fixed.

Property value types, such as N, TEXT, ONTOLOGY_SET, and ACTOR_TYPE,
ultimately determine part of a method fragment’s semantics. The set of property
value types can be extended by constructing new types with powersets and
record types. In this manner, all variable properties, which are not used for
description and comparison of method fragments but for storing IS
characteristics, are defined.

Definition 5.10

The set PT of MEL property value types is defined as:

• J+ ∪  C+ ∪  A+ ∪  H+ ⊆  PT

• ℘ (t) ∈  PT, if t ∈  PT

• <l1:t1, l2:t2, ..., ln: tn> ∈  PT, if t1 ∈  PT ∧  t2 ∈  PT ∧  ... ∧  tn ∈  PT (l1, l2,
..., ln ∈  TEXT)

Definition 5.11

The predicate description indicates that a domain describes a variable
property.

predicate description over M × TEXT × PT

Definition 5.12



The set VPm, the variable properties of a method fragment m ∈  M+, is
defined as follows:

p v ∈  VPm ⇔ p ∈  TEXT ∧  v ∈  PT ∧  description+(m, p, v)

Example 5.5

The instances of product fragment Data Flow Diagram are parts of process
models describing an IS or an organisation. Information regarding such
models typically consists of the creator(s), the creation date, a version
number, comments, and a version history.

PRODUCT Data Flow Diagram:
  CREATOR  P(ACTOR);
  CREATION_DATE DATE;
  VERSION R;
  COMMENTS TEXT;
  HISTORY <Date : DATE, Version number : R, Modifier : ACTOR, Modification : TEXT>.

In a CASE tool, such information is generally displayed or can be entered
in a dialogue box. An example of such a dialogue box is shown in Fig. 22.
Observe that variable properties differ fundamentally from intrinsic
properties.



Descript ion of the process
of inserting a re-usable
software specif ication into
the IDE Component Base

Creation_date 96-03-13

Version 2.1Tosca Soursand
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Jack Ripper
Tom Young

Comments

History

O K CANCEL

Date
96-03-20

Version
2.11

Modifier
Tom Young

Modif ication
Data Flow "Access Data" added

Fig. 22.Dialogue box for entering variable property values

Definition 5.13

The set PRm, the intrinsic properties of a method fragment m ∈  M+, is
defined as follows:

• LAYER v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, layer, v) ∧  v ∈  GRAN_LAYER

• GOAL v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, goal, v) ∧  v ∈  FRAG_GOAL

• FOCUS v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, focus, v) ∧  v ∈  FOCUS_TYPE

• MATURITY v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, maturity level, v) ∧  v ∈
MATURITY_LEVEL

• RECORD v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, experience record, v) ∧  v ∈
RECORD_TYPE

• TYPE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, process type, v) ∧  v ∈
PROCESS_TYPE ∧  m ∈  P

• CMM_LEVEL v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, capability maturity level,
v) ∧  v ∈  CMM_LEVELS ∧  m ∈  P

• ROOT v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, root, v) ∧  v ∈  ONTOLOGY_SET ∧
m ∈  R

• DETAIL v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, level of detail, v) ∧
 v ∈  DETAIL_TYPE ∧  m ∈  R



• STATE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, temporal state, v) ∧  v ∈
STATE_TYPE ∧  m ∈  R

• ABSTRACTION v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, abstraction level, v) ∧
 v ∈  ABSTRACTION_LEVEL_TYPE ∧  m ∈  R

• REPRESENTATION v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, representation, v) ∧
 v ∈  REPRESENTATION_TYPE ∧  m ∈  R

• MODELLING_ASPECT v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, modelling aspect,
v) ∧  v ∈  MODELLING_ASPECT

• MODELLING_SCOPE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, modelling scope,
v) ∧  v ∈  MODELLING_SCOPE

• PROJECT_GOAL v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, project goal, v) ∧
 v ∈  PROJECT_GOAL

• ORIENTATION v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, orientation type, v) ∧
 v ∈  ORIENTATION_TYPE

• VALIDATION_TYPE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, validation type, v) ∧
 v ∈  VALIDATION_TYPE

• PARTICIPATION_TYPE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, participation
type, v) ∧  v ∈  PARTICIPATION_TYPE

• RESPONSIBILITY v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, responsibility type, v) 
∧  v ∈  RESPONSIBILITY_TYPE

• INSTALLATION_TYPE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, installation type,
v) ∧  v ∈  INSTALLATION_TYPE

• ITERATION_TYPE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, iteration type, v) ∧
 v ∈  ITERATION_TYPE

• REUSE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, reuse type, v) ∧
 v ∈  REUSE_TYPE

• STARTING_POINT v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, starting point, v) ∧
 v ∈  STARTING_POINT

• DEVELOPMENT_TYPE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, development
type, v) ∧  v ∈  DEVELOPMENT_TYPE

• MANAGEMENT_ASPECT v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, management
aspect, v) ∧  v ∈  MANAGEMENT_ASPECT

• ID v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, identification, v) ∧  v ∈  TEXT

• DEFINITION v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, definition, v) ∧  v ∈  TEXT



• DOMAIN v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, application domain, v) ∧  v ∈
℘ TEXT

• PARADIGM v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, paradigm, v) ∧  v ∈  TEXT

• EXPERIENCE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, experience, v) ∧  v ∈
TEXT

• SOURCE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, source, v) ∧  v ∈  TEXT

• PURPOSE v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, purpose, v) ∧  v ∈  ℘ TEXT

• TRAINING v ∈  PRm ⇔ characterisation+(m, training, v) ∧  v ∈  TIME

• RESPONSIBILITY v ∈  PRm ⇔ direct_responsibility+(v, m) ∧  v ∈  H

• EXECUTOR {(h1, k1), (h2, k2),..., (hn, kn)} ∈  PRm ⇔ execution+(h1, k1, m) 
∧  execution+(h2, k2, m) ∧  ... ∧  execution+(hn, kn, m) ∧  m ∈  P+ ∧  h1, h2,
..., hn  ∈  H+ ∧  k1, k2, ..., kn  ∈  K+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• FOR {(h1, k1), (h2, k2),..., (hn, kn)} ∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [destination+(hi,
ki, m)] ∧  m ∈  R+ ∧  h1, h2, ..., hn  ∈  H+ ∧  k1, k2, ..., kn  ∈  K+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• REQUIRED {v1, v2, ..., vn} ∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [prerequisite+(m, vi)] ∧
m ∈  P+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  R+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• REQUIRED OPTIONAL {v1, v2, ..., vn} ∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n]
[optional_prerequisite+(m, vi)] ∧  m ∈  P+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  R+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• REQUIRED AT LEAST ONE OF {v1, v2, ..., vn} ∈  PRm ⇔
 ∃ v ∈  {v1, v2, ..., vn}[prerequisite+(m, v)] ∧  m ∈  P+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  R+

∧  n ≥ 2

• REQUIRED BY {v1, v2, ..., vn} ∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [prerequisite+(vi, m)] 
∧  m ∈  R+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  P+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• DELIVERABLES {v1, v2, ..., vn} ∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n][manipulation+(m, vi,
production) ∨  (manipulation+(m, vi, update) ∧  prerequisite+(m, vi))] ∧
m ∈  P+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  R+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• PRECEDES {v1, v2, ..., vn}∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [precedence+(m, vi)] ∧
((m ∈  P+ ∧  v1, ..., vn ∈  P+) ∨  (m ∈  R+ ∧  v1, ..., vn∈  R+))

• PRECEDED BY {v1, v2, ..., vn}∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [precedence+(vi, m)] 
∧  ((m ∈  P+ ∧  v1, ..., vn ∈  P+) ∨  (m ∈  R+ ∧  v1, ..., vn ∈  R+))

• PART OF v ∈  PRm ⇔ contents+(v, m) ∧  ((m ∈  P+ ∧  v ∈  P+) ∨  (m ∈  R+ ∧
v ∈  R+))

• CREATED BY {v1, v2, ..., vn}∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [manipulation+(vi, m,
production)] ∧  m ∈  R+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  P+ ∧  n ≥ 1



• UPDATED BY {v1, v2, ..., vn}∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [manipulation+(vi, m,
update)] ∧  m ∈  R+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  P+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• USED BY {v1, v2, ..., vn}∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [manipulation+(v1, m,
usage)] ∧  m ∈  R+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  P+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• ASSOCIATED WITH {(a1, l1), (a2, l2),..., (an, ln)} ∈  PRm ⇔ ∀ i ∈  [1,n]
[involvement+(ai, m, li)] ∧  m ∈  P+ ∧  a1, a2, ..., an  ∈  A+ ∧  l1, l2, ..., ln  ∈
L+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• ASSOCIATES (v1, v2, ..., vn)∈  PRm ⇔ n ≥ 2  ∧  ∀ i, j ∈  [1,n] ∃ li, lj ∈  L+[i 
≠ j ∧  vi ∈  R+ ∧  involvement+(m, vi, li) ∧  involvement(m, vj, lj)]

• SUPPORTS {v1, v2, ..., vn}∈  PRm ⇔ support+(m, v1) ∧  support+(m, v2) ∧
... ∧

 support+(m, vn) ∧  m ∈  T+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  C+ ∧  n ≥ 1

• SUPPORTED BY {v1, v2, ..., vn}∈  PRm ⇔ support+(v1, m) ∧  support+(v2,
m) ∧  ... ∧
support+(vn, m) ∧  m ∈  C+ ∧  v1, v2, ..., vn  ∈  T+ ∧  n ≥ 1

Syntactical convention 5.2

A value {v} (a singleton set) may also be written as v.

Syntactical convention 5.3

A value v of the DELIVERABLES property of a process fragment p is
decorated with an apostrophe if and only if manipulation+(p, v, update)
holds.

Example 5.6

The process fragment Refine and document the three models resides at the
Model granularity layer. It is taken from OMT, has a certain goal, is part
of Construct Analysis Models and executed by an information analyst. This
process fragment requires the Object Model, the Dynamic Model, and the
Functional Model, and furthermore at least one of the products Interview
results and Problem Statement. Optionally, it requires the Information Plan.
The three models are updated, indicated by the apostrophe decoration of
the corresponding deliverables.

PROCESS Refine and document the three models:
  LAYER Model;
  SOURCE OMT;



  GOAL {(Develop, provisional, Data Specification), (Develop, provisional, Functions
Specification), (Develop, provisional, Behaviour Specification), (Specify, complete,
Data Specification), (Specify, complete, Functions Specification), (Specify, complete,
Behaviour Specification)};

  EXECUTOR Information Analyst;
  PART OF Construct Analysis Models;
  REQUIRED {Object Model, Dynamic Model, Functional Model};
  REQUIRED AT LEAST ONE OF {Interview results, Problem Statement};
  REQUIRED OPTIONAL Information Plan;
  (
    - Refine the three models;
    - Document the three models
  );
  DELIVERABLES {Object Model’, Dynamic Model’, Functional Model’}.

In the specification of product fragment Requirements Specification Report,
all three types of properties are used: layer and goal describe non-
structural intrinsic properties, required by and created by describe
structural intrinsic properties, and producer and creator address variable
properties.

PRODUCT Requirements Specification Report:
  LAYER Stage;
  GOAL {(Discover, current, Organisational Requirements), (Discover, current, Product

Requirements), (Determine, current, Functions Specification), (Determine,
current, Behaviour Specification), (Determine, current, Data Specification),
(Specify, logical, Functions Specification), (Specify, logical, Behaviour
Specification), (Specify, logical, Data Specification), (Determine, User interface
Specification), (Specify, global, Prototype)};

  REQUIRED BY {Package Selection, Logical System Specification};
  CREATED BY Requirements Specification;
  PRODUCER ACTOR;
  CREATION_DATE DATE.

The product fragment Data Store is involved in the association Output flow
and Input flow, which also involve the product fragment Flow.

PRODUCT Data Store:
  PART OF Data Flow Diagram;
  LAYER Concept; 
  ASSOCIATED WITH {(Output flow, is_source_of), (Input flow, is_target_of)}.

ASSOCIATION Input flow:
  ASSOCIATES (Data Store, Flow);
  CARDINALITY (0,n; 1,1).

ASSOCIATION Output flow:
  ASSOCIATES (Data Store, Flow);
  CARDINALITY (0,n; 1,1).



Graphical convention 5.3

Non-structural properties are graphically represented by ellipses with the
name and the value of the property concerned. Variable properties are
represented by dotted ellipses with the name of the property. The
structural properties are graphically represented in various ways.
Precedence is represented with an arrow. Contents is represented by
decomposition of the box or double-edged rounded rectangle. Prerequisite
is represented by a dotted arrow leaving the product fragment
representation. If the required product fragment is optional, then the box
is dotted. If at least one of a set is required, then a dotted rectangle
encloses the product fragment representations. Production is graphically
represented by a dotted arrow leaving the representation of the producer.
Involvement is represented by a line with the role name between
association and product fragment. There is no graphical representation of
the inverse relationships, such as PRECEDED BY, REQUIRED BY, or PART OF.

Example 5.7

Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 show the graphical representations of the process
fragment and its properties (except goal) presented in example 5.6.

As explained in chapter four, anchoring of a method fragment in an ontology
consisting of elementary ISE concepts and associations renders additional
semantic value. In addition to the root property, MEL provides a reference
construct to anchor product fragments in an ontology, which can be chosen
freely by the methods administrator. In this manner, the contents of Diagram
product fragments are directly defined in terms of the ontology, instead of the
indirect way through the root of its components.

To refer to ontology concepts and associations, it suffices to list the name of the
ontology concept in a diagram specification. After the name, between brackets,
the associations in which the concept is involved in the ontology are listed. If all
associations are to be taken from the ontology, then the keyword ALL, also
between bracket, suffices. Such an ontology reference is part of the contents of a
product fragment, and is not represented graphically.

To specialise ontology concepts, and construct implicit synonyms, the IS_A

keyword is to be used.
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Definition 5.14

The set COr, the contents of a product fragment r ∈  R+, is defined as
follows.

1. COMPONENT c ∈  COm ⇔ c ∈  R+ ∧  contents+(r, c).

2. COMPONENT c((l1, a1, o1) ..., (ln, an, on)) ∈  COr ⇔ (l1, a1, o1) ..., (ln, an,
on) ∈  Lo × Ao × CNo ∧  contents+(r, c) ∧  ∀ i∈ [1,n] ∃ ai ∈  Ao ∃ li’ ∈  Lo

[involvement+(ai, c, li) ∧  involvement+(ai, oi, li’)].

3. COMPONENT c(ALL) ∈  COr ⇔ contents+(r, c) ∧  ∃ a ∈  Ao ∃ l’∈  Lo

[involvement(ai, c, li) ∧  involvement(ai, o, li’)].

4. RULE f  ∈  COr ⇔ f ∈  MR ∧  constraint+(r, f).

 

Definition 5.15

The set COp, the contents of a process fragment p ∈  P+, is defined as
follows.

1. ACTIVITY c ∈  COp ⇔ c ∈  P+ ∧  contents+(p, c).

2. DECISION c IF q1: ACTIVITY c1 IF q2: ACTIVITY c2 ... IF qn: ACTIVITY cn ∈
COp ⇔ q1, ..., qn ∈  Q ∧  process type(c) = Decision ∧  contents+(p, c) ∧
∀ i ∈  [1,n] [choice+(c, cn) ∧  Option (ci) = qi] ∧  Option(c) = {q1, ..., qn}

3. REPEAT C UNTIL q ∈  COp ⇔ C ⊆  COp ∧  q ∈  Q

4. { C1 | C2 | ... | Cn} ∈  COp ⇔ C1, ..., Cn ∈  COp  ∧   n ∈ →[ ,2  ∧  ∀ i, j ∈
[1,n] ∀ pi ∈  Ci, pj ∈  Cj [i ≠ j → concurrence+(pi, pj)]

Q is the set of all possible conditions, which are represented by texts.

Syntactical convention 5.3

Instead of  the keywords COMPONENT and ACTIVITY, hyphens (-) may be
used. The contents are always placed between brackets. The elements of
the contents are separated by semicolons.

 Example 5.8

The Requirements Specification Report delivered in the IDE project case is
not only characterised by its (non-)structural intrinsic and variable
properties (see example 5.6), but also by its components, that is to say, the



Requirements Specification Summary, Object Model(s), Dynamic
Model(s), Functional Model(s), and Description of the prototype:

PRODUCT Requirements Specification Report:
  LAYER Stage;
  GOAL {(Discover, current, Organisational Requirements), (Discover, current, Product

Requirements), (Determine, current, Functions Specification), (Determine,
current, Behaviour Specification), (Determine, current, Data Specification),
(Specify, logical, Functions Specification), (Specify, logical, Behaviour
Specification), (Specify, logical, Data Specification), (Determine, User interface
Specification), (Specify, global, Prototype)};

  REQUIRED BY {Package Selection, Logical System Specification};
  CREATED BY Requirements Specification;
  PRODUCER ACTOR;
  CREATION_DATE DATE.
  (
    - Requirements Specification Summary;
    - Object Model;
    - Dynamic Model;
    - Functional Model;
    - Prototype Description
   ).

One of the components of Functional Model is Data Flow Diagram:

PRODUCT Data flow diagram:
  LAYER Diagram;
  PART OF Functional Model;
  CREATED BY Create DFD’s;
  (

- Process;
   - Data Store;
   - External Agent;

- Flow
  ).

And of one of the components of Data Flow Diagram is Flow:

PRODUCT Flow:
  LAYER Concept;
  PART OF Data flow diagram;
  ASSOCIATED WITH {(Output flow, flows_from), (Input flow, flows_to)};
   (

 RULE r1:
 forall F1 in Flow  forall A1,A2 in Process[ flows_from(F1,A1) and flows_to(F1, A2)
implies not(A1  = A2) ];

 # flows do not have the same process as source and destination #
   ).

The following alternative definition of Data Flow Diagram shows the usage
of the ontology anchoring mechanism:

PRODUCT Data Flow Diagram:
  LAYER Diagram;



  (
    - Activity ((has, Resource, Data Flow), (has, Product, Data Flow));
    - Data Store ((has, Input, Data Flow), (has, Output, Data Flow));
    - External Entity ((has, Message, Data Flow), (has, ExternalOutput, Data Flow));
    - Data Flow ((is,Resource, Activity), (is, Product, Activity), (is, Input, Data Set), (is,

Output, Data Set), (is, Message, External Entity), (is, ExternalOutput, External Entity))
  ).

PRODUCT Data Store:
  IS_A Data Set.

The last definition is equivalent to:

PRODUCT Data Store:
  ROOT {Data Set}.

In this product fragment, Process, Data Set, External Entity, and Flow all
belong to the ontology, in this case the MDM. Since each MDM concept
is involved in a number of associations (see definition 4.5), the
associations and related product roles required for Data Flow Diagram
have to be specified. Data Store is used as a synonym for Data Set.

Example 5.9

The process fragment Validate requirements requires several product
fragment instances in order to get executed. It consists of the following
activities. After a JAD session has been facilitated, a workflow model,
process model and data model are created for the required situation. These
three models are created concurrently. After that, the non-functional
requirements are described in a list, a cost/benefit analysis is performed,
and the requirements are classified. The process fragment concludes with
an activity to create the requirements analysis report, which is, besides an
updated project plan, also its deliverable.

PROCESS Validate requirements:
  REQUIRED {Project plan, Change analysis report, Functional requirements list,

Required workflow model, Required process model, Required data model, Non-
functional requirements list, Cost/benefit analysis report, Requirements
classification};

  (
    - Facilitate JAD session;
    - {Create required workflow model | Create required process model | Create re

quired data model};
    - Create non-functional requirements list;
    - Perform cost/benefit analysis;
    - Classify requirements;
    - Create requirements analysis report
  );
  DELIVERABLES {Requirements analysis report, Project plan’}.



The following part of a process fragment contents describes an iteration.
Disapproved data models are retrieved and checked until all data models
have been checked.

REPEAT
  - Retrieve disapproved data model;
  - Check disapproved data model
UNTIL All data models checked

The following decisions concerns the availability of a data model. If a
data model is available, then it will be checked. Else, a new data model is
created.

DECISION Data model available?
  IF yes: - Check data model
  IF no:  - Create data model.

Faci l i tate JAD
session

Create required
workf low model

Create required
process model

Create required
data model

Create non-
funct ional

requirements
list

Perform cost /
benefi t  analysis

Retr ieve
unapproved
data model

Check
unapproved
data model

All  data models checked?no

Data model avai lable?

Check data
model

Create data
model

yes no

Fig. 25.Examples of concurrent process fragments, a repeat-loop, and a decision

Graphical convention 5.4

Parallelism is graphically represented by process fragment representations
ordered in a tree. Decisions are represented by a circle. The alternatives of



a decision are represented by arrows. Repeat loops are represented
indirectly, by means of decisions. Note that Fig. 25, for the sake of clarity,
properties have been left out.

5.3.4 Deriving technical method fragments and views

To define a technical method fragment associated to a conceptual method
fragment, the IS_A keyword is to be used. Usually, deriving a technical method
fragment from a conceptual method fragment involves adding properties, in
particular representational properties. For technical product fragments which are
graphically represented, MEL provides a definition construct for the SYMBOL
property type.

Definition 5.16

A SYMBOL property type definition is defined as follows:

SYMBOL l : s, with

• l ∈  TEXT, and

• s ∈  SYMBOL_TYPE

Example 5.10

In this example, the DFD dialect of SSADM is used. The created by
property provides a link with the CASE tool process manager, in this case
to a technical process fragment of MetaEdit+ called Data-modelling-tool.

TECHNICAL PRODUCT SSADM_Process:
 IS_A Process;
 SOURCE SSADMv4;
 CREATED BY Data-modelling-tool_Create_entity_type;
 SYMBOL Rectangle.

SYMBOL Rectangle:
  DRAW ((0,0),(20,0),(20,10),(0,10),(0,0));
  SCALE 1.0;
  LABEL ((10,5),centre);
  SHADOW 1;
  CONNECTION AT ((10,0),(20,5),(10,10),(0,5)).

The definition of external method fragments (see [Harmsen 94b]), often called
actor’s views, usually involves hiding properties and/or components of



conceptual or technical method fragments. For this purpose, the HIDE keyword is
introduced, which has three variants:

• HIDE PROPERTY, to hide non-structural intrinsic properties of a method
fragment.

• HIDE PRODUCT, to hide product components of a product fragment’s contents.

• HIDE PROCESS, to hide process components of a process fragment’s contents.

Hiding components also involves the hiding of (optionally) required and
produced product fragments of the specified process fragment that are only
associated with the hidden components.

Definition 5.17

An external method fragment is a derivation of a conceptual or technical
method fragment for a specific actor, without properties or components
irrelevant for that actor.

Definition 5.18

The set HPm, the hidden properties and components of a method fragment
m, is defined as follows

HIDE PROPERTY p ∈  HPm ⇔
∀  v ∈  type(p) [¬characterisation+(m, p, v)]

HIDE PRODUCT r ∈  HPm⇔ r ∈  R+ ∧  ¬contents+(m, r)

HIDE PROCESS p ∈  HPm⇔ p ∈  P+ ∧  ¬contents+(m, p) ∧
∀ c ∈  P+ ∀ r ∈  R+ ∀ l ∈  L+[c ≠ p ∧  contents+(m, c) ∧
(prerequisite+(p, r) ∧  ¬prerequisite+(c, r) → ¬prerequisite(m, r)) ∧
(optional_prerequisite+(p, r) ∧  ¬optional_prerequisite+(c, r) → ¬
optional_prerequisite(m, r)) ∧
(manipulation+(p, r, l) ∧  ¬manipulation+(c, r, l) → ¬
manipulation(m, r, l))]

The specification of an external method fragment contains a combination of the
IS_A and HIDE keywords. The header contains the actor associated with the view.
In addition to that, the FOR property may specify the actor.



Definition 5.19

An external method fragment specification is a term t defined as follows.

t = p m(a): IS_A m; HPm, with

• p = {EXTERNAL PRODUCT, EXTERNAL PROCESS}

• m ∈  M+ ∧  a ∈  A → m(a) ∈  M

Example 5.11

The external product fragment Project plan (Information Analyst) is a view of
the Information Analyst on the Project Plan. The Information Analyst is
not interested in the person responsible for the Project Plan, nor are the
components Management Summary and Detailed Financial Information of
relevance for him.

EXTERNAL PRODUCT Project plan (Information Analyst):
 IS_A Project plan;
 HIDE PROPERTY RESPONSIBLE;
 HIDE PRODUCT {Management Summary, Detailed Financial Information};
 FOR Analyst.

5.3.5 Assessment of MEL as a method representation language

We have submitted MEL to the same criteria as we have done with the eight
languages compared in section 5.2. First we give a short characterisation of
MEL in Fig. 26.

MEL provides a lot of methodology-specific concepts and properties. This large
number makes the language hard to learn. The language equally supports
representation of product descriptions and processes, but provides no explicit
relationship between development and project management, although the
property type focus facilitates to distinguish between them. MEL strongly
supports the conceptual structure of a method; the technical structure is less
well supported. Tool fragments, for instance, cannot be specified. Formal rules
are explicitly modelled using the RULE construct, whereas actors are provided
through several property types (including FOR, EXECUTOR, RESPONSIBILITY).
No distinction can be made between types and instances. Parallel processes can
be specified, non-determinism not. Design rationale can be captured through the
property type experience record. Modularisation is reflected in the “fragment”
philosophy of the language. Views are defined with “external” method
fragments. MEL is unambiguously, formally defined.



basis predicate calculus, set theory

scope Method Engineering

paradigm product-oriented

explicitness explicit

focus method products and processes

relative size large

Fig. 26.Characterisation of MEL

suitability many methodology-specific concepts, relatively hard to
learn

processes & products both

development & proj. mgmt. both, distinction possible, no relationship

conceptual & technical mainly conceptual

formal  rules yes

actors as pre-defined property types

type/instance no

non-determinism no

parallelism yes

design rationale as property type

modularisation yes

views yes

unambiguity unambiguous, formal definition

Fig. 27.MEL versus the method modelling language requirements



5.4 Operations of the Method Engineering Language

5.4.1 Method fragment operations for Situational Method Engineering

In contrast to the Method Engineering languages presented in section 5.2, MEL
provides operations to support the configuration process. Operations required
for Situational Method Engineering have been determined in two ways. First, by
analysing the configuration process such as presented in chapter two and
deriving the required operations for methods administration, method fragments
selection and method assembly. Second, by determining primitive operations in
terms of operators of the underlying formalism of MEL, which is a combination
of set theory and predicate calculus. The first approach is problem-oriented, the
second approach is solution-oriented. Both approaches will be considered in
this section.

Problem-oriented approach for determining MEL operations

Methods administration is the definition and modification, and subsequent
storage or update in the Method Base, of method fragments (including
associations). Moreover, method fragments are removed from the Method Base
if they are no longer required or out-dated. Methods administration operations
should therefore support the following functions:

1. Definition of a new method fragment, for instance the specification of a
Package Selection process fragment.

2. Modification of a method fragment in the Method Base, for instance the
addition of a concept Control Flow to a Data Flow Diagram product fragment.
Modification is a combination of retrieval and definition.

3. Insertion of a method fragment into the Method Base, for instance the
storage of the Package Selection process fragment.

4. Removal of a method fragment, for instance the removal of an outdated
process fragment concerning PL/1 programming.

5. Update of a method fragment, for instance the update of Data Flow Diagram
after modification. Update is a combination of removal and insertion.

Note that functions 1 and 2 address the modification of method fragments,
while functions 3,4 and 5 change or update the contents of the Method Base.

Selection of method fragments is the retrieval of one or more method fragments
meeting a specific condition. Such a condition is expressed in terms of the
structural and non-structural properties of a method fragment. The set of



selected method fragments is in fact a disconnected situational method. If an
element of this set is not required, because it does not fit into the situational
method, it should be possible to remove this element from the set.
Consequently, method fragments selection operations support the following
functions:

6. Retrieval of one or more method fragments fulfilling a specific condition.
For instance, the retrieval of a method fragment supporting the package
selection process.

7. Insertion of a retrieved method fragment into the set of selected method
fragments. For instance, the – retrieved – method fragments Evaluate Vendor
Proposals and Perform SWOT Analysis are inserted into the set of selected
method fragments.

8. Removal of a method fragment fulfilling a specific condition from the set of
selected method fragments. For instance, the method fragment Perform SWOT
Analysis turns out not to be useful, and is removed from the set of selected
method fragments.

 

 Method assembly requires combining two or more selected method fragments
into a situational method. There are several possible ways to combine method
fragments:

• By extending a method fragment with another method fragment.

• By creating a new method fragment, which is the combination of several
other method fragments.

• By specifying relationships between selected method fragments, without
extending a method fragment or creating a new one. Only relationships
between method fragments addressing the same perspective can be specified,
to avoid combinations with no meaning.

• Implicitly, by combining other method fragments that have relationships in
the Method Base with the implicitly combined method fragments.

 

 Due to differences in structure and properties, there is a difference between
operations for assembly of process fragments and operations for assembling
product fragments. The following functions should be supported by method
assembly operations:

9. Extension of a process fragment with one or more process fragments, or with
one or more properties. If the extension concerns contents components, each
member of the extension is concurrently executed, both with the other
specified components and with the contents members already present in the



extended process fragment. For instance, the process fragment Refine and
document the three models (see example 5.6) is extended with the process
fragments Evaluate the three models and Insert models into repository. Without
further assembly operation, these processes are executed in parallel, both
with each other and with the other two – already existing – components.

10. Extension of a product fragment with one or more product fragments, or
with one or more properties. The extension will be placed in the contents of
the extended product fragment. For instance, the product fragment
Requirements Specification Report (see example 5.8) is extended with the
component (product fragment) List of Requirements, and with the property
MODELLING_ASPECT {Data aspect, Process aspect, Behaviour}.

11. Combination of one or more process fragments into a new process fragment.
This is actually a variant on function 9, but with a new process fragment
created instead of the extension of an existing one. The combination will be
placed in the contents of the new process fragment, and members of the
combination are concurrently executed. For instance, Develop required data
model, Develop specification prototypes and Confirm system objectives are
combined into one process fragment Requirements Specification. Without
further assembly operation, these three process fragments are executed in
parallel.

12. Combination of one or more product fragments into a new product fragment.
This is a variant on function 10. The combination will be the contents of the
new product fragment. For instance, List of Functions, User role / Function
matrix and Data Flow Diagram are combined into a product fragment called
Functional Model.

13. Specification of a precedence relationship between process fragments. For
instance, between Develop required data model and Develop specification
prototypes, and between Develop specification prototypes and Confirm system
objectives, a precedence relationship is created. This function is a
specialisation of function 9, as it concerns the extension of one process
fragment with a PRECEDES property, and another process fragment with a
PRECEDED BY property.

14. Specification of a choice relationship between process fragments. For
instance, in the IDE project, a choice relationship is created between the
decision Packaged selected? and the processes Logical System Specification (for
option no) and Package Installation (for option yes).

15. Specification of an association between product fragments. For instance, an
association Data Store Correspondence is created as a link between Data Flow
Diagram component Data Store and Object Model component Object. This
function is a specialisation of function 10, as it concerns the extension of two
product fragments with an ASSOCIATED WITH property.



Besides assembling method fragments into a situational method, it should also
be possible to disassemble – parts of – a situational method. For this purpose,
functions 9’ through 15’ are defined as inverse of each combination function.

The last (16th) function needed is not strictly assembly or disassembly, but
distinction of two product fragments within one product fragment.

Solution-oriented  approach for determining MEL operations

As indicated in section 5.3, MEL can be defined in terms of three tuples: X+ =
(M+,O+, +), the method universe, X = (M, O, I, J, , type), the Method Base,
and Xs = (Ms, Os, s), the situational method.  The method configuration process
can be described in terms of transitions between M+, M and Ms: first, a method
fragment is defined, making it an element of M. Then, it is inserted in the
Method Base, causing it to be an element of M. After selection, the method
fragment is element of Ms. For practical reasons, no elements are considered.
There is in this case no reason to distinguish between elements and singleton
sets.

Operations should support at least the insertion of a method fragment m in each
of the sets: M+ := M+ ∪  {m}, M := M ∪  {m}, Ms := Ms ∪  {m}, as well as the
deletion of m: M+ := M+ \ {m}, M := M \ {m}, Ms := Ms \ {m}. Similarly,
associations and predicates are added to and removed from the sets A+, A, As,
and +, , s, respectively. I and J are considered not modifiable; the union and
difference operators are therefore not defined for these sets.

It should be possible to retrieve a subset of M. A characterising predicate ϕ is
specified to define subsets: M’ = {m ∈  M | ϕ(m)}.

The operator × (Cartesian product) enables the definition of relations, which is,
due to the role of , not required. The ∩ (intersection) operator can be used to
specify subsets, although an equivalent notation exists:

M’ = {m ∈  M | ϕ(m)} ∩ {m ∈  M | ψ (m)} ⇔ M’ = {m ∈  M | ϕ(m) ∧  ψ (m)}.

The three basic set operators ∪ , \, ∩ constitute a minimum set of MEL
operations for the three tuples, and can be used to check completeness of the
operations.



5.4.2 Methods Administration operations

In general, methods administration should keep the structure and contents of the
Method Base consistent and up-to-date. MEL provides operations for inserting
and removing method fragments. The following methods administration
operations are provided: Insert, to insert a method object, with all its properties,
into the Method Base, and Remove, to remove a method fragment, including its
properties, from the Method Base. Both operations are defined in definition
5.20. In this definition, and in following definitions, pre-conditions are specified
as well, between bold curled brackets.

Definition 5.20

{ (p = PRODUCT → v ∈  R+) ∧  (p = PROCESS → v ∈  P+) ∧  (p = ASSOCIATION
→ v ∈  A+)}

Insert p v ⇔

(p = PRODUCT → (v ∈  R ∧  ( (v) → (v)))) ∧  (p = PROCESS → (v ∈  P ∧  ( (v) 
→ (v)))) ∧  (p = ASSOCIATION → (v ∈  A ∧  ( (v) → (v))))

{ (p = PRODUCT → v ∈  R) ∧  (p = PROCESS → v ∈  P) ∧  (p = ASSOCIATION →
v ∈  A)}

Remove p v ⇔

(p = PRODUCT → (v ∉  R ∧  ( (v) → ¬ (v)))) ∧  (p = PROCESS → ( v ∉  P ∧  ( (v) 
→ ¬ (v)))) ∧  (p = ASSOCIATION → (v ∉  A ∧  ( (v) → ¬ (v))))

 

 Example 5.11

 An association is removed from the Method Base, after which a product is
inserted

 Remove ASSOCIATION Storeflow.
 Insert PRODUCT Requirements Analysis report.

5.4.3 Method fragment selection operations

To select a method object from the Method Base, MEL provides the Select...

Which construct. A query is specified by providing conditions in which
properties and property values appear. The method fragments that meet the



specified conditions are placed in a selected method fragments repository, from
which they can be taken for assembly. After the Select keyword, a specification
of the required perspective of the method object (i.e. PRODUCT, PROCESS or
ASSOCIATION) is given. The Which clause relates both to structural and non-
structural intrinsic properties, the latter being compared with a value.

To remove method fragments from the selected method fragments repository,
the Deselect statement is to be used. After the keyword Deselect, the name of the
method object to be deselected should be indicated.

Definition 5.21

MCm, the set of MEL selection conditions associated with a queried
method fragment m, is inductively defined as follows:

• ℜ 1 m2 ∈  MCm, with ℜ 1 ∈  {CONSISTS OF, IS PART OF, CHOOSES, IS
CHOSEN BY, CREATES, USES, UPDATES, REQUIRES, IS CREATED BY, IS

USED BY, IS UPDATED BY, IS REQUIRED BY, IS ASSOCIATED WITH}, m2 ∈  M
∪  A, and

• m CONSISTS OF m2 ⇔ contents(m, m2)

• m IS PART OF m2 ⇔ contents(m2, m)

• m CHOOSES m2 ⇔ choice(m, m2)

• m IS CHOSEN BY m2 ⇔ choice(m2, m)

• m CREATES m2 ⇔ manipulation(m, m2, production)

• m USES m2 ⇔ manipulation(m, m2, usage)

• m UPDATES m2 ⇔ manipulation(m, m2, update)

• m REQUIRES m2 ⇔ prerequisite(m, m2) ∨
 optional_prerequisite(m, m2)

• m IS CREATED BY m2 ⇔ manipulation(m2, m, production)

• m IS USED BY m2 ⇔ manipulation(m2, m, usage)

• m IS UPDATED BY m2 ⇔ manipulation(m2, m, update)

• m IS REQUIRED BY m2 ⇔ prerequisite(m2, m)

• m IS ASSOCIATED WITH m2 ⇔ associated (m, m2)

• p ℜ 2 v ∈  MCm, with p ∈  I, ℜ 2 ∈  {=, <>, <, >, includes, not_includes, in,
not_in, encloses, not_encloses}, v ∈  type(i), and

• p = v ⇔ v ∈  type(p) ∧  p(m) = v

• p <> v ⇔ v ∈  type(p) ∧  ¬ (p(m) = v)



• p < v ⇔ v ∈  type(p) ∧  p(m) < v

• p > v ⇔ v ∈  type(p) ∧  p(m) > v

• p includes v ⇔ type(p) = TEXT ∧  v ∈  TEXT ∧  ∃ i, j ∈
[1,upb(p)][v = p(m)[i, j]]

• p not_includes v ⇔ type(p) = TEXT ∧  v ∈  TEXT ∧  ∀ i, j ∈
[1,upb(p)][v ≠ p(m)[i, j]]

• p in v ⇔ p(m) ∈  v

• p not_in v ⇔ p(m) ∉  v

• p encloses v ⇔ v ⊆  p(m)

• p not_encloses v ⇔ ¬ ( v ⊆  p(m))

• p subset_of v ⇔ p(m) ⊆  v

• p not_subset_of v ⇔ ¬ ( p(m) ⊆  v)

• not ϕ ∈  MCm, if ϕ ∉  MCm

• (ϕ) and (ψ) ∈  MCm, if (ϕ ∈  MCm ∧  ψ ∈  MCm)

• (ϕ) or (ψ) ∈  MCm, if (ϕ ∈  MCm ∨  ψ ∈  MCm)

In definition 5.21, the existence of a function upb: TEXT → N, yielding the
length in characters of a text, is assumed.

The method fragment selection operations are defined as follows.

Definition 5.22

{ p ∈  {PRODUCT, PROCESS, ASSOCIATION} ∧  ϕ ∈  MCm }

Select p Which ϕ ⇔ {m | m ∈  M ∪  A ∧  ϕ} ⊆  Ms ∪  As.

{ (m ∈  Ms ∪  As) }

Deselect m ⇔  m ∉  Ms ∪  As

Example 5.12

The following query is used to find all models which are either
descriptions of the current situation or not of the responsibility of a project
manager.

Select PRODUCT



Which (LAYER = Model) and
((STATE = Current) or (RESPONSIBLE <> Project manager)).

The following query finds all processes supporting much user
participation and  producing Object Models.

Select PROCESS
Which PRODUCES Object Model and PARTICIPATION_TYPE = Much user
participation

To remove the product fragment State Transition Diagram from the
Selected Method Fragments Repository, the following operation is
performed:

Deselect State transition diagram

5.4.4 Method assembly operations

Method assembly operations are used to perform the actual configuration of a
situational method. This includes construction and destruction of method
fragment constellations, which is the reason why operations to delete method
fragments are treated as well. The following operations are provided.

Join ... Into ..., to include a method fragment or set of method fragments into
another method fragment. The operation creates a contents relationship between
the second argument and each of the first arguments. The operation only
succeeds if no transitive contents relationships exist between the first arguments
or between one of the first arguments and the second  argument, to avoid
circular relationships. The (optionally) prerequisite and manipulation
relationships of the components (i.e. the first arguments) also hold for the
second argument. This operation is, both for process fragments and product
fragments, defined as follows:

Definition 5.23

{ ∀ i, j ∈  [1,n][¬contents* (pi, pj) ∧  ¬contents* (pi, p) ∧  pi ∈  Ps] }

Join {p1, p2 ... pn} Into p ⇔

p ∈  Ps  ∧  ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [contents(p, pi)] ∧
∀ i ∈  [1,n] ∀ c ∈  Ps [contents* pi, c) → contents*(p, c)] ∧



∀ i ∈  [1,n] ∀ c ∈  Ps [choice(pi, c) → choice(p, c)] ∧
∀ i ∈  [1,n] ∀ r ∈  Rs ∀ b ∈  B[manipulation(pi, r, b) → manipulation(p, r,
b)] ∧  ∀ i ∈  [1,n] ∀ r ∈  Rs[prerequisite(pi, r) → prerequisite(p, r)] ∧
∀ i ∈  [1,n] ∀ r ∈  Rs[optional_prerequisite(pi, r) → optional_prerequisite(p,
r)].

{ ∀ i, j ∈  [1,n][¬contents*(ri, rj) ∧  ¬contents*(ri, r) ∧  ri ∈  Rs] }

Join {r1, r2 ... rn} Into r ⇔

r ∈  Rs  ∧  ∀ i ∈  [1,n] [contents(r, ri)] ∧
∀ i ∈  [1,n] ∀ c ∈  Rs [contents* (ri, c) → contents*(r, c)] ∧
∀ i ∈  [1,n] ∀ p ∈  Ps ∀ b ∈  B[manipulation(p, ri, b) → manipulation(p, r,
b)] ∧  ∀ i ∈  [1,n] ∀ p ∈  Ps[prerequisite(p, ri) → prerequisite(p, r)]) ∧
∀ i ∈  [1,n] ∀ p ∈  Ps[optional_prerequisite(p, ri) →
optional_prerequisite(p, r)].

Join ... With ... Through ... Into ..., to assemble two product fragments into a new
product fragment by specifying the association or associations through which
they should be connected. The new method fragment, specified after Into, will
consist of the two method fragments specified after Join and With, respectively.
Again, this operation only succeeds if no transitive contents relationships exist
between the first two arguments or between one of the first two arguments and
the third argument. The (optionally) prerequisite and manipulation relationships
of the first two arguments also hold for the third argument.

Definition 5.24

{ ¬ (contents*(r1, r2) ∨  contents*(r2, r1) ∨  contents*(r1, r3) ∨  contents*(r2,
r2)) ∧  r1 ∈  Rs ∧  r2 ∈  Rs ∧  contents(r1, r11) ∧  contents(r2, r21) }

Join r1 With r2 Through a(r11, l1; r21, l2)  Into r3 ⇔

r3 ∈  Rs ∧  a ∈  As ∧  involvement(a, r11, l1) ∧  involvement(a, r21, l2) ∧
contents(r3, r1) ∧  contents(r3, r2) ∧
∀ r ∈  Rs [contents*(r1, r) ∨  contents*(r2, r)→ contents*(r3, r)] ∧
∀ p ∈  Ps, b ∈  B[manipulation(p, r1, b) ∨  manipulation(p, r2, b) →
manipulation(p, r3, b)] ∧
∀ p ∈  Ps[prerequisite(p, r1) ∨  prerequisite(p, r2)→ prerequisite(p, r3)].



Add ... To, to add one or more properties to a method fragment or association.

Definition 5.25

Add {p1 v1, p2 v2, ... , pn vn} To m ⇔

∀ i ∈  [1,n] [(pi  ∈  I ∧  vi ∈  type(pi) ∧  m ∈  Ms ∪  As → characterisation (m,
pi, vi)) ∨
(pi = RESPONSIBILITY ∧  vi ∈  H ∧  m ∈  Cs → direct_responsibility(vi, m)) ∨
(pi = EXECUTOR ∧  vi ∈  ℘ (H × K) ∧  m ∈  Cs → ∀ (h, k) ∈  vi [execution(h, k,
m)]) ∨
(pi = FOR ∧  vi ∈  ℘ (H × K) ∧  m ∈  Cs → ∀ (h, k) ∈  vi [destination(h, k, m)]) 
∨  (pi = REQUIRED ∧  vi ∈  ℘ R ∧  m ∈  Ps → ∀ r ∈  vi [prerequisite(m, r)]) ∨
(pi = OPTIONAL_REQUIRED ∧  vi ∈  ℘ R ∧  m ∈  Ps → ∀ r ∈  vi
[optional_prerequisite(m, r)]) ∨  (pi = REQUIRED_BY ∧  vi ∈  ℘ P ∧  m ∈  Rs 

→ ∀ p ∈  vi [prerequisite(p, m)]) ∨
(pi = DELIVERABLES ∧  vi ∈  ℘ R ∧  m ∈  Ps → ∀ r ∈  vi [manipulation(m, r,
production)]) ∨
(pi = PRECEDES ∧  ((vi ∈  ℘ P ∧  m ∈  Ps → ∀ p ∈  vi [precedence(m, p)]) ∨
(vi ∈  ℘ R ∧  m ∈  Rs → ∀ r ∈  vi [precedence(m, r)])) ∨
(pi = PRECEDED_BY ∧  ((vi ∈  ℘ P ∧  m ∈  Ps → ∀ p ∈  vi [precedence(p, m)]) 
∨  (vi ∈  ℘ R ∧  m ∈  Rs → ∀ r ∈  vi [precedence(r, m)])) ∨
(pi = PART_OF ∧  ((vi ∈  P ∧  m ∈  Ps → contents(vi, m)]) ∨  (v ∈  R ∧  m ∈  Rs 

→ [contents(vi, m)])) ∨
(pi = CREATED_BY ∧  vi ∈  ℘ P ∧  m ∈  Rs → ∀ p ∈  vi [manipulation(p, m,
production)]) ∨
(pi = UPDATED_BY ∧  vi ∈  ℘ P ∧  m ∈  Rs → ∀ p ∈  vi [manipulation(p, m,
update)]) ∨
(pi = USED_BY ∧  vi ∈  ℘ P ∧  m ∈  Rs → ∀ p ∈  vi [manipulation(p, m,
usage)]) ∨
(pi = ASSOCIATED_WITH ∧  vi ∈  ℘ (A × L) ∧  m ∈  Rs →
∀ (a, l) ∈  vi [involvement(a, m, l)]) ∨
(pi = SUPPORTS ∧  vi ∈  ℘ C ∧  m ∈  Ts → ∀ c ∈  vi [support(m, c)]) ∨
(pi = SUPPORTED_BY ∧  vi ∈  ℘ T ∧  m ∈  Ts → ∀ t ∈  vi [support(t, m)])].

Let ... Precede ..., to create a precedence relationship between two process
fragments, between a process fragment and a set of process fragments, or
between two sets of process fragments. This precedence relationship is “weak”;
only the specified process fragments are connected, not all last process
fragments of the first argument’s decomposition with all first process fragments
of the last argument’s decomposition. The reason to create a weak precedence
relationship is, that the two process fragments involved are likely to have



different decomposition levels, which would increase the chance of erroneous
or meaningless connections. This operation cannot be executed if a contents
relationship exists between the two process fragments, or between the
constituent process fragments of each argument.

Definition 5.26
{ ∀ i, j ∈  [1,m] [pi ∈  Ps ∧  ¬contents*(pi, pj)] ∧  ∀ i, j ∈  [1,n] [qi ∈  Ps ∧

¬contents*(qi, qj)] ∧  ∀ i ∈  [1,m] ∀ j ∈  [1,n][¬ (contents*(pi, pj) ∨
contents*(pj, pi))] }

Let {p1, p2, ..., pm} Precede {q1, q2, ..., qn} ⇔

∀ i ∈  [1,m] ∀ j ∈  [1,n][precedence(pi, pj)].

Let ... Choose ..., to create a choice relationship between two process fragments,
or between a process fragment and a set of process fragments. This operation
cannot be executed if a contents relationship exists between the two process
fragments, or if there exists a choice relationship between one of the second
arguments and the first argument.

Definition 5.27
{ p ∈  Ps ∧∀ i ∈  [1,n][pi ∈  Ps ∧  ¬ (contents*(p, pi) ∨  contents*(pi, p)) ∧  ¬

choice(pi, p)] }

Let p Choose {p1, p2, ..., pn}If {q1, q2, ...,qn} ⇔

∀ i ∈  [1,n] [choice(p, pi) ∧  Option (pi) = qi] ∧  Option(p) = {q1, q2, ...,qn}

Break...Into...And...Between..., to break a product fragment into 2 product
fragments by specifying the two components (product fragments) on each side
of the borderline. The first component belongs to the product fragment
specified after Into, the second component belongs to the product fragment
specified after And. The components are, parenthesised, specified after Between.
The product fragments after Into and And are created if they do not exist yet in
the set of selected product fragments. The association or set of associations
between the two product fragments (the bridge between them) is removed from
the set of selected associations. Note that if another bridge exists, the product
fragment will not be broken, because the two parts are determined by taking
together the components that are transitively associated with each of the
Between arguments. If the bridge should not be removed, because the reason for
the Break was distinguishing two product fragments, then the keyword Split



instead of Break has to be used. Both Split and Break are addressed in definition
5.28

Definition 5.28

{ r ∈  Rs ∧  contents(r, r11) ∧  contents(r, r21) }

Break r Into r1 And r2 Between (r11, r21) ⇔

r ∉  Rs ∧  r1 ∈  Rs ∧  r2 ∈  Rs ∧
∃ a ∈  As ∃ l1,l2 ∈  Ls[¬ (involvement(a, r11, l1) ∨  involvement(a, r21, l2)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs[contents*(r, c) ∧  associated (r11, c) → contents*(r1, c)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs[contents*(r, c) ∧  associated (r21, c) → contents*(r2, c)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs ∀ p ∈  Ps ∀ b ∈  B[contents(r, c) ∧  manipulation(p, c, b) ∧
associated (r11, c) → manipulation(p, r1, b)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs ∀ p ∈  Ps ∀ b ∈  B[contents(r, c) ∧  manipulation(p, c, b) ∧
associated (r21, c) → manipulation(p, r2, b)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs ∀ p ∈  Ps [contents(r, c) ∧  prerequisite(p, r) ∧  associated (r11, c) →
prerequisite(p, r1)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs ∀ p ∈  Ps [contents(r, c) ∧  prerequisite(p, r) ∧  associated (r21, c) →
prerequisite(p, r2)].

{ r ∈  Rs ∧  contents(r, r11) ∧  contents(r, r21) }

Split r Into r1 And r2 Between (r11, r21) ⇔
r1 ∈  Rs ∧  r2 ∈  Rs ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs[contents*(r, c) ∧  associated (r11, c) → contents*(r1, c)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs[contents*(r, c) ∧  associated (r21, c) → contents*(r2, c)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs ∀ p ∈  Ps ∀ b ∈  B[contents(r, c) ∧  manipulation(p, c, b) ∧
associated (r11, c) → manipulation(p, r1, b)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs ∀ p ∈  Ps ∀ b ∈  B[contents(r, c) ∧  manipulation(p, c, b) ∧
associated (r21, c) → manipulation(p, r2, b)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs ∀ p ∈  Ps [contents(r, c) ∧  prerequisite(p, r) ∧  associated (r11, c) →
prerequisite(p, r1)] ∧
∀ c ∈  Rs ∀ p ∈  Ps [contents(r, c) ∧  prerequisite(p, r) ∧  associated (r21, c) →
prerequisite(p, r2)].

Disconnect...And..., the inverse operation of Let...Precede..., resulting in the
removal of precedence and choice relationships between the process fragments
involved.



Definition 5.29
{ p1 ∈  Ps ∧  p2 ∈  Ps ∧  precedence(p1, p2)  }
Disconnect p1 And p2 ⇔ ¬  precedence(p1, p2))

{ p1 ∈  Ps ∧  p2 ∈  Ps ∧  choice(p1, p2) }
Disconnect p1 And p2 ⇔
 ¬choice(p1, p2) ∧  Option (p1) = Option(p1)\(Option(p1) ∩ Option(p2)) ∧
Option(p2) = Option(p2)\(Option(p1) ∩ Option(p2))))

Delete...from..., the inverse operation of both Join...Into..., Join...With...Into..., and
Add...To, to delete a component from a method fragment. The keyword Delete is
followed by the perspective of the method fragment and its name, or by the
property type and its value. Note that references to the component are not
deleted by this operation.

Definition 5.30
{ (p = PRODUCT → c ∈  Rs ∧  m ∈  Rs) ∧  (p = PROCESS → c ∈  Ps ∧  m ∈

Ps) ∧  contents(m, c) }
Delete p c From m ⇔ ¬contents(m, c).

{ p ∈  I ∧  v ∈  type(p) ∧  m ∈  Ms ∪  As ∧  characterisation (m, p, v) }
Delete p v From m ⇔  ¬  characterisation (m, p, v).

Example 5.13

In the example below, the activity Create global data model is joined into
the activity Perform requirements analysis:

 Join Package Selection Into IDE Situational Method.

 This operation only creates a new method fragment if the second
argument does not yet exist in the set of selected method fragments.

The operation Delete removes the new sub-activity from the process
fragment:

Delete PROCESS Package Selection From IDE Situational Method

Similarly, the Data flow diagram and Decomposition diagram are joined
into a Functional model:

 Join {Data Flow Diagram, Decomposition Diagram} Into Functional Model.



This operation only creates a new method fragment if the third argument
does not exist in the set of selected method fragments, and creates
contents relationships between the third argument, and the first and
second argument. The Join operation takes into account the existing
precedence relationships, in case of process fragments, and the existing
associated-with relationships, in case of product fragments. If a consists-
of relationship exists between the first two arguments, or between one of
the first two arguments and the third argument, the operation has no
meaning, and can therefore not be executed.

The definition of a new association, or set of new associations, is
specified after Through. The following example shows the usage of this
operation. Assume that the following operation is performed:
 Join Object Model With State Transition Diagram Through Objectstate(Object,

is described by; State transition diagram, describes) Into Object-dynamics
model.

 This results in the creation of a new product fragment (if it did not exist in
the set of selected method fragments), and in the coupling of the two
product fragments by means of the following association:

 
 ASSOCIATION Objectstate:

   ASSOCIATES(Object, State Transition Diagram).

If a consists-of relationship exists between the first two arguments, or
between one of the first two arguments and the fourth argument, the
operation has no meaning, and can therefore not be executed.

To break the Object-dynamics Diagram into its original components, the
following operation is used:

Break Object-dynamics diagram Into Object Model And State Transition Diagram
Between (Object diagram, State transition diagram).

If the purpose of the operation is to merely distinguish separate
components, a Split is performed:

Split Object-dynamics diagram Into Object Model And State Transition Diagram
Between (Object diagram, State transition diagram).

The following operation lets the activity Analyse requirements precede
Perform feasibility study:
 Let Create global data model Precede Create global process model.

Whereas the Disconnect operation cancels this precedence:
 Disconnect Analyse requirements And Perform feasibility study.



5.4.5 Comparing MEL operations with requirements and possible solutions

In this section, the operations such as defined in the previous three sections are
compared with the functional requirements and possible solutions expressed in
section 5.4.1.

Fig. 28 shows how the Methods Administration functions are supported by
MEL, as well as the set-theoretical basis of each operation.

Function MEL support Basis

1 Specification component (5.3) <X+, ∪ >

2 Remove, specification component <X, \>, <X+, ∪ >

3 Insert <X, ∪ >

4 Remove <X, \>

5 Remove, Insert <X, \, ∪ >

Fig. 28.MEL support of Methods Administration functions

Function 1, the definition of a new method fragment, is implemented by the
specification component of MEL, which is presented in section 5.3.
Specification is extending elements of X+. Function 2, modification, is a
combination of the Remove operation and a change in the specification.
Removal is reducing elements of X, while specification is extending elements of
X+. The actual specification in MEL is not stored in the Method Base, but as a
text file. The removal of a method fragment has no consequences for  this file.
Storage, removal, and retrieval of text files are not supported by a MEL
operation. Function 3, insertion, is supported by the Insert operation, which
extends elements of X. Function 4, removal, is supported by the Remove

operation, reducing elements of X.  Function 5, update, is the subsequent
application to the same Method Base object of Remove and Insert. It is a
combination of extension and reduction of elements of X.

Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 show how method fragments selection and assembly
functions, respectively, are supported by MEL, as well as the set-theoretical
basis of each operation.

Functions 6 and 7, retrieval of a method fragment and subsequent insertion in
the set of selected method fragments, are combined into the Select operation.
Retrieval is performed by selecting a subset that meets a certain condition
expressed in a logical formula. After that, elements of Xs are extended. Function



8, removal from the set of selected method fragments, is supported by Deselect.
Obviously, elements of Xs are reduced by this operation.

Function MEL support Basis

6 Select <X, ϕ>, where ϕ a
logical formula

7 Select <Xs, ∪ >

8 Deselect <Xs, \>

Fig. 29.MEL support of Method Fragments Selection functions

Functions 9 and 10 are supported by the Join operation, which extends s with
contents predicates or characterisation predicates. Functions 11 and 12 are
supported by Join as well, because this operation does not distinguish between
the creation of a new method fragment or not. In the first case, the set Ps or Rs is
extended in addition to an extension of s. Function 13 is implemented by the
Let..Precede operation, extending s with one or more precedence predicates.
Similarly, function 14 is implemented by the Let...Choose operation, which
extends s with one or more choice predicates. Function 15 is supported by the
Join...Through operation, extending both s and the set of selected associations.

Function MEL support Basis

9,10, 15,17 Join < s, ∪ >

9,10, 11,12 Add < s, ∪ >, <Cs, ∪ >

13 Let...Precede < s, ∪ >

14 Let...Choose < s, ∪ >

15 Join...Through < s, ∪ >, <As, ∪ >

9’, 10’, 11’, 12’ Delete < s, \>

13’, 14’ Disconnect < s, \>

15’ Break < s, ∪ >, <As, \>, <Rs, ∪ , \>

16 Split < s, ∪ >, <As, \>, <Rs, ∪ >

Fig. 30.MEL support of Method Assembly functions



Functions 9’, 10’, 11’, and 12’are all implemented by the Delete operation,
causing s to be reduced. The latter is also the case for the MEL implementation
of functions 13’ and 14’, the Disconnect operation. Function 15’ is supported by
the Break operation. This operation reduces As, extends s, and both reduces and
extends Rs, because the broken product fragment is removed and two new
product fragments are added. The Split operation, being the implementation of
function 16, differs from Break in that it does not reduce Rs, because the split
product fragment is not removed.

The description of the basis of each operation shows, that MEL is built upon the
following primitives: set, predicate, and the operators ∪  and \. These primitives
are used to define the operational semantics of the language, which can be
found in [Harmsen 95d].

5.5 Concluding remarks on MEL and Method Engineering languages

A general conclusion of section 5.2 is, that there is no ultimate Method
Engineering language. Choice of the language depends on the desired purpose
and goals one wants to reach. Also in this respect, Method Engineering
languages and their usage are very similar to IS modelling techniques. PSM and
LISA-D/Hydra are very rich regarding the high-granularity product side of a
method, but are less suitable for lower-granularity method fragments. The Potts
and Ways of Working techniques are both to be used if complex design
problems need to be modelled. Ways of Working can be used as an all-round
meta-modelling language, but the language of Potts is too narrow-focused for
that. Object-Z provides compact, elegant specifications underpinned by the
object-oriented paradigm. If only the process aspects of a method need to be
represented, Object-Z is less suitable. GOPRR is not so hard to learn, but
addresses only the product aspect. This language is best suited for modelling
and representing modelling techniques and their interrelationships. HFSP is
particularly suited for modelling processes, the product representation support
by record types is quite rudimentary. HFSP is at its best if processes need to be
simulated, for instance to calculate various alternative project plans. This is also
one of the strong points of FUNSOFT.

In the third and fourth section, MEL is presented. Acknowledging that MEL is
also not the “ultimate” language for representing and manipulating method
fragments, it can be selected if circumstances require to do so. MEL is
particularly suited for the combination of representing – conceptual – method
product descriptions, processes, and their relationships, and manipulating them.
This is, what we require in Situational Method Engineering. MEL tries to
combine the product and process aspects and uses methodology-specific terms,



particularly in its pre-defined properties. MEL employs both a textual and a
graphical notation, the latter primarily for presentation purposes. Because MEL
was designed by looking at advantages of other Method Engineering languages,
it is probably the best all-round language around. However, the huge number of
concepts and properties make the language hard to learn, which counteracts the
advantage of being methodology-specific for a part.

MEL is less suitable in situations where enactment or execution should be
possible. For instance, simulation of the IS engineering process, a very
interesting instrument for the selection of method fragments, is not possible
with MEL, also because MEL only provides deterministic constructs. Only
using the detour of process engine generation based on a situational method
specified with MEL, it is possible to enact a set of process managers. In general,
MEL is still weak regarding the representation of the technical side of a method.
Tool fragments cannot be specified, and process manager fragments only in
their conceptual form.

The conclusion that there is no ultimate Method Engineering language could
lead to a situation in which Method Engineering languages are composed of
fragments originating from several Method Engineering languages, to obtain a
purpose-fit language. In [Harmsen 96], we have called this: Method
Engineering of Method Engineering languages.



6 Method Assembly

The selection of suitable method fragments and the subsequent configuration of
these fragments into a consistent situational method for an IS project is a very
complicated process. Several issues play a role:

1. Identification of the situation. How should a project’s situation be assessed?
Which factors play a role? What are the dependencies between these factors,
and which factors deserve priority? In chapter two, we have already
discussed some approaches towards characterisation of the situation, which
is closely related to this issue.

2. Identification of the threats and opportunities of a project. Complicated by,
for instance, the existence of hidden agenda’s, the exact purpose of a project
should be identified before the project actually starts. Risk analysis
approaches address this issue, but often without taking into account the
project environment and its complex structure. Which relationships exist
between threats and opportunities and the general situation of a project?

3. Identification of the required characteristics of a situational method. How
can, at the start of a project, the characteristics of the situational method be
derived? Which aspects are critical, which deserve attention, and which are
less important? Obviously, the situation and the threats and opportunities of a
project play a role in this identification, but which, and how can they be used
to identify the applicable characteristics?

4. Translation of the required characteristics to method fragments. Once the
characteristics have been identified, suitable method fragments that match
the characteristics have to be found. How should method fragments be
characterised to facilitate this? In chapter three, a large number of property
types have been introduced. How are these to be used?

5. Assembly of the selected method fragments into a situational method.
Obviously, not every combination of suitable method fragments is consistent.
Method fragments have to be placed in a certain order. They need other
method fragments, which perhaps were forgotten to be included. A
situational method has to do its job as efficient as possible, so obsolete
method fragments have to be avoided. Which quality criteria, besides the
suitability requirement, should a situational method meet? Which rules are
needed to produce a situational method that meets these criteria?

These issues address three aspects of a situational method: the situation-
dependent aspect (issue 1, 2,3), the situation-independent aspect (issue 5), and
the transformation between these two (issue 4). In this chapter we address the



issues by providing an approach for method fragments selection and assembly,
in short method assembly. This approach, summarised as the Situation-
Scenario-Success (S3) model, contains heuristics to identify the situation-
dependent aspect as well as formalised guidelines to cater for the situation-
independent aspect. We show that the property types defined in chapter three
can be used to perform the transformation.

The S3 model is a system of relationships between situation factors (describing
the situation before or during a project), performance indicators (describing the
success to be achieved with a project), and scenario aspect (describing required
characteristics of the situational method). Section 6.1 addresses this model,
which serves as a starting point for the method assembly procedure. Section 6.2
presents the overall procedure, including a running example taken from the IDE
project case. Section 6.3 describes the selection heuristics, which assist in
defining general method characteristics. The situation-independent method
assembly rules, related to internal consistency and completeness of a situational
method, are presented in section 6.4. The chapter is concluded with some
additional remarks in section 6.5.

6.1 Situation, scenario and success

Situation and method have to be tuned to each other by selecting appropriate
method fragments. In traditional approaches to method fragment selection, such
as outlined in [Slooten 93], so-called situation factors or contingencies are
matched with properties of method fragments in the method base. In risk
analysis and management approaches (see, for instance, [Charette 89]), a
number of activities is incorporated into the project plan to reduce anticipated
risk. A combination of these two approaches is, to take the success the project is
aiming at, as well as the situation of the project, into consideration, as was
outlined in [Swede 94]. Software process assessment and improvement
approaches, such as the Capability Maturity Model [Humphrey 89; Paulk 93],
Bootstrap [Kuvaja 94], and SPICE [SPICE 96], generally only give directions
which method fragments should be available in a method (software process),
not how they are internally related. Issues such as inconsistencies between
selected method fragments are not addressed by these approaches. Moreover,
such approaches hardly take into account the situation in which a method is
applied. Euromethod [Euromethod 94] does consider the situation, but does not
give consistency rules either. Euromethod provides some strategies to select
method fragments given a particular situation. Moreover, it contains method
bridging facilities, which are basically thesauruses and dictionaries to overcome
terminology differences between different IS engineering methods.

In the MADIS approach [Essink 86; Punter 96] both problem situation and
available methods are mapped onto a modelling framework (see chapter four) to



support the determination of required method fragments for a situation. To
estimate uncertainty, Lemmen and Punter recognise seven contingency factors:
technology, environment, composition of the object system, decision supporting
data, IT knowledge of the project participants, way of communicating, and
interests of the participants. For each factor, the degree of uncertainty regarding
problem and solution is determined, resulting in a checklist for determining the
IS modelling strategy. The latter is performed by using the “spider web model”,
which is a co-ordinate system in which modelling dimensions (iteration,
validation, design, and knowledge acquisition) are depicted as diagonals.
Problem and solution uncertainty are represented by the x axis, and complexity
(of validation and iteration, and of modelling) by the y axis. An IS modelling
strategy, of which four are distinguished (no explicit validation, adaptation, new
development, object system development), can be graphically derived by placing
points on the various axes. Although the spider web model is an elegant way to
determine – the modelling strategy of – a situational method, MADIS does not
take into account the handling of inconsistencies between chosen modelling
solutions, neither are there any formal guidelines how to select and assemble
method fragments.

In this chapter the combination of the situation of a method and the success to
be achieved with a method is taken as the starting point for method fragment
selection. The relationships between situation factors and performance
indicators describing the expected success determine the aspects required in the
situational method. These aspects together are called the project scenario.

Situation
(Situat ion Factor)

Success
(Per formance

Indicator)

Scenar io
(Scenar io Aspect)

contr ibutes to

contributes to
implies

Fig. 31.The S3 model

Fig. 31 visualises the dependencies between the 3 S’s: success, situation, and
scenario, which together form the S3 model [Harmsen 95a]. The S3 model is
based on the research described in [Lubbers 95], which is partly based on [Hoef
95a].  In the S3 model, a certain aspect of a situation contributes to or implies
negative success with respect to a certain aspect of the project performance.
Scenario aspects contribute to positive success of a project. Therefore, if a



specific situation occurs contributing to or implying negative success, this
should be nullified by incorporating a specific scenario aspect.

We clarify the S3 model with the following example.

Example 3.1

Suppose the situation factor “management commitment” is low.
According to the literature this contributes to negative success with
respect to the performance indicators “organisation management”,
“organisational fit”, and “system acceptance”. This would require the
incorporation into the project scenario of the aspects “organisation
approach”, “custom development”, “high degree of user participation”,
“responsibility for installation with user organisation”, “information
management”, and “phasing”, because all these aspects contribute to the
success of the performance indicators mentioned.

Note that the relationship between situation and scenario is indirect.

In this section we describe the factors that describe project success and project
situation. Scenario aspects are not described, as they are already presented in
section 3.3 as property types of method fragments (see definitions 3.28 through
3.40).

6.1.1 Performance indicators

For each of the following performance indicators, the tables depicted in the
following figures give a definition of success. If one or more of the components
of such a definition is not achieved, then no success (equivalent to negative
success) with respect to the performance indicator concerned is achieved. We
have identified three groups of performance indicators: those related with the IS
engineering process, those related with the products of IS engineering, and
those related with the final result of the project.

Performance indicators have been identified in the following way. Part of the
performance indicators, the product-related indicators, are software
specification quality factors, as found in, for instance [Gilb 88], [ISO 91], and
[SERC 92]. Other, process-related, performance indicators can be found in
literature on software process improvement (for instance [Humphrey 89; Kuvaja
94]) and software costs [Boehm 88b].  Performance indicators related to the
information produced by the information system were also found in the
software product quality literature, as well as in [Swede 94]. After the two



reduction steps, we obtained 23 performance indicators, divided in a number of
sub-factors.

Performance indicator Success if...
Time Project performed within original schedule

Money Original budget not exceeded

Organisation management Task well-defined, relationships and responsibilities clear,
structured communication and decision-taking

Information management Documentation accurate, well-recorded and complete

Quality control Product quality requirements defined, quality system with
audits and inspections available

Customer relationship Attention to contracting and customer advice

Uncertainty management Identification and management of risks

Complexity control Complexity of information systems and its relationships with
the environment within certain limits

Installation in accordance
with specifications

All requirements are met

Fig. 32.Process-related performance indicators

Performance indicator Success if...
Functionality Completeness, correctness, connectability, protectability,

traceability, reusability requirements are met

Reliability Availability, durability, sizeability, recoverability, flexibility
requirements are met

Usability Operability, support, clearness, user-friendliness,
transparency, trainability, surveyability, transaction speed,
equipment level requirements are met

Efficiency Resource allocation, response time, batch transaction speed
requirements are met

Maintainability Parametrisability, controllability, adaptability, testability,
modifiability requirements are met

Portability Portability and installability requirements are met

Fig. 33.Product-related performance indicators



Performance indicator Success if...
Satisfaction of information
need

Correctness, completeness, timeliness, accuracy, verifiability
of information provided by the information system

Business process
improvement

Business process improvement with respect to effectiveness,
efficiency, flexibility, stability, continuity

System acceptance Acceptance of all information system aspects by user
organisation

Organisational fit Installation of information system without eliciting major
changes in organisational structure or culture

Fig. 34.Result-related performance indicators

6.1.2 Situation factors

Situation factors are partitioned into three groups: related to the environment of
the project, related to the project organisation, and  other situation factors. In
literature ([Gilb 88; Olle 91; Slooten 93; Euromethod 94; Offenbeek 94;
Slooten 94; Swede 94]) 160 situation factors were found, many of which were
overlapping or irrelevant. A complete list of these factors, including their
respective sources, can be found in [Hoef 95a]. All factors have to be assigned,
dependencies between factors have to be taken into account, and consensus has
to be found among those who assign the factors. It is clear that the number of
possible combinations had complicated the S3 model in such a way, that
practical application would not be possible. By removing unclear, unimportant,
and unreal situation factors, a substantial reduction was achieved. Unclear
situation factors are factors that are not clearly defined, unimportant factors are
factors that are only mentioned one time while not being acknowledged very
important by the author, and unreal situation factors are factors that are, in our
perception, performance indicators or scenario aspects.

Subsequently, we have grouped the remaining factors by looking at overlapping
factors, sub-factors, and factors having the same influence. Also factors having
a strong correlation with  each other were considered for grouping. Finally, the
situation factors were partitioned into the three groups.

Environment-related situation factors

• Management commitment. This factor depends on the organisational level at
which the project goal is supported, the availability of influential project
sponsors, and the way management is involved in the project.



• Strategic importance. This factor includes the project priority, and the
system’s relationships with strategic business objectives.

• Organisational impact. This factor includes the consequences of the project
goal for the target domain organisation, and the system’s impact on the
persons involved.

• Degree of resistance. Sub-factors of this factor are the interests of the persons
involved, the attitude of the target domain towards the system, and the
flexibility and adaptability of the user organisation.

• Conflict potential. This factor depends on the existing conflicts within the
target domain, as well as the internal discord concerning system
functionality.

• Scarcity of people and resources. This factor includes the available people
and resources within the target domain to conduct the project, the amount of
time, and the budget available for the project.

• Stability of information and business processes. This situation factor refers to
the number of changes the information or the business process have gone
through or are expected to go through.

• Formality of information and business processes, indicating the extent to
which information is subject to strict rules, and the availability and formality
of business process descriptions.

• User knowledge and experience. Sub-factors of this factor are the extent to
which the system is new for the target domain, the level of professionalism
of the end-user, and the capability maturity level of the target domain.

 

 Project organisation-related situation factors

• Capability of project team, indicating the relevant knowledge and experience
of the team members, the knowledge of the problem area, and the experience
with equipment and tools to be used.

• Size of project team, which is determined by the number of team members.

• Dependency of other projects, including the sub-factors: number of interfaces
with other systems, and the number of sub-contractors.

 

 Other situation factors

• Clarity of project goal, including the well-definedness of the project goal,
and the quality of the requirements.

• Stability project goal,



• Quality of specifications,

• System size,

• System complexity, including the complexity of the problem area, and the
complexity of the information and the business processes.

• Degree of innovation, which depends on the degree of innovation of the
system, the degree of innovation of system development, and the use of state-
of-the-art equipment and tools.

 

6.2 The method assembly procedure

In this section a procedure for method assembly based on the S3 model is
described.  Starting with a description of the derivation of the procedure in sub-
section 6.2.1, the procedure itself is presented in the form of a 5 staged process
in sub-section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Derivation of the method assembly procedure

Derivation of the method assembly procedure started by determining the
relationships between success, situation and scenario. To efficiently determine
the relationships between situation factors and performance indicators, and
between scenario aspects and performance indicators, for each type of
relationship in the S3 model a matrix was created. Subsequently, these matrices
were filled:

• Partly, by using data concerning the relationships between risk factors and
method components that can be found in some of the more comprehensive
ISEMs, such as Navigator and Method/1.

• Partly, by using data regarding these relationships found in general literature
on IS project planning and method configuration [Haas 90; Hal 93; Bennatan
92; Lindstrom 93; Euromethod 94; Swede 94; Avison 95; Jenny 95; Purba
95].

The relationships were structured and classified in brainstorm sessions. About
550 relationships were identified, which is, again, too many for practical use by
a project manager or method engineer. Therefore, we have clustered groups of
related performance indicators and situation factors. Clustering was performed
by a CASE tool. The clustered matrices can be found in the following figures. If
a matrix cell in Fig. 35 and Fig. 36 is filled with a number, the associated
situation factor contributes negatively to the associated performance indicator.



In the following two figures, a filled matrix cell indicates that the associated
situation factor implies additional attention to the associated performance
indicator. The H’s and L’s are abbreviations for “High” and “Low”, respectively.
For instance, a high degree of resistance contributes negatively to performance
indicators such as functionality, correctness of information, etc., whereas low
quality of specifications implies additional attention to the verifiability of
information, the correctness of information, etc.
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verifiability information 1 1 1 1 1 1
installation acc. specs 2 2 2 6 7 18
business process impr. 2 2 2 2
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organisation management 3 5 5 5 5 10 8
system acceptance 3 5 5 5 5 5
usability 3 6
portability 6 8
efficiency 6 8
reliability 6 8
maintainability 6
information management 6
quality control 6
customer relationship 7

Fig. 35.Clustered matrix of the Situation Factor contributes to Performance Indicator relationship



Note that negative success is strongly related to risk. Non-discriminating
performance indicators and situation factors have been removed in these
clustered matrices.  The numbers in these matrices refer to the numbers
associated with selection guidelines (see [Lubbers 95]). The 20 clusters we thus
found were mapped onto the scenario aspects, using the relationships between
scenario aspects and performance indicators. The relationships between clusters
and scenario aspects resulted in a number of selection heuristics, of which some
examples are presented in section 6.3.
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verifiability information 1 1 1
correctness information 1 1 1
timeliness information 1 1 1
accuracy information 1 1 1
completeness information 1 1 1
functionality 1 1 1 10 10 1
quality control 9 9 9 10 10 10 9
organisational fit 4 10 10 10 5 16
organisation management 11 11 10 10 10 10 12 12 12 12
money 11 11
installation acc. specs 11 11 2
time 11 11 6
business process improvement 19 6
reliability 20 6
customer relationship 13 13 13 13
system acceptance 3 5
usability 3
uncertainty management 14 14 14
information management 15 15 15
maintainability 18
portability 16
complexity control 17

Fig. 36.Clustered matrix of the Situation Factor implies Performance Indicator relationship

Finally, the Method Assembly procedure was determined. The relationships
between performance indicators and scenario aspects were ordered by degree of



differentiation, which resulted in three groups of performance indicators: the
prerequisites (which turned out to be the project goal), the non-differentiating
factors and the differentiating factors. The (large) matrix with the sorted
relationships that enabled this ordering is depicted in Fig. 37 through 39. Note
that group three contains by far the most scenario aspects, which is the reason
why this group is distributed over three figures. The partitioning has determined
the focus of each of the first three steps of the selection procedure: first the
goals are determined, then a preliminary scenario consisting of the non-
differentiating scenario aspects is created, and finally this preliminary scenario
is adapted using the differentiating scenario aspects. This group of scenario
aspects is, together with the performance indicators and situation factors, the
main source for the selection heuristics which assist in adapting the preliminary
scenario.
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Fig. 37.Sorted matrix of the Scenario Aspect contributes to Performance Indicator relationship (A)

The result of these three steps is called a scenario. A scenario contains all
aspects a situational method should cover in order to be suitable for the
situation in which it will be applied. However, the situational method itself is
yet to be made after step three. Therefore, two additional steps were added to
the procedure: selection of suitable method fragments based on the scenario,
and assembly of those fragments into a situational method.
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Fig. 38.Sorted matrix of the Scenario Aspect contributes to Performance Indicator relationship (B)
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Fig. 39.Sorted matrix of the Scenario Aspect contributes to Performance Indicator relationship (C)

6.2.2 Description of the procedure for method fragments selection and assembly

As we have indicated before, the method assembly procedure contains 5 steps:
determination of the project goal, determination of a preliminary scenario,



adaptation of the preliminary scenario, resulting in a project scenario, selection
of the method fragments containing the aspects of the project scenario, and
assembly of those method fragments.

The five steps to be taken are explained in the next sub-sections. Note, that the
procedure does not necessarily yield all suitable method fragments, as each
situation may require additional method fragments, which are too specific to be
covered in a still quite generic selection and assembly procedure. The procedure
only assists in finding required method fragments, but does not guarantee
sufficiency. The S3 model, consisting of only three concepts and three
relationships, is easily enhancable and extendible with additional situation
factors, performance indicators and scenario aspects. The procedure is
illustrated with examples from the IDE project case.

1. Determination of the project goal

The overall goal of a project is a prerequisite influencing both situation factors
and performance indicators [Euromethod 94]. For the sake of simplicity, we
have identified three main project goals. For each of the goals, we indicate its
influence on project success.

• Knowledge acquisition, which does not primarily lead to a working
information system, but to better uncertainty management and complexity
control.

• Adaptation, which should lead to an information system of a higher quality
than the existing -already partly automated- system. This contributes to the
performance indicators functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency,
maintainability, portability, and business process improvement, as well as to
correctness, completeness, timeliness, and verifiability of the produced
information.

• Development, which should lead to a new – partly automated – information
system. This goal is partitioned into:

• Packaged systems selection and adaptation, which contributes to the
performance indicators time and money, reliability, portability, and to
completeness and correctness of information. It is less suitable to
obtain good organisational fit, high system acceptance, and high
maintainability.

• Custom development, which contributes to the performance
indicators installation in accordance with specifications, functionality,
efficiency, usability, and organisational fit. It is less suitable to obtain
success regarding time and money.



Example 6.1

In the IDE project case, the project goal is twofold: Packaged systems
selection and Custom development. At first, packaged systems selection is
performed, but, given the requirements of organisational fit and system
acceptance, this turns out to be a less suitable goal. After the conclusion
that no package exists that completely fulfils the IPCI needs, a choice is
made for custom development. Time and money are less important,
imposing therefore no problems.

2. Determination of the preliminary scenario

The preliminary scenario assumes an “ideal situation”, without situation factor
values negatively affecting project success. The preliminary scenario contains
non-differentiating scenario aspects, i.e. aspects not contributing to any
performance indicator in particular (group 2 of the matrix in Fig. 37), extended
with the “standard”, conventional situation of the other aspects. For most
scenario aspects, an alternative exists, which can be incorporated into the
preliminary scenario. In some cases, dependent on the project goal, a scenario
aspect should not be incorporated. The preliminary scenario contains the
following aspects:

1. Product approach. Alternative: organisation approach.

2. No user participation. Alternative: user participation.

3. Not for knowledge acquisition: One shot installation strategy. Alternative:
evolutionary installation or installation in parts.

4. Phasing.

5. Not for knowledge acquisition: Responsibility with development
organisation. Alternative: responsibility with user organisation.

6. The following management aspects will not be considered: time
management, budget control, information management, quality control,
procurement and contract management. Alternative: incorporation of these
aspects.

7. Methodological support and project member training.

8. Linear development. Alternative: iterative development.

9. Analysis of new situation. Alternative: analysis of current situation.

10. Analytical way of design. Alternative: experimental, or experimental and
analytical way of design,. If the goal is knowledge acquisition, then
experimental way of design.



11. No re-use at all of existing design or application components. Alternative:
re-use of existing design and/or application components.

12. No validation of the system. Alternative: validation of the system.

Example 6.2

In the IDE project case, the preliminary scenario consists of the “default”
aspects, except that:

• There is a high degree of user participation.

• The installation strategy is evolutionary, because the IDE is installed in
stages.

• The client-supplier relationship is formally defined, and therefore
procurement and contract management is included.

• The development strategy is iterative. There is an extensive use of
prototyping techniques.

• An experimental way of design is conducted, also because prototyping
is used both in the requirements analysis stage and in the design stages.

• The system is validated using prototyping techniques and much user
participation.

3. Adaptation of the preliminary scenario

In this step the characterisation and assessment of expected success is
performed. After having determined the situation factor values and performance
indicators, heuristics are used to transform the preliminary scenario into a
project scenario. A project scenario prescribes the aspects that should be
incorporated into the situational method. Some examples of heuristics are
described in section 6.3. Situation factor values and performance indicators are
determined in the following way: First the factors related to the project
environment are determined. Then the process-related performance indicators
are considered, and the other situation factors are assigned. After that, the
factors related to project organisation, as well as the product- and result-related
performance indicators, are determined.

Example 6.3

In the IDE project, the scenario is adapted in the following way. Because
usability, acceptance, and organisational fit of the IDE are important,
whereas at the same time a high degree of resistance exists, the following



aspects could contribute to project success (see section 6.3, heuristic 3):
organisation approach, high degree of user participation, user
responsibility for installation, information management, quality audits and
inspections, organisation management, analysis of the current situation,
re-use, validation, attention to organisation modelling perspective,
attention to the environment interaction modelling aspect, application of
management tools, application of documentation tools and analysis and
design tools.

Due to other situation factors, such as the high degree of innovation and
situation factors imposed by the IPCI management and ABC, the scenario
aspects analysis of the current situation and re-use are not included.
Moreover, the scenario aspects high degree of user participation, user
responsibility for installation, and validation were already included.
Because a high conflict potential exists, a heuristic inhibiting this
situation factor should be chosen additionally. The following additional
scenario aspects can be included (see section 6.3, heuristic 7): user
responsibility for designing specifications and testing, budget control,
contract management, procurement, attention to information system
modelling perspective, attention to the modelling aspects: data, process,
behaviour, environment interaction, allocation, and goals & requirements,
application of programming environments, generators, analysis and design
tools, and DBMS.

Again, due to other situation factors and redundancy with respect to the
preliminary scenario, budget control, contract management, procurement,
application of generators and DBMS are not considered in the scenario,
resulting in the following scenario:

{Organisation approach, User participation, Evolutionary installation,
Phasing, User responsibility for designing specifications and testing, User
responsibility for installation, Procurement, Contract management,
Information management, Quality audits and inspections, Organisation
management, Methodological support and project member training,
Iterative development, Analysis of current situation, Experimental way of
design, No re-use at all of existing design or application components,
Validation of the system, Attention to information system modelling
perspective and organisation modelling perspective, Attention to the
modelling aspects: data, process, behaviour, environment interaction,
allocation, and goals & requirements, Application of analysis and design
tools, programming environments, management tools, and documentation
tools}



4. Selection of method fragments

The project scenario determines to a large extent the choice of the actual
method fragments from the Method Base, that is, the techniques, tools,
descriptions of deliverables and models, activities, etc., that together form a
situational method. Method fragments are characterised by a number of
properties, many of which relate directly to scenario aspects. Using these
relevant properties, the method fragments supporting the project scenario can be
selected. As was mentioned before, additional method fragments have to be
selected too, because the S3 model cannot cope with all situations. Different
choices among method fragments having the same purpose are possible, which
can be resolved by considering the conceptual fit between method fragments in
step five.

Example 6.4

Suppose ABC uses a Method Base, filled with method fragments from
KADS, SSADMv4, OMT, and Navigator 1.5. Some queries for the
selection of IDE project method fragments are shown below. The first
query selects all processes paying attention to the data aspect and the
information system perspective, at the same time not excluding iterative
development and iterative way of design:

SELECT PROCESS
WHICH (MODELLING_ASPECT = Data aspect and MODELLING_SCOPE =

Information System scope) and not(ITERATION_TYPE <> Iterative or
DEVELOPMENT_TYPE <> Experimental)

The result of this query is quite large, because all four methods have
activities that meet the specified condition. SSADMv4, for instance,
provides Develop required data model, with all its sub-activities. OMT
provides Build object model, with all its sub-activities.

The second query selects all products produced by Build object model:

SELECT PRODUCT
WHICH IS CREATED BY Build object model



Result of this query is: {Candidate Objects and Classes, Data Dictionary,
Attributes, Refined Classes, Modules, Object Model}.

The last query we show selects all products for quality inspections and
audits:

SELECT PRODUCT
WHICH MANAGEMENT_ASPECT encloses {Quality inspections, Audits}

Note that a large number of queries is necessary to select all method
fragments required for the IDE situational method.

5. Assembly of method fragments

After having selected the required method fragments for a given situation and
project goal, the method fragments have to be mutually adjusted, i.e. they have
to be combined in such a way that the resulting situational method does not
contain any defects and inconsistencies. Several types of defects can appear,
relating to the method quality criteria completeness, consistency, efficiency,
soundness, and applicability. To check these defects a number of method
assembly quality assurance rules have been defined, which are presented in
section 6.4.

Example 6.5

Suppose Σ is a subset of the selected method fragments for the IDE
project:

Ms ⊇  Σ = {Develop required data model, Refine Object Model,
Identify objects, Identify object classes, Describe object classes, Put
described object classes in Data Dictionary, Identify associations,
Refine associations, Identify attributes, Create Class Hierarchy,
Group object classes}.

The contents of Develop required data model has not been selected. This
fragment is represented as follows:

PROCESS Develop required data model:

LAYER Model;

SOURCE SSADMv4.

Σ originates partly from OMT, and partly from SSADMv4, and is
therefore not ordered. The following MEL operations order the elements



of Σ into a new process fragment, starting with the specification of its
contents:

Join {Refine Object Model, Identify objects, Identify object classes, Describe object
classes, Put described object classes in Data Dictionary, Identify associations, Refine
associations, Identify attributes, Create Class Hierarchy, Group object classes}

Into Develop required data model

The Join...Into operation is subject to a number of rules derived from
axioms concerning the contents relationship, and contents completeness
and granularity consistency (see section 6.4). For instance, the union of
goals of each of the components (the set specified after Join), is a subset
of the goal of Develop required data model.

Each element of the first argument is considered to be performed
concurrently with all other elements of the first argument. To order the
components, the following operations are executed:

Let Refine Object Model Precede {Identify objects, Identify object classes}

Let {Identify objects, Identify object classes} Precede Describe object classes

Let Describe object classes Precede Put described object classes in Data Dictionary

Let Put described object classes in Data Dictionary Precede Identify associations

Let Identify associations Precede {Refine associations, Identify attributes, Create
Class Hierarchy}

Let {Identify objects, Identify object classes} Precede Group object classes

The Let...Precede operations are subject to rules derived from the
precedence and concurrence axioms, as well as axioms regarding
input/output completeness, precedence consistency, and concurrence
consistency (see section 6.4). For instance, the products required by a
process fragment should be produced before execution of that process
fragment.

Because the process fragment is not an SSADM fragment anymore, this
property has to be removed:

Delete SOURCE SSADMv4 From Create required data model

The procedure described above can be performed without a prior assessment of
situation and success. Not until step three should the values of situation factors
and the expected success be known. The procedure encourages to perform the
selection and characterisation steps (Fig. 7) in an interleaved and iterative way,
which fits the current practice of crafting a project plan.



6.3 Situation-dependent quality of IS engineering methods

This section describes how a set of rules relating performance indicators,
situation factors and scenario aspects can be deduced from the clustered and
sorted matrices presented in sub-section 6.2.1. This set is intended to be used in
step 3 of the method assembly procedure, adaptation of the preliminary
scenario. The rules are formulated as heuristics. They should be interpreted as
checklists, to make sure that no scenario aspects have been forgotten. Heuristics
are represented in tables of the following form:

Heuristic i

Success X

Situation Y

Scenario Z

This should be read: if project success is important with respect to X, and the
situation factors Y are applicable, then the scenario aspects described by Z are
candidates for incorporation into the project scenario.

The basis of each heuristic is a relation X × Y described by a cluster in the
matrices presented in Fig. 35 and Fig. 36. Twenty clusters have been identified
in these matrices, and therefore twenty heuristics can be formulated.  Each
cluster is then mapped onto a set Z of scenario aspect, using the success-
scenario relation described in figures 37 through 39.

For instance, if the situation contains a high degree of resistance, an unstable
project goal, an unclear project goal and low quality specifications and success
should be achieved in the areas installation according to the specifications,
business process improvement, money, and time (cluster 2, see Fig. 35), then,
according to the matrix in figures 37 through 39, the following aspects are
candidates for inclusion into the project scenario: high degree of user
participation, user responsibility for designing specifications, time
management, budget control, quality audits and inspections, procurement and
contract management, reuse, validation, attention to organisation and
information system modelling perspectives, attention to the modelling aspects:
environment interaction, behaviour, process, and goals & requirements,
application of management tools, analysis and design tools, programming
environments and generators. This is, because all these scenario aspects
positively contribute to the performance indicators concerned.

Below, we have listed some heuristics. The other heuristics are easily deducible
from the matrices.



Heuristic 1

Success correctness, completeness, timeliness, accuracy, verifiability of the information,
functionality

Situation high degree of resistance, unstable project goal, unclear project goal, low quality of
specifications, low formality of information and business processes, high strategic
importance, high system complexity, high innovation degree

Scenario high degree of user participation, user responsibility for designing specifications
and testing, quality inspections, validation, attention to information system
modelling perspective, attention to the modelling aspects: data, allocation,
behaviour, process, and goals & requirements, application of analysis and design
tools, application of programming environments, application of a DBMS

Heuristic 3

Success project organisation, information system usability, acceptance and organisational
fit of the information system

Situation high degree of resistance

Scenario organisation approach, high degree of user participation, user responsibility for
installation, information management, quality audits and inspections, organisation
management, analysis of the current situation, re-use, validation, attention to
organisation modelling perspective, attention to the environment interaction
modelling aspect, application of management tools, application of documentation
tools and analysis and design tools

Heuristic 5

Success project organisation, system acceptance, organisational fit

Situation high strategic importance, high system complexity, high conflict potential, low
management commitment, high organisational impact

Scenario organisation approach, high degree of user participation, user responsibility for
designing specifications and testing, information management, quality audits and
inspections, organisation management, analysis of the current situation, re-use,
validation, attention to organisation modelling perspective, attention to
environment interaction modelling aspect, application of management tools,
documentation tools, analysis and design tools



Heuristic 7

Success project organisation, functionality, correctness and completeness of information,
installation in accordance with specifications, minimal cost increase

Situation high conflict potential

Scenario high degree of user participation, user responsibility for designing specifications
and testing, budget control, quality audits and inspections, contract management,
procurement, re-use, validation, attention to information system modelling
perspective, attention to the modelling aspects: data, process, behaviour,
environment interaction, allocation, and goals & requirements, application of
management tools, programming environments, generators, and analysis and
design tools, application of a DBMS

Heuristic 16

Success organisational fit, system portability

Situation low degree of user knowledge and experience

Scenario organisation approach, high degree of user participation, user responsibility for
installation, quality inspections, analysis of the current situation, re-use, validation,
attention to organisation and information system modelling perspectives, attention
to the modelling aspects performance and environment interaction, application of
generators

Heuristic 18

Success installation in accordance with specifications, system maintainability

Situation stability of information and business processes

Scenario information management, quality audits and inspections, contract management,
procurement, validation, attention to information system modelling perspective,
attention to the performance modelling aspect, application of programming
environments, generators, analysis and design tools

As was shown in example 6.3, scenario aspects can be omitted or added
dependent on the specific project in which the S3 model is applied. This use of
the heuristics is confirmed by empirical research into definition of situational
methods [Slooten 95; Klooster 96; Slooten 96] and into the application of the S3

model in particular [Maes 96]. The heuristics can be modified or extended by
using the experience record property type (see definition 3.19).



6.4 Situation-independent quality of IS engineering methods

The effort to achieve situation-independent quality of an ISEM is considerable.
Method fragments can be combined in a lot of ways, many of which are
meaningless. Moreover, method fragments require other method fragments to be
meaningful in a situational method, or require certain skills from the actors
manipulating them. This is illustrated by the following small example. Suppose
a method fragment Create Object Model has been selected. It should be at least
verified that no similar method fragment already exists in the situational
method, that the specification of the Object Model produced by the process
fragment is selected, that actors have the expertise to deal with this process
fragment, and that the products required are produced by preceding selected
process fragments. All these issues relate to the internal or situation-
independent quality [Harmsen 94a; Hoef 95c] of a situational method, i.e. the
quality of a method without taking into consideration the situation in which the
method is applied. We distinguish between the following method internal
quality criteria: completeness, consistency, efficiency, soundness, and
applicability.

To achieve internal quality, the axioms concerning method fragments in the
Method Base, defined in chapter three, can be regarded as assembly guidelines.
Method fragments in the situational method are subject to these axioms as well,
due to the fact that they are a subset of the method fragments in the Method
Base. The completeness requirement, however, stating that the situational
method should contain all the method fragments referred to by other fragments
in the situational method (see definition 6.1), cannot be met in the Method Base.
This is because at the time of insertion of a particular method fragment x, not
necessarily all method fragments to which x refers need to be available. This
should be the case after completion of the situational method assembly process.

Relying solely on the MDM and process classification presented in chapter four
is also not sufficient to guarantee internal quality. Relationships at the Method
Engineering level, such as precedence and prerequisite, are not taken into
account by these anchoring systems, because they reside at the ISEM level of
the Method Engineering hierarchy.

The above considerations have led to conclusion, that internal method quality
can only be achieved by a set of assembly guidelines on the Method
Engineering level. These formalised guidelines are presented in the form of
axioms, which can be considered an extension of the set of axioms, corollaries
and theorems presented in chapter three. The axioms are grouped by the various
quality criteria.



6.4.1 Completeness

Definition 6.1

Completeness is the requirement that the situational method contains all
the method fragments referred to by method fragments in the situational
method. Completeness is partitioned into:

• Input/output completeness, stating that if a process fragment requiring
or manipulating a product fragment is selected, then that product
fragment should be available in the situational method.

• Contents completeness, stating that if a method fragment is selected,
all of its contents have to be available too.

• Process completeness, requiring that all product fragments have to be,
in some way, produced.

• Association completeness, requiring that product fragments on certain
layers are always involved in an association, and that associations
always involve product fragments.

• Support completeness, requiring that technical method fragments used
by method fragments in the situational method are selected as well.

With respect to input/output completeness, the following two assembly axioms
apply: a product fragment manipulated by a certain process fragment should
have been selected (axiom 6.1), and required product fragments should have
been selected (axiom 6.2).

∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ → ∈p P r R b B p r b r Rs smanipulation, , [ ( , , ) ] (6.1)

∀ ∈ ∈ → ∈p P r R p r r Rs sprerequisite, [ ( , ) ] (6.2)

Example 6.6

Suppose the update activity Refine object model has been selected, and the
product fragment Object Model has not. According to axiom 6.1 this should
lead to the selection of the Object Model as well.



Contents completeness requires that a conceptual method fragment at the Model
layer or lower should have components (axiom 6.3). Conceptual method
fragments at the Stage layer or higher are part of another conceptual method
fragment (axiom 6.4). More specifically, a concept is, in the end, always part of
a product fragment at either the Diagram layer or the Model layer (axiom 6.5).

∀ c1∈ Cs∃ c2∈ Cs[layer(c1)∈ {Method,Stage,Model} →
contents(c,c1)]

(6.3)

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∈ →c C c C c
c c

1 2 1

2 1

s s layer( ) {Stage,Model, Diagram,Concept}
contents

[
( , )] (6.4)

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ = → ∧
∈

r R r R r r r
r
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2

s s
*layer( ) Concept contents

layer( Model,Diagram}
[ ( , )

) { ]
(6.5)

Example 6.7

A product fragment Object Model without components and their
relationships is useless, because they provide its primary function:
describing the data aspect of an information system. Axiom 6.3 therefore
requires the inclusion of contents in the Object Model.

There is exactly one process fragment of which all process fragments in the
situational method are part:

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∧ ¬p p P p P p p p p1 3 2 2 1 3 2, ! [ ( , ) , )]s s
*contents contents( (6.6)

This process fragment is the root of the situational method’s process model,
which has the characteristics of a tree. This is formulated by the following
theorem.

Theorem 6.1

Each pair of process fragments in the situational method is
decomposition-equivalent: ∀ ∈p p P p p1 2 1 2, [ ~ ]s η



Proof

Let p1, p2 be from Ps. According to axiom 6.6 there exists a unique p3 ∈
Ps such that contents*(p3, p1) and contents*(p3, p2). Then, according to
theorem 3.2, there exists a tree η of which p3, p2 and p1 are vertices.
According to definition 3.51, p p1 2~η . QED

According to axiom 3.25, decomposition-equivalent process fragments have the
same source. As a situational method can be composed of process fragments
originating from several methods, this axiom does not hold for process
fragments from Ps:

∀ ∈ ¬ → =p p P p p p p1 2 1 2 1 2, [ ( ~ ) ))]s source( source(η (6.7)

Process completeness involves that selected product fragments at the lowest
four granularity layers have to be produced by a selected process fragment:

∀ r∈ Rs∃ p∈ Ps[¬ (layer(r)=Concept→
manipulation(p,r,production)]

(6.8)

Example 6.8

Suppose a product fragment Object Model has been selected, without
selecting the associated production activity. Axiom 6.8 enforces the
selection of that activity.

Axiom 6.8 leads to the following corollary:

Corollary 6.1

Selected product fragments at the Concept layer are part of a product
fragment that is manipulated by a selected process fragment, i.e.

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∈ ∈ = →

∧
c R r R p P b B c

r c p r b
s s s

*

layer( Concept
contents manipulation(

, , [ )
( , ) , , )]

Proof

Let c be from Rs, and suppose layer(c) = Concept.

According to  axiom 6.5 there exists an r ∈  Rs such that



contents layer( Model, Diagram}* ( , ) ) {r c r∧ ∈ . (1)

According to axiom 6.8:

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ ≠ →r R p P r p rs s layer( Concept manipulation production)][ ) ( , , ,
and therefore

∀ r∈ Rs∃ p∈ Ps[layer(r)∈ {Model,Diagram}→
manipulation(p,r,production)] (2)

Combination of (1) and (2) concludes the proof QED

Due to corollary 6.1, all concepts in a situational method are produced, although
not for each concept a separate production manipulation may exist.

Association completeness involves the requirement that, if more than one
diagram layer product fragment has been selected, Diagram and Concept layer
product fragments should be associated with at least one other Diagram or
Concept layer product fragment (axiom 6.9). If an association exists between
two product fragments, there should exist at least one association between their
respective components (axiom 6.10).

∀ r1∈ Rs∃ r2∈ Rs,a∈ As,l1,l2∈ Ls[layer(r1)∈ {Diagram,Concept}∧
layer(r2)∈ {Diagram,Concept}∧ layer(r1)=layer(r2)∧¬ (r1=r2)→
involvement(a,r1,l1)∧ involvement(a,r2,l2)]

(6.9)

∀ r1,r2,r3,r4∈ Rs,l1,l2∈ Ls,a1∈ As∃ l3,l4∈ L,a2∈
As[involvement(a1,r1,l1) ∧  involvement(a1,r2,l2)∧ contents(r1,r3)∧
contents(r2,r4)→
involvement(a2,r3,l3)∧ involvement(a2,r4,l4)]

(6.10)

Axiom 6.9 ensures that there are no “loose”, and therefore meaningless,
diagram descriptions or concepts in a situational method. Axiom 6.10 ensures
that a connection at a lower granularity layer is always backed up by a –
semantically richer – connection of higher granularity.

Example 6.9

In the IDE project, Object Model and Data Flow Diagram are associated
in the way depicted in Fig. 40.
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Fig. 40.Relationship between two product fragments

From axiom 6.10 follows, that between components of the two diagram
layer product fragments should also exist one or more relationships. This
is, as the following figure shows, indeed the case.
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Axiom 6.9 leads to the requirement that, at the Diagram and Concept layer,
product fragments belong to a connected graph, of which the edges are formed
by involvement relationships. This is expressed in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2

All concepts or Diagram layer product fragments in a situational method
are transitively associated with each other:

∀ ∈ ∈ ∧ ∈
∧ = ∧ ¬ = →

r s R r s
r s r s r s

, [
) ) ( ) ( , )]
s layer( ) {Diagram,Concept} layer( ) {Diagram,Concept}

layer( layer( associated

Proof:

Let r, s be two different product fragments from Rs. Suppose layer(r) ∈
{Diagram,Concept} ∧  layer(s)∈ {Diagram,Concept} ∧  layer(r)=layer(s).

Then, according to axiom 6.9, there exist a t ∈  Rs, an a ∈  As and l1, l3 ∈  L
such that:

involvement( involvement(a r l a t l, , ) , , )1 3∧ . Two cases are distinguished:

(1)  t = s. Then involvement( involvement(a r l a s l, , ) , , )1 2∧ , and
consequently, due to the definition of associated: associated(r, s).

(2)  t ≠ s. We prove the theorem by induction. Suppose there exists a path
r1, r2, ..., rn-1, rn (n > 2), such that ri ∈  Rs for all i ∈  [1,n], layer(ri) =
layer(rj) for all i, j ∈  [1,n], r1 = r, r2 = t, rn = s. Suppose for each pair
(ri, ri+1) there exist ai ∈  As, li, lj ∈  L, such that

involvement(ri, ai, li) ∧  involvement(ri+1, ai, lj).

(I)  Due to the assumption involvement( involvement(a r l a t l, , ) , , )1 3∧ :
associated (r1, r2).

(II)  Suppose associated (r1, ri) (2 ≤  i ≤ n-1).

To prove: associated (r1, ri+1).

Proof:

According to the definition of associated: involvement(r1, a1, l1) ∧

involvement(r2, a1, l2) ∧  associated (r2, ri).

Then, due to involvement(ri, ai, li) ∧  involvement(ri+1, ai, lj), also
holds:

associated (r2, ri+1). QED



Support completeness involves the axiom, that each conceptual method
fragment focused on the target domain should be at least supported by either a
corresponding process manager fragment, a tool fragment, or a repository
fragment (axiom 6.11). Note that there can be several types of technical method
fragment supporting one conceptual method fragment. Because a repository
needs to be updated or accessed by some tool, a repository fragment is always
used by a tool fragment (axiom 6.12). Moreover, a tool fragment is always
invoked by a tool fragment or a process manager fragment (axiom 6.13).

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ = →c C t T c c ts s focus( Target domain support([ ) , )] (6.11)

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈y Y e E e ys s usage([ , )] (6.12)

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∪e E t E PM t es s s invocation[ ( , )] (6.13)

Example 6.10

As Object Model instances need to be stored, the Object Model is in the
IDE project supported by a part of the MetaEdit+ repository, enabling the
storage of classes, objects, attributes and their relationships. This is in
accordance with axiom 6.11. Axiom 6.12 enforces that this repository part
be used by one or more tools: tools to insert Object Models, tools to
retrieve Object Models, tools to analyse Object Models, etc.

 

6.4.2 Consistency

Consistency of a situational method is interpreted in a rather narrow sense, to
enable the distinction of various internal method quality sorts. Consistency
therefore solely addresses the requirement, that situational methods do not
contain contradictions. An example of such a contradiction is, that product
fragments are already used before they are produced.

Definition 6.2

Consistency is the requirement that activities, products, tools and people
and their relationships in a situational method do not contain any
contradiction and are thus mutually consistent. Consistency is partitioned
into:



• Precedence consistency, requiring that product fragments and process
fragments are placed in the right order in the situational method.

• Perspective consistency, requiring that the contents of product
fragments is consistent with the contents of process fragments.

• Support consistency, requiring that technical method fragments are
mutually consistent.

• Granularity consistency, which imposes that the granularity layers of
related method fragments are similar, and that their contents are
mutually consistent.

• Concurrence consistency, which requires that parallel activities are
properly synchronised.

The axioms, corollaries and theorems introduced in chapter three also relate to
the consistency criterion.

Precedence consistency requires that a process fragment producing a required
product fragment should precede the process fragment requiring the product
fragment (axiom 6.14). All cycles (process fragments preceding themselves)
must contain at least one decision and one other process fragment (axiom 6.15),
otherwise processes run the risk of becoming infinite.

∀ ∈ ∈ ∃ ∈ →

∧

p P r R p P p r
p r p p

1 2 1

2 1 2

s s s
*

prerequisite(
manipulation( , Production) precedence

, [ , )
, ( , )]

(6.14)

∀ p1∈ Ps∃ p2,p3∈ Ps[precedence*(p1,p1) →
process type(p2)=Decision ∧  precedence*(p1,p2) ∧
precedence*(p2,p1) ∧  ¬ (process type(p3)=Decision) ∧
precedence*(p1,p3) ∧  precedence*(p3,p1)]

(6.15)

Example 6.11

Develop request for proposal requires the Requirements Specification Report.
The latter is produced by Assemble requirements specification, which
precedes Develop request for proposal. This is in accordance with axiom
6.14.

The following MEL specification illustrates axiom 6.15, bearing in mind
that the condition after UNTIL is considered a decision:



PROCESS Identify object classes:
(
  REPEAT
    - Identify objects;
    - Group objects into classes;
    - Check whether all objects identified
 UNTIL All objects identified
).

The three processes in the contents of Identify object classes potentially all
precede themselves, but not directly and with a decision in the cycle.

Corollary 6.3

Updated product fragments should be produced before, i.e.

∀ ∈ ∈ ∃ ∈ →
∧

p P r R p P p r
p r p p

1 2 1

2 1 2

s s s manipulation( Update
manipulation( , Production) precedence

, [ , , )
, ( , )]

Proof

Let p1 be from Ps, r from Rs, and suppose manipulation(p1,r,Update),

Then, according to axiom 3.48,

prerequisites(p1, r).

This implies, according to axiom 6.14,

∃ ∈ ∧p P p r p p2 2 1 2s smanipulation( , Production) precedence[ , ( , )] , and
therefore

∀ ∈ ∈ ∃ ∈ →
∧

p P r R p P p r
p r p p

1 2 1

2 1 2

s s s manipulation( Update
manipulation( , Production) precedence

, [ , , )
, ( , )]

QED

Perspective consistency involves the requirement that the decomposition of a
process should be consistent with the decomposition of the product it
manipulates, i.e. if a process produces a certain product fragment, then its sub-
processes may not manipulate a product that is a parent of the product fragment
(axiom 6.16). If a product fragment is produced by a certain process fragment,
then all of its contents should be produced by the sub-processes of that process
fragment (axiom 6.17). The required product fragments of a process fragment’s
contents are either: also required by that process fragment itself, or part of the
contents of a product fragment the process fragment requires, or produced by
another component (axiom 6.18). Abstraction steps and form conversion steps
should manipulate something (axiom 6.19).
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∀ p1,p2∈ Ps,r1∈ Rs∃ r2∈ Rs[prerequisite(p1,r1) ∧  contents(p2,p1) →
prerequisite(p2,r1) ∨  (prerequisite(p2,r2) ∧  contents(r2,r1)) ∨
(manipulation(p3,r1) ∧  contents(p2,p3))]

(6.18)

∀ p∈ Ps∃ b∈ B,r∈ Rs[process type(p)∈ {Abstraction,
Form conversion}→ manipulation(p,r,b)]

(6.19)

Example 6.12

The product fragment Functional Model, produced by Create Functional
Model, may, according to axiom 6.16, not be part of the product fragment
Data Flow Diagram. This is, because Create data flow diagrams, which
produces Data Flow Diagram, is part of Create Functional Model.

Consider the following process fragment:

PROCESS Create Functional Model:
(
  - Identify inputs;
  - Identify outputs;
  - Define transformations between inputs and outputs;
  - Determine flow of data;
  - Define flows between transformation points
).

Identify outputs, for instance, requires a JAD Session Report, a Global
Prototype Report, and a Product List. The five components together require
the following product fragments: JAD Session Report, Global Prototype
Report, Product List, List of Transformation Points, Input-Output Dependencies.
Of these, Create Functional Model requires Product List. JAD Session Report
and Global Prototype Report are part of Initial Requirements Specification,
required by Create Functional Model. Product List is part of the Global Object
Model, also required by Create Functional Model. List of Inputs, List of Outputs,
List of Transformation Points, and Input-Output Dependencies are produced by



the components, and are therefore not required by Create Functional Model.
This all is in accordance with axiom 6.18.

Support consistency implies that a process manager fragment or tool fragment
never invokes itself unless it also invokes another process manager fragment or
tool fragment, to enable the user to quit the tool or process manager:

∀ t1∈ Es∪ PMs∃ t2∈ E∪ PMs[invocation(t1,t1) → invocation(t1,t2) ∧
¬ (t1=t2)]

(6.20)

If two product fragments are associated, there should be in their respective
contents at least at the Concept layer an association as well (axiom 6.21). If two
non-subsequent process fragments p1 and p3 are part of a specific process
fragment, the process fragment between p1 and p3 should also be part of that
process fragment (axiom 6.22). Decisions are always part of a process fragment
(axiom 6.23).

∀ a1∈ As,r1,r2∈ Rs,l1,l2∈ L∃ c1,c2∈ CNs,a2∈ As,l1’,l2’∈ L
[involvement(a1,r1,l1)∧ involvement(a1,r2,l2)→contents*(r1,c1) ∧
contents*(r2,c2)∧ involvement(a2,c1,l1’)∧ involvement(a2,c2,l2’)]

(6.21)
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∀ p2∈ Ps∃ p1∈ Ps[process type(p2)=Decision → contents(p1,p2)] (6.23)

Example 6.13

According to axiom 6.22, if Develop required data model precedes Develop
behaviour model, which precedes Develop required system processing, and if
Develop required data model and Define required system processing are part of
Requirements Specification, Develop behaviour model is part of Requirements
Specification as well.



Corollary 6.4

There are no decisions on the Method granularity layer, i.e.
∀ ∈ = → ¬ =p P p ps process type( Decision layer( Method)][ ) ( )

Proof

Let p be from Ps, and suppose process type(p) = Decision. Then,
according to axiom 6.22, ∃ ∈p P p p1 1s contents([ , )] , which implies,
according to axiom 3.25, ¬ =(layer( )p Method) QED

Concurrence consistency involves the axiom that concurrent process fragments
are always part of a process fragment. Otherwise, no synchronisation of the
parallel processes can take place.
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s s concurrence(

contents( contents( (6.24)

Corollary 6.5

There are no concurrent process fragments on the Method granularity
layer, i.e.

∀ p1,p2∈ Ps[concurrence(p1,p2)→¬ (layer(p1)=Method∨ layer(p2)=Method)]

Proof

Let p p1 2,  be from Ps and suppose concurrence( p p1 2, ) , then axiom 6.24
implies
∃ ∈ ∧p p P p p p p3 4 3 1 4 2, [ , ) , )]s contents( contents(

Twofold application of axiom 3.25 yields

¬ = ∧ ¬ =(layer( ) (layer( )p p1 2Method) Method) , with DeMorgan’s law

¬ = ∨ =(layer( ) layer( )p p1 2Method Method QED

 

6.4.3 Efficiency

Efficiency is a neglected but very important quality requirement for methods.
An efficient method can save time and money in a project. Often, too many
unnecessary steps and deliverables are included, and, as a consequence, project
members do not know why they are doing what they are doing (see, e.g.,



[Harmsen 94d; Parkinson 96]). Situation-independent efficiency addresses
issues that can be decided on without taking into account the situation, such as:
doing similar things several times and delivering similar products.

Definition 6.3

Efficiency is the requirement that the situational method fulfils its duty at
minimal cost and effort.

A situational method should contain no product fragments with the same
ontology anchoring (axiom 6.25). Unless they are part of the same fragment,
process fragments should have different goals (axiom 6.26). A process fragment
requires exactly that input, that is required by its sub-processes and that is not
produced by one of its other sub-processes (axiom 6.27). Each technical method
fragment supports a conceptual method fragment (axiom 6.28).

∀ ∈ = → =r r R r r r r1 2 1 2 1 2, [ ) ) ]s root( root( (6.25)
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∀ r1,r1…rm∈ Rs∃ p,p1…pn∈ Ps,i∈ [1,n]∃ j∈ [1,m][prerequisite(p,r) ∧
contents(r,ri) → contents(p,pj) ∧  prerequisite(pj,ri) ∧  ¬
(contents(p,pj) ∧  manipulation(pj,ri,production))]

(6.27)

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈t T c C t cs s support[ ( , )] (6.28)

 Example 6.14

 It is not considered efficient to have both Object Model (OMT) and Class
Diagram of Booch’s Object Oriented Analysis and Design method [Booch
91] in the same method, for they address the same ontology concepts and
associations and are therefore similar.

6.4.4 Soundness

Semantic soundness (or meaningfulness) of a  method involves very few
axioms, which are, however, of eminent importance. The soundness axioms



assure that the situational method contains no meaningless constructions, for
instance the coupling of two method fragments that are semantically completely
different. The primary instrument for checking methodological soundness is an
ontology, in our case the Methodology Data Model, which is defined in chapter
four. Note that meaning of a situational method is, just like efficiency, also
partly dependent on the situation.

 Definition 6.4

Soundness is the requirement that the situational method is semantically
correct and meaningful.

If two process fragments succeed each other, after a Let...Precede... operation, the
roots of their products should be related (axiom 6.29). For each association at
the Concept layer of the situational method, there should be a corresponding
association in the ontology between the respective roots of the concepts
involved (axiom 6.30). Process fragments at the Stage and Model layer contain
at least two components (axiom 6.31).

∀ p1,p2∈ Psr1,r2∈ Rs,b1,b2∈ B∃ c1,c2∈ CNO,a∈ AO,l1,l2∈ LO

[precedence(p1,p2)∧ manipulation(p1,r1,b1)∧
manipulation(p2,r2,b2) → c1∈ root(r1)∧ c2∈ root(r2)∧
involvement(a,c1,l1) ∧ involvement(a,c2,l1)]

(6.29)
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Corollary 6.6

If two product fragments are combined, after a Join operation, their roots
should also be related, i.e.



∀ a1∈ As,r1,r2∈ Rs,l1,l2∈ L∃ c1,c2∈ CNO,a2∈ AO,l1’,l2’∈
LO[involvement(a1,r1,l1) ∧  involvement(a1,r2,l2) →
c1∈ root(r1)∧ c2∈ root(r2)∧ involvement(a2,c1,l1’) ∧  involvement(a2,c2,l2’)]

Proof

Let a1 be from As, r1, r2 from Rs, l1, l2 from L.

Suppose involvement(a1, r1, l1) and involvement(a1, r2, l2).

According to axiom 6.21, there exist c1, c2 ∈  CNs, a2 ∈  As, l l1
' , '

2 ∈  L, such
that

contents contents ( , ) involvement involvement* *( , ) ( , , ) ( , , )]' 'r c r c a c l a c l1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2∧ ∧ ∧

Therefore, according to axiom 6.30, there exist c1”,c2” ∈  CNO,l1”,l2”∈ LO,

such that c1’’∈ root(r1) ∧  c2”∈ root(r2) ∧  involvement(a2,c1”,l1”) ∧
involvement(a2,c2”,l2”)] QED

Example 6.15

Consider the joining of DFD and Object Model (see example 6.9). The root
of DFD is:
{Activity, Actor, Data Flow, Data Collection, Product, Resource, Input, Output,
Component, Consumer, Producer, (Data Flow, Product, Activity), (Data Flow, Resource,
Activity}, (Data Flow, Input, Data Set), (Data Flow, Output, Data Set), (Activity,
Component, Activity), (Actor, Consumer, Data Flow), (Actor, Producer, Data Flow)}.

The root of OM is:
{Object class, Object, Property, Abstraction, Description, (Object Class, Abstraction,
Object), (Property, Description, Object Class)}.

These two roots are related through the MDM associations (Object,
Description, Data Set) and (Object, Description, Data Flow), which
correspond with the Data Flow Correspondence and Data Store
Correspondence relationships, respectively, through which the contents of
DFD and OM (see Fig. 41) are connected.

6.4.5 Applicability

Applicability of a situational method relates to the situation-dependent
suitability criterion. However, some situation-independent rules can be
formulated.

Definition 6.5



Applicability is the requirement that actors are able to apply the situational
method.

For each technical method fragment, there should be at least one actor capable
of working with it (axiom 6.32). Supervising actors should perform at least one
project management process (axiom 6.33).

∀ ∈ ∃ ∈t T h H h ts capability[ ( , )] (6.32)
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Example 6.16

The components of the development and project management tools used
in the IDE project (MetaEdit+, the Smalltalk environment, and the project
planning and tracking tool) can all be used by capable project members,
otherwise, it would be useless to select them.

6.5 Concluding remarks on Method Assembly

Returning to the 5 issues presented in the introduction of this chapter, we can
conclude the following.

1. We have presented a host of aggregated situation factors to identify the
circumstances of a project. In these aggregated factors, dependencies have
been taken into account as much as possible. However, in specific situations,
factors can be dependent on each other. Likewise, factors can be prioritised.
Practice shows (see [Witkam 96]) that situation factors sometimes have to be
renamed, or that some components of the aggregated factors have to be
considered, to fit the perception of method engineers. The semantics of the
presented situation factors turns out to be adequate.

2. The threats and opportunities of a project are represented by the performance
indicators, which we interpret as being a measure of success. In the
Situation-Scenario-Success (S3) model, these performance indicators are
related with situation factors, to obtain the required characteristics of a
situational method. A situation factor can contribute to one or more
performance indicators, but can also imply one or more performance
indicators. The S3 model can easily be extended, refined and improved by
keeping track of project histories.



3. The required characteristics of a situational method are called scenario
aspects, and contribute to one or more performance indicators, bearing in
mind the situation. The set of scenario aspects is called the scenario. A large
part of the scenario can be derived at the start of a project by considering the
contributes to-relationship between scenario aspects and performance
indicators, and comparing it with the contributes to- and implies-
relationships between situation factors and performance indicators. In section
6.3, heuristics for this derivation process are given. Some scenario aspects
are, however, invariant, and are therefore always characteristic of the
situational method. Some scenario aspects cannot be derived by heuristics,
because they are too specific for one situation. Further research should also
concentrate on the use of the S3 model during a project, to anticipate on
changing circumstances.

4. The scenario aspects are translated to concrete method fragments by
considering the properties of method fragments in the Method Base. In
particular the properties describing to which extent a method fragment
contributes to a certain scenario aspect are important. By using the required
values of these scenario aspect properties as selection criteria, the method
engineer can retrieve the desired method fragments.

5. The set of selected method fragments is assembled using method assembly
rules, which have been presented in section 6.4 in the form of mathematical
axioms and derived corollaries and theorems. These rules address –
situation-independent – completeness, consistency, efficiency, soundness,
and applicability. The axioms concerning the relationships in the Method
Base, presented in chapter three, can be considered method assembly rules
addressing consistency

The presented rules, both the situation-dependent and the situation-independent
ones, have not yet been properly validated in practice by us, although the
situation-dependent heuristics have been derived from results of empirical
research. The heuristics have been translated into a questionnaire (see [Lubbers
95]), which has been applied in a project concerning accelerated systems
development (see [Maes 96]). This project, however, has not been conducted
under our responsibility, and results of the questionnaire were not significant
enough to draw valid conclusions.

The empirical research described in [Slooten 95; Klooster 96; Slooten 96]
considered the practical configuration of situational methods in general. The
heuristics and situation-independent assembly rules have been taken into
account, and could not be falsified.

In this research, validation of rules seems to be problematic, which is the reason
why we have focused on falsification instead. Since identical projects cannot be



performed several times, comparison between alternative situational methods
seems impossible. Parkinson, however, has shown that sophisticated project
planning and estimating tools are adequate enough to predict about some
aspects of the situational method, notably time and money [Parkinson 96]. This,
in combination with the use of simulation tools employing large project history
data bases, which are currently being built up in some organisations, could
validate our rules in a more satisfactory way, and could provide more rules.





7 Computerised support for Situational Method Engineering

The complexity of Situational Method Engineering requires computerised
support tools. Method fragments need to be quickly and efficiently
manipulatable, which can only be achieved by storing them in a Method Base.
Electronic storage is also required to maintain overview and consistency among
the large set of method fragments. The complexity of method assembly, with its
high number of combinations and rules, is another important reason to provide
computerised support, as is the fact that the resulting situational method should
be supported by all kinds of (CASE-) tools. The specification and
implementation of these tools should be performed (semi-) automatically, for
the sake of speed and reliability.

Support for the Situational Method Engineering process is called Computer
Aided Method Engineering, or CAME [Kumar 92; Harmsen 93; Slooten 93],
provided by a CAME environment.

Definition 7.1

A CAME environment is a collection of CAME tools for 1) specifying
methods to be used in customisable CASE environments, 2) comparing,
analysing, and selecting IS engineering methods, and/or 3) storing the
accumulated knowledge of IS engineering methods and situation factors.

A CAME environment addresses several steps of the Situational Method
Engineering process, whereas a CAME tool only addresses one step. One of the
academic tool CAME tool prototypes is the Method Base tool [Wen-Yin 92;
Saeki 93]. The database associated with this tool contains information about
documents to be produced and activities to be performed. Method Base enables
the software engineer to select a method that fits the project at hand, is able to
guide and navigate the user through the method, and allows for multi-view
representation. The tool does not specifically aim at assembling situational
methods, but offers facilities for method customisation. Hidding et al. have
proposed the Solution Configuration Tool (SCT), from which parts of a
comprehensive method can be retrieved [Hidding 93]. SCT, which has evolved
towards a system called AC Methods, should be regarded as an on-line
knowledge base enabling a methodology department to accumulate experience
about method application. The Method Engineering Tool, offering facilities to
construct diagram editors, textual reports and repositories [Heym 93ab],
supports method specification. It  consists of a so-called Meta Repository,



containing all the necessary specifications and rules to generate a CASE
workbench.

Besides academic prototypes, some commercial CAME environments, often
called process managers, are available, most notably Ernst & Young’s
Navigator and James Martin & Co.’s Architect. Navigator [Ernst & Young 95]
consists of an “Automated Methods Environment”, which enables the project
manager to select descriptions of activities and deliverables according to a
project description, to link company standards with product descriptions, and to
combine all these into a project plan. The project plan can contain links to tools,
such as a word processor or a CASE tool’s diagram editor. Architect
[JamesMartin 94] is similar to Navigator, but provides more facilities to modify
the descriptions of activities and products, thus at the same time imposing more
generic consistency requirements on the environment, such as the assembly
rules discussed in chapter six. Such rules are, however, not available in
Architect. It contains less support for project characterisation. The method
fragments used by the tools are taken from Information Engineering [Martin 90]
derivations/extensions. This is in contrast with SHL/Transform [SHL 96],
which employs fragments from several methods, but provides basically the
same functionality as the other two environments. The verification of the
resulting situational method is a weak point of these three process managers.
Moreover, they lack customisable CASE functionality.

To support the entire process of Situational Method Engineering effectively,
including project performance, we claim that CAME environments should be
used in conjunction with CASE tools, the combination of which is called a
situational CASE environment [Harmsen 95c].

Definition 7.2

A Situational CASE Environment is a set of computerised tools and
databases supporting both the process of Situational Method Engineering
and the process of Information Systems Engineering.

Situational CASE environments provide two main functions: a CAME
component for configuring a situational method and a CASE component
supporting the actual use of that situational method in an IS project. CASE
addresses the ISEM and ISE level of the Method Engineering hierarchy (see
chapter two), while CAME focuses on the Method Engineering  and ISEM
levels. CASE is in this respect considered a design aid technology for
information systems engineering; a CASE environment is a collection of design
aid tools for IS engineering [Marttiin 96]. According to the view we expressed
in chapter one, CASE and the development aspects of ISEM should be
considered synonyms. The Controlled Flexibility paradigm requires that the



CASE component is customisable. Traditional CASE environments, based on a
fixed repository structure, and containing a limited number of editors and other
tools for a fixed set of techniques, only support a few general ISEMs. A so-
called customisable CASE environment [Marttiin 96] – having a flexible
repository structure and technique specific editors and tools – is capable to
support any ISEM.

Definition 7.3

A Customisable CASE environment is a CASE environment with
mechanisms to use an unlimited set of ISEMs.

Bubenko introduced the term CASE shell to denote a tool with mechanisms to
define a CASE tool for an arbitrary method [Bubenko 88]. This definition
coincides with the term CASE tool generator. The term meta-CASE
environment is not employed in this work, due to its ambivalent meaning:
CASE shell and customisable CASE environment [Marttiin 93; Marttiin 96].
We will not deal with CASE shells.

In the late 1970’s and 1980’s, customisable CASE environments were studied
and designed mainly in academic research laboratories. Such environments
include SEM [SEM 81], RAMATIC [Bergsten 89], MetaPlex [Chen 89], the
Socrates tool [Wijers 91], MetaEdit [Smolander 91], MetaView [Sorenson 88],
and ConceptBase [Hahn 91]. During the early 1990’s commercial customisable
CASE environments appeared in the market. Current metaCASE products
include Graphical Designer from ASTI, Modeler V4 from CASEwise, Envision
from Future Tech, Excelerator II from Intersolv, Toolbuilder from Lincoln
Software (IPSYS), Paradigm Plus from Protosoft, ObjectMaker from Mark V
Systems, Maestro II from Softlab, and MetaEdit+ from MetaCase Consulting.

Each customisable CASE environment takes different views upon methods, and
employs different mechanisms for defining the supported method. Furthermore,
the supported method aspects vary considerably (see [Vessey 92; Marttiin 93,
Verhoef 95]). For instance, some environments define integration just for
techniques, whereas others tie techniques to the IS engineering process.
Customisable CASE environments do not support situational method
construction, such as CAME environments do.

This chapter focuses on Computer Aided Method Engineering as an extension
of customisable CASE. In section 7.1 a functional framework for customisable
CASE and CAME, based on the work of Henderson and Coopryder [Henderson
94] and Marttiin, Harmsen and Rossi [Marttiin 96], is presented. From this
framework we deduce a number of requirements for CAME environments.
These requirements form the starting point of a description of the situational



CASE environment Decamerone, which will be presented in section 7.2. The
implementation of Decamerone is described in section 7.3.

7.1 A functional framework for customisable CASE and CAME

A wide range of frameworks is available for CASE technology including
[Crozier 89; Lyytinen 89; Misra 90; Fuggetta 93; Henderson 94]. In this work
the view expressed in [Marttiin 96] is adopted, using a functional model for
customisable CASE and CAME technology based on the CASE tool functional
model presented in [Henderson 94]. This framework has been chosen for the
following reasons: First, it takes a comprehensive view of CASE technology.
Second, it can be easily adapted to any design aid domain including CAME. By
applying the ideas presented in [Auramäki 88; Nijssen 89], CAME technology –
a design aid technology for ISEMs and CASE tools – can be treated similarly to
CASE technology. Third, the model is based on empirical studies and contains
several strictly formulated questions for CASE. This is the main limitation of
other framework candidates. Compared to the CASE shell framework presented
in [Marttiin 93], the functional model stresses conceptual issues rather than
technical ones.

Design aid 
environm ent

P roduc tion
technology Coordination

technology

Organisational
technology

Represen-
tation

Analys is Trans for-
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Control Cooperative
functionality

Support Infras truc ture

Fig. 42.Functional model of CASE technology

Henderson and Cooprider conceptualise design aid technology as a combination
of production, co-ordination, and organisational technology. Each main



function divides to sub-functions (Fig. 42). In the following the main issues of
each sub-function are presented, both for customisable CASE and CAME.

7.1.1 Production technology

Production technology, defined as the individual’s point of view to analyse,
design and generate products, is divided into representation, analysis and
transformation. Representation focuses on abstraction and conceptualisation of
phenomena into models. Analysis reflects the problem solving and decision
making aspects of development. Transformation addresses rules and
mechanisms to transform models into another form.

Customisable CASE

Representation in customisable CASE calls for the possibility to model
information systems using various techniques, and to support modelling using
various notations (textual, diagram, matrix, tabular) by corresponding editors
[Chen 89]. This function deals with issues on creating, editing, composing,
integrating, retrieving, and viewing IS models and their components.

Analysis requires verification, validation and simulation support for IS models.
Verification deals with consistency checking, rules, equivalencies and
redundancies in IS models, analysis on changes made, and querying modelling
elements [Henderson 94]. Validation can be achieved using metrics, decision
aids, requirements tracing, or supporting versions of models. Simulation is used
for testing the completeness and performance of IS models.

Transformation considers, for instance, how to transform a logical model into
a physical one. Other issues include reverse engineering, change propagation,
generation of reports, documentation, and code, and the generation of screen
mock-ups and executable code for prototyping.

CAME

While the representation function for customisable CASE focuses on how to
model ISs, the representation function for CAME focuses on how to specify
ISEMs, and manage their use in CASE. This is related to Method Engineering
languages or meta-modelling techniques discussed in chapter five. We consider
here meta-modelling languages, abstraction mechanisms and notations used in
modelling ISEMs.



First, according to earlier studies [Brinkkemper 90, Wijers 91, Heym 92, Curtis
92, Marttiin 95], methodological aspects to be supported can be found in any
CASE framework function. Therefore the primary focus has been on the CASE
production functions: how to represent ISEM techniques, analysis, and
transformation [Marttiin 93; Verhoef 95].

Second, in some cases the method fragments are produced from “scratch”, but
the possibility to store them into a method base, and reuse and recompose them
requires the use of abstraction principles. The basic conceptual modelling
abstraction principles [Brodie 84] generalisation - specialisation and
aggregation -decomposition are suitable for method fragments. These principles
are supported by, for instance, MEL. Furthermore, the research on meta-
modelling hierarchies [Oei 94] introduces also restriction and degeneration
principles.

The third issue in CAME representation deals with editing and viewing method
fragments in various notations: structured text, forms, matrices or graphics as
examples. CAME tools basically support textual notations [Marttiin 93],
although graphics are used in MetaEdit [Smolander 91] and Decamerone.

Analysis covers verification, validation and simulation of method fragments.
Verification for ISEMs is mostly situation independent, and its support can
therefore be better formalised and implemented in a CAME tool than validation.
Verification includes checking the method quality requirements for ISEMs such
as presented in chapter six.

Situational Method Engineering follows the incremental learning strategy:
Every time a project starts the experience and knowledge from earlier successful
and unsuccessful projects are accumulated and included into the method
fragments [Kumar 92], such as, for instance, reflected by the property type
Experience Record (see chapter three). Validation of the situational method is
basically embedded in the characterisation and selection processes, such as
described in chapter two and chapter six. Simulation of method fragments is
addressed by executable process models used in the Software Process
Modelling research area (see chapter 5).

Transformations are distinguished into generations between various levels of
method fragments, implementation transformations and document generation.
Transformations between method fragments can be used in the –partly–
automated  production of situational methods or in transforming a method
fragment from a coarse granularity form, such as route maps or method outlines,
into a detailed one.

Implementation transformation occurs when a method fragment is transformed
from a conceptual form into its technical counterpart, or into a form required by
another CAME environment. An example of the former is the transformation
from a situational method to the CASE component of Decamerone (see section



7.3.4). An example of the latter is the bridge between MetaEdit and RAMATIC
[Rossi 92]. Transformations between CAME and CASE are mostly uni-
directional. However, the management of IS model updates while changing an
ISEM may require more seamless solutions to integrate the two components.

Creation of ISEM documentation, belongs to CAME representation. To
generate CASE help screens from an ISEM is a specific transformation issue.

7.1.2 Co-ordination technology

Co-ordination technology includes the control and co-operation functions.
Henderson and Cooprider discuss control in terms of resource management and
access control. Resource management enables managers to utilise project
resources consistently with project goals. Access control implies, for instance,
ways to manage access rights to user groups that participate in development.
This is closely related to database technology and its various integrity control
mechanisms.

Alternatively, co-operation enables the exchange of information between IS
engineers (co-operative modelling) and between engineers and users (user
involvement) for the purpose of influencing the IS engineering process or
product. Design aid tools and ISEMs themselves can be used for co-operative
purposes: the use of graphical models in co-operation is an example.

Customisable CASE

To establish control mechanisms for customisable CASE environments, the
concepts process, project and user roles play an important role. The IS
engineering process is both project and method dependent. A process model,
implemented by a process manager, constructs development tasks into
precedence order, integrates techniques and tasks, and allocates users to
participate into tasks. Process models in customisable CASE are discussed in
[Jarke 94; Marttiin 94]. Characterisation of project and user roles is discussed in
[Brinkkemper 90; Hahn 91; Curtis 92]. Other control issues, such as schedules,
deadlines, project complexity metrics and quality assurance, are related to
project management.

Co-operation for customisable CASE calls for the possibility to attach co-
operative tools supporting messages, notes, anonymous feedback,
announcement of changes, and design rationale concerning on models or
development tasks. Other more advanced group interaction mechanisms include
brainstorming and other group development techniques that are currently
managed using separate tools.



CAME

Situational Method Engineering requires the co-ordination and organisational
functions, though not in such a prominent position as in the production
function. Current state-of-the-art CAME technology does not tackle the co-
ordination issues involving multiple method engineers. Controlling method
evolution is critical, in particular, when the changes to a method take place
during IS engineering and create effects to method models. Such effects arise,
for instance, when a concept in a technique or an attribute of a concept is
deleted. Co-operation in CAME can be seen as exchange of method
configuration experiences and use of the collected expertise [Kumar 92].

7.1.3 Support and Infrastructure

All production and co-ordination functions can be supported using
organisational technology: the infrastructure catching standard operating
procedures and quality standards, and the support functionality dealing with
organisational guidelines, on-line helps, learning aid, user friendliness and
easiness, which assists users to understand and use design aid effectively.

Organisational support for CASE involves help, learning aid and organisational
policies for any CASE framework functions: representation, analysis,
transformation, control, and co-operation. As is discussed earlier, method
guidance can be modelled during the Situational Method Engineering process
and generated into customisable CASE. In this manner the maintenance of
method guidance will be easier when methods evolve.

Similarly to customisable CASE, organisational support for CAME means help,
learning aid and organisational policies for the areas of CAME representation,
analysis, transformation, control, and co-operation.

The main issues discussed in this section are summarised into the table depicted
in Fig. 43.



Function Customisable CASE CAME
Repre-
sentation

modelling of ISs using various
ISEMs: concepts, notations, and
abstraction mechanisms to
represent IS models

modelling of ISEMs using a meta-
modelling language: concepts,
notations and abstraction
mechanisms to represent methods

Analysis verification of IS models:
consistency checking for IS models
validation of IS models: traceability
to requirements, design rationale of
IS models
simulation of IS models

verification of ISEMs: consistency
checking for methods
validation of ISEMs: analysis on
earlier methods, design rationale of
ISEMs
simulation of ISEMs: “method
modelling by example”

Transfor-
mation

transformations between IS models
code and report generation from IS
models
generation of screen mock ups and
executable code for prototyping

transformation from situation factors
into ISEMs
generation of ISEMs into CASE:
generation of method documentation
generation of CASE tools and
management of repository mappings

Control resource management: resource
capacities, organisational goals,
deadlines, priorities, managerial
control for CASE
access and change control for IS
models
ISD process models: management
of ISD tasks and deliverables,
automation of CASE

resource management: resource
capacities, organisational goals,
deadlines, priorities, managerial
control for CAME
access and change control for ISEMs:
change effects into CASE
method engineering process models:
management of ME tasks and
deliverables, automation of CAME

Co-operation CASE as co-operative aid: notes,
design rationale support for IS
models
technical support for co-operative
CASE: group interaction
mechanisms, asynchronous/
synchronous CASE

CAME as co-operative aid: notes,
design rationale support for ISEMs
technical support for co-operative
CAME: group interaction
mechanisms, asynchronous/
synchronous CAME

Support &
infrastructure

help, learning aid and
organisational policies for the areas
of customisable CASE
representation, analysis,
transformation, control, and co-
operation

help, learning aid and organisational
policies for the areas of CAME
representation, analysis,
transformation, control, and co-
operation

Fig. 43.Functional framework for customisable CASE and CAME (after [Marttiin 96])



7.2 Decamerone - A Situational CASE Environment

Fig. 44 depicts the architecture of the situational CASE environment
Decamerone. Decamerone is implemented in the Maestro II environment
[Merbeth 91], thus simplifying many implementation issues [Harmsen 93]. To
enable the description of Decamerone, first a short description of Maestro II is
given.

Maestro II is a customisable CASE environment, with the following relevant
parts:

• The Object Management System (OMS), a multi-user on-line repository,
represents the data base management system of Maestro II. All data
concerning both application and method development are stored in databases
of the OMS. The OMS stores data as object classes and objects. Templates
are defined to describe the internal structure of object classes, for instance
attributes. OMS data bases are specified by so called Data Model Declaration
Tables listing object classes, relationships, templates, and constraints.

• Project and Configuration Management System (PCMS), dealing with
specification and execution of a method’s process model. PCMS is the
Maestro II counterpart of a process manager, supporting the user in
performing systems engineering tasks and invoking the appropriate tools.
The PCMS is also used to define deliverables, and to define and maintain
relationships between tasks and deliverables. Deliverables and tasks are
defined using templates.

• The Maestro II environment can be customised by writing procedures in the
systems programming language Prolan. This fairly low-level proprietary
language, similar to C and assembler,  provides means to build user
interfaces (with menus, dialogue boxes, etc.), and offers function calls to the
OMS.

• Dedicated editors, both graphical and textual, which are not only used for
entering text files and diagrams, but also to specify and customise diagram
editor descriptions, Prolan programs, deliverable templates, and OMS
database structures. Relationships exist between on the one hand the steps
and deliverables defined with the PCMS, and on the other hand diagram- and
text editors. The Tool Customisation Interface (TCI) is an additional tool to
specify symbols of diagram editors.

Implementing a CAME environment using such a customisable CASE
environment offers significant advantages over using a conventional (3GL or
4GL) programming language. Maestro II already offers functions that are
needed by CAME, such as symbol editors, a repository, and reporting and



text/graphics editing facilities. A limitation of this approach is, that Decamerone
is not a stand-alone application, but should always be used in conjunction with
Maestro II. Moreover, Maestro II imposes some specific problems, which are
dealt with in section 7.4.

The situational CASE environment consists of two main components: a CAME
component, and a CASE component. The CAME component is built upon a
Method Base Management System and provides facilities for specifying,
storing, and selecting method fragments,  and for assembling method fragments
into a situational method. The CASE component uses the situational method as
a definition for its repository structure, its editors and report generators, and its
process engine.

Method Engineering User Interface

Method Base Management System (MBMS)

Representat ion Administrat ion Select ion Assembly

Method Base S M F R

calls

MEL edi tor
CSD/PSD

editor

MEL
Command

Line Interface

Situational
Method

returns

Repository
and Process

Engine
Generator

CASE tool
repository

CASE funct ions and
Process Manager

CAME par t CASE part

MEL interpreter

Representat ion Administrat ion Select ion Assembly

System
Development
User Interface

IS Engineering
User Interface

Fig. 44.Architecture of Decamerone

The MEL interpreter translates specifications and operations into corresponding
Method Base Management System function sequences. The MEL command line
interface offers facilities to modify, select, and combine method fragments in a
high-level Method Engineering language, instead of the low-level Prolan
language. Besides the possibility to specify and assemble method fragments
textually, the design of Decamerone provides a graphical interface to MEL,
conform the graphical extension of the language presented in chapter five This
interface consists of a Concept Structure Diagrams (CSD) editor to specify
product fragments and a Process Structure Diagram (PSD) editor for specifying



process fragments. A user can create coarse-granularity specifications by using
the graphical editors and gradually refine and detail them using the MEL text
editors. The Method Engineering interface contains, in addition to the editors
and the command line interface, dialogue boxes to perform queries, and to
retrieve statistical information about the Method Base.

Decamerone uses four OMS data bases: the Method Base, the Selected Method
Fragments Repository (SMFR), the Situational Method Database, and the
CASE tool repository. The Method Base is the central data base of Decamerone,
containing method fragments and their relationships. The SMFR contains the
unconnected method fragments that have been chosen for incorporation into a
situational method. It is in fact not implemented as a separate database, but
merely a subset of the Method Base. The Situational Method Database
corresponds conceptually to the set of selected method fragments and predicate
instances such as used in chapters five and six. Being conceptually a subset of
the method fragments and the predicates defined over the Method Base, its
structure equals that of the Method Base. It contains the assembled situational
method. The data perspective of the situational method, containing, for instance,
the concept “Data store”, the association “Data Store is described by Entity”, or
the description (meta data model) of a Data Flow Diagram, describe the
structure of the CASE tool repository, which will be used during the project to
store all kinds of products.

To be used in an IS project, the situational method has to be processed by a
repository structure generator and a process engine generator, yielding a project-
specific CASE tool. As Decamerone is completely implemented in Maestro II,
generating a repository structure involves the conversion of the situational
method data perspective (a set of objects) into a Maestro II database structure (a
set of object classes). The process engine generator uses the PCMS  facilities to
define process managers.

Subsections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 relate the functions of Decamerone to the
framework introduced in section 7.1.

7.2.1 Customisable CASE in Decamerone

The following figure depicts an overview of the customisable CASE tools and
functions of Decamerone, which are all provided by Maestro II.



Representation Tool Customisation Interface (TCI) including Diagram Editor
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Fig. 45.Customisable CASE functions of Decamerone

Representation

Maestro II represents methodological terms as objects behaving according to a
user-defined object class. Conceptual modelling rules are entirely user-
implemented, in Prolan. Attributes are defined separately using attribute
templates. Maestro II separates abstract and concrete syntax of methodological
terms, and does not support matrices and tables.

Integration between techniques is achieved using the Data Model Declaration
Table (DMDT), which contains references to object classes, relationships and
attributes. Attributes can be shared by referring to the defining template.
Maestro II offers no built-in support for graphical integration of concepts,
relationships or techniques. Such functionality has to be implemented by
specifying Prolan rules relating the Tool Customisation Interface and the
DMDT.

Analysis

Maestro II allows to define a wide spectrum of rules regarding instances of
object classes, attributes, and relationships. Each operation is associated with a
“before” rule and an “after” rule. These rules are implemented as a set of Prolan
statements. Prolan is originally intended as a low-level systems implementation
language, and therefore not very suitable to express logical consistency
formulas: This is the reason why the MEL RULE construct has been introduced,
which translates into “before” rules. The “before” rule checks whether an
operation can and may be executed by checking its pre-conditions. The “after”
rule usually takes care of the side-effects of an operation, for instance the
storage of an object in the associated OMS database. The various tools provided
with the methods (such as the Entity-Relationship Diagrammer) offer a set of



consistency checks, which are inherently user-definable and modifiable.
Maestro II offers no support for validation.

Transformation

Maestro II as such provides transformation facilities such as advanced report
generation, code generation, screen mock-ups, and reverse engineering. There
are also tools that provide links with other CASE tools. An example of such a
link is KWL [Kreuk 94], offering an interface to Knowledgeware’s ADW.

Control

As noted before, Maestro II contains a Project Management and Configuration
System (PMCS), which guides the user in applying a method. The PCMS
consists of task classes, deliverable classes, relationships between them, and a
state automaton. The state automaton defines the dynamics of a project, keeping
track of the various states of deliverables as well as state transitions. With this
mechanism and with the general Maestro II facilities to freeze and unfreeze
artefacts, configuration and version management can be achieved. A project
manager can keep track of the current state of all the activities performed by
project members, which he can compare with the project plan by using the
project scheduling tool incorporated in the PCMS. For estimating, a Function
Point Analysis tool is developed as an extension to PCMS.

Co-operation

Maestro II is a multi-user environment having locking mechanisms for
asynchronous development, and includes e-mail facilities. It does not contain
specific group interaction mechanisms and lacks functionality for synchronous
modelling (several users designing the same model at a same time).

Support

Dependent on the method or tool used, Maestro II provides on-line help screens
in various levels of detail. Help screens are laid out as hypertexts, enabling the
user to cross-reference other topics.

7.2.2 CAME functions in Decamerone

Fig. 46 presents the supported CAME functions in Decamerone.
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Fig. 46.CAME functions of Decamerone

Representation

Decamerone uses MEL as a meta-modelling language supporting aggregation
and decomposition mechanisms. Method fragments defined in MEL can be
decomposed to a detailed granularity level, and the detailed method fragments
can be composed into various method fragments with a coarser granularity.
Specialisation is supported by the IS_A keyword and the corresponding graphical
construct in MEL.

Two ways to represent method fragments are provided: graphically, by using the
CSD/PSD editor, and textually, by using a text editor. The graphical
representation format is intended for initial and global specification, whereas
the full textual MEL specification contains all details of the method fragment.
Process Structure Diagrams support the notions of process, trigger, and product,
of which the latter provides the link with the Concept Structure Diagram editor.

Analysis

Validation and simulation of method fragments are not supported. The MEL
editor as well as the CSD/PSD editors aid in maintaining consistency and
completeness among the method fragment definitions. Also, formalised method
assembly rules can be straightforwardly transformed to Prolan rules (see [Hoef
95b]).

Transformation

In Decamerone graphics (CSD/PSD) are used to define method fragments in
earlier phases of CAME. These forms are transferred into MEL specifications,
in the form of which the detailed method fragment is constructed. MEL



specifications are then transformed to MBMS calls in Maestro II, enabling
storage in the database. The finest granularity repository fragments (concepts,
their properties and associations) in the situational method are input to the
repository generator. The process manager fragments in the situational method,
along with the coarser granularity product fragments (e.g. a functional
specification report) are transferred to the process engine generator, which
creates a PCMS process manager.

Diagram editors, stored in the Method Base, are specified using the
customisable CASE facilities. The concepts and the representational aspects of
the technique to be supported are specified separately. The conceptual
definitions of diagram editors are specified in a DMDT, whereas the notational
elements are specified using the Tool Customising Interface (TCI).

Co-ordination: control and co-operation

Co-operative aid is supported by the use of various method fragments. Also,
MEL is designed to attach situation information not generated into CASE but
usable in co-ordination of method fragments. However, specific CSCW tools
are not integrated.

Control and support & infrastructure with respect to Situational Method
Engineering are not supported by Decamerone.

7.3 Implementation of Decamerone

Fig. 47 depicts the technical architecture of Decamerone in the form of a
control transfer chart consisting of the various tool components invoking each
other. Note that a → b denotes the invocation of b by a. Five parts can be
distinguished in this architecture:

• The user interface consisting of the main menu, the graphical editors, the
MEL editor and the MEL command line interface.

• The MEL interpreter, which translates user commands into Method Base
Management System calls.

• The Method Base Management System, providing access to the Method
Base.

• The CASE Tool generator, consisting of a repository generator, a process
manager generator and, dependent on the contents of the situational method,
several tool generators.

• The “usual” Maestro II functionality, which Decamerone uses. For instance,
the entire IS engineering user interface, the report generation facilities, and



the PCMS are important functions that can be considered part of
Decamerone.

The first four parts are treated separately in the next sub-sections.
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Fig. 47.Control transfer chart of Decamerone

7.3.1 User interface

The user interface of Decamerone consists of a MEL (text-) editor, graphical
editors for specifying product fragments and process fragments, the MEL
command line interface as well as the user interface of the repository and
process engine generator. Each of these components can be invoked through the
main menu. The user interface is programmed in Prolan, using all the facilities
for defining menus, dialogue boxes, and editors.

Fig. 48 depicts the main menu of Decamerone, including a MEL editor window
and a CSD editor window. The main menu consists of the items Desktop, which
provides access to all other Maestro II functions, Definition, with which a new



fragment can be defined or an existing one can be edited, Assembly, which
provides access to the MEL command line interface, Generation, providing
links to the CASE tool generator, Administration, for direct access to the
Method Base Management System, and Statistics, which is intended to give
quantitative information about the Method Base and the situational method.

Fig. 48.Main menu, MEL editor and CSD editor

The Definition menu enables to access the MEL text editor, the CSD graphical
editor and the PSD graphical editor. Dependent on the Methods Administrator’s
needs, he can choose to specify a method fragment graphically or textually. He
can start specifying graphically, and continue in the MEL text editor; the other
way around is not yet implemented.

The MEL text editor (see [Vedder 96]), not implemented in Maestro but in the
editor generator tool CSG is able to trace syntax errors and (value) type errors.
Templates, consisting of a MEL header, required/advised property types (such
as layer, goal, all the scenario aspects), and a contents section, are used to speed
up the specification process. Within one specification, internal completeness
checking is possible. However, because a specification has a one-to-one
correspondence with a method fragment (which tend to get not very large), this



check function is of limited use. MEL specifications are stored as plain text
files. The name of a text file should correspond with the ID property of the
method fragment specified in it.

The CSD/PSD editors (see [Bunskoek 94]) implement the graphical constructs
of MEL. Similar to the MEL text editor, they are invoked from the Definition
menu. Because a strong relationship exists between PSD’s and CSD’s (via the
Product concept), they can also invoke each other. Specifications are stored both
in a Maestro-internal graphical format and in the Method Base. The editors are
intended to store the graphical specifications as MEL text files, which can be
edited using the MEL editor.

Defining and storing method fragments using Decamerone is illustrated with the
following example.

Example 7.1

The methods administrator selects the menu item Define. A dialogue box
appears, in which some data about the new method fragment appears.
These data include: the type of method fragment, an identifier, and –
optionally – a number of characteristics, including relationships with other
method fragments. After the compulsory fields (type = Product Fragment,
id=DFD/AR145, name=Data Flow Diagram) have been filled in, OK is
pressed, and a dialogue box containing the question “Graphical definition
or definition in MEL?” appears. The first option is chosen, and the CSD
editor is started.

The methods administrator selects the product fragment symbol (a
rectangle appearing at the bottom of the screen), and puts it on the screen.
A dialogue box appears, in which data about the new product fragment is
filled in. It is possible (and, when working bottom-up, even preferable)
that the component already exists; this is detected after having provided
the id. In this case, the component is new, and the id (DFD/AR155) and
name (Activity) are supplied. This procedure is repeated for each
component of DFD/AR145.

After having constructed a CSD, the methods administrator decides to
move up one level in the CSD hierarchy. He selects the menu item “Move
upwards” in the Navigate menu, and gets a CSD with one concept: “Data
Flow Diagram”. He then decides to return to the main menu, and selects
the item “Return to main menu” in the Navigate menu. The product
fragment and its components are now defined and stored both as graphical
files and as MEL text files.

The MEL text file DFD/AR145 can be edited in the MEL editor. For
instance, properties and components can be added. To store the method



fragment in the Method Base, the MEL command line interface can be
used, issuing the command Insert DFD/AR145. Alternatively, the
Administration menu can be used to do the same using dialogue boxes. To
combine the method fragment with another method fragment (e.g., User
role/Function matrix), the two fragments first have to be selected from the
Method Base, whereafter a Join command can be issued in the MEL
command line interface.

Because specifications can be stored in three different formats (graphical, as
objects in the Method Base, and as MEL files), maintaining consistency is a
major problem. Graphical specifications subsequently being edited in the MEL
editor can be inconsistent with the textual specification, mainly because of the
unidirectional link between CSD/PSD editors and the MEL editor. Because of
the characteristics of OMS databases, objects in the Method Base can be, in
principle, edited independently of the MEL specifications. Currently, the
methods administrator is responsible for consistency control.

7.3.2 MEL interpreter

The MEL interpreter transforms either text files containing MEL specifications
or MEL commands into function calls of the Method Base Management System
and the OMS. The MEL specifications can be created with any text editor, but
preferably the MEL editor. The MEL commands are issued in the MEL
command line interface.

The MEL interpreter is defined by an attribute grammar defining both abstract
syntax and semantics of the language. This grammar, which is based on the
specification of MEL presented in chapter five, can be found in [Harmsen 95d].
The grammar uses the three method fragment tuples identified in section 5.3.1
as states in terms of which semantics of specifications and operations can be
defined. States are defined, stored and used. A method fragment in the defined
state is described by a MEL specification. A method fragment in the stored state
is stored in the Method Base. A method fragment in the used state belongs to a
situational method. MBMS and OMS calls transfer method fragments from one
state into the other.

In this section we give a small excerpt of the MEL definition presented in
[Harmsen 95d], the implementation of which is described in [Vedder 96]. A
definition of a MEL specification and a MEL operation is given. The MEL
specification concerns the definition of a product fragment; the operation is a
Join operation. The example introduced in section 7.3.1 is employed to illustrate
these definitions.



Definition of a product fragment

A product fragment is defined by the following production rule:

<ProductFragmentSpecification> ::= <TypeIdentifier> PRODUCT <ProductName>

 <ColonSymbol> <ProductIsADeclaration>

<HideDeclaration>

<ProductPropertiesDeclaration>

<BeginSymbol> <ProductContents> <EndSymbol>.

TypeIdentifier(id(<ProductName>));
+ := + ∪  {id(<ProductName>)};

ProductIsADeclaration(id(<ProductName>));

HideDeclaration(id(<ProductName>));

ProductPropertiesDeclaration(id(<ProductName>));

ProductContents(id(<ProductName>)).

A “translational” definition (see pp. 73-99 of [Pagan 81]]) of MEL’s operational
semantics in terms of sets and logical variables is given along with a production
rule in the form of a state change specification (SCS). An SCS can be associated
with a condition to execute the state change, as is common for attribute
grammars. State change specifications can call other state change specifications,
similar in the way procedures can be called in programming languages. To
distinguish SCS’s from production rules, the names of the first have been
underlined.

The contents of a product fragment consist of other product fragments, rules, or
product fragments anchored in an ontology:

<ProductContents> ::= <ProductContentsComponent>
<ProductContentsComponentSequence>.

ProductContents(Product_id) :

  ProductContentsComponent(Product_id).

<ProductContentsComponentSequence> ::= εεεε.

<ProductContentsComponentSequence> ::= <SemicolonSymbol>
<ProductContentsComponent>
<ProductComponentSequence>.

<ProductContentsComponent> ::= <HyphenSymbol> <ProductFragmentName>



ProductContentsComponent(Product_id) :

 + :=  + ∪  {contents(Product_id,id(<ProductFragmentName>))};

  + :=  + ∪  {contents*(Product_id, )) | ∈  + ∧  contents(Product_id, ) ∈  + ∨
contents*(id(<ProductFragmentName>), ) ∈  +}.

<ProductContentsComponent> ::= RULE <LogicalRule>

ProductContentsComponent(Product_id) :

  S+ := S+ ∪  {spec(<LogicalRule>)};

  + := +
  ∪  {constraint(Product_id, spec(<LogicalRule>))}.

<ProductContentsComponent> ::= <HyphenSymbol> <ProductFragmentName>
<BeginSymbol> <OntologyReferences> <EndSymbol>

ProductContentsComponent(Product_id) :

 + :=  + ∪  {contents(Product_id, id(<ProductFragmentName>))};

  + :=  + ∪  {contents*(Product_id, )) | ∈  + ∧  contents(Product_id, ) ∈  + ∨
contents*(id(<ProductFragmentName>), ) ∈  +};

  OntologyReferences(Product_id).

Note that Preds corresponds with the set  defined in section 3.5. A product
fragment component can refer to all possible ontology associations and
concepts, or only a subset of them:

<OntologyReferences> ::= <BeginSymbol> <OntologyRole>
<OntologyAssociation> <OntologyConcept>
<EndSymbol> <OntologyReferenceList>

OntologyReferences(Product_id) :

  A+ := A+ ∪  {id(<OntologyAssociation>)};

 + :=  + ∪  { involvement(id(<OntologyAssociation>), Product_id,
id(<OntologyRole>))};

  OntologyReferenceList(Product_id).



<OntologyReferences> ::= ALL

OntologyReferences(Product_id) :

  A+ := A+ ∪  {a | involvement(a, Product_id, ) ∈  O ∧   ∈  O }

 + :=  + ∪  { involvement(a, Product_id, ) | a ∈  AO ∧   ∈  O ∧  involvement(a,
Product_id, 1)) ∈  O } .

<OntologyReferenceList> ::= εεεε.

OntologyReferenceList(Product_id) :

  NIL.

<OntologyReferenceList> ::= <CommaSymbol> <BeginSymbol> <OntologyRole>
<OntologyAssociation>  <OntologyConcept>
<EndSymbol> <OntologyReferenceList>

OntologyReferenceList(Product_id) :

 + := A+ ∪  {id(<OntologyAssociation>)};

 + :=  + ∪  { involvement(id(<OntologyAssociation>), Product_id,
id(<OntologyRole>))};

  OntologyReferenceList(Product_id).

Definition of the Join..Through operation

The Join...Through operation is one of the method assembly operations directed
at combining product fragments:

<MethodAssemblyOperation>  ::= Join <ProductFragment>1 Through <AssociationName>
<BeginSymbol> <ProductFragment1A> <CommaSymbol>
<Role>1A <SemicolonSymbol> <ProductFragment2A>
<CommaSymbol> <Role>2A <EndSymbol>
<SemicolonSymbol> With <ProductFragment>2 Into
<ResultingProductFragment>.



s := s ∪  {id(<ResultingProductFragment>)};

As := As ∪  {id(<AssociationName>)};

s := s ∪  {involvement (id(<ProductFragment>1A), id(<AssociationName>),
name<Role>1A))};

s := s ∪  {involvement (id(<ProductFragment>2A), id(<AssociationName>),
name<Role>2A))};

s := s ∪  {contents (id(<ResultingProductFragment>), id(<ProductFragment>1)} ∪
{contents (id(<ResultingProductFragment>),
id(<ProductFragment>2)};

s := s ∪  {contents*(id(<ResultingProductFragment>), 1) | 1 ∈    ∧
contents*(id(<ProductFragment>1), 1) ∈  s} ∪
{contents*(id(<ResultingProductFragment>), 2) | 2 ∈  
∧  contents*(id(<ProductFragment>2), 2) ∈  s};

s := s ∪  {manipulation(p1, id(<ResultingProductFragment>)), 1 | p1 ∈    ∧  1 ∈  
∧  manipulation(p1, id(<ProductFragment>1), 1) ∈

s} ∪
{manipulation(p2,id(<ResultingProductFragment>), 2) |
p2 ∈   ∧  b2 ∈   ∧  manipulation(p2,
id(<ProductFragment>2), 2) ∈  s};

s := s ∪  {prequisite(p1, id(<ResultingProductFragment>)) | p1 ∈   ∧
prequisite(p1,id(<ProductFragment>1)) ∈  s} ∪
{prequisite(p2,id(<ResultingProductFragment>) | p2 ∈
∧  prerequisite(p2,id(<ProductFragment>2)) ∈  s}.

condition:

 contents*(id(<ProductFragment>1),id(<ResultingProductFragment>)) ∉  s ∧
contents*(id(<ProductFragment>2),
id(<ResultingProductFragment>)) ∉ s

The SCS belonging to this production rule has an additional condition,
specifying when the rule may be executed.

Example 7.2

Specification of the product fragment Data Flow Diagram (see example
5.8 and 7.1) leads to the following actions:

+ := + ∪  {DFD/AR145}
+ :=  + ∪  {contents(DFD/AR145, Process), contents(DFD/AR145, Data Flow),

contents(DFD/AR145, External Entity), contents(DFD/AR145, Data Store)}

A+ := A+ ∪  {Input, Output}
+ :=  + ∪  {involvement(Resource, Activity, has), involvement(Product, Activity,

has), involvement(Input, Data Store, has), involvement(Output, Data Store,
has), involvement(Message, External Entity, has),
involvement (ExternalOutput, External Entity, has), involvement(Resource,
Data Flow, is), involvement(Product, Data Flow, is), involvement(Input, Data



Flow, is), involvement(Output,  Data Flow, is), involvement(Message,  Data
Flow, is), involvement(ExternalOutput,  Data Flow, is)}

The product fragment  User role / Function matrix is defined as follows:

PRODUCT User role / Function matrix:
ID UFM/VS40;
LAYER Diagram;
REPRESENTATION Matrix;
CREATED BY Assign user responsibilities;
REQUIRED BY {Package Selection, Logical System Specification};
(
  - Actor (has, responsibility, Function);
  - Function (is, Responsibility, Actor)
).

Suppose the following operation is performed:
Join Data Flow Diagram With User role / Function matrix Through
Performance(Activity, is; Function, has) Into Functional Model of IDE.

The MEL interpreter translates this command into the following actions:
s := s ∪  {Functional Model of IDE};

As := As ∪  {Performance};

s := s ∪  {involvement (Activity, Performance, is), involvement(Function,
Performance, has)}

s := s ∪  {contents(Functional Model of IDE,  DFD/AR145),
contents(Functional Model of IDE,  UFM/VS40)}

s := s ∪  {contents*(Functional Model of IDE, Activity), contents*(Functional
Model of IDE, Data Flow), contents*(Functional Model of IDE, Data Set),
contents*(Functional Model of IDE, External Entity), contents*(Functional
Model of IDE, Actor), contents*(Functional Model of IDE, Function)}

s := s ∪  {manipulation(Create DFD, Functional Model of IDE, production),
manipulation(Refine Process Model, Functional Model of IDE, update),
manipulation(Assign user responsibilities, Functional Model of IDE,
production)}

s := s ∪  {prerequisite(Requirements Specification, Functional Model of IDE),
prerequisite(Refine process model, Functional Model of IDE),
prerequisite(Package Selection, Functional Model of IDE), prerequisite(Logical
System Specification, Functional Model of IDE)}

7.3.3 Method Base Management System

The Method Base Management System (MBMS) is the kernel of Decamerone
and provides the operations necessary to interact with the Method Base. The
MBMS is called by, and returns values to, the MEL interpreter. It is developed



as an application within the Maestro II meta-CASE environment. In this section
only a quick overview of the MBMS can be given. A detailed description of the
system can be found in [Kloos 94].

The Method Base Management System, completely programmed in Prolan, is
partitioned into the following layers:

1. Tool-specific layer, which provides a set of atomic operations defined in
terms of OMS calls.

2. Basic CAME functions layer, which assures the availability of all necessary
basic operations such as creating or modifying a method fragment, a
relationship, or an attribute.

3. Compound CAME functions layer, which provides aggregated functions to
perform more complex operations, such as creating a product fragment with
its properties.

The MEL interpreter first assigns attribute values to global variables, as Prolan
is incapable of having more than one parameter passed to procedures. For each
predicate and function defined in the Method Base structure specification, one
or more global variables have been declared in the MBMS. The alternative to
this fairly awkward solution, passing complex structures, is only used where
time-criticality is no issue. In Fig. 49, some assignments are shown for our
running example.

sysvar(“Name”) = “Data Flow Diagram”
sysvar(“Perspect”) = “Product”;
sysvar(“Abstract”) = “Conceptual”;
sysvar(“Layer”) = “Diagram”;
sysvar(“Created”) = “Create Data Flow Diagram”;

Fig. 49.Assignment of global variables

Suppose the product fragment Data Flow Diagram has to be stored in the
Method Base, using the MEL operation:

Insert DFD/AR145

Each layer uses the information contained in the global variables to create
objects in the Method Base. The MBMS Compound CAME layer procedure
CR_Fragment is invoked, which first inspects whether the fragment is legal
according to the attribute constraints. When the constraints are met, a method
fragment object is created in the Method Base. When CR_Fragment fails, it will
remove the method fragment to keep the Method Base consistent.



CR_Fragment invokes the Basic CAME layer procedures Create_Fragment and
AttrRestrictions. Create_Fragment takes care of the creation of the method
fragment object,  as well as the product fragment object including the
corresponding sub/super-type relation. To simplify retrieval, each fragment is
stored both as a method fragment object and as a product- or process fragment
object. AttrRestrictions checks, whether the object’s attributes meet the defined
constraints. For instance, the following piece of Prolan code checks, whether
the granularity layer has a valid value:

Layer = SYSVAR('LAYER')
   [SYSVAR('RETURN_CODE')EQUAL Space?
   [ Layer LESS_THEN MethodLayer?
   | Layer GREATER_THEN ConceptLayer?]?
     SYSVAR('RETURN_CODE') = 'Level not in range '
   ]

Fig. 50.Check of an attribute constraint in Prolan

After creation of the product fragment and check of the attribute constraints, the
CR_MethodAttr procedure creates the attributes and their values. In the source
code depicted in Fig. 51, part of CR_MethodAttr, the tool-specific procedure
CreateAttribute is called to actually store the attribute and its value in the
Method Base.

Operation.Process = AttrCall.Operation
Operation.Object = SYSVAR('FRAGID')
Operation.ActiveBase = SYSVAR('ACTIVE_BASE')

     FrgSource = SYSVAR(“Name”')

     Operation.ObjectClass = MethodFragClassName

     ;............... Create SourceAttribute .............
     [ Operation.ReturnCode EQUAL Attribute_Ok ?
          AttributeOperation (CreateAttribute, FrgSource, 

MethodFragSource)     ]

Fig. 51.Creation of an attribute and its value in the Method Base

The result of the Compound CAME layer and Basic CAME procedures is, that
all information regarding the fragment is broken down into units that can be
stored in an OMS database. The Method Base is implemented as an OMS
database, which is started and accessed by means of Prolan procedure calls
offered by the Tool-specific procedures. The CreateObject and CreateRelation
procedures create a CAME object in the Object Management System, as well as a



relation between two CAME objects, respectively. The attributes are stored in the
OMS by the CreateAttribute procedure. Part of the CreateAttribute source code
is depicted in Fig. 51.

Having seen the low-level nature of actually accessing an OMS database, the
advantages of having an MBMS as a CAME tool kernel are obvious: the
functionality of the tool is easier to adapt, the structure of the Method Base is
easier to modify, programming the system requires less knowledge of a
proprietary language like Prolan, and the CAME tool obtains a higher degree of
portability [Harmsen 95c].

7.3.4 Realisation of the repository and process engine generator

The repository and process engine generator uses the situational method to
generate a large part of the CASE component of Decamerone. Besides
repository and process engine, also tools, stored as tool fragments in the
situational method, are generated, that are invoked by the process engine. A
complete description of the generator, including an extensive elaboration of
issues regarding reading the Situational Method database, defining the internal
structure of the generator, and implementing the structure of the systems
development interface of Decamerone can be found in [Nijholt 96]. Below, only
a description of the generation process is given.

Fig. 52 depicts the design of the main generator program. The pseudo-code
statements used resemble the actual high level design as implemented in Prolan.
A complete overview of the Prolan code for the generator can be found in
[Nijholt 96].  The statements are explained by comments at the end of each line,
starting with a semicolon.

The procedure Initialise is used to clear system variables, to start the database
and to perform other administrative OMS initialisations. The procedure
Call_DBOX presents a dialogue box to collects input necessary for the
generator to perform its job, such as the names of the databases and the
situational method to use. Then, the input from the user is validated, and the
integrity with respect to various versions of the repository is checked. The
templates required for the PCMS task and deliverables are copied. Create
Project Definition is used to create a new project, which is named after the
specified situational method. A project is the hierarchical root of a task tree and
a deliverable tree. Then the various components required by the PCMS are
generated subsequently, after which, if requested, a log file of the entire process
is displayed and/or a schema definition (DMDT) of the repository is generated.



PROGRAM Generate ; main generator program

Rules ; rules that need to be included
Definitions ; common definitions

; (constants, variables etc.)

BEGIN
Initialise ; perform initialisations
Call_DBOX ; obtain input from user
Check_Integrity ; compare data in SMD with data

; already present in CASE tool database
Copy_Templates ; copy relation and

; attribute templates to the PCMS
Create_Project_Definition ; create new PCMS project definition
Generate_Resources ; convert actors to 'staff' resources
Generate_Tools ; convert tool fragments to actual tools
Generate_Deliverables ; convert product fragments to deliverable

; classes (including attributes)
Generate_Tasks ; convert process fragments to task classes

; (including attributes)
Generate_Relationships ; convert all relationships to the PCMS

; (including attributes)
Generate_Roots ; create root task & deliverable
Process_logfile_&_DMT ; display a logfile and generate a DMT (if

; requested by user)
END

Fig. 52.Generator in pseudo-code (after [Nijholt 96])

Regarding some procedures of the generator design decisions had to be made.
The issues related to the these decisions, as well as the chosen solution, are
described below.

Integrity of the generated repository

The generation of a CASE tool is an iterative process in which project
performance experience is accumulated in a new, refined situational method that
can be generated into a more suitable CASE tool. In [Oei 94] this concept is
described as second-order evolution, being evolution of both the modelling
technique description (at the ISEM level) and the models described with it (at
the ISE level). When the generator has a CASE tool as output that already
exists, these data must be preserved. Two different situations (or a combination
of both) can occur:



• The new situational method contains additional ISEM data that must be
incorporated in the generated CASE tool.

• The new situational method is altered in such a way that certain ISEM and
ISE data are no longer present, causing removal from the CASE tool.

In the first case the generator can process the situational method as usual, while
trapping and ignoring errors due to already existing data. The second case is
more difficult. To identify redundant data the generator needs to compare the
data in the situational method with the data already present in the repository.
The procedure Check integrity identifies all ISE data in the repository that are
not related to the specified situational method. Because the repository can be
associated with several situational methods, it is complicated to distinguish
redundant data. Therefore the identified objects and classes are presented to the
user to let him confirm their deletion.

Generate Resources

Resources are assigned to the new project and inherit the attributes from the
actors. For this purpose first the attributes of the Actor class in the SMD will be
copied into the Staff class. The Cost property, expressing a person’s rate, and the
Name property exist slightly different as basic PCMS resource attributes. To
obtain as much PCMS functionality as possible they will be generated as such.

Besides the resources this procedure will also generate a Role class and copy the
actor roles into this class. The relationships between resources, roles and other
objects will be generated in a separate procedure.

Generate Tools

Tool generation is performed by compiling object code into a specified Maestro
II library, which can be used as a so-called group library by the members of the
project team. Besides the object code a diagram editor also expects a method
path, specified by the generator user, containing the following additional code:

• The compiled code of the GED logic declaration table. This table is used for
customising the Graphics Editor. It defines which functions will be
performed, that is to say, which object code is required, as a result of CASE
tool user actions.

• The symbol library, containing information on the symbols that can be used
in a diagram.

These files are stored as attributes related to a tool fragment. The procedure
copies the files from the SMD to external files in the method path. Furthermore



the standard PCMS project menu has been extended with functions to list the
possible resources, and to view the actual names of method fragments. The
necessary object code is presumed to be present in the private or group library
of the person operating the generator.

Generate Deliverables, Tasks, and Relationships

These procedures convert the appropriate repository fragments and process
manager fragments in the Situational Method database to PCMS deliverable
classes and task classes, respectively, in the generated repository. All relevant
method fragments linked to the specified situational method are listed, and for
each of them a new deliverable class or task class is created. Also the attributes
of the product fragment are copied into the deliverable class or task class.
Possible attribute values are conceived as default values for the class. Then, all
relationships between deliverable classes and task classes, and the resources and
roles, are created Possible attributes related to the originating relationships are
converted as well.

Generate Roots

This procedure creates a PCMS root task and a root deliverable in the
appropriate classes and links them to the new project definition, thus creating
the skeleton of a project model. It is also possible to create an object in each
hierarchically linked class below the root, to enable browsing through the whole
structure. The root objects (as well as its components) are created by means of
the PCMS task and the PCMS deliverable programming interface. They are
inserted in the classes corresponding to the process and product fragments that
are directly linked to the specified situational method, and a relationship
between them and the project object (with the name of the specified situational
method) is created, both on the class and the instance level.

Example 7.3

The Data Flow Diagram specification, including the procedure to create a
DFD, are, together with a number of other repository and process manager
fragments, translated by the generator into a repository and a process
engine. In the screen dump below, we can identify the user interface of the
generator (left), using CAME_NIR as a Method Base, and CASE_NIR as
the database associated with the CASE part (the repository). A small part
of the Data Model Declaration table of the generated repository is shown
in the right part of the screen.. The IS engineering interface of
Decamerone is shown at the top. The user has clicked on the
Requirements Analysis stage, which he is about to enter.



Fig. 53.Parts of the generator user interface, DMDT of generated repository, and IS Engineering interface

7.4 Concluding remarks on Decamerone

Although, in theory, using Maestro II could save a lot of time due to the
availability of generic functionality, the practice of actually realising
Decamerone showed that this need not necessarily be the case. Implementation
of the prototype has suffered a number of problems which can be classified into
four categories: complexity, performance, lack of standardisation, and
reliability.

Complexity

Maestro II is a professional, very comprehensive CASE environment, aimed at
developing complex information systems running on mainframe computers.
This involves a large overall complexity. As a consequence, Maestro II requires
a lot of training before the entire tool set can be fully understood and used.



Comprehending all “ins and outs” of the Object Management System, the
Prolan language, and the configuration and installation of the environment
involves a steep learning curve. Due to its sheer size and poor documentation,
Maestro II turned out to be very opaque; errors are difficult to locate because of
the many possibilities.

Performance

Performance of the Decamerone prototype turned out to be a second major
obstacle. As Maestro II is a client/server oriented environment, with most
functionality and data located on the server, performance depends largely on
performance of the computer network. Many network users cause therefore
significant problems. Another factor slowing down the prototype is the stratified
architecture. In some cases, code can be optimised, but performance remains a
problem.

Lack of standardisation

Maestro II is an evolution of an environment that has its roots in the seventies.
This is reflected in the character-based graphical user interface, which complies
with no standard whatsoever. In the seventies, this user interface was very
advanced, but it has been overtaken by time. The screens of Decamerone look
clumsy compared to the sophisticated user interfaces using, for instance,
X/Windows or Microsoft Windows. Since communication, including
presentation, is one of the main functions of a situational method, this poses a
problem. Another consequence of the proprietary user interface of Maestro II is,
that tool users should be willing to get through a process of habituation. The
Prolan programming language also requires such a process, and causes that
highly specialised programmers are to be used when a new component of
Decamerone is built. The MBMS and the MEL interpreter have not taken away
this problem. The lack of standardisation means, that the entire bottom layer has
to be redesigned and reprogrammed when the prototype is ported to another
platform.

Reliability

A fourth problem constitutes both the availability of the environment and the
rate of failure occurrence. This also relates to both the evolved complexity of
Maestro II and the bad performance. The client/server architecture causes a
dependence on the reliability of the computer network, which is an additional
source of failure occurrence.



Taken into account the problems encountered, it is concluded that Maestro II
does not constitute the right platform for Decamerone. However, as a research
prototype, Decamerone has proven its use in testing the theory. Moreover, the
experiences with the situational CASE environment have been a starting point
for much simpler, stand-alone, easy-to-use and fancy looking CAME tools such
as the on-line Method Base [Spikker 94] and Mouseion [Klooster 96].



8 Conclusions and further research

Situational Method Engineering is proposed in this work as an important
instrument to achieve both standardisation and flexibility. Recalling the research
objective stated in the introduction, this chapter both reflects on the results
achieved, and tries to envision the future of IS engineering methods. Based on
this, suggestions for further research are given.

In chapter one, the following objectives for the research described in this work
were formulated:

• Construct a theory of method fragments.

• Provide a language for representation and manipulation of method
fragments.

• Provide a procedure for Situational Method Engineering.

The first section focuses on each of the research objectives. By summarising all
results, we indicate the achievements concerning the objectives. Section 8.2
presents a short outlook to an envisioned future of IS engineering methods. We
show, how our work fits in this vision, and we also show, in section 8.3, which
further research has to be performed.

8.1 Summary of results and conclusions

8.1.1 A theory of method fragments

We conclude that a comprehensive theory regarding method fragments has been
defined. In addition to that, general theory of Situational Method Engineering,
including definition of the main concepts, has been developed. The theory of
method fragments is encapsulated in the Method Base definition. The Method
Base is implemented in the customisable CASE environment Maestro II, and
can be used for two purposes: providing storage of method building blocks to
produce or customise a method, and providing storage of project experience, in
order to be able to learn from success and failure. The first purpose is important
for organisations wanting to achieve the defined level in the Capability Maturity
Model, whereas the second purpose also applies to organisations striving for the
repeatable level.



A theory of method fragments relates very much to the IS methodology domain.
In our research, the IS methodology domain has been considered from different
angles. One of these angles is the type/instance Method Engineering hierarchy,
in which various levels in methodological knowledge are distinguished. An IS
engineering process (or project), at the IS engineering level, is in this hierarchy
viewed as an instance of an IS engineering method, at the IS engineering
method level, which is an instance of a set of classes constituting the structure
of the Method Base, residing at the Method Engineering level.

The structuring of knowledge can also be performed according to different
paradigms, of which four are identified: product-oriented, in which the products
of delivered by a method are decisive, process-oriented and decision-oriented,
stressing the activities and decisions, respectively, in a method, and object-
oriented, in which all method components are considered objects with
properties, a structure, and a behaviour.

A third angle constitutes the aspect that is considered by a method. Related to
these aspects, three structures are identified: the conceptual structure, consisting
of a product structure and a process structure, the technical structure, addressing
the tools supporting the conceptual structure, and the human structure, focusing
on the people who use the conceptual and technical structure.

An assessment was made of various approaches towards capturing
methodological knowledge, none of which turned out to be completely
satisfactory for Situational Method Engineering.  Therefore, a Method Base is
proposed having the following characteristics:

• Addressing both the Method Engineering level and the IS engineering
method level;

• Having a result-oriented, and therefore product-oriented, paradigm;

• Addressing all three structures.

The conceptual structure consists of the class Conceptual Method Fragment,
sub-divided into the types Process Fragment and Product Fragment, and
furthermore Association, Process Role, and Product Role. The technical
structure is derived from our view on CASE tool architectures expressed in
chapter one, considering a Technical Method Fragment as either a Repository
Fragment, a Process Manager Fragment, or a Tool Fragment. Classes in the
conceptual and technical structure may be further specified by a Rule,
expressing a constraint. The human structure consists of the objects Actor and
Actor Role. Between these classes, a number of relationships has been defined,
such as: support (between a Conceptual Method Fragment and a Technical
Method Fragment), prerequisite (between a Product Fragment and a Process



Fragment), invocation (between several types of Technical Method Fragment),
and capability (between Actor and Technical Method Fragment).

Besides relationships, several property types have been defined. Properties of
Method Base classes are mainly being used to characterise and identify classes
and their instances. Several categories of property types are distinguished. First
of all, a distinction is made between intrinsic property types, used to
characterise Method Base objects, and variable property types, used to
characterise instances of objects. Intrinsic property types are further partitioned
into stable property types, having a fixed value domain, and unstable property
types, of which value domains can be extended due to their immaturity or
uncertainty. Each intrinsic property type is associated with a value type, which
has been specified as well.

Three stable property types play an important role. The Layer property type
enables to distinguish between conceptual method fragments addressing
different sub-systems and aspect-systems of an information system. The
associated value type consists of five granularity layers: Method, Stage, Model,
Diagram, and Concept. The partitioning in granularity layers prevents the
comparison and possible composition of incomparable method fragments, such
as a Business Area Analysis report with a Data flow concept.

The Root property type describes a product fragment or repository fragments in
terms of a structure of elementary building blocks and relationships. Such a
structure is a sub-system of an ontology, and provides semantics to method
fragments. Contrary to many standardisation initiatives considering IS
ontologies, we believe that an ontology always reflects the view of its creator or
group of creators. Several ontologies can thus be used, as long as there is a
common understanding and agreement about the ontology being used in a
specific Method Base. In this dissertation, an example ontology in the form of
the Methodology Data Model is presented.

The Goal property type also renders semantics to method fragments. A goal is
represented as a tuple (Action, Measure, Product), of which only the first
element is obligatory. Goals are taken from a process classification, consisting
of a set of basic actions in IS engineering, a set of measures, and a set of
product types required in IS engineering. Due to their function for method
fragments, ontologies and goal classifications are called anchoring systems.

The Method Base has been formalised, as much as possible, in first order
predicate calculus. Using the formalisation, a number of axioms were defined,
along with some corollaries and theorems. The formal specification served as
input for the technical design of the Method Base Management System
(MBMS), part of the situational CASE environment Decamerone and
implemented in Maestro II. The MBMS has a stratified architecture, consisting
of three layers. This architecture improves maintainability, but reduces



performance. In general, it is concluded that Maestro II is not the right platform
for Decamerone, due to bad performance, unreliability, lack of standardisation,
and a large complexity.

8.1.2 A language for method fragments

In this research we have defined a language for representation and manipulation
of method fragments. In order to define the IS engineering process, method
fragments have to be represented in a way that should meet a number of
requirements. We have considered these requirements, based on which we have
assessed eight state-of-the-art method representation languages: PSM, LISA-
D/Hydra, HFSP, Funsoft, Potts’ Model, NATURE’s Ways of Working Model,
GOPRR, and Object-Z. It turned out that there is no ultimate Method
Engineering language. Some languages are better suited for specific aims, such
as simulation or describing design rationale, whereas others are more general-
purpose. None of the languages supports manipulation of method fragments,
which is a prerequisite to method customisation, and therefore one of the
requirements to reach a defined IS engineering process.

The results of the comparison have been used in the definition of MEL, the
Method Engineering Language. MEL is a description language for the Method
Base, additionally offering operations to select and assemble method fragments.
The language offers representation mechanisms to describe methods on
different levels of granularity. MEL facilitates both representation of method
processes and method product models. The product fragments can be related to
process fragments through relationships, represented by MEL keywords. Such
relationships include: prerequisite, which relates the product fragments required
by a process fragment, and manipulation, relating the product fragments
manipulated by a process fragment in a certain role, such as update, production,
or usage. Product fragments can be involved in an association, or can precede
each other. A product fragment can be associated to one or more rules,
specifying a static constraint, and can be, on a higher granularity level,
represented by a graphical symbol. Product fragments can be described in terms
of ontology concepts and associations which is particularly useful when
assembling product fragments from different methods.

For process fragments, decision and iteration constructs are provided.
Moreover, it is possible to specify parallelism. Process and product fragments
are characterised by a number of predefined property types and values, the latter
being taken from a number of methodology-related value type domains. Process
and product fragments can be specialised,  and it is possible to specify abstract,
polymorphic product fragments (cf. templates) , which can be parametrised in
the specialisation. Such polymorphic method fragments are also used to define
role-specific views. A view is a specialisation that only contains the relevant



parts for a specific actor type. Tool aspects are handled by providing special
constructs, such as the symbol with which a concept is represented, and
appropriate property types, such as font type and coordinates.

MEL is both a textual and a graphical language. The language contains a
comprehensive set of textual constructs, and a more limited set of graphical
representations. Graphical representations exist for all the important MEL
components and constructs, excluding views and specialisations. The graphical
representation can be used if overview is required, whereas the textual
representation provides all the details.

The language provides three types of operation: methods administration
operations, to insert and remove method fragments into and from the Method
Base, method fragment selection operations to select and deselect method
fragments with specific properties, and method assembly operations, to combine
and disassemble the selected method fragments, resulting in a situational
method.

Syntax and semantics of MEL have been formalised in several ways, by
employing the formalisation of the Method Base. An attribute grammar defines
syntax and operational semantics of the language, whereas denotational
semantics has been defined by using first-order predicate calculus. A MEL
editor and a MEL interpreter are implemented in the Decamerone situational
CASE environment prototype.

8.1.3 A procedure for Situational Method Engineering

As an underlying paradigm of a procedure for Situational Method Engineering,
the Situation-Scenario-Success (S3) model is proposed. The success one want to
achieve with an IS engineering projects takes a central position in this model.
Situation factors imply or contribute to performance indicators, being the
descriptors of success. Scenario aspects, which are aspects required to be
covered by a situational method, can also contribute to project success. By
considering these relationships, the combination of situation and the required
success should yield the scenario aspects.

A number of situation factors, scenario aspects, and performance indicators has
been identified and aggregated. The aggregated factors, aspects, and indicators
have been positioned in matrices, after which clustering took place. The
clustering yielded a selection procedure with the following steps: determination
of the project goal, determination of a preliminary scenario, containing those
aspects that should always be present in a situational method, and adaptation of
the preliminary scenario, based on a number of heuristics relating situation and
success to scenario.



This procedure has been extended to a method assembly procedure with the
following additional steps: selection of the required method fragments from the
Method Base, and assembly (composition) of the selected method fragments
into a situational method. The adapted preliminary scenario, called scenario,
prescribes the required method fragments.

The notion of quality of IS engineering methods is introduced, which has been
partitioned into situation-dependent quality and situation-independent quality.
Situation-dependent quality relates to the suitability of a method for a particular
situation. Based on the clustering of situation factors, scenario aspects and
performance indicators, 20 situations have been identified, each of which can be
related to a set of scenario aspects. Situation-independent quality relates to the
consistency and integrity of a method, without taking into account the situation
in which it is applied. Five situation-independent quality criteria were
identified: completeness, consistency, efficiency, soundness, and applicability.
Associated with each criterion is a number of formalised rules to achieve the
criterion. In particular the Methodology Data Model enables the formulation of
requirements for semantic soundness of a situational method.

In order to use the assembled situational method in a project, it is processed by a
repository generator, for the data perspective, and a process engine generator,
for the process perspective. The repository is a Maestro database, the process
engine is implemented by the custom Maestro II Process Configuration and
Management System. In this manner, Decamerone employs standard Maestro
functionality to fulfil its role as an integrated situational CASE environment,
both for Situational Method Engineering and Information Systems Engineering.

8.2 A vision on IS engineering methods

In the introduction to this work, we have shortly presented a number of
developments that influence information systems, information systems
engineering, and the methods for information systems engineering. We return to
these developments and try to interpolate them to the future of IS engineering
methods.

The first development we consider is the growing need for flexibility of the IS
engineering process. Organisations, including IS engineering organisations such
as IS projects, need to anticipate quicker and quicker to globalisation, advancing
technology, higher quality demands, changes in the society, etc., requiring lots
of flexibility. Organisational flexibility imposes requirements on IS engineering
methods, which can no longer be static text books. The ideal ISEM is therefore
a dynamic system, easily adaptable and therefore electronically available. We
envision methods in the traditional sense to disappear, and be replaced by
integrated CAISE (Computer Aided IS Engineering) systems. A CAISE system



consists of an adaptable process manager and repository, as well as easily
tuneable tools. Such tools, for instance generators, diagram editors, and
browsers, have a generic component and a specific component. The latter can be
adapted in a much simpler and user-friendly way than in the adaptable CASE
tools of today. Decamerone is intended to serve as a prototype for such CAISE
systems, as it is customisable and integrates method and CASE tool.

A second development is the need for speed of IS engineering. More and more,
projects are being budgeted on a fixed-price basis, which means that every cost
increase is at the expense of the IS engineering organisation. Moreover, clients
are becoming very critical and demanding concerning the time it takes to
develop an information system. In general, the ability to have a sufficiently
complete picture of the costs and functionality of an information system in a
very early stage is becoming a critical success factor for an IS engineering
organisation. Ideally, the offer should already contain that picture. Acceleration
is achieved through a CAISE system in the following ways. Firstly, it contains a
data base stored with key figures, approaches, etc. of earlier projects. Based on
this database, an estimating tool can, in co-operation with a method assembly
tool create a rough project plan, already in the offering stage provide the
required certainty regarding the IS project to be performed. The estimating tool
contains simulation facilities to calculate various alternative project plans in
terms of time and money. Secondly, the CAISE system contains a database with
re-usable specification components, which can be parametrised and configured
into a functional and technical specification of the information system.  Thirdly,
the CAISE system contains configurable code generators for a host of technical
platforms. Programming is restricted to a minimum (and often outsourced to
low-wages countries), and functional and technical designers become
“configurers”. This does not only increase speed of IS engineering, but also the
maintainability of the resulting information system. Situational Method
Engineering contributes to this development by providing a Method Base,
containing – explicit and implicit – knowledge about earlier projects.

The third development is the growing need for quality of the information
system. Quality very much relates to the ability to capture and validate the
client’s requirements, in a stage as early as possible. The CAISE system
therefore offers requirements capturing tools, such as Group Decision Support
Systems (GDSS). A GDSS enables users to brainstorm in a relatively structured
way. Each participant in the brainstorm session has a personal computer with
client software, which are connected to a server with software recording,
structuring, and transforming suggestions, votes, etc. Other capturing tools
include tools to generate and process questionnaires and interviews, and tools to
scan, process, and interpret existing documentation. To validate requirements, a
CAISE system provides prototyping tools. The screen mock-ups made with
these tools can be associated with the specification components. At the moment,
Situational Method Engineering does not contribute to this development.



The fourth development is the need for standardisation of the IS engineering
process. IS engineering methods are available as coherent building blocks, the
method fragments. Each of these method fragments is standardised, and
described in a standard notation. The CAISE system contains a Method Base
with method fragments, as well as a method assembly tool that ensures the
consistent combination of method fragments. Such a tool is also configurable,
i.e. new rules regarding the combination of method fragments can be easily
added. Assembly rules ensure that the resulting method is consistent. With
respect to this development, Situational Method Engineering and Decamerone
contribute a lot, due to the availability of a Method Base underpinned by an
anchoring system, a Method Engineering Language, and a Method Assembly
procedure.

The fifth development is the need for optimisation of the IS engineering
process. This optimisation is partly achieved by higher flexibility and speed, but
needs an important prerequisite: measurement. A comprehensive measurement
system should be established by the structural recording of data concerning
projects, the steps carried out, the results delivered, etc. Regarding several
variables of various aspects within IS engineering metrics are needed: size, cost,
complexity of information systems, specifications of information systems, steps
to produce specifications, situation factors, etc. As in each real science,
information systems engineering should become as quantitative as possible. A
CAISE system should support this quantitativeness. This is currently not the
case in Decamerone, which does not focus on measurement of IS engineering
methods. Decamerone, however, supports the “learning organisation” in a
qualitative way, which is another aspect of optimising the IS engineering
process (see, for instance, [Humphrey 90]).

The sixth development is the need for support of non-traditional IS engineering.
Information systems are no longer developed “from scratch”. More and more,
legacy systems are being reverse engineered, which imposes demands on the
methods and tools that are used. In fact, reverse engineering requires, more than
any other type of development, situational methods, as each reverse engineering
project is unique with respect to begin and end state. Packaged systems
selection and installation is another area where custom-made methods, taking
into account both the package and the situation in which the package needs to
function, are desperately needed.



8.3 Further research

Suggestions for further research have been classified into the categories related
to the research objectives. Furthermore, we have indicated to which extent a
suggestion contributes to our vision of IS engineering methods.

8.3.1 A theory of method fragments

Metrics for method fragments

To improve optimisation of the IS engineering process, enabling the leap toward
the managed or even the optimising level of the Capability Maturity Model,
method fragments and situational methods should be quantifiable. To achieve
this, the theory should be enhanced with metrics. We have noticed that
comparisons and selections (including our own) are too often based on rather
informal criteria. Quantification of comparison and selection of method
fragments can alleviate this problem. A first proposal regarding metrics for
comparison of product fragments has been given by Rossi and Brinkkemper
[Rossi 96], who provide a number of quantifiable variables to determine the
complexity of a modelling technique. A problem in their approach is, that it is
very much related to the method representation language (GOPRR) they are
using. In this respect, it is expected that the use of a normative ontology or
super model, such as presented in [Berg 96], in combination with a
transformation framework such as the MMH framework [Oei 95], could yield
valuable additions to the approach outlined by Rossi and Brinkkemper.
Similarly, instruments to measure the performance of method fragments in a
project should be developed, in order to motivate selection choices. In the
current theory, we have introduced a property type experience record to fulfil
this role, but more sophisticated instruments are required.

Stability of property types

To improve standardisation, method fragments should be characterised as
complete as possible. In chapter three, a distinction was made between stable
and unstable property types. The criterion to classify a property type as stable is,
that the value domain of that property type is mature enough to justify a fixed
definition. In order to obtain more property types, research has to be focused on
the unstable property types. For instance, how can the required training for a
method fragment effectively be described? Or: How can the paradigm
underlying a certain method be described? Each of such questions deserves
separate research in the IS methodology field, just as the stable property types
are already a result of extensive research.



Ontology

We have proposed the Methodology Data Model as our “working ontology”. As
the focus of our work has been on other issues than those related specifically to
the ISEM level, we are aware that the MDM is not the ultimate ontology (if
such an ultimate ontology could exist). More aspects of IS engineering,
including project management (see [Meijer 95]), should be included in the
MDM, while adding refinement and manipulation mechanisms. At the same
time we propose some reflection on the construction of new ontologies. As
there are already several quite comprehensive ontologies around, research
should concentrate on ways to relate them. The MMH approach of Oei
constitutes in this respect a very useful contribution. Choices with respect to
certain transformations should be made explicit, in order to cater for the
extendibility of an ontology. In this dissertation, an ontology has been used to
“anchor” method fragments, to define their semantics. Another purpose of an
ontology could be, to describe the still intangible but very important notion of a
method’s paradigm (or philosophy, or Weltanschauung, or Way of Thinking).

Process classification

During our investigations, it turned out that not much relevant research
concerning process classifications has been performed. Some work is known to
us in the software process modelling area, and some in other engineering
disciplines, such as mechanical engineering. However, a process classification
based on IS engineering methods did not exist yet. The process classification
system we proposed needs, just like the MDM, also further extensions and
refinements. A first extension would be, to incorporate relationships between
the processes. Currently, only an informal description motivates the process
relations; a formalisation would provide additional semantics. One way to
include relationships is, to consider the result types and state types we have
proposed. For each result/state type combination, methods need to be
investigated, and possible actions have to be identified. A process classification
also contributes to a further standardisation of IS engineering.

8.3.2 A language for method fragments

Tool specification

To enable the description of all types of method fragment, MEL should be
extended with a notation for tool specification. Contrary to repository fragments
(which have a similar structure as product fragments) and process manager
fragments (which are similar to process fragments), tool fragments have a very



heterogeneous structure. Diagram editors, for instance, need other specification
languages than consistency checkers or code generators. In order to enable tool
specification, MEL should contain non-deterministic, event-oriented,
constructs, as well as a semantically richer RULE concept. An extension of MEL
in this direction would contribute to the standardisation of tool components, and
thus to standardisation of IS engineering method components.

Multi-user multi-notational method specification

The multi-faced character of MEL, currently represented by a graphical notation
and a textual one, should be extended. The possibilities with respect to defining
external method fragments (views) should be enhanced. MEL should enable
distributed method specification, that is to say, Situational Method Engineering
performed by various agents at various locations. Each agent can specify his
part of the situational method, and MEL ensures a consistent result. Distribution
can be interpreted in a wide sense, including distribution over the Internet (see
[Brinkkemper 96]). Each user can employ his favourite notation, in a
“Viewpoint-oriented” way [Finkelstein 92], which could turn MEL into an
intermediary Method Engineering language. Notations need not to be limited to
conventional 2-dimensional models or texts, but can also include advanced
virtual reality representations. Multi-notational method specification leads to
quality improvement, both of the situational method and of the resulting
information system.

Engineering of Method Engineering languages

We do not consider MEL the ultimate Method Engineering language. As we
have shown in chapter five, some languages are better at specific aspects of
method representation and enactment. To allow for maximum flexibility and
suitability of a Method Engineering language in a specific situation, research
can be performed into the “porting” of Method Engineering principles to the
Method Engineering languages domain. Just like a Method Base has been
defined for IS modelling languages, a similar data base containing fragments of
ISEM modelling languages could exist. Organisations can in this manner
construct their own Method Engineering language, dependent on the needs and
requirements they have. Engineering of Method Engineering languages fits into
the development towards more flexibility.



8.3.3 A procedure for Situational Method Engineering

Metrics for assembly

Heuristics and assembly rules are currently purely qualitative; there is no
objective mechanism to prioritise rules, or to decide whether a heuristic is
applicable or not. This would require a quantification of the situation, as well as
a quantification of method fragments such as described in sub-section 8.5.1 and
a function mapping these quantification onto each other. Statistical techniques
can be employed to perform these quantifications. For instance, correlations
between situation factor values, performance indicator values and scenario
aspects can be used to derive quantitative dependencies. Similarity coefficients
can be used to determine the match of the situational method. Using notions
such as structural affinity, contextual affinity and behavioural affinity [Castano
94], the quantitative equivalence of two product fragments, or a set of product
fragments with an ontology, can be investigated. In this manner, similar method
fragments can be identified, including their degree of similarity. Selection and
assembly metrics can speed up and optimise the method configuration process,
and thus improve the IS engineering process.

Change of project circumstances

An interesting issue is the way how a method engineer should deal with
changing situation factors and performance indicators. Usually, a project
changes over time, which could result in a mismatch between the proposed
situational method (based on the situation and the expected success at the start
of a project) and the actual situation. The heuristics have been designed to be
used once, at the start of the project. A factor value change ideally should not
cause a time-consuming cascade of changes in the situational method. Research
should therefore be initiated to investigate effective and efficient mechanisms to
relate changing situation factors and performance indicators to scenario aspects.
This could involve a more iterative or layered (global - detailed) way of
configuring a situational method, thus contributing to a higher overall flexibility
of the IS engineering process.

The human side of Situational Method Engineering

A rather neglected issue, also in other areas of Computer Science, is the human
factor, and related to this, the organisational factor. The culture of an
organisation should match with the underlying principle of Situational Method
Engineering, which is Controlled Flexibility. This requires highly-trained,
flexible, and professional human resources, and an organisation striving both
for standardisation and flexibility. People should be able to familiarise



themselves with the situational method in a relatively short time. This requires
other means of training. In an ideal situation, the situational method itself
should provide these means. Method fragments can be associated with training
material, and in addition to the configuration of the actual method, a training
program is configured (by the method engineer, or by a separate “training
engineer”). This would contribute to the flexibility of the IS engineering
process.

Extension and validation of selection heuristics

Selection heuristics need to be validated, corrected, and extended with rules
based on empirical research rather than on the literature survey presented in this
work. For a part, validation has taken place in the Situational Project Definition
project (see [Klooster 96], in which a large number of project managers have
been interviewed. It turned out that, according to the project managers
interviewed and given the use of the heuristics (as a checklist), the list such as
presented in section 6.3 contains no errors. Maes has extended the list with
heuristics aimed at rapid application development, also based on a survey
among project managers [Maes 96]. More heuristics can be found by
investigating project histories, assuming that these are available in an adequate
format. However, organisations are currently beginning to record project
histories aimed at supporting Situational Method Engineering, be it in a Method
Base or in a “Project Knowledge Management System” [Klooster 96].
Extraction of practice-based heuristics is therefore still in an initial stage, but
fits in the current trend of optimising the IS engineering process.

Classification of selection heuristics

Practice shows, that a situational method is already determined for a large part
at the start of a project, i.e. in the offering stage. At this stage, a global plan is
required, which is gradually refined to a full-fledged situational method. The
selection heuristics are at the moment globally-oriented; they support in finding
method outlines, but less on extending and refining these outlines. A
classification of heuristics could provide more clarity and structure into the set
of rules, and could also provide explicit relations between global and detailed
heuristics, thus contributing to both flexibility and optimisation. Within the
global-detailed dichotomy, classifications can be defined based on quality
criteria, similar to the way situation-independent rules are categorised.
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I Glossary

Abstraction level state of product fragment instance in terms of
degree of abstraction.

Analysis starting point description whether the method fragment
considers the current or the future situation as the
starting point for analysis.

Anchoring System limitative set of well-defined atomic primitives in
terms of which a method fragment is described.

Applicability the requirement that actors are able to apply the
situational method.

Association relationship between product fragment instances.

Actor function involved in an IS engineering project.

Actor Role function an actor has with respect to manipulating
and receiving product fragment instances.

Application Domain representation of the domain in which the method
fragment is to be applied or for which the method
fragment is particularly suited.

Approach Orientation extent to which a method fragment contributes to
an approach in which the organisation is taken as a
starting point or to an approach which considers
the information system as an isolated product.

CAME Environment collection of CAME tools for 1) specifying
methods to be used in customisable CASE
environments, 2) comparing, analysing, and
selecting IS engineering methods, and/or 3)
storing the accumulated knowledge of IS
engineering methods and situation factors.

CASE Environment collection of CASE tools supporting modelling,
specification, storage, analysis and retrieval of
information system models, thus supporting the
process of IS engineering.

CAME Tool Automated tool to support a step or aspect of
Situational Method Engineering.

CASE Tool Automated tool to support a step or aspect of IS
Engineering.



Capability relationship between an actor and a technical
method fragment expressing  the ability to work
with a technical method fragment.

Capability Maturity Level the minimum level of the Capability Maturity
Model to which a process fragment can be
assigned.

Choice relationship between process fragments reflecting
the fact that one process fragment conditionally
precedes the other process fragment.

Completeness the requirement that a situational method contains
all the method fragments referred to by method
fragments in the situational method.

Concept atomic product fragment.

Conceptual Method Fragment non-executable method fragment which is
described as complete as possible, without taking
into account the actor or actor type that will
possibly use it.

Consistency the requirement that activities, products, tools and
people and their relationships in a situational
method do not contain any contradiction and are
thus mutually consistent.

Constraint relationship between a method fragment or an
association and a rule expressing the requirement
a rule imposes on the method fragment or
association.

Contents relationship between process fragments or
between product fragments reflecting that a
process fragment consists of another process
fragment, or that a product fragment consists of
another product fragment.

Customisable CASE Environment CASE environment with mechanisms to
use an unlimited set of ISEMs.

Decision type of process fragment leading to a choice
between several alternatives.

Definition text that informally characterises a method
fragment.

Degree of reuse extent to which the method fragment contributes
to the reuse of existing specifications or programs.



Degree of user participationextent to which a method fragment supports the
user-involvement with respect to analysis and
design of the information system.

Degree of user responsibility extent to which a method fragment
contributes to user responsibility for designing
specifications, testing or installation, or a
combination thereof.

Destination relationship between an actor, an actor role, and a
product fragment to indicate to whom a product
fragment is addressed.

Development Type extent to which the method fragment supports an
analytical or experimental way of IS development.

Efficiency the requirement that a situational method fulfils its
duty at minimal cost and effort

Execution relationship between an actor, an actor role, and a
process fragment describing who is executing
which process, in which role.

Experience amount of experience needed by a project member
to perform or apply a method fragment.

Experience Record a tuple (performance indicator, contribution)
indicating the relative (negative or positive)
contribution of a method fragment instance to
project success or failure.

Focus indication whether a method fragment addresses
the target domain of IS engineering or
management thereof.

Goal set of tuples (<Action>, <State>, <Result>) that
completely describe the objectives of a method
fragment and its contents.

Identification unique name or sequence of digits and letters by
which a method fragment can be identified.

Integration relationship between repository fragments
indicating that two repository fragments belong to
the same repository data model.

Invocation The relationship between process manager
fragments reflecting the ability of a process
manager fragment to start the enactment of
another process manager fragment, or



the relationship between a process manager
fragment and a tool fragment reflecting the ability
of a process manager fragment to start tool
fragment enactment, or
the relationship between a process manager
fragment and a tool fragment reflecting the ability
of a process manager fragment to start tool
fragment enactment.

Information System cohesive set of  procedures and components,
possibly automated, to provide in the information
need of a specific task or group of tasks, executed
in one or several organisations.

Information Systems Engineering set of all development and project
management activities related to the consistent
and effective design, installation and modification
of an information system.

Information Systems Engineering Method (ISEM) integrated
collection of procedures, techniques, product
descriptions, and tools, for effective, efficient,
and consistent support of the IS engineering
process.

Installation Type extent to which a method fragment supports
either one-shot installation, installation in parts,
or evolutionary installation.

Involvement relationship between a product fragment, an
association, and a product role reflecting the fact
that an instance of the product fragment is
involved in an association in a certain role.

Iteration Type the extent to which a method fragment
contributes to a linear or iterative development
strategy.

Layer subsystem, aspect system, or a combination of
subsystem and aspect system of the information
system a method fragment addresses.
Abbreviation of granularity layer.

Level of detail state in terms of number of components a product
fragment consists of.

Management Aspect project management aspect or collection thereof
to which a project domain method fragment
contributes.



Manipulation relationship between a process fragment, a
product fragment and a process role indicating
that a process fragment manipulates a product
fragment in a certain role.

Maturity level relative age of a method fragment in terms of a
life cycle model.

Method Engineering systematic analysis, comparison, and construction
of Information Systems Engineering Methods.

Method Engineering language modelling language to represent IS
engineering methods and fragments thereof, and to
enable the assembly of information systems
engineering methods by offering constructs to
manipulate method fragments.

Method Fragment description of an IS engineering method, or any
coherent part thereof.

Modelling Aspect aspect or group of aspects of the information
system the method fragment covers.

Modelling Scope extent to which a method fragment considers the
entire information system, the system and its
environment, or only a sub-system.

Ontology limitative set of well-defined concepts and
associations in terms of which all product
fragments are defined. Specialisation of anchoring
system.

Option either a set consisting of the various outcomes of a
decision, or the outcome of a decision which has
led to a process fragment.

Paradigm representation of the philosophy a method
fragment adopts.

Performance Indicator factor that, once assigned a certain value,
describes part of the expected success of an IS
engineering project.

Precedence The relationship between process fragments
reflecting the fact that they precede each other, or
the relationship between product fragments
expressing ordering with respect to different
product versions.



Prerequisite relationship between a process fragment and a
product fragment expressing the fact that a
process fragment instance requires a product
fragment instance for its execution.

Process Fragment description of an activity to be carried out within a
method.

Process Manager automated tool to guide an information systems
engineer through an electronically available IS
engineering method.

Process Manager Fragmentexecutable part of a support tool process manager,
or a link to a process manager part.

Process Role respect in which a process fragment manipulates a
product fragment.

Process type the step category (abstraction step, form
conversion step, decision, review step, checking
step) to which a process fragment belongs.

Product Fragment specification of a product delivered and/or
required within a method.

Product Role role a product fragment instance plays in an
association.

Project temporary organisation requiring concerted effort
to achieve a certain goal.

Project Domain organisation that performs IS engineering (after
[Euromethod 94])

Project Goal purpose of an IS engineering project to which a
method fragment contributes.

Project Scenario set of scenario aspects prescribing the aspects that
should be incorporated into a situational method.

Purpose function of a technical method fragment within an
IS engineering project.

Repository Fragment support tool repository structure or part thereof.

Representation form in which a product fragment instance is
denoted.

Responsibility relationship between an actor and a method
fragment indicating which actor is responsible for
which method fragment.



Root set of ontology concepts and associations
addressed by a product fragment or a repository
fragment representing its semantics in terms of
elementary product building blocks.

Rule specification of a limitation concerning an
instance of a method fragment.

Scenario Aspect factor that, once assigned a certain value,
describes a required characteristic of a situational
method for an IS engineering project.

Situation combination of circumstances at a given moment,
possibly in a given organisation.

Situational method IS engineering method tailored and tuned to a
particular situation.

Situational CASE Environment  set of computerised tools and databases
supporting both the process of Situational Method
Engineering and the process of Information
Systems Engineering.

Situational Method Engineering sub-area of Method Engineering directed
towards the controlled, formal and computer-
assisted construction of situational methods out
of method fragments.

Situation Factor factor that, once assigned a certain value,
describes part of the situation before or during an
IS engineering project.

Skill relationship between an actor, an actor role, and
a process fragment which reflects the capability
of an actor to execute a process fragment in a
certain role.

Soundness the requirement that a situational method is
semantically correct and meaningful

Source name of the IS engineering method from which a
method fragment originates.

Support relationship between a conceptual method
fragment and a technical method fragment that
reflects the involvement of a technical method
fragment in the production or storage of a
product fragment, or in the execution of a process
fragment.



Symbol graphical representation of a product fragment in
the product fragment in which it is contained

Target domain organisation for which IS engineering is
performed (after [Euromethod 94])

Technical Method Fragment method fragment implemented as an IS
engineering support tool or part thereof.

Temporal state situation of the information system that is
considered by the instance of a product fragment.

Training amount of time required to train a project
member in performing a process fragment.

Tool Fragment technical method fragment for entering,
transferring and checking information regarding
the information system.

Usage relationship between a tool fragment and a
repository fragment indicating that the tool
fragment uses a repository part described by the
repository fragment for storage and retrieval of
IS models and concepts defined and/or used by
the tool fragment.

Validation Type type of validation strategy a method fragment
contributes to.



II List of mathematical symbols

A the set of associations.

AO the set of ontology associations.

AC the set of basic actions.

B the set of process roles.

C the set of conceptual method fragments.

CN the set of concepts in the Method Base.

CNO the set of ontology concepts.

COp the contents of a process fragment p.

COr the contents of a product fragment r.

E the set of tool fragments.

H the set of actors.

HPm the set of hidden properties and components of a method fragment m.

I the set of property type value domains.

J the set of intrinsic property types.

K the set of actor roles.

L the set of product roles.

M the set of method fragments.

MCm the set of MEL selection conditions associated with a queried method
fragment m.

MR the set of MEL formulas.

O the set of additional Method Base classes.

P the set of process fragments.

PT the set of MEL property values types.

Q the set of conditions.

PM the set of process manager fragments.

PRm the set of intrinsic properties of a method fragment m.

R the set of product fragments.

ST the set of state types.

S the set of rules.



RT the set of result types.

T the set of technical method fragments.

V the set of MEL variables.

VPm the set of variable properties of a method fragment m.

X the Method Base.

X+ the method universe.

Xs the situational method.

Y the set of repository fragments.

the set of instances of predicates describing relationships between the
elements of M, O, and I.

type the function assigning to each property type the domain of its values.

α the function mapping method fragments on elements of an anchoring
system.

ϕ the function relating the concepts and associations of an ontology.

Γ the anchoring system.

∆ the ontology.

∆MDM the Methodology Data Model (MDM).

Θ the set of ontology concepts.

Φ the function relating MDM concepts and MDM associations.

Ψ the set of ontology associations

ABSTRACTION_LEVEL_TYPE = {Logical, Technical}.

CMM_LEVELS = {Initial, Repeatable, Defined, Managed, Optimising}.

CONNECTIONS = ℘ ((x, y)), where x ∈  N, y ∈  N

DETAIL_TYPE = {Global, Detailed, Provisional, Complete}

DEVELOPMENT_TYPE = {Analytical development, Experimental development}.

FOCUS_TYPE = {Project domain, Target domain}.

FRAG_GOAL = ℘ ({(a, s, r) | a ∈  AC, m ∈  ST, r ∈  RT}).



GRAN_LAYER = {Method, Stage, Model, Diagram, Concept},

INSTALLATION_TYPE = {One-shot, In parts, Evolutionary}.

ITERATION_TYPE = {Linear, Incremental}.

LABEL = ((x, y), p), where x ∈  N, y ∈  N, p ∈  {left, right, centre}.

MANAGEMENT_ASPECT = {Time management, Budget control, Documentation
management, Software configuration management, Quality inspections, Audits, Project
organisation, Risk management, Procurement, Methodological support}.

MATURITY_CYCLE = {Immature, Innovative, Mature, Commonly-used, Outdated}

MODELLING_ASPECT = {Goals and requirements aspect, Data aspect, Process aspect,
Behaviour aspect, Interaction aspect, Allocation aspect}.

MODELLING_SCOPE = {Organisation scope, Information System scope, Computer System
scope}.

ONTOLOGY_SET = ℘ (CNO) ∪  ℘ (AO) ∪  ℘ (CNO × AO × CNO)

ORIENTATION_TYPE = {Organisation approach, Product approach}.

PARTICIPATION_TYPE = {Few user participation, Much user participation}

PERFORMANCE_INDICATOR = {Time, Money, Organisation management, Information
management, Quality control, Customer relationship, Uncertainty management, Complexity
control, Specification-compliant installation, Functionality, Reliability, Usability, Efficiency,
Maintainability, Portability, Correctness of information, Completeness of information,
Timeliness of information, Accuracy of information, Verifiability of information, Business
process improvement, System acceptance, Organisational fit},

PROCESS_TYPE = {abstraction step, form conversion step, decision, review step, checking
step}.

PROJECT_GOAL = {Knowledge acquisition, Adaptation, Custom, Packaged system
selection}.

RECORD_TYPE = ℘ (p, s), with s ∈  {-1, +1}, and p ∈  PERFORMANCE_INDICATOR

REPRESENTATION_TYPE = {Structured text, Unstructured text, Table, Matrix, Unstructured
graphics, Diagram, Symbol }.

RESPONSIBILITY_TYPE = {User-responsibility for design, User-responsibility for testing,
User-responsibility for installation}.

REUSE_TYPE = {No reuse, Reuse}.

SHAPE = (((x1, y1), (x2, y2), ... , (xn, xn)), where xi ∈  N, yi ∈  N, i  ≥ 2.

STARTING_POINT = {Current situation, Future situation}.

STATE_TYPE = {Current, Future}

SYMBOL_TYPE = <SHAPE, R, LABEL, CONNECTIONS>

VALIDATION_TYPE = {No validation, Validation}





III IPCI Development Environment project description

Below, we present the processes and products that are a result of a Situational
Method Engineering activity, using the principles described in this dissertation,
based on the description that we have provided in chapter two.

8.4 Processes

The activities to be performed in the IDE project are the following.

1. Requirements Analysis, in which the current process of R/T systems
development at IPCI is investigated. A global Functional Model of the
process is created, as well as an Object Model of the products and data
involved in that process. Moreover, a requirements catalogue is created,
all in close cooperation with the IPCI software developers. For each
requirement, alternatives, costs, and a costs/benefit analysis are entered in
the requirements catalogue. This prioritised requirements catalogue is
called Business System Options, some of which are selected to be
processed in stage 2. The Requirements Analysis stage is an adapted
SSADM module, extended with OMT techniques.

2. Requirements Specification, in which the Functional Model and the
Object Model are improved and detailed. A prototype with screen mock-
ups is made in close co-operation with the users. From this prototype (and
sometimes concurrently with its development), a Dynamic Model is
created. Quality inspections in accordance with the ABC Quality System
are performed. The Object Model, including a rough specification of the
repository, the Functional Model, specifying the functions of IDE, and the
Dynamic Model, specifying the behaviour and interaction of the functions
with the objects, as well as matrices showing the relationships between
users, objects and functions form, together with the prototypes, the
Requirements Specification Report. This stage is an adapted SSADM
module, extended with OMT techniques.

3. Package Selection, in which a study is performed whether, given the
requirements, IDE can be bought “from the shelf”. This stage originates
from Navigator 1.5, with input and output products adjusted to SSADM
and OMT.

4. Logical System Specification, which is in fact a further elaboration of the
products delivered in Requirements Specification.. The Object Model is
extended with operations by looking at events, functions, and state



transitions from the Behaviour Model. All models are validated with the
future users (the IPCI software developers) by means of the prototype.
Quality inspections are performed, which should be in accordance with
the ABC Quality System. Moreover, a first distinction is made between
object classes residing on the server (such as repository objects), and
objects residing on the clients (such as user interface objects). This stage
is an adapted SSADM module, extended with OMT techniques.

5. Physical Design, in which modules and subsystems of classes, events and
constraints are recognized, which are to be partitioned over server and
clients. Moreover, the implementation of control is chosen, and access
paths are optimised. The Object Model, Functional Model and Dynamic
Model are combined, and algorithms are designed for operations. Quality
inspections are performed, which should be in accordance with the ABC
Quality System. This stage is only in name a SSADM module, but in
contents an OMT stage.

6. Implementation, in which the object classes, modules and subsystems
defined in stage 5 are implemented in C++. Parts of the prototype (notably
the screens) are used in the implementation. This stage does not originate
from an ISEM, but is an adaptation of a set of C++ programming
guidelines developed by ABC Management Consultants.

7. Testing and Installation, in which unit tests (for the server and the clients),
a system test and an acceptance test are performed. Concurrently, training
sessions, set up by the methodologist and the user representatives of the
project team, are held in the various branches. Subsequently, IDE is
installed in stages (first the server components, then gradually more client
components), branch by branch. The user representatives are responsible
for the installation. This stage does not originate from an ISEM either, but
is an adaptation of an installation and training method developed by ABC
Management Consultants.

In fact this phasing was not known until after the completion of Package
selection, in which it was concluded that a system should be newly developed.
If a package had been selected, only the stage Package Installation would have
succeeded stage 3.

Two stages are considered in more detail: Requirements Specification and
Package Selection. Requirements Specification consists of the following
activities:

1. Develop required data model

2. Develop Behaviour Model

3. Define required system processing



4. Derive system functions

5. Develop processing specification

6. Enhance required data model

7. Develop specification prototypes

8. Confirm system objectives

9. Assemble requirements specification

Activity 1,2,3,4 and 7 are performed in parallel, as are activity 5 and 6, and 7 (5
and 6 are performed consecutively). After activity 7, an iteration can take place.
Based on the Requirements Catalogue, the Functional Model and Object Model
are created in activity 1 and 2, and 3 respectively. Note that activity 3 and 4 are
closely interrelated. In activity 4, also a user role / function matrix is created.
The Object Model is refined and extended with operations in activity 5, in close
cooperation and interaction with activity 7. Activity 6 yields a prototype  which
is reflected by the models delivered by activities 1 through 5 and 7.

Activity 1 starts with refining the Object Model made in stage 1. Additional
object classes are found by identifying objects and object classes, of which
candidates can usually be found by identifying nouns in the Requirement
Catalogue entries. The identified classes are placed in a Data Dictionary, in
which they are described. After that, associations between classes are identified,
usually by looking at the verbs and verb phrases in the Requirements Catalogue
entries. Then, associations are refined and attributes are identified. Object
classes are organised into a Class Hierarchy using the inheritance mechanism.
Finally the object classes are grouped into modules.

Activity 2 starts with preparing scenarios of typical system dialogues. A
scenario consists of sequences of events, the actors causing the events, and the
parameters of the events. First scenarios for normal cases are constructed,
followed by scenarios for special cases. After that, events are identified in the
scenarios, which are allocated to the object classes sending and receiving them.
For non-trivial event sequences, an Event Flow Diagram is created.
Furthermore, for each class with non-trivial behaviour a State Diagram is made.
First the normal events are identified, then the special cases.

Activity 3 starts with listing input and output values of the system, being
parameters of events happening between the system and its environment. The
DFD’s constructed in stage 1 are refined. In activity 4, in each DFD the
functions of the system are identified and described. Functions are allocated to
user roles in a matrix. Finally, possible constraints between objects are
identified.



In activity 5, the functions are further specified. Operations are added to the
object classes in the Object Model in activity 6. Operations can be found by
looking at: events, state actions and activities, and functions. From the
Behavioural Model, Functional Model and Object Model a prototype is made in
activity 7, which is used to validate the created models. Other users than the
four representatives in the project team are invited to play with the prototype,
and comments, suggestions and remarks are considered for inclusion in the
models, which are then possibly adapted accordingly.

In activity 8, a final review of the requirements is performed to ensure that all
requirements have been identified and fully defined. The Requirements
Catalogue is considered in conjunction with the Object Model, the Behavioural
Model and the Functional Model. Finally, in step 9 all delivered models are
assembled into a Requirements Specification Report.

Package selection consists of the following activities:

1. Develop Request for Proposal

2. Evaluate Vendor Proposals

3. Perform Evaluations of Packages and Vendors

4. Conduct Performance Benchmark

5. Develop Package Recommendation

6. Review and Approve Package Selection Stage

We focus on activity 1, which requires the Requirements Specification Report
and is performed as follows:

First, the activity Develop Package Evaluation Strategy is executed. This activity
consists of Determine Scope and Pace of Package Evaluation Effort, followed by the
parallel execution of Refine List of Candidate Software Packages, Develop Package
Evaluation Criteria, and Define Scoring and Rating Techniques. Between the latter
two activities, intensive communication takes place. Activity Develop Package
Evaluation Strategy is concluded with a Conduct Team Review activity, and results
in a Package Evaluation Strategy and Package Evaluation Criteria. These two
products are input to all other activities of Package Selection.

If a sufficiently adequate information model of the required repository is
present, an activity Translate Repository Data Model into Functional and Data
Requirements is executed. This activity consists of the concurrent activities
Develop Detailed Functional Requirements, Develop Detailed Data Requirements, and
Develop Volumetrics, and is concluded with a Conduct Team Review. There is



intensive communication and data transfer between activities Develop Detailed
Functional Requirements and Develop Detailed Data Requirements.

Then, the actual Request for Proposal (RFP) is constructed in the Assemble RFP
activity. First (if necessary) Finalize Physical Packaging is performed,
concurrently with: Develop Technology Environment Section, Develop Vendor Profile
Section, Develop Package Profile Section, and Develop Bid Summary Section. After
that, the activities Develop Introduction Sections and Develop Letter of Transmittal
are performed in parallel, followed by the activities Assemble RFP and Conduct
Team Review.

Subsequent activities, which are not further elaborated here, are: Conduct Formal
Review, Obtain Management Approval of RFP, and, finally, Conduct Bidders
Conference.

The activity results in a Request for Proposal, which is a prerequisite for activity
2.

8.5 Products

The following deliverables are handed over to top management of IPCI for
formal approval:

• Business System Options

• Requirements Specification Report

• Request for Proposal (package selection)

• Package Selection Report

• Logical Design Report

• Physical Design report

• IDE System

• IDE System Test report

Of these deliverables, the Requirements Specification Report and the Package
Selection Report are considered in more detail below.

The table of contents of the Requirements Specification Report is depicted in
Fig. III-54. In the other figures examples of diagrams delivered in the IDE
project are shown. Fig. III-55 depicts an example of a Class Hierarchy, in this
case part of the specification for the Component Base. This class hierarchy
consists of object classes representing descriptions of hardware components,
which are related through inheritance relationships. Such an inheritance
relationship can partition the subclasses (such as in the example), but subclasses



can also be overlapping, indicated by a black discriminator (depicted by the
triangle) instead of a transparent one.

Requirements Specification report - Table of Contents

Requirements Specification Summary 3

List of Requirements 7

Object Model of IDE 33

Identified object classes 35

Class Hierarchies 61

Object Diagrams 41

Behaviour Model of IDE 69

System Dialogue Scenarios 71

Event Flow Diagrams 93

State Transition Diagrams 115

Functional Model of IDE 127

List of Functions 129

User role/ Function Matrices 155

Data Flow Diagrams 169

Description of the Prototype 187

Fig. III-54. Table of contents of Requirements Specification report

Fig. III-56 depicts part of the global (decomposable) State Transition Diagram
for the object class Component Base Administrator (CBA). Upon arrival of a
new component (an event), the component is checked. If the component  is
disapproved (a guard), a transition is made back to the start state. The CBA
classifies the component (an action), after which it is inserted into the
Component Base. A list of functions is an alphabetically ordered list of entries
of the form such as depicted in Fig. III-57.



Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.

Fig. III-55. Part of the Class Hierarchy of the Component Base (hardware section)

Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.

Fig. III-56. Global STD describing behaviour of Component Base Administrator

Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.

Fig. III-57. Function definition entry in the Function List

The User role/ Function matrix relates the identified functions to the roles IPCI
employees play in their R/T systems development projects. Fig. III-58 shows
part of such a matrix. Fig. III-59 shows the table of contents of the Package
Selection report. The evaluation summary and the software package
recommendation are plain texts. A vendor proposal evaluation is represented by
a table in which name of the vendor, a description of the proposal, as well as
various scores with respect to the functional requirements are entered. A
package evaluation is represented similarly, but more detailed and more
comprehensive. The Benchmark Testing, addressing non-functional
requirements, is represented as one table.

Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.

Fig. III-58. Excerpt from the user role / function matrix



Package Selection report - Table of Contents

Evaluation Summary 3

Software Package Recommendation 7

Detailed Assessments 11

Vendor Proposal Evaluations 13

IESolutions Inc. 13

DDD 17

Velocitas Pro Ltd. 21

Detailed Package and Vendor Evaluations 25

TopWare 25

Rapid Real-time 35

RSDE 45

Benchmark Testing 55

Fig. III-59. Table of contents of Package selection report
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